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I These are the numbers 24-25, 36, 38-40, 50-51 and 53-65.
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INTRODUCTION

Gudrun Buhnemann

General RemaJks

In recent years m31)9a1a8 have attracted much interest among a wider
public. The main focus of such interest has been directed toward
Tibetan mal)Qalas, specimens of which have been included in nume
rous publications. But mal)Qalas are found across a wide spectrum of
South Asian religious traditions, including those of the Hindus and
Jains. Mal)9a1as are also part of East Asian Buddhist traditions.

In South Asia, mal)9a1as have been used mainly in occasional rites
of worship. In these rites deities are invoked into mal).Qalas with the
aid of mantras. The construction of a mat:19ala is specially important
in Tantric initiation (dik$5) rites. In esoteric teaching, a mat:19ala may
be visualized as present in the practitioner's body by correlating the
cosmic symbolism of the l11aI).Qala with the practitioner's body parts.
M3I)<;lala patterns have had other far-reaching influences. They have,
for example, had an impact on ancient town-planning. The use of
mal)9alas is also documented in alchemy.]

The South Asian tradition of preparing and worshipping mat:1Qalas
and yantras continues up to the present. On the level of folk art the
kohbar 11131)9a1as, which decorate the walls of the nuptial chamber in
the MithiHi region of north Bihar (India) and Nepal, are a good
example of this. So are the auspicious floor designs prepared with
rice flour or coloured powders and regionally known as rango!i,
alpana, nwggulu or kolam, which have been influenced by mal).Qala
and yantra patterns.

Yantras have beenemp]oyed especiaUy in rites of magic. Their
use has been recommended in astrology and, to some extent, in
Ayur-Veda. The yantra of a deity is customarily placed under the
deity's statue at the time of its installation in a temple. Patterns of

I For a dctai Icd cxamination of the usc of mantras, yantras and 1l1a1)galas in Ayur
Veda and in alchcmy, sec Ro~u 1986a and 1986b.



2 GUDRUN BUHNEMANN

yantras, like those of mat)qalas, have had widespread influence. In
the citrabandl1a compositions in Sanskrit, for example, text can be
arranged in yantra-like shapes.2

Like mal)Qalas, yantras continue to be worshipped in South Asia.
The sricakra or sriyantm, which is a configuration of a central point
and sets of triangles surrounded by lotus petals, circles and a square,
is widely worshipped in contemporary India and Nepal. It is installed
and worshipped, among other places, in the Spigeri mn!lw, which
claims to uphold S31Tlkara's tradition. In Nepal, it decorates roofs of
shrines. The sricakra is now also sold as a pendant to be worn around
the neck, and is printed on popular wall calendars. A numerical
yantra, the visoyantra/ is currently worshipped in Ambaji, Gujarat.4

Popular books promote yanlras for miscellaneous mundane purposes,
including safe driving. Copper yantras from India can easily be
purchased over the Internet for similar purposes.

Patterns typical of m31)Qalas and yantras have inspired modern
Indian architecture, art and dance. The Mumbai-based contemporary
architect Charles Correa has been guided by ll1aJ)e;tala designs in his
layout of buildings, such as the new State Assembly (Vidhan
Bhavan) in Bhopal. Inspired by a l1avagrahmna~1(;laJa pattern, Correa
designed the lawahar Kala Kendra, a cultural centre in Jaipur.
Correa's Surya Kund in Delhi is said to be based on a mal~<;Iala plan
featuring the sricakra in its centre. s Inspired mainly by the sricakra.,
the 20th-century Indian artist N irad Majumdar created his ink
drawing Yantra. 6 The contemporary dancer Chandralekha acknow-

2 Some authorities do not rccognizc these compositions as poetry. For an exhaus
tive treatment of this topic, sec Rudraclcv Tripii\hi's study, San1s1q-I-siihitya men'
sabdiilailldir (Dim: Srlliilbahiidurasastri Kcndriya Sall1skrt Vidyapi(h, 1972 [in Hin
di]).

J This yanlra is reproduced in Bunce 200 J: 53, who ILlbels it erroneously' Amba
MaUa Yantra' instead of 'Amba Mata Yantra.' It is also known as bisolJyalltm
(Pranavananda <1977>: 52), while Chawdhri 1992: 53, 202-211 classifies it as
bccsiyantra.

4 For contemporary yantra worship in Gujarat, sec the discussion in Padmaja
1985,

5 For pictures of the Vidhan Bhavan, see Khan 1987: 134-139; for the .Iawahar
Kala Kendra, see Khan 1987: 142-143 and for the Surya Kund. sec Khan 1987: 105,
159.

(, Nirad Majumdar's Yanlra is reproduced in Chakravorty Spivak 1999: 193,
Figure 2. Numerous modern maJ)c)alas have becn created by both Asian and Westem
artists: see, for example, the oil painting by the Neprl1i artist Sharda Man Shrestha
(reproduced in Singh 2000: 85, Plate XI) and the mal,1~l.alas by lheGcrman artist
Lore Bert (reproduced in Singh 2000: 87. Plate XII).
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ledges the influence of the Saundaryalahari attributed to Saqtkara on
her dance piece 'Yantra: Dance Diagrams,' a work in which geo
metrical figures are created by dancers.

Some Problems

While a body of literature is growing in which malf9ala-like
structures of different cultures are compared with one another and
their use in therapy is explored, not much solid research has been
done on mal)<;blas in the Hindu traditions, and indeed no systematic
study has as yet emerged. Descriptions of maI)<;lalas in ancient texts
are barely studied, and usually left untranslated. Descriptions of them
in popular books often appear to be confused, since many authors
apply the same terminology to what appear to be somewhat similar
structures without differentiating between traditions. Psychoanalysts
and psychologists endeavour to interpret the maQ9ala by applying
their own categories. These approaches are of limited value for an
understanding of the structures and functions of maQ<;lalas in the
context of South Asian traditions. Since maI)9a1as are not objects of
art per se but are embedded in a ritual context, a purely art-historical
approach to the subject will not do justice to them either.

Thanks to advances in the study of Tantric texts over the past
decades and the increased availability of objects from South Asia,
new materials have become available which put us in a better
position than previous scholars to carry out research on maI)9a1as
and yantras. But museums are usually not the places to look for
lllaI)<;lalas and yantras, since the latter are ritual rather than art
objects, and so executed by craftsmen rather than artists. An
exception is the collection of about 60 copper yantras from Bengal in
the Museum flir indische Kunst, Berlin. The private coIlection of
yantras and maI~9alas of Robert Clark, Barcelona, is documented in
Stadtner 1998.

Drawings of yantras are often found in South Asian manuscripts
and printed books dealing with magical and Tantric rituals, and in art
catalogues as well. 7 The yantra designs found in these sources are

7 Sec, for example, Sotheby's London: Catalogue of Islamic, Indian, Tibetan,
Nepalese and South-East Asian Decorative and Other Works of Art, also Anti
quities. Days of Sale: Monday, 16th February 1981,2 pm, Tuesday, 17th February
1981, 10.30 am and 2 pm.
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often repetItive. One problem is the authenticity of mal}~iala and
yantra designs. Yantras are frequently executed on copperplates as
ordered by a practitioner. They are copiecl from drawings in
manuscripts, sketchbooks (Nepal) or printed books. Their structures
and the mantras inscribed in them often contain errors that go
unnoticed due to the ignorance of craftsrnen, copyists and practi
tioners. Pranavananda < 1977>: 75-79 examines nearly 200 .~rjcakras

from various parts of India and concludes that most of them show
major or minor flaws in their designs or other irregularities, and so
do not tally with the descriptions in ancient texts. According to this
author (Pranavananda < 1977>: 4, 109), certain changes were made to
the structure of the sricakra carlyon and these errors have been
perpetuated blindly by tradition. Artists in popular tourist spots in
Rajasthan and Nepal paint mostly for the tourist industry. They
freely mix elements from different traditions and copy designs frOin
books and museum catalogues printed in the West. Their products
often do not represent a continuation of ancient traditions. During a
recent visit to Bhaktapur in Nepal] interviewed a painter about the
use of the sarvatobhadras and liligatobhadras in his country. He had
not seen these maJ}Qalas, and indeed eagerly photocopied my
diagrams. I would not be surprised if painted bhi:ldramll~1(jaJasarc
soon being sold in the shops of Bhaktapur as traditional Nepalese
mal)Qalas. Customers will then use them as wall decorations,
although such mm)<;lalas were never intended to be hung on the wall
but were traditionally prepared on the ground from powders or grains
as supports for deities invoked into them. The Indigo Gallery in
Kathmal)Qu was already recently displaying a painted liIigatoblwdra
which, along with another maI)Qala, had been copied from Madlm
Khanna's book 'Yantra: The Tantric Symbol of Cosmic Unity.'

Previous Scholarship 011 HinduMa~J(;JaJas and Yanlras

Among the early studies of mal}Qalas and yantras the works of H.
Zimmer and P.H. Pott should be mentioned. Based on works by Sir
J.Woodroffe (alias A. Avalon) (1865-1936) and his collaborators/
H. Zimmer (1890-1943) published his influential book'Kunstform
und Yoga im indischen Kultbild' in 1926. The work contains two

K For recent research on 1. Woodroffc and his team of collaborators, sec Taylor
2001: 203ff.
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large sections, dealing with ma])c,ialas and yantras, which influenced
C.G. lung (1875-1961), the originator of analytical psychology, in
his interpretation of the mal).<;Iala.9 Zimmer's book, which did not
target an academic readership, endeavours to interpret mal).Qalas and
yantras based on both Hindu and Buddhist texts and monuments.
Zimmer argues that icons of deities or 'figurative sacred images'
(pratimli) can be subsumed under the category yantra, and in fact are
essentially and functionally identical with yantras, cakras and
mal):9alas (1984: 28-29). P.H. Pott's 'Yoga and Yantra' (1946) takes
a different approach. Even though he recurs to his predecessors J.
Woodroffe and H. Zimmer, Pott's goal is to explain the function
yantras have within the context of Tantric Yoga. Like Zimmer, Pott
refers to both Buddhist and Hindu texts throughout his work. A
dassic work is G. Tucci's 'The Theory and Practice of the Ma])Qala,
With Special Reference to tlJeModem Psychology of the Sub
conscious,' published in 1949 in Italian but translated into English
only in 196 L The book's main emphasis is on the symbolism of
Buddhist 111ar)<;Ialas, although the sricakra and Hindu parallels are
considered.

Comparabvely recent publications for a general readership include
the book on yantras by M. Khanna entitled 'Yantra: The Tantric
Symbol of Cosmic Unity,) published in 1979, and S.K.R. Rao's
small work 'The Yantras,' which appeared in 1988. Rao aho
authored a two-volume book on mal)Qalas entitled 'Ma])<;lalas in
Temple Worship' (1988-1990).

In 1986 A. Padoux edited 'Mantras et diagrammes rituels dans
I'hindouisme,' which is a collection of scholarly articles on mantras,
mar)9alas and yantras employed in the Hindu traditions. The
contributions are based on lectures presented at the conference
'L'Hindouisme-textes, doctrines, pratiques' of the research team
no. 249 of the Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS)
organized by A. Padoux in Paris in June 1984. These lectures-some
of which have been abbreviated or thoroughly revised-are publi
shed along with a summary of the discussion that followed their

• 10presentatron.

I} e.G. Jung's remarks and observations on the symbolism of the mal)<;Iala appear
in several sections of his Collected Works; see, for example, lung 1950 and lung
1964.

10 Padoux's volume contains the following papers that specifically focus on
mal)Qalas and yantras: 'MaD~ala et yantra dans Ie siva'isme agamique. Definition,
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Several authors have studied individual rnal~~lalas and yantras.
Kramrisch ]946, volume I: 46-63 was the first scholar to analyze
two main types of the v;"istupuru~"ama~l(!nl[J, II a mar)~lala employed in
the construction of buildings. She was followed by others,'2 inclu
ding Apte/Supekar 1983 and Aptc 1986 and 1987. Aptc also con
ducts research 011 mal)9alas in the P::incaratra tradition. Apte 1973
focuses on mal)Qalas described in the .Iayakhya-Sarflhita. In the
introduction to his edition and translation of the Pall~kara-Saq1hiUi

(Part 1, 1991), the same author analyzes one of four sets of mal)Qalas
described in this Sal!1hita. This set comprises 25 mat)~lalas, which
Apte attempts to reconstruct. 1J The well-known .'iricnkr<J, which is
employed in the ritual worship of Tripurasundarl,is the subject of
several publications. 14

Bunce's recent volume on yantras (2001) examines the relation
ship between numbers and yantras, The book is based on secondary
materials, with Johari ]986 as one major source.

description, usage' (I-I. Brunner) [the revised and enlarged version or this article
appears in this volume in English translation]; 'Quelques remarques sur ['usage du
mal)Qala et du yantra dans la va11ce de Kathmandu, Nepal' (A. Vergati); 'Panjara et
yantra: le diagramll1e de I'image slleree' (B. Biiumer); 'Dc I'efficicnce psycha
gogique des 1Ili/lllraset des Yi/Illras' (F. Chellct); 'La vision de la divinit6 dans les
diagrammcs scion Ie vishnouismc vaikhanasa' (G. Colas); 'Les diagrammcs COSIllO

goniques scIon Ie Svacchandatantra: Perspectives philnsophiques' (C. Conio); 'Mim
Ira et yalltra cn mCdecine et alchimie indiennes' (A. Ro~u); 'Le sri-cakra dansla
Saundarya-Lahari' ('I'. Michael); 'Mal)Qala and Agamic Identity in the Trika or
Kashmir' (A. Sanderson).

11 For an assessment of Kramrisch's work on the vijsll1pl/rll.~nlnil~l{hlln, see Bafna
2000: 30-31.

12 Sec, for example, Kulkarni 1979; sec also the interpretation of the viisllJjJllf'll$:I
1J1i/l}{iaJa given in Dani6101l 1977: 28-35 (200 I: 39-41). The relationship of the
v;jstupuru~"ama~u;};l1a to architecture is the topic or Meister's contribution to this
volume.

13 Arte's set of reconstructed I11m~~lalas is reproduced in colour in: Prakrti: The
Integral Vision (Volume 3: The Agamic Tradition and the Arts, edited by B.
Baumer, New Delhi: O.K. Printworld (P) Ltd., 1995): 193+, '1llustJations P.P. Apte
1.1-1.25.' However, due to an error, the plates arc appended to another article by
Apte included in this volume. Black and white drawings of the same set ofmal)~lalas

are included in Apte's edition and translation of the Pall~kara-Saqlhita (Part 1),
appendix, pp. i-xxi.

14 Sec, for example, Rao 1914-1916, volume 1: 330-332, Zimmer (1926) 1984:
158-180, Pott (1946) 1966: 40-44, Bolton/Macleod 1977, Pranavananda <1977>,
Kulaichcv 1984, Michael 1986, Fonseca 1986, Khanna 1986, Kulaichev/Ramendic
1989, Rao 1990, Brooks 1992: 115-\46, 189-199, Rao \998 ancl Wilke 2003.



INTRODUCTION

The Scope of this Book

7

My interest in maI)<;lalas goes back to a period in the 1980s when I
conducted research in PUlJ.e, Mahara~tra. The plan to publish a book
on mal)Qalas and yantras in the Hindu traditions took shape over time
as I observed the growing popular interest in Tibetan Buddhist
mat)Qalas. Unlike the many Tibetan malJ.Qalas which include pictorial
representations of multiple deities, most published malJ.Qalas in the
Hindu traditions appear to be simpler and more abstract in design.
However, Hindu mal)(,ialas, especially from Nepal and Rajasthan,
often include painted images of deities. ls Complex malJ.(,ialas are also
described in texts, and the practitioner is instructed to visualize
multiple deities in the malJ.Qalas, although these deities may not be
represented. This volume reproduces several malJ.c;lala designs, some
of which have been reconstructed from texts. Since texts often do not
specify all details of the mat)Qalas, such reconstructions necessarily
remain tentative.

With the exception of the sricakra, which has attracted con
siderable interest, adequate attention has not been devoted to malJ.Qa
las and yantras in the Hindu traditions and their multiple uses. Unlike
the approaches of earlier books, which indiscriminately deal with
Buddhist and Hindu malJ.(,ialas and which often arrive at generalized
conclusions, this book attempts to clarify important aspects of mal)
c;lalas and yantras in specific Hindu traditions through investigations
by specialists. In the present state of research it is best to avoid
generalizations and broad comparisons across traditions that rarely
take into account existing differences, and often turn out on closer
examination to be inaccurate. The complex Buddhist mal).<;lalas for
their part merit a separate study. Nevertheless I hope that this book
will indirectly contribute to a better understanding of the mal)Qala in
other South Asian traditions, and will lay the foundation for future. ..
mqUlnes.

The essays in this book explore some aspects of mal)Qalas and
yantras in the Smarta, Paficaratra, Saiva and Sakta traditions. An
essay on the vastupuTU$amaIJ.cjala and its relationship to architecture
is also included. It would have been useful to have essays on the use

IS In Nepal, even the sricakra occasionally includes painted images of deities; see,
for example, Illustration 43 in Kreijger 1999: 11 O~111. For a 19th-century mal)9al a
from Rajasthan with icons of goddesses, sec, for example, Pal 1997: 215, 337.
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of yantras in IndiaJlI medical systems, astrology or folk traditions, or
on geographical space as a maJ~Qala. It was, however, not possible to
find qualified authors who could write these essays within the given
time frame. Thus this book is a contribution to the study of an area of
South Asian culture which has hardly been researched, but it is not
an exhaustive treatment. This would have been an unrealistic goal,
given the extant mass of material on the topic.

In secondary sources, mal~~lalas (and yantras) have been described
too uniformly as aids to meditation or visualization. '() While they
celiainly function as meditational devices in somc traditions (as, for
instance, the sricakra frequently docs), this use of matJ~lalas is but
one aspect of a larger picture. In this regard H. Brunner's paper in
this volume is significant, since she sets out to examine some
popular notions about mal):Qalas criticlJilly and to emphasize other
uses of mandalas in ritual. In architecture, the notion of an 'all
governing mar)Qala' of symbolically significant dimensions which
underlies all buildings is frequently met with in the literature, and
has reccntly been challenged by Bafna 2000: 42-43. 17

The first essay in this book is designed as an introduction to the
topic. Referring to H. Brunner and others, I discuss the meanings of
mal)Qala, yantra and cakra, and suggest distinctions among these
terms. This is followed by a treatment of different categories of
mal)(,ialas, yantras and cakras and their constituent parts.

In the next essay, I focus on 111I3I)9ala-like structures and actual
malJ(,ialas and yantras currently employed in the ritual practice in
Mahara~tra. In its first part, ] discuss mal)(,iala-like arrangements,
such as the baljhara~Jacakra and paikayatan8 shrines, along with the
navagrahama~J(;Ja}a as an example of a mal)~lala with a lotus design.
A description of two yantra structures follows. Together with the
previous essay, this section is intended to introduce the reader to
basic concepts and m3l)9a1a designs in the Hindu traditions. The
second part of the essay focuses on a specific category of mal)(,iala
called bhadraJJ1a~](;laJ<ls. These are square-shaped mm~~lalas employed
mainly in concluding ceremonies of religious observances (vrata).

10 For a critical examination orthc claim that mal~9alas in Shingon Buddhism arc
aids or 'supports' for visual izatiall practiccs, see Sharf 200 I.

17 See M. Meistcr's papcr in this volumc for a critical assessment of Barna's
position.
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Marion Rastelli's essay focuses on the use of mar:l(;}alas and yan
tras in the Vai~l)ava Pancaratra tradition as based on original pas
sages from the Samhitas. It describes the selection, purification and
ritual acquisition of the mal)Qala site, guidelines and materials used
for drawing maQQalas, and the types of maI~Qalas found in the texts.
She then discusses the multiple functions of mal)Qalas in Pancaratra
rituals. The choice of a mal)l;iala for a rite is guided by the desire to
achieve specific results. It depends on the suitability of a mal).l;iala for
a certain rite and the main deity worshipped in it. The use of mal).
<;lalas in initiations (dik~fi) is treated elaborately. Some details of the
ritual, such as the casting of a flower onto a mar:t<;iala by the blind
folded initiand, have parallels in Buddhist Tantric initiation rituals. IS

The deity is made to be present in a maIJ9ala by imposing the deity's
mantras on the mal)<;i.ala structure. Two important maIJ9alas in the
Paficaratra tradition are the cakrabjama.Q.9ala and the navapadma
ma.Q.QaJa. The Paficaratra SarphWis consider the maIJQala a represen
tation of the deity's body, and of the universe as welL According to
some Sarnhitas,emancipation is only possible through mar:t<;lala
worship. Rastelli further discusses the significance of yantras in the
Pancaratra tradition. She focuses especially on the saudarsana
yantra 19 which is considered so powerful that the person who wears
it requires another yantra, the 'yantra of the wearer' (dhiirakayantra),
to keep its power in check. As in the case of mal).<;lalas, the material
from which yantras are made is considered essential for the efficacy
of the rite. Different materials are believed to produce different
results. (The texts of the Saiva Siddhanta that Brunner examines em
phasize the varying efficacy of the materials from which ma~4alas

are constructed, from precious stones on downwards.)
The three following essays deal with aspects of the Saiva

traditions. Helene Brunner has been researching Saivagamas for
more than thirty years. Most of her work is written in French and
therefore accessible to a more limited readership. For this volume,
her French paper, originally published in Padoux's edited volume,
'Mantras et diagrammes rituels dans l'hindouisme,' (1986: 11-35),
was translated into English by R. Prevereau, M.A., and completely

IX This topic has been dealt with repeatedly; for a description of the disciple's
entrance into the maJ)Qala and his casting of a flower, see, for example, Wayman
1974.

I~ The saudarsanayantra appears to be identical with the sudarsanayantra (see
section 2.3.3 of the following essay).
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revised and enlarged. Brunner's essay is divided into two parts. The
first part attempts to clari fy the meaning and use of the tern1S
maf,l<;!ala, yantra and cakra. Her classification of different types of
mal)<;!alas based on their ritual application is of special interest. (I
have taken up Brunner's discussion of the eli fferent types of
maJyJalas in the following essay [section 1.2], as has Torzsok in her
own.) The second part describes the use of ImH~9alas in the ritual
worship of Siva. Brunner reconstructs the sarvatobhadramal;u;Jala
described in chapter 3 of the Saradatilaka, which is used in an
initiation (dik~')ii) ritual, and analyzes its structure in detail. Finally,
she discusses the significance of malJ<;!abs in the Siddhanta School.

Judit Torzsok examines pre-11th-century Saiva mal~<;lalas as icons
which express a relationship between certain branches of Saivism
and between Saiva and non-Saiva groups. In the first part of her
paper she deals with the uses of the terms mat~9ala and cakra, a topic
also taken up by Brunner. This leads into a discussion on how the
circles (cakra) of deities are present in a maI)<;lala. Torzsok then
focuses on two kinds of maI)<;lalas: maJ)~lalas used in initiations
(dik$8) and mal)Qalas (and yantras) for the acquisition of supernatural
powers (siddlli). Giving examples from the Svacchandatantra, she
shows how mal)Qalas can visually represent doctrines of other Saiva
groups and teachings of non-Saivas. Torzsok specifies three major
strategies (specialization, expansion and substitution) which are
employed to adapt mat)9alas to a specific purpose, such as tIle
acquisition of supernatural powers. In the Appendices, Torzsok
attempts to reconstruct four mal)Qalas from textual descriptions. The
reconstruction of two mal)<;lalas (see Colour Plates 18-19) is tentative
and does not show the outer boundaries that are characteristic of
mal)<;lala designs. These boundaries are not specifically mentioned in
the texts, but are likely to have been assumed.

Andre Padoux'sfirst essay in this volume examines descriptions
of maDQ.alasand their use in Abhinavagupta's Tantraloka (early 11th
century). Basing himself mainly on material from various sections of
the text, Padoux portrays the uses of such maf,lQalas as the tri..Wliibja
mal).qala and tritrisiilabjama~1(;1aJa in rites, including the di fferent
forms of the initiation (dikfj5) and the practitioner's daily ritual wor
ship, in which the mal)Qala is visualized as being present in his body.

Andre Padoux's second essay deals with the ,5ricaknl as described
in the first chapter of the (most likely) 11th-century Yoginihrdaya.
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This chapter offers a description of the 'descent' (avatara) of the
srlcakra as a cosmic process and manifestation of divine power,
which the practitioner visualizes and experiences in his body. The
cakra is portrayed here as a cosmic rather than a ritual diagram,
whose contemplation has a visuaVspatial as well as a phonic/mantric
dimension and leads to an identification of the Yogin with the
supreme level of the word (vac).

Michael W. Meister measured a large number of ancient temples
in the course of extensive research in India. His drawings of ground
plans of temples show how the vastupuru~amaIJcjalawas used in
practice. Meister's contribution to this volume is concerned with the
vastuma~1C;1ala as described in Varahamihira's Brhat-SatTlhiHi and its
application in temple architecture.

This book contains only one bibliography, in order to avoid
repetition of references and to allow the interested reader to find
relevant literature on mat:l<;lalas, yantras and cakras in one place.

The title of this volume contains the much-debated word Hindu,
which has been the focus of some controversy. I will not discuss the
problems associated with this term here.20 I have decided, for
pragmatic reasons, to use it rather than choices such as 'Brahma
nieal,' a word which would indicate to some that the subject matter is
concerned only with the Brahmin community. The equally
problematic terms Tantrism and Tantric21 are also used in this book
for practical reasons and without further discussion.

Remarks on the Transliteration

It is difficult to avoid inconsistencies when transliterating words
from different Indian languages. For the names of many places and
temples, popular transliterations are already in circulation which may
not conform to scholarly standards. I have in many instances retained
the popular transliteration of such words in order to avoid burdening
the reader with unusual spellings of names. The transliteration of
words from Nevari poses its own problems, since there is often more
than one current spelling of a word. I am aware of minor inconsisten-

20 For a discussion of the problems associated with the term Hinduism, see, for
instance, Smith 1987.

21 Padoux 1987b, Verardi 1994: 52-53 and Urban 1999, among others, have
discussed these problematic terms.
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cies in spellings of words from Indian languages L1sed by the diffe
rent authors, and also their divergent treatment of parentheses. It is
difficult to avoid such inconsistencies without interfering too much
with the style of the individual contributions.
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MANQALA, YANTRA AND CAKRA: SOME OBSERVATIONS

Gudrun Biihnemann

1 Mandala

1.1 The Term Ma~l(;lala

In its most general use, the word mat~9ala refers to something that is
round or circular, such as a ring or circle, further, a region, terrestrial
division, domain, assembly or a group.l The term is used in Kau
tilya's Arthasastra, book 6, in the sense of a spatial configuration of
neighbouring states from the viewpoint of a king. In Tantric tra
ditions, the tenn maD9ala often refers to a space with a special struc
ture that is enclosed and delimited by a circumferential line and into
which a deity or deities are invited by means of mantras. This space
is often a circle, but may also appear as a square, a triangle or
another shape. 2 The various shapes and structures of maD9alas are
based on the traditions of the .different schools, ritual applications,
the deities worshipped and the practitioner's qualification and goaL
Mat~c;lalas themselves are prepared from various materials, including

I For a discussion of the uncertain etymology of the word mal)9ala, see Mayr
hofer 1986-200 I, volume 2: 294. A religious etymology of the word appears in
KuHimava-Tantra 17.59:

milllgalatvac ea cjiikinya yogil1igil~JasJlpsrayat I
lalitatvae ea dcvcsi ma~Jcjalalll parikirtitamll

"0 mistress of the gods, it is called mal)9a1a because itis auspicious (mangalatva),
because it is the abode of the group of Yoginis of the Qakini, and because of (its)
beauty (lalitatva)."

For an etymology of the word mat:t9ala, whieh divides the word into the
components marp;!a (explained as sara [essence]) and la (from the verbal root Iii [to
take]), see Tantraloka 37.21 with Jayaratha's commentary, referred to in Padoux, p.
227); Buddhist texts also divide the word mal)~ala into these two components, but
different interpretations are given to them; cf. the discussions in Wayman 1999,
Lessing/Wayman 1978: 270, note 1, Toganoo 1971: 150-160, Rambelli 1991: 9-13
and Tribe 1994: 127.

2 Brunner, p. 157, note 5 and Torzsok, p. 208 also refer to semi-circular mandalas
and mat)9a1as having the (triangular) shape of a vulva (yom), among others. ..
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coloured powders, precious stones, fruits and leaves, and fragrant
substances,) It must be emphasized, however, that the Imll~~lala is 110t
merely a physical structurc with a specific design. A mal~~lala is the
place in which the practitioner beholds Ihe deities who have been
invoked into it and so have become an integral parI of the structure. 4

Mal~<;Ialas figure among the places into which deities can be invoked.
These include statues, vessels and fire,5

Mal).Qalas are required in occasional (not daily) rituals, such as
festivals or rei igious observances (wilta) and more importantly
Tantric initiation (dik.'j5) rites, in which lattcr the viewing of the
maI)Qala is an essential clement.(' At the time of initiation the l11aI)

<;Iala structure functions as a place in which the deities become
visible to the initiate for the first time, thereby confi rming the
initiate's new identity (Torzsok, pp. 183-·184, 189, 190). The
mal~<;Iala structure can function as an important device for
representing the pantheon of deities in a system or school, and
expressing the hierarchy of deities within the system. This hierarchy
can even include deities of other systems as pari of' a 'lower
revelation,' and can indicate a cosmic order as well (Torzsok, p.
196). Further, mal~~alas, like yantras, are used in rituals leading to
the attainment of supernatural powers (siddhi).7

While most mal)Qalas follow the COn1l1:10n pattern of a concentric
arrangement of deities in order to express a hierarchy, the trident
ITIaI)<;Iala of the Trika also features a vertical ascent. The mal~~ala 's
trident is seen as rising three-dimensionally from a central IOIUs, as if
coming out of the mat)Qala' s surface (Torzsok, p. 196). We do not
know whether three-dimensional mal).<;Ialas were actually construc
ted. Such mal)<;Ialas arc knowl] from Buddhist texts and traditions.
The Vi~l).u-Sa!11hita (cf. Rastelli, p. 123) instructs the practitioner to
make the lines of a mal)<;Iala in varying thicknesses, with the centre

3 For materials listed in the Piincariilra SaqlhWis, see Rastelli, p, 123; for
maQ9a1as made from fragrant substances (g(/l1dh;lI1w~Jgalii), see Padollx, p, 226.

4 Sec the discussion in Torzsok, pp. 183-184 formorc details,
5 Rastelli, p. 126 discusses the worship of the deity in four places (catll~lsthiilla)

attested to in the younger Piincaratra Siurlhitfls. Thcse places are a mat)~lala, a vessel,
fire and a statue, Torzsok, p. 193, note 60, quoting the Tantraloka, lisls II supports
of external worship, including a rosary, manuscript and mirror.

6 Cf. Rastelli, pp, 130ff" Torzsok, pp, I85ff. and Padollx, pp, 227fr. for this
aspect of maDQalas.

7 See Torzsok, pp. 201-209 for a description of such lise of mal)~lalas in early
Saiva Tantras,

.....



of the mal}Qala its most elevated part, which could be taken to
presuppose the concept of three-dimensionality. Three-dimensional
yantras are not uncommon in the Hindu traditions, and are described
below in section 2.1.

Different theological interpretations have been applied to mal}
4alas, the structural parts and deities being correlated with doctrines
of different systems. Interpretations are extremely varied, and even
one text may provide more than one interpretation of the parts of a
mal}<;lala.

Patterns exhibited by mal)Qalas have had widespread influence.
Mat:l<;lala patterns of cities have frequently been described.8 How
ever, it often remains unclear what the connection between a mal).
<;lala and a city or temple really means, as Bafna 2000: 26 notes.
Problems arise when one attempts to correlate mal}<;lala structures
and actual building plans. Gutschow 1982: 179, 185 argues that con
temporary drawings of mal}4alas of cities, such as the mal)<;lala of the
city of Bhaktapur in Nepal, usually do not reflect ancient guidelines
for town-planning but rather represent a specific interpretation of
existing urban conditions. A mal)Qala pattern is thus projected onto
the city by establishing connections between already existing buil
dings. These connections may not be immediately inteUigible to the
outside observer, and are indeed open to interpretation.

The terms cakra and yantra are sometimes used as synonyms for
mal}Qala, and an three terms are often translated indiscriminately as
'(mystical) diagrams.' The fact that the geometric designs of mal)
<;lalas, yantras and cakras are similar contributes to confusion among
the three. Not only Western authors confuse the terms, even later
Sanskrit texts often use 'mal)Qala' and 'yantra' rather loosely as
synonyms. Occasionally metrical considerations and constraints may
have played a role in the choice of a word, as when a text uses the
word pura ('city'), for example, as a synonym for mal)<;lala.9 Other
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HSee, for example, Gutschow/Kolver 1975, where the authors describe the layout
of the city of Bhaktapur in Nepal; see also Zanen 1986: 148-150, relating to the
Nevar town Sankhu. For a critical approach to a mal!9ala as a concept said to
underlie town-planning, see Roy 1977, who discusses the layout of Jaipur, and
Tillotson 1987: 81-83, who focuses on the palaces of Bunde1khand.

9 For the use of the word pura ('city') as a synonym for maf,l~ala, see the
discussion among T. Goudriaan, H. Brunner and P. Filliozat reproduced in Padoux
1986: 32, and also Rastelli 2000b: 375, note 57.
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synonyms of rnm~~iala found in the literature are yilgn, III blunrana/
bi ' d . I' -I 11JUvana, vesman an , III a metaplonc sense, plilel

Various definitions of the term nUll)~lala have been proposed.
Kramrisch 1946, volume I: II defines 'Imll)~iala' as a yantra when
she writes about the viistup[Jru~amn~J(;1nla: "The Vastupuru~alllal)~ala,

the diagram of the temple, is a Yantra .... " Liebert 1976: 168 does the
same when she defines the word as the name "or a kind of yantra.,,12
Similarly, Rcnou/Filliozat 1947-1953, volume I: 568 state that
yantras in which a more or less decorated circle predominates are
called cakra or mal)~lala. In addition, some authors assume that
yantras are the counterparts of mm)c)alas in the II [nelu traditions. This
erroneously implies that lllaJ)<;1alas arc rarely parI of the Hindu
traditions and that yantras are not found in the Buddhist traditions. IJ

Thus Tucci (1949) ] 961: 46 states: "in Hinduism, however, yanlras,
purely linear designs expressing the same principles, are usually
substituted for mandalas ... ;" 14 and EI iade 1969: 219 writes: "The
simplest mal)<;lala is the yantnl, employed by I-I induism...."

Several scholars have attempted to establish selnantic distinctions
among the three terms maJ)Qala, yantra and cakra. IS One approach
attempts to establish distinctions on the basis of the structure and
constituent parts of these objects. Rao 1914-1916, volume I: 330
states that a cakra "is defined in the Tantras as a figure consisti.ng of

10 Rastelli, p. 119, note 1, reports that Ihe Pau$kara-SaI11hitii uses the word yiiga
synonymously with mal)~ala.

II For a discussion of the terms bhav.1IwlblwVIIlIII, VcSlIWIl and plOW as synonyms
for mal)Qala, see Torzsok, p. 182.

12 A similar statcmcnt is found in Bcrllicr 1979: 120: "Evcry m,u)c,!ala is
essentially a yan/ra...."

IJ Bizot 1981 describes Buddhist yantras in South-cast Asia, especially Cambodia
and Thailand. Yantra arc also described in Buddhist Sanskrit texts, such as the
Vimalaprabhu commentary on the Kii.lacakratantra, chaptcr 3 (Vimalaprabhiilikii of
Kalkin Sr"ipul)c)ar"ika on Srilaghukiilacakratantraraja by Sr"imaiij lIsriyasas, vol lime 2,
edited by V. Dwivedi/S.S. Bahulkar, Sarnalh, Varanasi: Central Institute of Higher
Tibetan Studies, 1994): 19, 15ff.

14 Sec also Renou/Filliozat ]947-1953, volumc 1: 568 for a similar statemcnt.
15 The following statemcnt by Hoens (in Gupta/Hocns/Goudriaan 1979: 113)

ilIuslrates the confusion surrounding the terms mar)~ala nnd yantra: "In thc existing
literature yantra and mal)Qn1a nre often considered to bc synonyms. This is not
correct, bccausc yantra in gcncralmcans an instrument, an implcment. The yantra is
often thrce-dimcnsional whereas the mal)9a1a always is two-dimensional. Mal)9ala
and yantra often have thc same geomctrical forms, but the yantra Illay also havc
diffcrcllt forms .... Thc yantra is morc worshipped than meditated upon. As f:1r as thc
aims arc conccrned one call say tl1al the yantra is more used fOf worldly purposes
than for liberation, whereas the mm)9a1a is llsed for both purposcs."



16 Thc samc, apparcntly widespread, definition also appears in Jhavery 1944: 71,
Woodroffe 1956: 91, note 2 and in Kane 1968-1977, volume 5: 1135.

angles and petal-like parts; that which consists of angles alone is
called a yantra." It is unclear which text Rao cites here, but this state
ment can be identified in a quotation in the commentary Saubhagya
bhaskara by Bhaskararaya (l8th century) on the Lalitasahasranama,
p. 171, 4-7. In this quotation the word angle (asra) is synonymous
with the Sanskrit word corner (kol}a) as used in the terms triangle
(trikol}a) or hexagram (~atkol}a). The expression 'petal-like parts'
renders the Sanskrit word patra. The above distinction between cakra
and yantra, however, appears to be purely theoretical and may be
applicable only in a specific tradition. H does not account for the
many yantras which are commonly described as consisting of petal
like parts. Zimmer (1926) 1984: 28-29 translates the three terms
calera, mal)«;lala and yantra as 'circle-shape' designs (cakra), 'ring
shaped' designs (mal}gaJa) and linear figures (yantra). It is not
explained, however, exactly what is meant by these terms and what
the differences between the 'circle-shaped' and 'ring-shaped' designs
would be. Gaeffke 1987: 155 notes that "it has become customary to
caB the simpler designs for daily worship yantras, and to reserve the
term ma~1(;1aJa for the larger ones in public ceremonies where the
whole cosmos has to be present." Another approach attempts to
establish distinctions between mal)<;lalas, yantras and cakras on the
basis of the deities invoked into these objects. Woodroffe 1914,
volume 2: 285, note 13 makes a very generalized statement, which is
applicable only to few mal)<;lahis, when he asserts that the "difference
between a Mal)«;lala and a Yantra is that the former is used in the case
of any Devata, whereas a Yantra is appropriate to a specific Devata
only." 16 The following formulation by Shankaranarayanan 1970: 9 is
a variation of Woodroffe's statement, and is equally problematic:
"The Mandala is used in the case of any deity while the Chakra is
specifically intended for a particular deity." Shankaranarayanan
apparently replaced the word yantra in Woodroffe's definition with
the word cakra. Schneider 1988: 100 attempts to make a distinction
between maI)<;lala and yantra on the basis of the number of deities
invoked. He suggests that a mal).<;lala represents the microcosm and
accommodates a pantheon of deities who are positioned in it
according to rank. A yantra, on the other hand, is the domain of a
single deity, but may include that deity's retinue. This distinction
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appears to be based on a statement by Pot! (1946) 1966: 71, who
describes "a mal)9a1a as a cosmic configuration in the centre of
which is an image or symbolic substitute of a prominent god
surrounded by those of a number of deities of lower rank ordered
hierarchically both among themselves and in relation to the chief
figures, which configuration may be used as all (lid to meditation and
in ritual as a receptacle for the gods." He adds thai a mal)9a1a is
"distinguished from a yantra by a more graphic representation of the
deities or of their symbols and by a richer elaboration of the details."
This last statement by Pott also takes the structure of mal)~lalas and
yantras into consideration and is somewhat more salisf~lctory than
the definitions of his predecessors.

Yet another approach looks at the ritllaillse OflmU)9alas and yan
tras. Thus Vergati 1986: 37,44-45 observes that mal)Qalas are used
in secret as well as public ceremonies of the Hindus and Buddhists in
Nepal, whereas the yantras, which always represent the goddess,
have more restricted uses. It has "Iso been noted that mal)9alas are
usually objects for temporary ritual use. The deities are invoked into
them and dismissed at the end of the ritual, aHcr which the mandala
is dismantled. Yantras made of permanent materials into which a
deity has been invoked are usually kept in the temple or shrine for
continued worship (Sharma 1994: 423-424). It must be added, how
ever, that many yantras are made for temporary use, like mal)9alas.
Rastelli, p. 144 notes yet another feature that sets mat)Qalas and
yantras apart in the Pancaratra tradition. She states that mantras are
already inscribed on yantras at the time of manufacturing the yantra.
The drawing of the lines of the structure and the writing of the
mantras are a single process, which may indicate that a yuntra repre
sents one integrated unit in which the deity is worshipped. Mal)Qalas,
however, are constructed first and the deities are invoked into them
with mantras only later, It must be added, however, that later texts
enjoin that yantras be first prepared and then infused with Ii fe in a
special ritual, the prfi~Japratj~.(hfi, with the help of mantras. It is not
possible to summarize all attempts at defining 'mal)~ala,' 'yantra'
and 'cakra' in the literature. The use and functions of these terms are
complex and it wiH be impossible to arrive at a universally valid
definition. An in-depth study of the use of the terms in texts of
different religious systems and time periods would be required to
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determine how the terms have been employed by different authors
and how the use of these terms has changed over time.

1.2 Types ofMa1Jc;Jalas according to H. Brunner

H. Brunner's contribution to this book describes uses of the word
mal).c;lala based on her study of pre-13th-century Saiva manuals. Even
though she confines herself to an analysis of the texts of the
Siddhanta School of Saivism, her observations on the use of the
terms maI).gala, yantra and cakra appear to have a somewhat wider
application. Brunner takes the term maI).gala to signify a limited, not
necessarily round, surface, and distinguishes four basic types of
malfQalas:

Type 1: Limited surfaces without a clear structure, which are
commonly employed as seats for divinities, men or objects during
ritual, such as mal).Qalas of cow-dung smeared on the ground. They
can be called 'seat-maf.lc;lalas.'

Type 2: Limited surfaces with geometrical designs prepared from
coloured powders, which serve as supports for the regular or
occasional worship of deities. These maf.l<;lalas are for temporary use,
being destroyed after the ritual. They are constructed in a ritual, with
close adherence to directional orientation. Commonly three, four or
five different colours are employed. These mal).c;lalas, often called
'powder mal)c;lalas' (rajomal) c;Jala), may be large-sized and so allow
for the priest to enter through the doors and move around in 'streets.'
According to Brunner, such maI).c;lalas are temporarily constructed
divine icons and can be called 'image-ma1!galas' (the term is not
used in any texts).

Type 3: Limited surfaces divided into a certain number of squares
or units called padas, domains into which divine or demonic powers
are invoked to receive food offerings (ball). Their construction
usually does not involve the use of colours. The best known mandala
in this category is the vastumalJc;Jala. Brunner also includes in this
category geometrical figures divided into boxes among which
objects are distributed. She refers to the malf<;lalas in this category as
'distributive diagrams.'

Type 4: The term mal}<;iala is also used to designate the symbolic
shapes of the five elements and the spheres/orbs of the sun, moon
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and fire. The shapes of the elements are visualized, for example, in
the Tantric rite of purification of the elClTliCnts (bhiil[1.~uddhi) of the
performer's body. Since the shapes of the clements and the spheres
of the sun, moon and fire are neither concrete material objects nor
supports for worship in the way that the previously discussed
maQQalas are, they do not really fit the present context and are
therefore excluded from further discussion.

Concerning Brunner's first category of mal~Qalas, I would like to add
that in other traditions'seat-maQQala' appears to be morc commonly
used for ritual objects than for persons. The function of these
mal)Qalas is to protect ritual objects placed on thcm. Such supports,
made of various materials, may feature silnplc geometric patterns,
and can be referred to as mal~Qalas or 'yantras {or (establishing) a
foundation' (sthfipanayantra) (sec 2.2.1).

The name of the second category, 'image-mal)~lala,' may be
somewhat misleading, since it suggests the presence of a pictorial
representation of the deity in the mm~Qala-which is not intended.
What is meant is that the entire maJ)Qala is the principal support for
worship and is present as an imagelicon for the duration of the ritual.
These maI)Qalas are also called 'powder I"lUll)9alas' (rajoJ11E1~](;Jala)

(but they may also be made from other materi.als, such as grains) and
can be characterized as supports into which deities are invited in
order to receive worship.

Brunner's classification of types of IllUl~~lalas and their ritual use
in the Saiva tradition is valuable. In all attenlpts at classification,
however, we need to be aware of the fact that in both texts and ritual
practice the distinction among the types of maJ)~alas is not always
that clear. Any classification can therefore only be of limited
practical value, and is often applicable only within one particular
system.

1.3 Some Structural Elements ofMa~lqCllas

M8II)Qalas display di fferent shapes and patterns, and arc made up of
various constituent parts, depending on the tradition they come from.
In the following I will describe two basic structural clements of
mal)Qalas, the lotus design and square grid. In the next essay, I will
provide concrete examples of these structures from the Smarta tra-



dition of Milhara~tra. Geometric figures like the triangle and hexa
gram, which occasionally also appear in ma1)9alas, will be described
in section 2.3 in connection with yantras. In the following I will look
at malf9ala patterns of different periods and traditions simultane
ously, without attempting to treat the topic historically.

1.3.1 Lotus Designs
Lotus designs appear commonly in Indian art as well as in ma1)<;lalas
and in yantras. The lotus is a common South Asian symbol of
creation, purity, transcendence and the sphere of the absolute, 17 but is
especially known as a symbol of the female reproductive organ. It
has also been connected with water symbolism since ancient times,
as already indicated by a statement in Satapatha-Brahmal).a 7.4.1.8:
"The lotus is the waters." Indeed, in descriptions of the symbolic
shapes (ma1)r;JaJa) of the elements (bhiita)18 the lotus represents the
I 19eement water.

In malf9alas and yantras of lotus design, the central deity is
positioned in the pericarp (kar~likif), and the emanations or subordi
nate deities in the petals.20 A lotus design may have one ring or
several concentric rings of petals. The petals of an eight-petalled
lotus ideally point in the cardinal and intermediate directions, but we
find numerous specimens in books and coins in which it is the spaces
between two petals that are oriented to the points of the compass.
This orientation may be due to the ignorance of the craftsmen who
prepared the yantras. Bunce 2001: 28 explains that this latter orien
tation signifies power and the feminine element, but I am doubtful
whether it is described in ancient texts. The eight-petalled lotus
whose petals do the pointing is a shape which is well suited for
positioning deities in their respective directions. This purpose is not
served when two petals point in each of the cardinal directions and
none in the intermediate directions. The relationship between direc
tions and lotus petals is borne out by a statement in Maitraya1).lya-
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17 For a recent and detailed discussion of the symbolism of the lotus, see Garzilli
2000; for the lotus motive in architecture, see Gutschow 1997: 248ff.

IX The symbolic shapes of the clements are classified as mar:t9alas of type 4 in
Brunner's aforementioned, classification of maJ)qalas (see section 1.2).

I~ Sec, for example, Saradatilaka 1.23-24, where a lotus with a half 11100n
represents water.

21) For a description of the construction of the various shapes of petals, see Bunce
2001: 26.
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Upani~ad 6.2 which identifies the lotus (of the heart) with space
(iikiisa), and its eight petals with the foUl' cardinal and intermediate
directions. Eight-petalled lotus designs commonly appear in the
centre of Buddhist mal)~alas, such as inlhc malyc;lalas of the eight
great Bodhisattvas.21 They arc also found all Nepalese coins of the
Mana period 22 and onindian2J coins. An eight-pointed star4 can
serve the same ritual function as the eight-pelalled lotus, but is less
common.

In addition to eight-petalled lotuses, lotuses with two, four, 10, 12,
16, 24, 32, 100, 1000 or more petals appear in mm)9a1as and yantras.
The number of petals is mostly even, but yantras with an odd number
of petals (for example, five) are also found, in which case their
directional orientation 111ay not be of any obviolls relevance. A
special kind of six-petalled lotus is the vujnl-lotus described in the
Kubjikamata-Tantra. This is an eight-petalled lotus from which two
petals have been removed. Its shape resembles a vajra with three
peaks on either side. 25 Nepalese coins of the Malia period also depict
four-petalled,26 five-petalled27 and six-petalled2R lotuses.

Some texts prescribe that the lotus petals should have different
shapes depending on the purpose of the associated rite. Thus the
petals may be curved along their edges, nnd with or without pointed
tips, and so forth (T6rzsok, p. 207).

The lotus pattern is commonly found in current ritual practice, for
example, in Mahara~tra. An eight-petalled (n~{;Jdl1Jn) lotus, prepared
from grains or coloured powders, frequently functions as a support
for ritual vessels. Atop the vessel is 'a dish filled (with grains)' (pilr
LJapiitra), especially uncooked rice, that serves as the scat of the main
deity of the rite. In Nepal, lotus designs can also be found on stones

21 Sec, for example, Leidy/Thurman 1997: 26-28.
'll See Rhodes/Gabrisch/t della Roccl1ctta 1989, Plate 16, nos. 281-285, 289

297, Plate 17, nos. 298-299, 303-304, 313-318, 327-329, 338-344, Plate 18, nos.
345-346, 361, etc.

n See Sircar 1968, Plate xxiii, nos. 9 and 10 reY.
24 See Rhodes/Gabrisch/t della RoccheUa 1989, Plate 29, no. 596 rey., Plate 30,

no. 656 rey., Plate 33, no. 825 rey., Plate 35, no. 936 rey., Plate 36, no. 978 rev.
2S For a description and a drawing of the v,!jra-Iotus, see I-Ieilijgers-Seelcn 1994:

131-132.
21> See Rhodcs/Gabrisch/t della Rocchetta 1989, Plate 23, nos. 450 rev., 459-465

obv., Plate 24, nos. 466--467 obv.
n See Rhodes/Gabrisch/t della Rocchctta 1989, Plate 22, nos. 438 rev., 444 rev.
28 See Rhodes/Gabrisch/t della RoccheUa 1989, Plate 21, no. 418 rev., Plate 22,

nos. 445 obv., 446 obv., Plate 35, no. 953 rev.
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near thresholds, on roads or in public places. These stones, which
have been termed 'lotus stones' by some authors (Auer/Gutschow
1974: 29, 32, 33, 124), serve special functions in the Nevar religious

d·· 29tra Ihon.
A pattern of nine lotuses arranged in groups of three placed one

above the other appears in several important mal)<;ialas. These in
clude the Pancaratra navapadmama~H;1ala (see Colour Plate 15), the
Saiva n.avallabhama1}9ala (Colour Plate 18) and several versions of
the Buddhist vajr8dhatuma~19ala.30

In the context of specific mal).<;ialas and yantras, different inter
pretations of the lotus design and the lotus petals are given. The
(most likely seventh-century) Gal)eSapurvatapanlya-Upani~ad,sec
tion 3 gives an interpretation of the constituent parts of a yantra of
Gal)eSa. The yantra' s innermost ring of eight lotus petals is taken to
represent the eight-syllabled gayatri; the adjacent ring of 12 petals,
the 12 Adityas and the vowels; and the following ring of 16 petals,
the pUrU$8 who consists of 16 parts (kalil), and the consonants. Misra
1959: 482-483 interprets an unidentified Sakta yantra as represen
ting the process of creation, and takes the eight petals of its lotus to
signify the five elements, manas, buddbi and aharpkara. Some

2'} We know of several types of stones with engraved lotus designs. One type is
described as a guardian stone (Nevari pikhiilak11U, sometimes considered syno
nymous with Neviiri chetnlpiiJa) in front of thresholds (Gutschow/K6Iver/Shrestha~

carya 1987: 35, 54-55, 92, 120 and Kolver/Shresthacarya 1994: 101, 209). Accor
ding to Toffin 1999: 42, the pikhiilakhu protective stone is considered the abode of
the deity Pikhalakhudyal), whom both Buddhists and Hindus identify with
Kumara/Skanda. This stone reportedly has different functions in ritual: offerings are
deposited on it; it receives worship as part of the marriage ceremony, at which time
it may be smeared with cow-dung; or else a diagram may be drawn on it (Toffin
1999: 43). For a photograph of one such stone, see Gutschow/Kolver/Shresthacarya
1987: 120, no. 121. Another type of stone is called chviisa (Gutschow/Kolver/
Shresthacarya 1987: 35 and KolverlShrcsthacarya 1994: lOS). This is a deified stone
found at crossroads on which ritually impure (ucchi~ta) objects are discarded
(Gutschow 1982: 105), The grandmother-goddess (ajimii) is propitiated there. For a
photograph, sec Gutschow/Kolvcr/Shresthacarya 1987: 92, no. 14. A third type of
stone is called mandah/ma!!1da~1 (Nevari) because of its maD9ala-like design (Gut
schow/Kolver/Shresthacarya 1987: 65, 120 and Kolver/Shresthacarya 1994: 258).
This stone may be covered with brass. For a photograph, see Gutschow/
K61vcr/Shresthacarya 1987: 120, no. 122.

JO See, for example, the central part of the 12th-century vajrad1Jfituma~19alafrom
Alchi, Ladakh (Leidy/Thurman 1997: 40, Figure 36). The ninefold structure is
already seen in the ma])dala of the eight great Bodhisattvas in Cave 12 in Ellora,
Maharawa (late seventh to early eighth century) (see Figure 21 in Leidy/Thurman
1997: 31).
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P2incaratra texts identify the mal~~lala with the deity's body and its
constituent parts with the deity's body parts. Thus the Satvata-Saq1
hita (Rastelli, p. 139) takes the lotlls to represent the deity's intellect
(d1Ji = buddl1i). The Vi~l)u-SaI11hit~ provides yet another interpreta
tion of the lotus, equating it with the deity's heart.

The central lotuses in maJ~9alas or yantras often have triangles and
hexagrams inscribed in their pcricarps. In a two-dimensional
structure, the lotuses arc usually surrounded by a square enclosure,
often termed a seat or throne (pi(1w), adjacent to which may be a
corridor or passage (vithi) Cor circumambulation (pflldElk.~i~1.fj). In a
three-dimensional structure, the pi[lw would be the support of the
lotus and project beyond it. Between one and three concentric circles
and a square (with often three nested lines) frequently surround the
central lotus on the outside. These geometrical structures wi Il be
discussed separately in section 2.3 in the context of yantras. ]n
mal)9ala designs, lotuses also appear in combination with Siva's
trident(s),31 A central lotus in a mal)~iala may be replaced by a wheel
(cakra).32 The deities are then assigned to the hub and the spokes of
the wheel. A wheel can also appear in combination with a lotus
d

. 13eSlgn."

1.3.2 The Square Grid
A common structural device of certain mal)Qalas is the square grid,
which may incorporate a lotus design (made of squares) in its centre.
Examples of this structure are the blwdf[Jm<l~1(;la/as employed in
Smarta ritual, which are analyzed in the next essay. The square grid
is obtained by drawing a certain number of vertical and horizontal
base lines to form squares on a surface. The squares, called pada or
ko~tha, are assembled into different shapes and parts by filling thenl
with coloured powders or grains. The constituent parts of the sarva-

31 Sec the mandala of the trident and lotuses (trisl1lfilJjIlJlwndnlll) and the mandala. . . . . ., .
of the three tridents and (seven) lotuses ( IrilrisUliil'.jwl1;I~I\lllla) in Sanderson 1986 and
Padoux, pp. 225ff. (with Illustrations 1-2) and Ihe trident l11alJ~lala reconstructed in
T6rzsol<, Appendix 3 (wilh Colour Plale 19), The tridcnt of thc Trika has been int.er
preted as representing the universe (T6rzs6l<, p. 195).

32 In descriptions of maJ:l<;lala-like structures, words denoting parts of a lotus arc
sometimes treated as interchangeable with words denoting parts of a wheel; sec
Torzs6k, p. 181,

J] For a combination of a lotus and a wheel in n1[lI)~lalas, sec, for example, the
cakriibja1l11l(ujala (blladrakamll(19a1a) described in Rastelli, p. 124 and the l11al)<,1ala of
Svaechandabhairava described in Ti'Jrzs(jk, pp. 201-203 .



J.1ln architectural terminology, the term bhadra designates an offset projection
common to North Indian temple plans.

35 This interpretation is also given to maQ<;lalas of the Pancaratra tradition (see
Rastelli, p. 139).

Y'For the outer square as part ofyantras, sec section 2.3.8.
37 These terms are also written sobhal upasobha in the Pau~kara-Sarphita (cf.

Rastelli, p. 139). For an explanation of these terms, see Appendix 2 to T6rzsok's
contribution. Brunner, p. 169 interprets sobhfi as a 'door' or 'entrance pavilion of the
first enclosure of a palace or temple' and upasobha as possibly signifying a 'pavilion

1.3.3 Other Designs
The sarvatobl1adra reconstructed by Brunner in this book belongs to
a different mat)~ala tradition from the aforementioned sarvatobhadra,
and consists of different constituents. Structurally, the matf~ala

represents a combination of the square grid seen in the bhadra
ma~]c;falas and a rounded lotus. shape on a throne in the centre. The
lotus consists of the pericarp (karJ.1ika) , filaments (kesara), petals
(patra, dala) and the tips of the petals (dalfigra). The throne (pitha)
has four 'feet' (pada) and four 'limbs' or 'bodies' (gatra), that is, side
parts in the form of the bodies of men and animals (Brunner, pp.
167-168). There is a corridor or passage (vithi) for circum
ambulation (pradak$ilJa) and an outer enclosure consisting of entry
and exit passages (dvara). In addition, we find parts called sobhii and
upasobhii 37 and 'corners' (kolJa). Other maIf~alas, such as the

tobl1adra include (see Table, p. 87): a 'well' (vapi), an 'offset' design
(bhadra),34 a 'creeper' (valli), a 'chain' (srnkha1fi) and a 'crescent
moon' (kfJalJc;fendu). In the centre is usually a lotus with a pericarp
(kar~J1"kif), and on the outside of the mal).<,iala a square with three
nested lines, coloured white, red and black. The three lines are
identified with sattva, rajas and tamas 35 and coloured white, red and
black respectively from the inside to the outside. 36 In addition to
these parts, the liJlgatobhadras contain one or more phallic symbols
(linga) of Siva, which are themselves called Rudra or Siva. Some
JiJlgatobhadras contain additional parts, such as a cOlTidor or passage
(vithT) for circumambulation which surrounds a throne (pitha) and
miniature creepers (laghuvalli) and miniature chains (laghu8[JJkhalif).
The characteristic element of the ramatobhadras is the 'seal' of
Rama, which usually consists of the inscribed words raja rama. The
galJeSa- and silryabhadras feature images of Gal)eSa and the sun
respectively.

25MANPALA, YANTRA AND CAKRA
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srjnla~lq(JJaand the ll<lVllJliibJwnW(I~!:IJ;J rcconstrllcted in Tl1TI.Sl)!< (see
her Appendices 1--2 and Colour Plates 16 anti I~n. feature additional
constituent parts. These include door segments termed kil(lllw (the
upper part of a c1oor) and I/plik//(I[lW (the lower part of a door). The
L1paka~l{JltI is also called kilp0};l in some texts.

Oi fferent interpretations arc givcn to the cons! it Ul:nt parls of these
malfc)alas. The .~rjlWI(l~Jn}a reconstructed by Tiirzs(>k (sce her Appen
dix ] and Colour Plates 16-17) is surrounded by a square with five
nested lines coloured transparent, yellow, black, red and white from
the inside to the outside. These five lines arc identified with the five
kaliis which constitute the Saiva universe. In the Pi"iikari"itra tradition
the nHlI)~lala is sometimes iclentiried with the deity's body. Inter
preting one or these mal)~lalas, the Si"itvata-Samhitaequates the
sobhiis with the deity's organs oraction (kafil{w), the IJp;I,~obhiis with
the subtle clements ([anmil/ra), and the corners and gates with the
deity's sense organs (ef. Rastelli, p. 139). In the Piincaratra tradition
the mal)Qala also becomes a representation of the universe, whcn its
constituent parts arc equated with cosmic principles and divine
powers. Thus the Vi~l}u-SilqlhiUi, for example, identifies the rive
colours used in thc mlll)~lala with the Jive clements (sec Rastelli, p.
141 ).

1.4 The Question of the Origin :md Dilte OrM:I~I~Jnhl,"

Several scholars have suggested that Tantric mm)~lalas arc rooted in
Vedic traditions. The layout of Vcdic altars is taken as indicative of
an early interest in geometric designs endowed with cosmological
symbolism (Gaefke 1987: 153). The method of determining the lines
of the compass for the construction of sneri ficinl altars, the
consecration of bricks on the surface of a C:/yill1ll altar by means of
mantras and the locating of deities on those bricks are essential
features of Vedic rituals (1\pte 1926: 2-3 ), and aspects of these
rituals recur in the practice of constructing nHu)~lalas and invoking
deities into their parts. The sacred space of mal)~lalas and yantras can
be seen as a continuation of the Vedic sacri ficinl site (Schneider

on top of a secondary door.' The Irall81al iOIl 'nrr~el design' for .~oh/J:i and 'recess
design' for IIp<1.~oblJii is used by P.P. Arlc in theintrnductinJl to his edition rind
translation of Ihe Pall~kara-SaI11hila (Part I), p, xii, For drawings of these parIs, sec
T6rzsok's Illuslralion I alld also Hikita 1991: 319,
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1988: 100), and the square enclosure of Tantric mal)<;ialas in parti
cular as an analogue of the sacred fire altar (Gupta 1988: 39-41). But
the similarities between the two traditions appear to end here.
Authors like Mitra 1958: 1] 238 are going too far when they assume
that pattems displayed by yantras and mal).<;lalas can be traced back to
the Sulba-SGtras of the Vedii:ilgas (which prescribe the way to
construct sacrificial altar diagrams), since the patterns displayed by
Tantric mal)<;lalas are distinctly different. So are the mantras and the
deities invoked into malJ.<;ialas and the details of the rites. The
problem of the similarities and differences between Vedic and
Tantric traditions is complex and needs to be explored in greater
detail in a separate study. Such an investigation would have to trace
the influences of other traditions on malJ.<;lalas as well.

The oldest Hindu lTIaJ:u:;lalas may date back to before the sixth
century A.D. Among the oldest mal)<;ialas that can be dated are two
types 0 f vastupuru$ama~J(;faJas described in Vadihamihira' s 8rhat
SaqthiHi. This text is commonly placed in the middle of the sixth
century. The two vastupuru$al1Ja{J.ljaJas are described in chapter 53,
but were obviously not created by Varahamihira but rather
incorporated from older unidentified sources. Apte 1987: 141 notes
that the first type of vastupuTU$ama{J.l;iaJa is described in the
Pau~kara-SaJphiHiof the Pi:1ncari:1tra, which he dates to ca. 400 A.D.
(Apte 1986: 3, 1999: 18) or at least 450 A.D. (Apte 1987), while
Matsubara 1994: 34 assigns the Pau~kara to 500 A.D. However,
these early dates are highly speculative, the upper limit for the
composition of the Pau~kara-Sarphitabeing only the tenth century.
Moreover, dating a Sa111hita as a whole is problematic, since these
texts were constantly revised and reworked by redactors. Sanderson
2001: 38, note 50 states that he found evidence that the Pau~kara

Saqthita (along with the Jayakhya-Sarphita and the Satvata-Saqthita)
were influenced by Tantric Saiva systems. At this time the complex
descriptions of mal)<;ialas found in the Pau~kara-Saqthitacannot be
dated with certainty. We do not have clear evidence for establishing
dates for the development of yantras either. Brooks 1992: 34
considers the possibility that the most famous of yantras, the
sricakralsriyantra, developed before the sixth century.

3S Chattopadhyaya 1978: 80, too, suggests a connection between yantras and
shapes of sacrificial diagrams used in the Vedic tradition.
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2.1 General Remark....·

GUDRUN BOHNEMANN

2 Y;mtm

The word yantr<l designates an instrumcnt, machine,~i) mechanical
device or appliance (especially one w.;cd in warfarc), and also a
magic diagram, It is derived from the verbal root yam, 'to control. ,40

.1'1 For this meaning of 'yantra,' sec, for example. Bhagavndgitfi IK.61. Mecha
Ilical appliances and machines called yantras arc described in chapter ~ I of the
Samariillgal)a-Slitradhiira, a work on architecture ascribed til I3hoja, which was
studied by Raghavan 1956: 2 I--31. Sec also the overview ill Shuk la 1%7: 30-52.
For different astronomical instruments called yantl'i\s for lise in obscrvatories. scc
Volwahscl1 200 I: 401'1'.

.~I Mayrhofcrl986-200l, volume 2: ::19K explains the word yalltra as an
instrument for fastening. Kramrisch 1946, volume I: II 12, whll apparently docs
not diffcrentiate between the terms t11rll)dala and y:lI1trn. defines 'yantra' as follows:
"A Yantra is a geomctrical contrivancc by which any aspect of the Supreme
Principle may be bound (yantr, 10 bind; frOIll the rool 'yam') 10 any spot for thc
purpose of warshir. It is an artifice in which the ground (bhull1i) is converted into
the extent of the manifested universe." For two religioLls ctymologies oflhc word
yantra, sec the following verses from two different chapters of the Kulfin)Hva-Tantra.
The first verse derives tile word yantra from the verbal root Yllm with the prolix IIi,
mcaning 'to rcstrain. prevcnt, tnrne.'

kiimakrodll;ldido~()IIIJ:lSilfVadlJbkllillliyaIllm~Jiit I
yafltmm ily :jhl/f clm;/Ilill dC\/il~1 pri(liiti pr~iil;J~111 (i.H(i

"Because it rcstrains all suffering arising from the ddeels (in the form) of desire,
anger and so forth they call il yantra. The god who is worshipped in it graces (the
pract itionor)."

yaJ11ilbhiit;idisarvchhyo blwycbhyo 'pi kuldl'ilri I
InlylltC sat:rlml1 caivil tas/Il;ld Ylm/film itirill/Ill II 17.61

"0 mistress of the kula, because it prolects always from ahsolulely all dangers, such
as Varna and (evil) spirits (bhijlil), therefore il is called Yill1tra."

PLIrl~ananda's SritatlvacintfinHu~i 17.2 explains the word yantra ill a similar way:
yaIlwyaty akhila/!1 p;1pm!] IriiYlllc Ilwlwto IJlwy;1t I
slidlwkw!l pqj;miid dhy;illijt wsmiid y;lll/mfl pmkirlyllic 1/

"It subdues all evil. it protects the practitioner from great danger whcn worshipped
(and) visualized (dhyilll:J); thercfore it is called yantra,"

(The masculine gender of yantra here is rathor ul1lls11al, hut sec ,lisa tile citatiol1
from the KfiliviHisa-Tantra below.)

IUighavabhat\a's commcnlary, pp, 519, 6-7 011 Sfiradiitilaka 24. I quotes t.hc
following etymology of the word yantra from an ullspecified Sal11hitfi.:

malloralh;ik$ar;i~IY illfii 11iyan/ryame (il/JOdhlln:i!l I
"In this the leiters of (= conveying) desires :lrc affixed. a ascetics,"

He continues with a line rcminiscent of Kulfll'l)ava-THI11ra 6.86 citcd above:
kijn];/krodhiIdido.~;I11 ViI (corrcct to °do,~·()tlh:/(fjO) c1irgJwdll~lkJIlI1Jiy:mlm~/lil II

YllnlralJJ ily ;Ihu~l I iti
"They call it yantra because it restrains prolonged suffering arising fr0111 defects (in
the form) of desirc, anger and so forth."
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A general characteristic of yantras is that they are small in size. In
contrast, mm)c)alas vary in size and can be large enough to allow for
priests or initiands to enter them through doors and to walk around in
them, for example, during an initiation (dik$if). With the exception of
yantras placed below temple statues at the time of their consecration
and yantras installed permanently for worship in mathas or temples,
and a few other cases,41 yantras are generally mobile, whereas ma1).
<;lalas are not. While matJ<;lalas can employ different colour schemes,
the use of colour is less common if not indeed irrelevant in the case
of most yantras. Texts may prescribe that the lines of a yantra be
traced with a specific colour, for example, with turmeric or blood,
but the space inside a yantra is never filled with colours as it is in the
case of m(1).<;lalas. And while pictorial representations of deities can
appear in maI)c)alas, such images are generally not found in yantras. 42

Like maI)c)alas, yantras are believed to be effective only when wor
shipped. However, some texts claim that the act of merely viewing a
maI)Qala43 or drawing or recollecting a yantra44 brings about bene
ficial results. However, according to Kallvilasa-Tantra 7.9cd-1 Gab
and 27.21 ab, worship of a deity in a yantra is not recommended in
the present kali era.

Based on an analysis of texts of the Trika School of Kashmir,
Brunner, p. 162 briefly defines a yantra as a linear representation on
a specific surface, such as birch-bark. She adds that yantras almost
inevitably have letters, seed (bija) syllables or mantras inscribed in
them. Since mantras frequently employ verbs in the imperative to
express an order, Brunner suggests the translation 'coercive dia
grams' for yantras. Similarly, Rastelli, p. 142 concludes from her
study of the Pancaratra texts that yantras have inscribed mantras.

Another etymology of 'yantra' is found in KiiUvilasa-Tantra 33.\:
bfiiiniiJ1J kOl.wviji'iiimlll} yatnatas tn1yate yatal) /
tOlla yalltra iti khyiita is{ilJamllkhallj~lsrta~lII

"Because it with effort protects the knowledge of the angles/comers (of the drawing)
(reserved) for the seed (syllables), which (knowledge) came forth from ]sana's (that
is, Siva's) mouth, therefore it is called yantra."

(The form °srta~l-thc text reads erroneously °smrraJr-can be explained as an
example of case attraction; 0 srtam is the expected form.)

41 See Rastelli, p. 143 for yantras described in the Aniruddha-SaJ11hita, which are
drawn and then worshipped on a platform and are therefore not mobile.

42 The saudarsanayantra (sec Rastelli, pp. 148-150), which is a combination of a
yantra and afigme of Vi~l)u, is an exceptional case.

43 See the Suprabhcda quoted in Brunner, p. 175, note 53.
M See the description in Rastelli, p. 146.
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Authors such as K~emaraja'15 consider it characteristic of certain
yantras that mantras arc inscribed in them. But at least in later texts
and in modern practice mantras or syllables arc not necessarily part
ofyantras (sec sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).

Brtlnncr concludes that yantras, like some mal~l.lalas, arc used for
worship in desire-oriented (k;}my(l) rites, but their main purpose is
magical. She asserts that mat~~lalas are employed in rituals t.o obtain
the deity's favour, but withoLlt the presence or amagic~1I clement.
This may be true of tile linlilcd group of texts Brunner analyzes, hut
it is not the con1pletc picture, for Tilrzs6k, PI'. 201·209 discusses
mat)Qalas described in the Bhairava-Tantras which arc L1sed in rituals
leading to the attainment of supernalural powers (.';iddhi).

Yantras can be two- or three-dimensional. Two-dimensional yan
tras arc designs 011 paper, textiles and other materials. Three-dimen
sional yantras arc raised structures usually madc or metal. The wcl1
known .~fjYllntrll or srTcakm can be represented either two- or thrcc
dimensionally. Three-dimensional .~ric<lkrns arc c1assificcl differently,
depending on the author's Lise oftenninology:'('

·l~ See K~cmar[ijn's statemcnt quoted by Sanderson in Padollx 19H6: 33 .
.~, Khanna 1986: 101 Iists the following kinds () f Jhrec-dill1<.:nsional .~r.ic:Jkms:

I) bhiipmstiim - engraved or embossed on anal 1l1ctal surface;
2) mcrupmstiiriJ - pyramid-shaped. with either two, three or nine elevations

rising one above the other; and
3) kailii.~apmst:im (for k:liliis:!"), having a slightly raised slll'filce.

for information on lllcnIWilstiira-, "ili'iprnsl;;nJ- and k:ril;;sapl'llst;;ra-sl'icilkn~, sec
Rao 1990: 116-t17 and Shankaranarnyanan 1970: 92-94. According 10 Khanna, the
bhiiprastiira Iype of .~riC;Jkr:J features slightly raised shapes 011 a nat surface. Olher
authors assert Ihat the IJhfipmsliim (also called bhnpr.~{IIii) (arm of the sric,~iknl has a
completclyl1at surface and is two-diml.:nsiona\.

Two kinds of Mfipmstii.m (called hhiil'T.~lll:i) yantras arc referred to in Chawdhri
1990: 2 and Chawdhri 1992: 8. This author lisls Ihe Following kinds of yantras:

I) 'bhoa prishth (= bhtjp!'.~rJliI) yantras' - yalltras from materials that indicate the
usc of earlh; they are further subdivided into raised yanlras and carved
yantras;

2) •mcm prishth (= mCfllP!'~~rJllI) yantras' - raised yanlras which arc shaped like
mountains;

3) •pala! (for 1';;1:;/.1) yantras' - carved yantras shaped like inverted lIlountains;
4) •mCnJ pnislar (= IIlcrupn.lst;inJ) yanlras' - clll yantras, and
5) 'rumm prislllh (misprint for ktirm.1fl,..~r":J?) yantras' ... yanlras that have the

shape of a rectangle ill their base and Ihal of Ihe back of ,I tortoise above their
base.

Finer distinctions among these categories arc not provided. Chawdhri's classification
has been adopted by Beckman 1996: 50-52, A somewhat similar classification
appears in Johari 1986: 58:

"I) Bhu-Prashlha Yantra: engraved or drawn on a flat surface,



1. yantras for worship or for actualizing a deity (pfijanayantra),
2. yantras for magical protection (rak~iiyantra) and

Attempts to establish a distinction between mal).Qalas and yantras
have already been discussed in section 1.1. This section will discuss
attempts to classify yantras. Renou/Filliozat 1947-1953, volume 1:
568 attempt to distinguish between two types of yantras. The first
type of yantra is supposed to be purely linear-geometric, and to be
employed in temples for purposes of permanent worship. The second
type reportedly features a linear design with iconic representations
and is used in temporary and individual worship rites. No examples
or further details are given, and in the absence of explanations and
textual evidence this unusual distinction remains unclear.

In a book on yantras written for a general readership, S.K.R. Rao
1988: 14-15 distinguishes the following three types ofyantras:

2) Meru-Prashtha Yantra: three-dimensional form composed of metal or stone or
gem-stones and shaped like a pyramid, having a broad base and narrowing
gradually toward the top like a mountain (mcru).

3) Patal Yantra: deeply cngraved----.-.exactly the reverse of the pyramid yantra.
4) Meru-Prastar Yantra: composed of pieces that are glued or welded to eaeh

other instead of being one solid picce."
Mctal sricakrm supported by a tortoise pedestal are commercially sold in India as
kfirmap($(lw-sric,1kras. Brooks 1990: 107 lists only the two-dimensional bhiiprastiira
(' spreading over the earth') sricakra as a category along with the fully three
dimensional mcm or SIJI11CnJ form and the more flattened, elongated kailfisa form.
Rao 1990: 118 refers to a classification of sricakra:; into bhiipr~tha, kacchapapr~tha

and mcrupr~tha When a cakra is drawn on a flat surface, it is called bhiipr~tha.
When "supported by a dwarf pedestal, raised like the back of a tortoise" it is referred
to as kacchapapf'$tha. When the cakra has the form of a mountain with different
elevations it is known as mcrupr$tha. Umanandanatha in his Nityotsava (written in
1745 AD.), p. 65, 4-9, lists one type of bhiiprastfira-sricakra in which the lines of
the cakra arc elevated, and thrce types of I11eruprastiira~sricakrasin which specific
parts of the structure are elevated. Pranavananda <1977>: 35-39 classifies sricakras
into the following three categories:

I) bhuprast,lra or bhfikrama;
2) kurmaprasliira or kiirmapr${ha and
3) 111crukrama, mcruprastiira or 1J1crupr$tha.

According to this author, the first kind is a sricakra whose complete design is
engraved or embossed. The sricaknlS of the second type all feature nine triangles in a
slightly elevatcd position. Such a cakra may also be placed on the back of a tortoise
(and hence the name kiirmaprastiira or kiirmap!$tha). The third type of sricakra has
all its triangles raised like a mountain.
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2.2 Types of Yantras
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3. yantras which are also called mar~~lalas: they are dell ned as sur
faces on which ritual objects arc placed.

]n the same book (Rao 1988: 19) the author introduces yet another
threefold classi fication of yantras:

I. yantras for magical purposes, gcncrally called protective yantras
(rak$iiyantra ),

2. yantras for actualizing divinities (dcvntiiyantm) and
3. yantras that facilitate meditation (dhyiil1nyEmtm).

The items in the first two categories in both lists arc identical, even if
their sequence differs. The third type ofyanlra in the first list will be
discussed below. The third category in the second list appears to
refer to certain Buddhist mal)~lalas (Rao 1988: 27). Even though
descriptive details arc missing and the categories are presented in a
somewhat unsystcmatic way, Rao's classification .is helpful, but
clearly not sufficient. Rao has pointed the reader in the right
direction by taking the ritual function of yantras into consideration
when attempting to classify them.

Building on Brunner's and Rao's work as well as 011 the basis or
my study of Tanlric texts of the later period,1 would Iike to suggesl
the following tentative classiflcation of yantras as a guideline. This
classification, according to the distinctive features and ritual lise of
yantras, is not intended to be exhaustive and may not be applicable to
all South Asian Tantric traditions.

I. Yantras which function as supports for ritual implements during
a worship ritual, being referred to as 'yantras for (establishing) a
foundation' (stluljJwwynnlrCl) ,

2. yantras employed in a practitioner's rcguhlr Tantric worship of a
dcity, often referred to as 'yantras (which are supports) lor wor
ship' (pl1jiiyCll1tra; piijeldhilfClyCinfrEl) and named for their presiding
deity, for example, 'yantra for the worship of Gal)apati'
(ga~18pafipUjiiy(/nfrCJ),and

3. yantras employed in optional desire-oriented rites, which arc
performed on special occasions. Yantras L1sed in a special ritual
for a certain deity are included here as well as yantras which are
prepared for specific magical rites, and which arc orten named
for these rites, for example, 'yantra for att raet ion' (fikar~')a~w-
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yantra) (Illustration 1). After the ritual is complete, the instruc
tions may recommend that these yantras consecrated for magical
purposes be made into amulets and worn on the body (dharal)a
yantra) in order to obtain the desired results, such as protection
or the acquisition of power and wealth. Among these yantras, the
yantras for protection (rak~ayal1tra) figure prominently in texts.
In the category of yantras for desire-oriented rites I also include
magic (number) squares.47 These are diagrams with numbers
inscribed, the sum of which remains the same, regardless of the
direction in which one adds them up.

These three categories are detailed below.

2.2.] Type I: Yantras for Establishing a Foundation
These yantras feature simple geometric shapes, such as a triangle or
a circle. They function as supports for ritual implements, such as
lamps or vessels, in special desire-oriented (kiimya) or magical rites.
Such supports also figure in the regular Tantric puja., in which they
appear to be referred to as mal)9ahliS (see Illustration 2).4R Their
function can be compared to that of the' seat-mal).c;ialas' in Brunner's
maIJ9ala classification (section 1.2); however, Brunner's' seat
mat:I~alas,' which are made of cow-dung and similar materials, are
without any clearly recognizable structure.

2.2.2 Type 2: Yantras Employed in Regular Worship
Yantras of this type usuaJ]y feature common geometric shapes, but
generally do not have mantras inscribed, at least according to the
later Tantric texts that I have studied. However, the deity and her/his
emanations are invoked into the yantra with mantras. A few yantras
have the names of these emanations or surrounding deities inscribed
following the expression 'salutation to' (l1ama1:J). Regardless of
whether the mantras are only used to invoke the deity or whether
they are also inscribed in the yantra, they are of utmost importance.
It is for this reason that the KularQava-Tantra states that a yantra

47 For magic (number) squares, sec, for example, the illustrations in Abbott 1932:
5\5-521 and the discussiol1 in Camllll1l1l1 1969.

4H The tnal)gaJa in Illustration 2 serves as a support for the vardhiniJ vardhani
vcsscli n a Tal1tric "qjii.
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consists of the cleity's mantra.'l') Yantras employed in regular worship
are often made of durable materials, such as copper.

In this catcgory of yantras I would also include the .~ric{lkra, also
callcd sriyaJltrCJ. In addition to being worshipped in ritual, this cakra
is also visualized and experienced in the practitioner's body as a
manifestation of the cosmic process or creation and resorption with
spatial and mantric aspects, as Padaux explains in his contribution to
this boole

2.2.3 Type 3: Yantras Etnployed in Optional Desire-Oriented Rites
The third category of yantras is required I()r the performance of
optional rites, such as speci lie magical rites, and they are Dilen made
of perishable materials, such as birch-bark or paper. These yantras
are drawn, according to the instructions, with special writing
materials and substances, such as animal or human blood or ashes
from a cremation ground. Johari 1986: 63 reports that such yantras
may be made from wheat Hower, rice paste, beans or (grains of)
rice.50 They may also be incised on morc permanent materials, such
as metal plates. Discussions of the various styluses llsed and the
materials on which protective yantras can be written arc commonly
found in texts. The materials are considered extremely important for
the success of the ritual, and correspond to the nature or the rite
performed. Thus cruc] rites require repulsive materials, and the
yantra used in the rite of liquidation (miinqw) as described in
Mah'idhara's 16th-century Mantmmahodadhi 25.56ab and 25.59ab
should be written 011 human bone with certain poisonous substances.

General instructions lor drawing yantras ror different purposes,
including reducing fever, keeping snakes away and countering the
effects of poison, can be found in various texis, such as chapter 24 of
Lak~maJ~adesika'8 Saradatilaka (I Gth-Ilth century), which is based

4
1

} cr. Kuliirr)ava-Tantra 6.85ab and 6.R7:
yantraln mantmllJllynt?l proktlllp dcvat:i m:mlmrDpil,li I 6.R5ab
sarfmm ivajivnsyn dipasy:J slIch:ivn! priyc I
sarvc~iiliJ api dcv;illiil/1 t:ilhii Y:inlrlll!1 pmlililhit:llll 116,87

See also the similar quotation from the Kauliivaliya-Tantra in WoodmfTc 1956: 93,
note 2:

ynl1tml?J nUllllmmay,u!J prokt;Hp !lJlIlllnTtm:i devat:,iva 1Ii I
dc!Jiilw:l/JOr ymhii IJhcdo y;wll':u/evllt:lyos {:lIh:, II

;/1 Two yantras made from beans, rice and coloured stones arc reproduced in Plate
2 of his book.



on chapter 34 of the Prapaftcasara (ca. 10th century), and in chapter
20 of the Mantramahodadhi. Yantras for magical purposes (for
example, Illustration 5) are described in detail in Damodara's l7th
century YantracillUimal~i, also known as the Kalpacintamal)i. The
applications include the six rites of magic (abhicara), namely,
appeasement (s.linlJ) , subjugation (vasjkara~la), immobilization
(stamblul11a) , enmity (vjdvc,?a~w),eradication (uccatana) and
liquidation (marapa). Depending on their purpose, these yantras are
named 'yantras for subjugation' (vasyakarayaJltra), 'yantras for
attraction' (iikar$n~wY;Jlltra) (lllustration 1), and so on. The use of
yantras in rites of magic, which has been documented by previous
scholars,51 continues up to the present day and can be observed even
in modern Indian cities. Yantras featuring Hanumat are sold in India
for the safety of one's vehicle (vahanasurak$ay8ntra). Other yantras
are used for curing diseases at the recommendation of astrologers.52

Yantras used in magical rites may be ritually destroyed after their
use, inserted into a statue of a deity that will then undergo burial, or
be crushed and eaten, tied to a tree or concealed in the intended
person '8 home, depending on the instructions. They may be enclosed
in an amulet container, such as a tube or a locket,53 sealed and then
worn around the neck, on the head, in one's headgear,s4 in a tun of
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51 Sec, for cxample, the list of yantras popular in South India published in
ThurslonI912:185-187 and refercnces in Abbot! 1932, S. v. yantra.

52 Sec, for example, the numcrous yantras in Chawdhril990, Shubhakaran 1992,
Bcekman 1996 and Khurrana 2000, and the section on yantras ('jantra') in Dietrich
1998: 172-175.

SJ For yanlras preserved in container amulcts, sec Untracht 1997: 132,
>l Amulets hiddcn in hats, turbans and other headgear arc documented in Un

traeht 1997: 89. In his popular books on yantras, Chawdhri (1990: 6, 1992: 10)
refers to a calegory of yantra which is kept under one's cap or turban orin one's
pockel. Hc calls them' chllll/ar' (vernacular form for chatra [umbrella]) yantras. This
category has been borrowed by Beckman 1996: 52. Chawdhri (1990: 4-6, 1992:
9-11 [ef. Beckman 1996: 51-53]) includes 'chhatar' yantras as category 6 in his
following classification ofyantras, which is also summarized in Bunce 2001: xv:

1) 'sharir' (= sarira) yantras - the yantra designs in the cakras of the human
body;

2) 'dlmran' (== dJulra~Ja) yantras - yantras worn on the body;
3) 'aasan' (= ;/sana) yantras - yantras kept under one's seat (asana) during

worship or under the foundation of houses, temples or a statue of a deity;
4) 'l1J<1l1dl1J' (== mnt~9ala) yantras - yantras formcd by nine individuals, one of

them scated in the centre and the othcrs in the eight directions; the person in
tile ccntre performs the worship of the 'ishat' (= i$ra) yantra (that is, any
particular yantra), while thc others rccite certain mantras;

5) 'pooja' (= piijii) yantms - yantras installed in houses or temples for worship;
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hair, on the arm, under the armpit, on the wrist or a finger and so
forth. 55 A yantra which is to be inserted into a locket is !irst drawn on
a piece of paper or simi lar material and consecrated in a worship
ritual by a specialist. These lockets can be attachcd to the necks of
animals, such as cows, for their protection. Yantras may also be
attached to protective dolls hung ncar the enlrance \0 a home or be
placed above a door.

Yantras employed in desire-oricnted rites 111ay be sim.ilar in design
to the yantras for establishing a foundalion (type I), but they often
have mantras inscribed. The mantras can be seed syllables (bija)
combined with verbs inthc second person singular imperative, such
as 'subjugate' (v<1sikllru), which ask the deity to carry out the
magical effects or a rite on its recipient. The centre of the yantra is
frequently inscribed with the name of the person to be influenced,
termed the recipient or intendcd person (s:7dhya). The place in which
the person '8 name is to be written is often indicated by the name
Devadatta. The recipient's name is either surroullded by, or its
syllables arc intcliwined with, the syllables oft!1c mantra.

Yantras may also contain longer mantras~(' or even well-known
hymns (stafra, stllti). Thccomposition and ritual use of hymns or
devotional poems in praise of deities has a long history in South
Asia. Such hymns arc found in the Pural)alitcrature andlhc Tantras,
and in independcnt collections attributed to sages or seers as well. To
reinforce the efficacy of hymn-recitation ill bringing abollt the
promised material benclits, the practice arose of reciting hymns a
given number of timcs. This practice is modelled on that of' repeating
powerful mantras. In time, hymns caIne to be regarded as powerful
magical formulas. Whereas the shorter mantras may be repeated
millions of times to achieve a particular result, hymns arc recited at
most hundreds or thousands of times. Hymns employed for such
purposes include hymns (or protection. These hymns oncn include in
their titles such terms as 'armour' (kav[lcn), 'protcclion' (mk~ii), or
'cage' (pal1jam). In these hymns the deity is asked to prolect each

6) 'chlw/ar' (= cJJ<ltrn) yantras - sec above; and
7) 'darsJwll' (= dllrslIIw) yalltras - yanlras which the devotee beholds ill the

morning for the sake of ausriciollsness.
SSRastclli, p. 146 also refers to yantras hidden betweell the breasts of women.
5/. Compare the practice of inscribing dhiirt/(IN ill l1lal.l~lala-like slnlctures in a

Buddhist context, which is documented, for cx.alllr1c, in Drcge 19<)l)-2000, Figures
1-9.
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part of the practitioner's body. The different parts, from head to feet,
are systematically enumerated. For each part of the body, the
practitioner addresses the deity using a different descriptive epithet,
which is often connected with the respective body part. The deity's
names are assigned to and 'deposited' on the body parts of the
practitioner, and are believed to protect him like divine armour. As
well as being recited, these hymns can be arranged in the form of
yantras. For those who cannot themselves recite the hymn, a yantra
with the hymn inscribed in it is thought to bring about the same
beneficial effects as recitation. An example of a yantra in this
category is the r,1111arak~iiy.al1tra, which represents in a graphic mode
the Ramarak~astotra ascribed to Budhakausika. In my study of the
Ramarak~astotra I reproduce two yantras in which the Ramarak~a

stotra is inscribed (Blihnemann 1983: 93 and 107). Another, yet un
publisheddimarak,?fiyantra is included here as Illustration 3. The
yantra consists of a hexagram with a drawing of Rama and different
seed (bij,l) syllables in the centre. The hexagram is surrounded by
concentric circles and by squares, the first of which has elaborate
gate structures which open in the four cardinal directions. The
innermost square contains the text of a version of the Ramaralq.a
stotra.57

In addition to yantras containing the text of entire hymns, there
are also yantras which are associated with individual stanzas of
hymns of praise. Well-known' examples are the yantras associated
with the Saundaryalahari and the Bhaktamarastotra. The Saundarya
lahar] is a hymn to the Tantric goddess Tripurasundari in 100 (some
times] 03) stanzas, It is traditionally ascribed to SaJ11karacarya, iden
tified with the Advaitin Saqlkara. The Bhaktamarastotra by the Jain
poet ManatUllga is a hymn to the first Ji11a R~abha in 44 stanzas
according to the Svetambara version, or 48 stanzas in the Digambara
version. Each verse of the Saundaryalahari became associated with a
specific seed (bijll) syllable, which is inscribed in a yantra shape,
such as a square, a hexagram, a triangle, a lotus, and so forth (for
example, Illustration 4). Only one of these yantras has the name of
the intended person (siidbya) of the rite inscribed on it, and only one

17 Different versions of the hymn arc presented and dicussed in Buhnemann 1983.
The text inscribed in the riimarak$rlyanlrn reproduced in Illustration 3 contains an
introductory section with miscellaneous verses and verses 2~ 15 (cf. Biihnemanl1
1983: 26-27) of the statra, which latter request R~ima to protect the practitioner's
body parts.
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yantra contains a verb in the second person singular imperative.
These yantras are worshipped, and the seed syllables inscribed in
them arc recited a large number of times, for the allainmcllt of
desired, usually mundane, benefits. Each individual stanza of the
BhakUimarastotra is associated with a mantra addressing 110t the Jina
~~abha but goddesses, Yak~as and gods., and l:ach mantra is prefixed
by seed syllables. The mantras oneil contain second person singular
imperative verbs. In a similar fashion individual yanlras arc also
associated with the 47 stanzas of the .lain Kalyiilynmandirastotra. The
yantras associated with the stanzas of these three hymns were
obviously created later, their connect ion with the stanzas not being
evident from the text itsel r. ~H

The general instructions require that yantras be infused with life in
the rite of prfipapl"ilti.~(11l1, which is also performed on statues of
deities. According to Raghavabhaqa's 15th-century comm.cntary on
the S.aradatilaka and texts such liS the Mantramahodadhi, the
prfi~wpmti.~rhii rite entails that certain mantras arc inscribed in the
yantras. These mantras can be seen in some yantras which arc
prepared on permanent materials, such as metal plates. The two
ramaral('~lIY/.!1Jlrns reproduced in l3[ihnemann 19X3: 93 and 107 also
contain them. The mantras include the syllable hS:/Il~I, which repre
sents the soul (jiva) of the yantra; the syllables h[iJ?1Sll~1 so 'harp ("I

am that goose"), which represent its lire breath (prii~m); the vowels
iii, which represent the yantra's eyes, and the syllables Ilhi, which
represent its ears; and the seed syllables hun /"W?1 lHtl/?J k,~:I1~l Vm?l
yilt!l SaJ!1 bal?l hriIp iiJp of the ten directional guardians, beginning
with Indra in the cast, which represent the heart (hrdaya) of the
yantra. ]n addition to the pnl~HlI'.mti,,!,{h[jl1wntn!, the following
yaJltragfiyatri, an imitation of the well-known giiyntri (s:i\litri)
mantra, found in I~g-Veda 3.62.10, is inscribed in circular form:

yantmrajfiyil vidnwhc w!l"c1pradliyll dhinwhi I
tan no yalJtm~1 jJmcodayiil //5'1

5H Regarding the connection betwccn the yantras and the stanzas of the
SaundaryaJahari, Anantakr~r)a Siistri comments: "Thcre sccms to be some mystical
connection between each sloka and its I3Ijfikshara. Butil is not intelligible; 110r has
any of the Prayoga Kartas explained the same" (introduction 10 his translation of the
Saundaryalahari, 1957: l3).

9) cr. Rfighavabhat.\a's commentary, p. 519, 33-34 on Siiradiitilaka 24.2. The
yantr<lg;Tyntrf appears wilh minor variants in many texts. Brahmfinandagiri 's Siikta
nandalararigil)l, p. 257, 13-14 gives the following version:

0111 yanlr:1r:!;:"iyn vidl1J:1hc Ilwh:"iyllJllr:"iya dhilllu!li /

..~....-----------



2.3 Some Constituent Parts of Yal1tras

Yantra and maf,19ala designs commonly feature a triangle and/or a
hexagram, inscribed in one or several lotuses (padma) of four, eight,
10, 12, 16, 100, 1000 or more petals (dala). The lotus petals are often
surrounded by one circle or three concentric circles (vrtta) and a
square (caturasra) with sometimes three nested lines. ]n yantras of
the Saiva and Sakta traditions the lines of triangles or a square may
be formed by tridents whose prongs project beyond the lines of these
shapes (see Colour Plate I).

The main deity is worshipped in the centre of the yantra at a
'point' (hindu) which may be visible or remain invisible/unmanifest,
while his/her retinue is worshipped in various parts of the structure
(see Illustration 6). These parts include the angles (asra) or corners

"We know the king of the yantra; we think of the bestower of boons.
Therefore may the yantra inspire us."

Texts such as Brahmanandagiri' s 16th-century Saktananda
tarangil)i, pp. 264, 6ff. also enjoin that certain purificatory rites
(s8mskiira) be performed on yantras, just as they are performed to
purify mantras.

]n this section I have suggested a classification of yantras into
three types: 1 yantras for establishing a foundation, functioning as
supports for ritual implements; 2 yantras employed in regular Tantric
worship; 3 yantras employed in optional desire-oriented rites. The
three types of yantras can be distinguished according to their ritual
functions. The first and second types have similar geometric designs
but usually no mantras inscribed. Yantras of type 2 usually consist of
more complex geometric designs than type I yantras. Both types
differ in ritual function. The first type is used as a support for objects
in rituals, while the second type is the main object of worship.
Yantras of type 1 are similar in function to the aforementioned 'seat
mat:l9alas' (see Brunner's category 1 described in section 1.2) and
are occasionally also referred to as mal)9alas (see 2.2.1). But they
differ from Brunner's 'seat-mal)9alas' of cow-dung and similar
materials which have no clearly recognizable structure. Yantras of
type 3 are used in desire-oriented magical rites, usually have
inscribed mantras and may have unusual designs.
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(kO{la) of a triangle or hexagram, the points of intersection (sa,!ldhl)
of two triangles, (,(J the lotus petals (da/a) and the tips of lotus petals
(daJagra). The most important surrounding licit ies or amanat ions are
invoked into the parIs of the yantra closest (0 the centre. One obvious
advantage of a yantra compared 10 an icon is that a yantra allows iur
the deities who surround the main deity in enclosures (iivam~w, iivrti,
literally 'covering' or 'veil') to be worshipped in it as well.

The structural clements or yantras vary, as do the interpretations
given to these clements. Some importantc.:onstitucnt parts are
described in the following,logether with examples of interpretations
from texts. Most descriptions and interpretations of the consl ituent
parts of yantras found in the litcrature concern the ,~riyml/r;l or
sricakra, the most important and influential of yantras,ld

Preliminary studies of the constituent parts or yanlras arc found in
the works by A. Daniclou. The author's 'Hindu Polytheism,' 1964:
351-354 contains an enlarged and revised version of the section on
yantras printed in Daniclou's older French edition of' the book, 'Le
polythcisme hindoll,' 1960: 525--539. Dani610u docs 110t indicate the
sources of his interpretations of the yantra designs clearly, but it call
be inferred that he draws on articles in Hindi. cl2 In his latcr work on
the Hindu temple (Dani6lou ]977: 26-28 [200 I: 37-3R]), the author
takes up the discussion of the constituent parts of yantras once again,
Danielou's interpretations of yantra constituents continuc to be

(/) Special terminology is IIsed in connection with Ihe .~I'icnkl'i/. The three circles
outside or' thc ovcrlapping triangles are refened to as Ilm~c girdles or helts ( 1':I/:ly:I);
a point of intersection between two lincs is called s<IIpdhi; a point or intersection
bctwccn three lines is known as m;rrmnll ('vital pOil1l'), and a point of inh::rseclion
bctwccn a smile/hi al1d mnrm,1II is termed gmmhi (' knot'); sec Bhasknrariiya's Setu
bundha, p. 31, 9 and Umanandanatha's NityotsaviI, p, 04, 4--5.

(II Detailed noles on different interpretations that have hecn given to the
constituents of the ;~r,c;lkrn and n critical cvaluation of' lhese interpretations nrc
provided by Pranavananda < 1977>.

(J. Devaraj Vidyiivacaspati's article entitled 'Tantra 1l1Clll yantra am mantra,'
printed in the magazine Kalyal). published by the Git1i Press (Ciorakhpur), Sakti
illika, 1934: 387~397, is cited in Dani610u 19M: 353. The original article docs not
indicate the sources on which Devaraj Vidyaviicaspali's interpretations arc based.
Dani610u 1977: 26 (2001: 37) refcrs to an article by I,)abriil, cntitled 'Sriyantra kii
svarup,' printed in Sakti 'llika, 1934, p. 592-()()l). Dani610u enoneollsly refers to thc
author as 'Kalika-prasada Dabral' and specifics the page number as 591, However.
the author's name is Lalitiiprasad f!abrfil and the article is found on pr. 592-609. As
the title indicatcs, I;>abral's interpl'elatiol1is concerned with the constituents of the
sriy,ll1tra,
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influential and are partially adopted and summarized in Johari 1986:
52 and Bunce 2001: 27-29.

2.3.1 The Point (bindu)
The point (bindu) is located in the centre of the yantra and may be
visible or remain invisible. It is often interpreted as the principle
from which a1] form and creation radiates (for example,
Shankaranarayanan 1970: 29). Verses 11-12 of the first chapter of
the Yoginihrdaya describe the point as "throbbing consciousness
whose supreme nature is light and which is united with the flashing
flow [of divine power], the seat (baindaviisana) which is the
[birth]place of the flow made up of the three matrkas" (Padoux, p.
241). According to Dani610u 1964: 351, the point represents the
element ether. The most likely seventh-century GaI:lesapurvatapa
niya-Upani~ad, section 3 equates the central point with the void of
space.

2.3.2 The Triangle (triko~la, tryasra)
The triangle is a common constituent of yantras. It can be either
downward-oriented or upward-oriented, and less frequently oriented
toward the right or left sides.63 The downward-pointing or inverted
triangle is known as a symbol of the female pubic triangle and the
female sex-organ or womb (yolli, bhaga).64 The letter e is identified
with it because of its triangular shape (in certain Indian scripts).65
This triangle is known as a symbol of the feminine in other cultures
as well. In Buddhist Tantric texts the downward-pointing triangle is
referred to as the dlJarmodayaJdharm0 dayii, 'the origin of existents
(dharma).'66 This triangle is visualized in siidhana; as the place in
which everything originates. The downward-pointing triangle also
symbolizes water. 67 This symbolic significance is known from other

(,1 Bunce 2001: 28 considers triangles whose apexes point to the left or right sides
as constituent parts of yantras.

(-4 Sec, for example, Jayaratha's commentary on Tantraloka 3.94. Cf. also Bud
dhist texts quoted in Wayman 1973: 172.

(05 B. Bhattacharyya has discussed this issue in more detail in his foreword to the
second edition of the Jayakhya-Sarphita (1967: 30) Because of its shape the e is
called the 'womb of the world' Uagadyoni) and is referred to as a triangle (tryasra);
cf. also ibid., Figure 1, p. 34+.

(il For some remarks on the d!Jarmodayaldlwrmoday:T, sec Bahulkar 1979.
(17 Sec, for example, the Vastusutra-Upanj~ad, cited in Baumer 1986: 56.

Ii
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cultures as well. for which the downwmd-pointing apex suggests the
direction of j~t1ling min. Daniclou 1977: 26 (2001: 37) further
explains the downward-pointing triangle as a symbol of Vi~l)u.

Tantric tcxts commonly describe the reverse trianglc, that is, a
triangle sitting on its base with its apex upwards, as the symbolic
shape of the clement fire. liM The apex of the upward-pointing triangle
indicates the direction of the flame . .In Nepal. upward-pointing
equilateral or isosceles triangles cut into stone or metal are fre
quently seen in shrines and temples. The triangular ho]e69 is
considered a symbol of the Neviir god of music. dance and drama,
NasaJ:tdyal:t, who is sometimes identified with Nartcsvara or Nrtya
natha.

[n connection with the sriCllkli;1, authors such as Bhaskararaya'O
refer to the downward-pointing (adhot11ukJw) triangles as Sakti
triangles and the upward-pointing (urdhvlImuklw) triangles as fire
(vahm) or Siva triangles. The inverted triangle is (liso taken as
representing prakrt'i; the upright triangle. pUfll~a (Daniclou 19,64:
352). Both types of tria.ngles are intertwined in the hexagram (see
2.3.3). In yantras of Kali•.five triangles appear in the centre. In other
traditions, triangles are represented wi.th a protruding' gate' on each
side.'! These gates are identical in shape with the T:shaped gates of
the outer square ofyantras (see section 2.3.8).

The triangle is naturally connected with the symbol ism of the
number three. Its three lines are usually interpreted as tripartite units
(most commonly, metaphysical concepts). Thus Shankaranarayanan
interprets the lines of the central or primary (mula) triangle (when
understood as the kiimakaliii2 ) in the sricakra as representing the
powers (saktJ) of will (icchii) , cognition (iiiiina) and activity (kriyi)
(1970: 37), following an interpretation already attested, for instance,
in Jayaratha's commentary on Tantraloka 3.94. In another context
Shankaranarayanan 1970: 38 interprets the lines of the triangle as

1>'1 Cf., for example, Saradatilaka 1.23cd. where a triangle with .svnstikas rcprc@
sents fire.

HI For more information and illustrations of the triangular lIiist:l~l holes, see
Wegner 1992: 126, Figure I and K(;lver 1992a: 214, Illustration L

)1 Cf. Bhaskararaya's commentary Setubandha, p. 31. 2-3 (composed in 1741
A.D,) on Nitya~oQasikarJ:lava. 1.31 (the text is considered to be a p,art of the Vlil11a~

kesvara-Tantra) and UmanandanlHha.'s Nityotsava (1745 A.D.), p. 64. 6.
71 Cf. the yantra of ChinnamasUi described in Kubjika-Upa.ni~ad 17.5.
7J. For a recent discussion of this term and possible translations, see White 1998:

176ff,
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representing the three gUl,las or the three states, waking (jagrat),
dream (svapna) and deep sleep (su$upti) (1970: 38). The Gal).esa
piirvatapaniya-Upani~ad, section 3 interprets the lines of the central
downward-pointing triangle in a yantra of Gal).esa as the three worlds
and the three Vedas.

D. ChaUopadhyaya 1973: 300-301 asserts that not only the
triangle inside of yantras but the yantra in general represents the
female reproductive organ when he writes: "A Tantrika, when he
really confides in you, will frankly confess that these diagrams are
but representations of the female organ." In support of this statement,
he cites Bhandarkar 1965: 140, who makes the following remark
about the ritual worship (pu}§) of the sricakra: "[The Cakrapuja]
consists in the worship of a picture of the female organ drawn in the
centre of another consisting of a representation of nine such organs,
the whole of which forms the Sricakra." In a somewhat generalized
statement D. Chattopadhyaya 1973: 30 I adds that "there are in
Tantrism various yantras ... bearing different names... but the essen
tial feature in all of them is the same. It consists in the representation
of the female organ either by the picture of a lotus (padma) or by the
diagram of a triangle, usually by both." This author is correct when
he observes that both the triangle and the lotus are symbols of the
female reproductive organ, and that both are important constituent
elements of yantras. But he goes too far when he takes every yantra
as a representation of the female organ. This claim has rightly been
challenged by S. Chattopadhyaya 1978: 81, who emphasizes the fact
that not all yantras contain triangles.

2.3.3 The Hexagram (~atko1Ja, $atjara, tara?3)
The hexagram consists of two equilateral triangles with the same
centre but pointing in opposite directions, usually upwards and
downwards. The apexes of the two triangles of the hexagram can
also be oriented to the right and left sides.74 The triangles are shown
either lying one on the other or intertwined with one another. The
downward-pointing and upward-pointing triangles (see also 2.3.2)
symbolize the sexual union of the female and male principles, of

7J The word I star' (tira) appears as a synonym for ~atko{la in Ahirbudhnya-Sam-
hita 26,5 and Paramesvara-SalTlhiUi 23.29, as Begley 1973: 85 notes. .

14 For two illustrations, see, for example, Encyclopaedia Judaica (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1971), volume 11: 690, Figure 2; and 693, Figure 10.
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Sakti and Siva, of water and firc.7~ ]n Buddhist Tantri.sm, the word
eV81p i.s thought to be reprcsented by two intertwincd triangles,
symbolizing the union of 'insight' (pny'ijii) und 'means' (upaya). The
triangular shapes of c and vu in certain Indian scripts lend themselves
to such an interpretation. 71, In descriptions of the symbolic shapes
(maQgaJlI) of the clements (bhala), the hexagram represents the
clement wind.??

In the hexagram the deities are often worshipped at the poi.nts of
intersection of the two triangles, while in the eight-petaUed lotus they
are worshipped in the petals, which ideally face in the cardinal and
intermediate directions. Occasionally a six-pointed sturn or a six
petalIed lotus, such as the wljm-Iotus, cun replace the hexagram in
rituals (Heilijgers-Seelen 1994: 131). Like these objects, the hexa
gram is equated with sextuple concepts and groups. Thus GaQtesa
purvatapanlya-Upani~ad, section 3 int.crprcts the hexagram in a yan
tra of GaQtcsa as representing the six worlds and seasons.79

The hexagram has been used for decorative purposes or asa
magical sign in many civilizations around the wodd. It is also

7~ In section 2.3.2 Ihe symbolism of the two Iriangles is explained: the downward~
pointing triangle symbolizes the female principle and water, while the upward
pointing triangle symbolizes the male principle and fire. In alchemy, the two
triangles of the hexagram also represent the union of fire and water. For the
symbolism of the water and fire triangles in the Tantric IIglli/lolm ritual of Nepal, s,ce
Witzel 1992: 788.

71. Cf. SaITlPuta-Tantra, chapter 4 (= Elder 1978: 109 Itext], 189 Itranslation]); cf.
also Wayman 1973: 172-173, who discusses three meanings of CVlltll, and Kolver
1992b. K(ilver discusses the shapes of the letters c and the Vil, which were
remi.niscent of downward-pointing lind upward-pointi.ng triangles mound the sixth
century A.D., and were visualized as intertwined to form a hexagram. The nasal of
evaJ?l corresponds to the central point (bindu) inside the hcxagrll.m. When Vajra.
yogini is described as situated' In CviUl1' Ihis melll1slhut she is visualized inside a.
hexagram. In addition, the syllable V.~ is t.he sec II syllabic of the word vI'ira, which
can signify the penis (English 2002: 150).

n The symboliC shapes of the other clements arc according to SiiradlUilaka
1.23-24: a square with thunderbolts (vajm) - the earth clement; a lotus with a half
moon - water; a triangle with sVllstikas - fire; u circle with six dots, that is, a
hexagram - wind; and a circle - ether.

7H For Nepalese coins of the Malia period showing the six-pointed star, see
Rhodcs/Gabrischf"t della Rocchclta 1989, Plate 31, no, 724 rev., Plate 33, no. 826
rev.

1/ For interpretations of the ~;Jlko.(la current in Nepal, sec Joshi 1981 and Deep
1993: 98-100. Joshi summarizes various interpretations which identify the hexa
gram with weB·known groups of six, such as the six systems of philosophy
(darsana).
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known, for example, as Magen David, the 'Shield of David' or as the
'Seal of Solomon: Ko It appears on the inside of Hindu yantras and is
also seen in Buddhist maQ.c;lalas of VajravarahllVajrayogini.81 The
hexagram is a decorative motif in Islamic monuments of North India.
Its centre features a point (bindu), a lotus or a dancing peacock (Nath
1975-1976: 74-75)~2

In Nepal, the hexagram is frequently represented and considered
an auspicious symbol of the goddess by both Buddhists and
Hindus. 83 It is sometimes found superimposed on the latticework of
windows of temples or shrine rooms. 84 The point (bindu) in its centre
often bears an image of the deity worshipped in the temple or shrine.
The hexagram also appears in mediaeval coins of India85 and, along
with other geometrical designs, on Nepalese coins of the MalIa
period. K6 Auer/Gutschow 1974: 106 report that the hexagram is also
called srjma~19ala in Nepal. It is considered a symbol of education,
science and of the goddess Sarasvati, and therefore became the logo
of Tribhuvan University, colleges and other educational institutions.

III For information on the hexagram in mediaeval Europe and the Near East, see
Encyclopaedia Jl.lldaica (New York: Macmillan Company, 1971), volume 11:
687-697.

~l For a 13th-century Tibetan mal)~ala depicting the goddess VajravarahI standing
inside a hexagram, see Beguin 1990: 173; other examples from Tibet are found in
Rhie/Thurman 1999: 118 and 440, Kossak/Singer 1998: 97 and Leidy/Thurman
1997: 105. For a photograph of a hexagram representing VajrayoginI in Tibet, see
Stoddard 1999, Figure 30. The question needs to be examined whether the hexagram
in mal)~alas ofVajravarahilVajrayoginI indicates the mal)Qala's Saiva origins. While
the hexagram is commonly found in Hindu m3.1)c;lalas and yantras, with intersecting
upward-pointing and downward-pointing triangles already appearing in the sricakra,
in Buddhist traditions they appear especially in mal)<;lalas of VajravarahilVajra
yoginI. The name VajravarahI itself indicates a Buddhist version of the Brahmanical
goddess Varahi.

112 According to Nath 1975-1976: 78, the hexagram is also found in Indian
temples, especially in Rajasthan, where it is believed to have been associated with
the worship of Siva and Sakti.

11.1 Bangdel 1999: 464 writes that: "[s]pecifically, the double-triangled yantra in
the Tantric tradition is a universal symbol for the goddess's generative and
destructive powers ..." and 1999: 540, note 118 that: "[t]he yantra symbolizes the
scat/presence of the goddess...." Gutschow 1982: 97, Plate 105 assumes that the
hexagram represents Tripurasundari.

11\ For photographs, see, for example, Bernier 1978: 259, Plate 11 and Gutschowl
K61veriShresthacarya 1987: 203, no. 416.

K5 Sec, for example, Sircar 1968, Plate xxiii, no. 7 obv., Coomaraswamy (1927)
1985: 45 and Smith 1972, volume 1, Plate xxx, no. 14 rev.

Ilh See Rhodes/Gahrisch/t della Rocchetta 1989, Plate 20, nos. 382-384 rev.,
Plate 21, nos. 412-417 rev., etc.
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It is found on the king' s headgear and on Nepalese orders,
decorations and medals. Bernier 197X: 252 assumes that this design
has been borrowed from the Islamic tradition or North India, but
Begley 1973: H4 considers it mosl Iikely that the hexagram was
alrcndy an important Tantri.c symbol hefirre the Islamic hexagram
became widely circulated in India, More research would be
necessary to trace the history or this important motif. The hexagram
is an important motif in the latcr Tantric iconography of the
Sudarsanacakra, Vi~l)lI' s sud;u·.~:l1w wIH:cl. which 0 lien has a yantra
like structure inscribed on il.w1 This stnlctun,: consists of a hexagram
surrounded by one or more rings of l.otliS petals. The personification
of Vi~DU'S wheel, the SlIdar{;al1acakrapunl~a, is shown inside (or
standing against) the structllre.~K The reverse side of these icons often
depicts Narasilllha.1 r comhined with a representation of the Sudar
sanacakra, this deity may be represellted inside lin upward-pointing

. I Xl}tnang c.

2.3.4 The Pcntagranl (p:Jlk[/ko~w)

The five-pointed star, the pcntagranl, pentacle or Star of Solomon, is
less commonly found in yantras. It is known as a symbol also in
other civilizations. The pentagram is a constitucnt pilrt of some
yantras of Guhyaldili (sec Colour Plate 1), since the number nve has
special signi ficancc for the goddess Kiili. It is again found 011 Nepa
lese coins of the Malia pcriod:w as well as bcing the logo of some
educational institutions in modern Nepal. Daniclou 1977: 28 (2001:
38) equates the pentagram with Siva as 'the destroyer of love and
lust' (smllmhara). This interprclal ion is not compatible with another
statement by the same author (Dani6lou 1964: 353) according to
which the pentagram signi rics love and lust and lhe power of
disintegration.

117 Details on the multi-armed Sudarsnna icons can be found inllt:glcy 1973:
84-92.

HlI Sec Begley 1973: 90 (with Figure 70) rm a ca. 17th-cclltury hronze statuc of
the 16-armcd Sudar~anacakrapurll~a in thc Srj-Kfilamckapcnlillfil Temple, Til'Ui
mohllr, Madurai District. The dcity is standing againsl a hcxagrnm which is
surrounded by rings of eight, 16, 32 and 64 lotus petals. These lotuses arc supported
by an eight-petalled lotus (sec also Illustration I in Rastelli's contrihution).

H'I Sec Begley 1973: 88-89 and Figures 67 and 69.
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2.3.5 The Octagon (a$tako~w, a$tara)
The octagon appears less frequenOy as a constituent part of yantras
and can be formed in several ways. A common method to obtain an
octagon is to draw two crossed or intersecting squares, The two
overlapping squares appear as a symbol in various civilizations. 91

The symbolism of the octagon, like that of the eight-petalled lotus, is
connected with the eight directions, The octagon appears on ]ndian92

coins and on Malla coins of NepaI. 93 It also decorates a window in a
religious building of the Tripuresvara temple complex in Kath-

- d 94mal) ,u.

2.3,6 The Lotus
The symbolism of the lotus IS discussed 111 section 1.3.1 111

connection with mal)<;lalas,

2.3.7 The Circle
One circle or three concentric circles frequently surround the inner
structure of yantras. According to Danielou 1964: 352, the yantra's
outer circle, given its revolving tendency, characterizes mani
festation, Among the symbolic shapes (ma~u;Jala) of the elements
(bhiita), the circle represents ether. 95

2.3.8 The Outer Square
The circle or circles in a yantra are usually surrounded by an outer
square which often consists of three nested lines. The square, which
also appears on the outer part of maJ:l9a1as, is called 'earth house'
(bhiigrha), 'earth city' or 'earth citadel' (bhiipura),96 since the square

I)) Scc Rhodes/Gabrischlt della Rocchctta 1989, Plate 21, nos. 406-409 rev.,
Plate 28, nos. 566-567 obv.

~I Sec, for example, Encyclopaedia Judaica (Ncw York: Macmillan Company,
1971), volume II: 689-690, Figurc 3, for this design as used in 13th-century
Germany.

~2 See Sircar 1968, Plate XIX, 110. 11.
I)) Sce Rhodes/Gabrisch/"I" della Rocchctta 1989, Plate 15, nos. 274-275; Plate 20,

nos. 391-392, 396, Plate 21, no. 400, etc.
'M For an illustration, sec Gail 1984-1988, volume 2, Plate XVI, no. 2 and p. 97,

and Gutschow/Kolver/Shrcsthacarya 1987: 203, no. 417. The temple is currently
being renovated.

'Ij Sce, for example, the description in Saradatilaka 1.23~24.

% For a dcscription of the different stages of constructing a bhiipura, see Bunce
200 I: 20-22; for variations in the shapes of bhiipuras, see Bunce 2001: 23-25.
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-e.

is a symbol 01' the earth. Among the symbolic shapes of the clements,
a (yellow) square represents the carlh.'I"I The symbolism of the square
is connected with lhnt of the number fOl1l" anti the four cardinal
directions. The square has a T-shapcd gate (dv:lm) in the cardinal
directions. Like the sides or a square, the gates arc equated with
groups of four, as in Misra's interpretation or an unidentified Sakta
yantra (1959: 482·· 4R3) in which thcy nrc tllken to represent the four
Vedas. PancariBm Saq1hiUls interpret the three nested lincs of the
outcrmost square as represcntative or the three const itllcnts (gupa) of
primary rnatler (pr:lkrt1) in the S~q1khya system, namely s:lltva, rajas
and (;lIna8. This interpretat ion is also altcstcd I'or the three nested
lines of the outer square 01' the "1J:Jdr:lIWql~I:II:!S of the Smarta
tradition, which are white, red and dark and symbolize respectively
saliva, n~j(/s and tamas.'IH The square also appears on Ncpalese coins
of the Malia period:)')

[nnucnced by e.G . .lung, Dehcjia 191Hl: 42 would have us
recognize the mediaeval alchemists' molif of the 'squaring of tile
circle' (qlUldrlltum circulI) in South Asian m;II~(.Ialas and yantras
which feature a circle surrounded by a square. Such an interpretation
docs not find support in lhe South Asian traditions. Moreover, in
mediaeval European drawings or this motif the square always
touches the circle. In contrast, South Asian lnal,1<Jalns and yantras
show a significant gap betwecn the cin:le and the square that
surrounds it.

Gupta 1988: 39--41 offers the hypothesis that the square enclosure
of n1a1,1<;1alas represents a Tantric analoguc to the sacred fire altar and
thus has Vedic origins (sec section 1.4).

2.3.9 Other Structural Elements
It is not possible to survey all constituent c1cments of yantras, which
include shapcs such as the heptagon. IOll One unusual design is found
in a y,mtra of Guhyakali from Nepal (sec Colour Plate I). This

'n Sec, for example, Saradiililaka 1.24ab, whcrc a square with Ihundcl'hlllts (v:!J'm)
represents the carth elemcnt.

'Ill The symbolism of thcse three eolollrs is lh:ljllelltly n.:fi.:rred to; for more
information, see Goudriaan 197R: 166--175 andlhe SlIprabheda, quoted in Brunner,
p. 173, nole 49.

'JI Sec Rhodes/Gabrisch/'l' dclb Rncchctlil 1989, Plate 20. IIOS, 3K2-3X3 ohv., 390
rev., Plate 22, no, 446 obv.

1111 Some additional shapes arc descrihed in BUllce 2001: 27--29.



3 Cakra

The term cakra, 'circle' or 'wheel,' has several pnmary and
secondary meanings.'()~

complex yantra features a pentagram (see 2.3.4) in the centre,
surrounded by a shape with nine corners (navakoJ:1a). The nine
angled shape is situated within two overlapping squares (see 2.3.5),
which in turn are surrounded by a lotus design with rings of eight, 12
and 16 lotus petals. Outside of this is a square whose four sides are
made up of tridents (trisula) surrounded by skulls. Four enclosures
surround this structure, which feature (from the inside to the
outside): (l) water (here representing the Ocean of Blood [so~li

toda]), (2) the eight cremation grounds (smasana), (3) skuns (muJ:1~a)

and (4) flames (vahnijvaJa). 101 A circle of flames is also known to
surround Tibetan Buddhist mandalas, some of which include a circle
representing cremation grounds. According to Macdonald/Vergati
Stahl 1979: 91, cremation grounds (smasana) 102 have been part of
Buddhist as well as Hindu mat)c;lalas and yantras in Nepal since the
15th century.IOJ
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101 The Sanskrit tcrms arc taken from a description of GtihyakalI's yantra in
PUfakaryan:mva, pr. 1149, 22 - 1150, 8. The Purascaryan!ava quotes the Mahl:ikula
Saqlhit.a, a basic work advocating the worship of GuhyakalJ, which was most likely
written in Mithilii (M ichacls 1996: 319).

Thc outer cnclosures of Guhyakali's yantra also appear in other Nevilr Hindu
yantras. The pascimnkarmayantra, included in the 'Book of Pictures Containing
Images and Yantras,' preserved in the Bharat Kala Bhavan, Vararyasi, no. 10054, and
datcd 1764/65 A.D. (sce ncgativc 3-12 of the Amcrican Institute of Indian Studies,
Gurgaon), fcatures enclosures with (1) a floral design (?), (2) a water design, (3)
skulls and (4) flames.

102 For a study of crcmation grounds, see Mcisezahl 1974 and Pott (1946) 1966:
76-101 ("The Sacred Cemeteries of Nepal") and the discussion in English 2002:
136-143. For the cult of smasiinas, sec Tsuda 1990. Tsuda 1990: 98 notes that the
eight cremation grounds appear on thc outer structure of mandalas of the Samvara
class of Tantras, which datcs back to the end of the eighth century A.D. De
Mallmann 1986: 42 refers to cremation grounds in the mary9alas of Heruka/Hevajra,
Sarpvara and Vajravarahi.

IOJ Pal 1974-1978, part 2: 93 is of the opinion "that generally no scenes of
cemeteries arc included in Hindu mandalas."

11>1 F' d' . f I kor a lSCUSSlon o· tlC term ca ra, sec also Brunncr, p. 163; Torzsok, pp.
180~183 contrasts the terms cakra and mal)c,iala.
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1. 'Cakra' can refer to a wheel as the ccntml part 01' a mHl~9ala

structure, to whose hub and spokes deities arc assigned. In this
function, the wheel can either slIbst it lite I()r a lot us or appear in
combination with it (cr. section 1.3.1).

2. The term cakra can refer to a group or circle or deit ics invoked
into a mar~"lala or yantra structure.

3. Some latcr authors appear to usc 'eakra' synonymollsly with
'yantra' and 'm~u~9ala.·10~

4. The word cakra also refers to a diagram/tabular device employed
in ritual.

5. A well-known usc of the word cakra is with re rercncc to the
'wheels' or 'lotllses' believed to be locatcd in the human body.

[n the following, only the meanings 2, 4 and 5 arc discussed.

3.1 C~lkr[J as C1 Circ1c ofDcitic8

The term cakra refers to a group of deities invoked into a 111ar~~lala or
yantra.10C> At the same time, the term also denotes the support for
these deities in the form of a spcci!i.c surf;\CC,11I7 This is most likely
the reason why the word eakra appears synonymously with yantra
and mal).<;lala in latcr tcxts--a usc orlhe term that requires further
investigation. It also explains why the parts of the .~ficukr", which
consist of a variety of shapes such as triangles and lollis petals, are
referred to as the nine cakms.

1115 See Brunner, p. 163 and Padollx 19R7a: 4. Tiirzsiik, p. IHI expresses some
reservation about the interchangeability of the terms cakra and mar.H,lala in early
Saiva texts. The Srlvidya's synonymous lise of the terms cakra and yantra in the
sricakralsriyan/m indicates a looser use of these terms (cf. Sanderson's remark in
Padoux 1986; 33). The baJihar;r~l:Ic:lkrtl described in the next article is also called
baJiharanmnandaJa in SOl11ctcxts.

I[V, cr.' A. S~~derson's remark reproduced in Padoux 191016: :\3: "". the mil(l~JilJiI is
the [jdh:lra/l (I0ClIS) and the cilkra (of deities/mantras) the iidlleyllm (located) ......
Snellgrove 1959, part I: 135 defines 'cakra' similarly as a "circle of divine forms of
which the t1l:mdaJ:I consists."

1m Hcilijg~r~-Scclcn 1994: 37 gives several instances from the KlIhjikamata
Tantra, where 'cakra' refers to the scat of a dcily.
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3.2 Cukrll :IS tI RilL/til J)jngmm/Ttlblllllf Device

51

TIle word eakrn also refers to diagrams containing specific arrange
ments of letters of the alphabet or of numbers. Diagrams such as the
akatlm]wcnkrn, the IIkndanwcakrn, the naksatracakra and the rasi-

o 0

cakm, which arc used to determine whether a mantra suits a candi
date, fall under this category. 10K Unlike the 'distributive diagrams',
namely, mal)<;lalas of type 3 in Brunner's classification (see section
1.2), which arc ritual diagrams divided into squares into which
divine or demonic beings arc invoked to receive food offerings, these
diagrams arc simply tabular devices, into which no deity is invoked.

3.3 Cakm tiS a 'Wheel' Of 'Lotl/s' ill the Body

The word cakra is lIsed with reference to the currently rather popular
Tantric concept of the 'energy centres' or 'power centres' which are
believed to be located in the body. They are referred to either as
'wheels' (c:lkm) or as 'lotuses' (p;ldm'J).IOl) In some systems these
cakras have lolus shapes and are populated by deities. The lotuses
may also have inscribed geometric figures (triangle, hexagram). The
number of cakras and their location in the body varies according to
traditions. Some systems assume sets of four, five, six, nine, 12, 16,
24, 27, 32 or more cakras.

The system of six 'wheels' or 'lotuses' is particularly well known
and listed below according to Saradatilaka 5.131 cd-136 and
20.66cd-67.

Lotus
miiliidlJiim
sviidhi{l{hiinu
m(l~]ip[jm

aniihatn
visuddhi
['.inii

Number or Petals
4
(,

10
12
16
2

Syllables
va-sa
iJCI-ln
rja-phn
kn-(1w
16 vowels
Iw and k.~a

Deity
Brahma
Vi~l)u

Rudra
Isvara
Sadasiva
Siva

Goddess
Oakinl
Rakinl
Lakinl
Sakini
KakinI
Hakini

JIll! For an extensive treatment of these diagrams, sec BUhnemann 1992.
Ill) As in the case ot' a wheel combined with or ill place of' a lotus in the centre of a

1l1:11.H.lala (ct'. section 1,3.1), the tcnninologics denoting parts of a 'lotus' and parts of
a 'wheel' in the body arc ol'tel1l1sed interchangeably.
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The millfidhiira or iidhiirCl is located al thc bottom or the spine
betwccn the anus and the penis. Thc .'lviidhi.~[llllll{i is at the root of the
penis. The Imqlipiira is located at the base of the navel, and tllc
aniil1CltcJ in the heart. The vi.~uddhi is situated in the throat, and thc
iijiifi in between the eyebrows. The thousand-pctallcli lotlls (snlmsrtl

dahlpadma) , also called the thowmnd-spokcd wheel (snhll ....nlmc,lkra),

being located at the lop of the head, is added to the six cakras, but is
usually not counted as one of them.

Since these cakms arc associated with Ihe process of creation, they
are connected with the live clements ("hDI,I) lind the mind (l1HlfUlS],

and with thc syllables of the Sanskrit alphabet. Speci lie syllablcs are
inscribed on each lotus, one syllable per petal. Each lolllS is prcsided
over by a specific deity and associated with a goddess.

This system of the Saradatilaka di/Ters from earlier stages of
development, which are preserved in sections ol'lhe lOlh-century
K b"k- T IICl I .' /' I 'I' I kU ~l amata- antra. In one sectIon 0 t 1e antra t 1e ca ras are
assumed to be five circles of goddesses, located below the navel, in
the belly, the heart, the throat and at the lop of the head or the
braJllnarandhra. III These circles are called the devic:lkr:l, (Jntic:Jknl,

miitrcakra, yoginicakra and khecilricakra, and arc believed to be
populated by a larger number of goddesses. In another section of' the
text, the cakras, with the exception of the alliiimtil, nrc not viewed as
'lotuses' with varying number of petals and geometric l'igures in8
cribedjJLthe petals. Instead of the term cakra, the word pmla is llsed
(Heilijgers-Scelcn 1994: 38).

IHI Sec Heilijgers-Scclcn 1990: 59 for details on cakra systems tallght in sections
of the Kubjikiim<lta-Tantra. The author discusses one system of five cakras as re
flected in the Kubjikiimata and two systems (namely. the lilt",." and d:lk!fi(1iI
varieties) of six cakras.

III See Heilijgcrs-Scclcn 1994: 18 for more details.
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I. A yantra for attraction (akar~~a!1ayantra)

2. A supporting lnm)qala for the vardhalllvessel
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3. A yantra with the Rama.rak~fistotra inscribed
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o
4. A yantra assigned to stanza 55 of the Saundaryalaharl

5. A yantra for subjugating one's master
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6. A /n7j(lyanln.1 of Mahiigm.wpali



MANDALAS AND YANTRAS IN SMARTA RITUAL

Gudrun Biihnemann

PART I. SELECTED MANOALA-LIKE STRUCTURES, MANOALAS
AND YANTRAS

I Introduction

This essay describes some maJ~<;lalas, mal)<;lala-like structures and
yantras that are currently used in the ritual practices of Smarta
Brahmins in Mahara$tra. It draws on my observation of rituals in that
part of India as well as on the study of ritual manuals. This paper is
divided into two pa11s. Part one is designed to introduce the reader to
common structures of mal).Qalas and yantras in the Smarta tradition.
As an example of an early maI)d,ala-like structure, the baJihara~la

cakra of the vaisvadeva rite is described. This opens the discussion
on the directional orientation and basic designs of mal)d,alas. Descri
bing specific maI)Qalas and yantras currently used by Smarta
Brahmins, I analyze the n8vagrah8m8I)c;1aJa, the saptasatimal1iiy8ntra
(which originally belonged to the Sakta tradition) and the rudrapi.tha
mahayantra. Part two of this paper describes a category of mal)d,alas
called bJ1adrama~lc;1alas.

Initially a brief explanation of the word Smarta may be in order.
Smarta is a rather loosely used term which refers to a Brahmin who
is an 'adherent of the Smrti' and of the tradition which is 'based on
the Smrti.' The Smarta tradition considers itself to be based on the
Vedic heritage and the ancient orthodox texts in the Vedic tradition,
such as the Dharmasastras and the Smrtis. It claims to be neither
exclusively Siva-oriented (Saiva) nor exclusively Vi$l)u-oriented
(Vai$l)ava), and often combines the worship of five deities.' Despite
the rejection of Tantric elements in rituals by some Smarta

I For a discussion of the term Smarta and of the Smarta tradition, sec BQhncmann
2003.
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authorities,2 the Smarta tradition has incorporated such clements,
including yantras.

2 The Maw;Ja/a-likc Arrangement in (he 13nJiJwra~wc{/kr<l

The bafjhara~wc;JkrnJ or b[Jlihnrn~wm[J~1~f[J/nappears to be alllong the
earliest mal)<;Jala-like arrangements of the Smartas. In current ritual
practice of Mahara~\rian I~g-Vcdins, il is a circular arrangement
formed by food offerings (bail) (sec Colour Plate 2) placed on the
ground in the bhfitnyt!ji'ia, pit/yttjl1n and m[mlJ.~Y{]'y[JjI'ia rites. These
three rites are variously considered parts of, or appendices to, the
vaisvadeva 4 rite. The vtli.~vadcva, which is a ritual offering of
cooked food before eating, is prescribed twice daily, in the morning
and in the evening. There is little difference between these two ritual
procedures. ]n current Mah1ira~!rian pract icc, the cooked food,
usual1y rice, is divided into three portions. The offerings from the
first portion of food are made to the sacred domestic fire to deities as
part of the sacrificial worship of deities (dcvny[y'I1tl) of the vaisva
deva rite. The offerings of the second and third portions of food are
balis, that is, offerings made outside the sacred fire. They are placed,
strewn or thrown on the ground. Bali offerings are made to deities
and other beings as part of the sacrificial worship of beings (bhiita
yajJ1a) , and to the ancestors as part of the sacrificial worship of
ancestors (pitTyajJ1a). The final offering forms part of the honouring
of guests (maml$yayajiia). The tcn dcities worshipped as part of the
devayajiia are identical with the first ten of'the group of 32 deilies,5

2 The nyiisa rite, for example, which forms part of the current Srnarln puj;I, is
rejected by some as Tantrie; sec BClhnernrmn 19R8:!: 121.

) In the prcvious essay the terms lllaJ~~lala, yalltrn and cakra arc discussed, Section
3 deals especially with the meanings of the word cakm, The tcrm cakra in the com
pound baliharil~JacClkra appears to refcr both to the circular layout of the offerings of
rice which are placed on the ground and to the group of deities and other beings who
arc invoked while setting down the offerings, In some lexls the term baliharal.w
maryc1ala is used synonymously with balill<1m~)(Jcilkm but is more appropriate in the
context of the Yajur-Veda tradition in Mnhara~\ra, where its layout is square. [n that
tradition fewer deities are invoked and some of their names vary.

4 For details on the V:liSV;ldcVil ritual ns it is described in ancient texts, sec Knnc
1968-1977, volume 2: 741-748, and Gonda 19RO: 417-4]8.

5 I follow here the text printed in I~gvediyahrahmaknnnasamllccaya, fols.
29a.10-30b.3. The number and names of beings differ slightly from those listed in
the ancient texts, such as Manu-Slllfli 3.84-86. Some of these differences are
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beings and ancestors who receive offerings made as part of the
bhutayaji18. The 32 deities and beings who receive offerings made in
the balihara~Jacakra of the B,.g-Vedins (see Illustration 1) are the
following:

(as part of the bhUlayajiJa, in a circle, beginning from the east)
(1) Surya/' (2) Prajapati, (3) Soma and Vanaspati, (4) Agni and
Soma, (5) Indra and Agni, (6) heaven and earth, (7) Dhanvantari, (8)
Indra, (9) the VisveDevas, (] 0) Brahma,7 (11) the waters, (12) herbs
and plants, (13) house, (14) deities of the house, (15) deities of the
site ( viistu); (outside the circle, in the cardinal directions, in groups
of two) (16) Indra, (17) Indra's men, (18) Yama, (19) Yama's men,
(20) VarUl)a, (21) VarUl)a'S men, (22) Soma, (23) Soma's men;
(inside the circle, in the cardinal directions, beginning from the
north) (24) Brahma, (25) Brahma's men, (26) the VisveDevas, (27)
all beings that move by day; 8 (outside the circle, in the intermediate
directions, beginning from the north-east:) (28) Rak~asas;

(as part of the pit!yajiia:)
(29) Svadhapitrs, (30) Syama, (31) Sabala;
(as part of the mamJ$yayajlla:)
(32) Sanaka and other hurnans.

The practitioner presses together a small number of rice grains bet
ween the fingers and the thumb of his right hand. Invoking the
deities and other beings, he first places the offerings so that they
form of a circle. He then places some offerings inside and outside the
circle, always proceeding in a clockwise direction. This clockwise
movement represents the usual order of movement in rituals,
counter-clockwise movement being used, for example, in rites for the
dead.

In the ma])<;iala-like structure of the baliharaIJacakra, offerings are
placed in a circle, attention being paid to directional orientation.
However, there is no single deity in the centre. This arrangement
differs from later maI)9ala structures which follow the concentric

discussed in Kane 1968-1977, volume 2: 741ff. The diagram in Bourquin 1884: 86
includes 36 deities and other beings.

(, In the evening ritual, Agni is invoked instead of Surya.
I Brahma appears again in 24.
M In the evening ritual, the beings that move by night are invoked instead.
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pattern in which one central dcity is surrounded by other entities on
the outside.

3 The Ml/~]()(//n-Jikc Arrangemcnt in PmJeiiynt;ma Worship

A mal)c;lala-likc pattcrn with onc ccntral deity surrounded by four
other dcitiesin the intermediate directions or corners appears in the
Smarta pwiciiyatana worship. The jJm1ciiyatanfl worship focuses on
the icons or aniconic representations of five lleities, and became
popular in the mediaeval period. In modern timcs, thc five deities are
the Vedic sun god Silrya; the goddess called Dcvi or Durga; Vi~l)u;

the elephant-headed GaJ)cS3 (GaJ)apati); and Siva (Mahesvara). In
earlier sources we find evidence for thc worship of Brahma instead
of Durga or Gal)csa. Worshipping thcsc five deit ies is referred to as
the five-fold worship (pm1copiisClnti), or the p~jii of thc five shrines
(paiJdiyatanapiJjff). The concept of the rive-fold worship is also
reflected in temple architecture. Pandiyatana temples in North India

9

place the main deity in the central shrine and lour subordinate deities
in smaller shrines at the corners of the square. In domestic worship,
the positions of the four other deities vary with the central deitylO
(see nIustration 2). A contemporary .~iv/ip/11lci'jY/lt[Jn/l in a Mahara~

trian home, for example, may feature a ,~ivCllitigu in the centre and the
icons of Balalcr~I~a (rcpresenting Vi~l~u), the sun, Gal~apati (a red
stone) and the goddess (a 'metallic' stone) respectively in the north
east, south-east, south-west and north-west (sec Colour Plate 3).
When Gal)eSa occupies the centre, Vi~I~U, Siva, Surya and the
goddess will be placed respectively in the north-cast, south-east,
south-west and north-west.

It is remarkable that in this pattern one deity is positioned in the
centre and the four others in the intermediate rather than the cardinal
directions, as is commonly seen in mal~~bla-like structures. Perhaps
the practitioner wanted to be able'to face all the deities at the time of
worship. One should keep in mind that the four deities who are
worshipped along with the central deity arc not considered to be

~ For a study of paiic:lyafalJ.1 tcmples in North India, sce Reitz 1998.
Hl The arrangement of the deities in domestic worship follows patterns prcscribcd

in a stanza which has been attributed to Bopadeva '8 Yamalaprakiisa und is cited in
many texts, such as Mitramisra's Plljiiprakasa, KamaliikarabhaHa's Nin)ayasindhu
and contemporary ritual manuals. For details, sec BLihncmann 1988a: 50-51.
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manifestations of the latter, even though their position at the time of
worship is clearly subordinate.

4 Lotus Designs and tile Navagrahamal}gala

A different directional orientation is fonowed in lotus designs, which
often form the core of mal)gala and yantra structures. The lotus
pattern and the symbolism of the lotus have already been described
in section 1.3.J of the previous essay. In this structure, the main deity
is positioned in the centre and the surrounding (avaral}a) deities are
placed on the petals, and sometimes also on the filaments of the
lotus. The surrounding deities are positioned in the four cardinal and
intermediate directions, and occasionally they are also placed at the
zenith and nadir of the mal)gala. The zenith and nadir are then
indicated by special markings placed near two of the intermediate
directions in the mal)galas. The surrounding deities may form one or
several circles around the central deity, following the common
concentric pattern. Frequently the deities are not invoked into icons
but into areca nuts (pilgiphala), which are readily available and can
be used repeatedly.

A commonly employed maJ)gala with an interior lotus design in
the contemporary Mahara~trian Smarta tradition is the navagraha
ma~]{;Jala, which features the nine heavenly bodies. The navagraha
ma~J(;Jala is constructed and worshipped to propitiate the evil con
stellations of heavenly bodies and to remove obstacles. It is em
ployed in the grahamakha or grahayajJ1a, the 'sacrificial worship of
the heavenly bodies,' a preparatory rite preceding major rituals, such
as the vastusaJ1ti or the life-cyle rituals (SaIl1skara).ll

In this 111aJ)9a1a, each heavenly body (graha) is typically repre
sented by a specific symbolic shape and is prepared from grains or
coloured powders. The grains used for each shape may be a different:
colour. The grahas (listed in the order of the weekdays) with their
symbolic shapes, colours and associated directions are usually:

II For the llavilgrahasiinfi <lnd the worship of the nine heavenly bodies, see Kane
1968-1977, volume 5: 749-755. For descriptions of the grahayajiia compiled from
different Sanskrit lexls, see Dharmal<osa: Samskiirakiil)Qa (edited by Laxmanshastri
Joshi, volullle 3, part 3, Wai: Prajl1a Press, 1981): 1554-1639.
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Heavcnly Body Shape
sun circle
11100n

Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Ra.hu
Ketu

squarc
triangle
arrow
rectangle
pentagram
bow
winnowing hm
banner

Colour
red
white
red
yellow
yellow
white
dark
dark
sm.okc-coloured

Direction
centre
south-cast
south
north-cast
north
cast
\vest
south-west
north-west

The sun is positioned in thc centre of the maI~~iala, which contains
another lotus. In H1ustration 3 a circle drawn outside the central lotus
contains instructions for the sequence and placemcnt of thc heavenly
bodies. Here each heavenly body is accompanied by one deity on
either side. The Vedic sun god Savitr appears in the centre with Agni
and Rudra on either side. The moon is accompanied by the waters
and Uma; Mars by the earth and Skanda; Mercury by Vi~l~u and
Narayar,la; Jupiter by Indra and Brahma; Venus by Indra and Indral)l;
Saturn by Prajapati and Yama; Ruhu by snakes and Kala; and Ketu
by Brahma and Citragupta. 12

The mm;9ala is surrounded by a square called the 'earth city' or
'earth house' (bhiJpura, bh figrha) , already described in section 2.3.8
of the previous essay. The square has four protrud ing gates in the
cardinal directions. Inside the gates and in the four corners of the
square, the eight directional guardians (dikp;Jla) are invoked:

Directional Guardian
Indra
Agni
Yama
Nirrti
Varul)a
Vayu
Soma (= Kubera)
Isana

Direction
east
south-cast
south
south-west
west
north-west
north
north-east

12 The description of the mal~dala's deities is found in l~gvcdiyabrahl1lakarma

samuccaya, fo1s. 132a.2-137a.9 (this description is said to be based on an unspeci
fied IParisi~~a').
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The nav;lgrahama~lgala is a good example of the lotus pattern
commonly seen in maJ~9alas and yantras which use a concentric
arrangement of deities. The eight-petalled lotus with its petals
pointing in the directions is especially well suited for placing the
deities in their respective directions. The group of eight (and some
times ten) directional guardians is also invoked into parts of the outer
structures of other yantras, such as the two yantras described below.

5 Yantra Structures

I will now address the structure of two yantras, the saptasati
malJayantra and the mdrapi!hamahiiyantra, in some detail. Both yan
tras belong to the category ofyantras which are employed in optional
desire-oriented rituals (see type 3 described in section 2.2.3 of the
previous essay).

5.1 The Saptasatimahiiyantra

The durgasaptasatimahayantra, abbreviated saptasatlmahayantra, is a
yantra which originally was exclusive to the Sakta tradition. It is
comparatively well known inMahara~tra and is printed in the ~g

vediyabrahmakarmasamuccaya, the manual commonly used by
priests in the ~g-Vedic tradition (Illustration 4).13 The yantra became
increasingly important as the popularity of the Durgasaptasatl (also
called Devimahatmya or Cat)9i) grew. This text eulogizes the deeds
of Durga in approximately 700 stanzas. It dates back to ca. 500-600
A.D. and is attributed to the MarkaIfgeya-Pural)a. The yantra is
employed in the ritual worship of the goddess known as caI}giyaga,
especially for Durga worship during the Navaratri festivaL

Although used by Sma-rtas, the yantra shows typical Tantric
elements both in its structure and in the use of the seed (bija)
syllables inscribed in it. As noted in section 2.2.3 of the preceding
essay, yantras employed in optional desire-oriented rites often
contain seed syllables. These are one-syllabled mantras frequently
derived from the first letter of a deity's name to which a nasal sound,
the aJ111SVara or ammasika, is added. A total of 85 deities are invoked

13 For a simpler version of the yantra, cf. Coburn 1991: 115 (Figure 5.3) and
138-139.
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into the yantra. 1
•
1 In the centre, a downward-pointing triangle (tri

ko~1CI) is fOUlul containing salutations to the three principal emana
tions of the goddess, namely, Mah5kfili (I), Mahiilak~mi (2) and
Mahasarasvati (3), along with the goddcsses' respective seed sylla
bles, ainl, hriq1 and klilJl, This triangle is locatcd inside a hexagram
(~a!ko~w) in whose six corners the namcs of two groups of deities are
inscribed. Group I: Sarasvati and Brnhma (4), Gauri and Rudra (5),
Lak~mi and Hr~ikcSa (6), A~\adasabhu.ifl (7), Dasanana (8),
A~~abhu.ia (9); group 2: Nandajii (10), Raktadantika (11),
Siikambhari (12), Durga ( 13), Bhima (14) and Bhrfimari ( 15). Group
I consists of Brahma, Siva and Vi.~I)U with their consorts and the
three great manifestations of' the goddess in Ihe Dcvimahatmya,
namely, A~~adasabhuja ('the Eightecn-Armed Onc,' Ihat is, Maha
lak~mi), Dasanana ('the Ten-Faced One,' that is, Mahaldili) and
A~\abhuja ('the Eight-Armed One,' thai is, Mahasarasvatl). Group 2
consists or special manifestations or the goddess described in
Dcvimahatmya 11.42--55 . .Iaya (16), Vijaya (17), Jayanti (18),
Aparajita (19) and the two vehicles or thc goddess, the lion (sil~1ha)

(20) and buffalo (ma1Ji.~a) (21), arc invoked into the points in which
the sides of the two triangles forming the hexagram intersect. The
hexagram is inside a lotus into whose eight petals again two groups
of deities are invoked. The first group consists of the mother
goddesses (matrkli): Brahm! (22), MahcSvari (23), Kaumari (24),
Vai~l).avi (25), Varahi (26), Narasiq,hi (27), Aindri (28) and
CamUl).c;la (29).15 The second group consists of the eight Bhairavas:
AsiU'ingabhairava (30), Rurubhairava (31), Cal)~labhairava (32),
Krodhabhairava (33), Unmattabhairava (34), Kapalabhairava (35),
Bhl~aI:Iabhairava (36) and SaJ~,harabhairava (37). Outside the eight
petalled lolus, a lotus with 24 pClalsis found. I.n it the following
saktis are invoked: Vi~I)..umaya (38), Cotana (39), Buddhi (40), Nidra
(41), K~udha (42), Chaya (43), Sakti (44), Tr~IJa (45), K~anti (46),
Jati (47), Lajja (48), Santi (49), Sradclha (50), Kanti (51), Lak~mi

(52), Dhrti (53), Vrtti (54), Smrti (55), Daya (56), Tu~\i (57), Pu~~i

(58), Matr (59), Bhranti (60) and Citi (61). Outsidelhis lotus is a
square (bhilpura, bhilgr/1a) with four protruding gates. Into the

14 For a text listing almost the samc names as those inscribed in tbe yanlra sketch,
see ~gvcdiyabrahmakannasamuccaya, fols. 349a.12-350b.8.

15 The names cliffer slightly from those in (he flldrilpf/lliillwl!;'YillJlm. In that
yantra, CmJ9ikfl replaces Narasi'11hi and (he sequence of (belasl three names in the
list differs.
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corners of the square and the four gates two groups of deities are
invoked. The first group consists of the ten directional guardians
(dikpaJa), who are invoked into their respective directions beginning
from the east: 16 Indra (62), Agni (63), Yama (64), Niqii (65), Varul)a
(66), Vayu (67), Soma (= Kubera) (68) and Rudra (IMina) (69).
Brahma (70) is assigned to the zenith, which is located between the
north-east and east in the yantra. Se~a (71) is assigned to the nadir,
which is located between the south-west and west. The second group
consists of the attributes (ayudha) of the directional guardians, which
are assigned in the same sequence (cf. also the rudrayantra described
below): the thunderbolt (vajra) (72; east), the spear (saktl) (73; south
east), the staff (da~u;Ja) (74; south), the sword (khac;Jga) (75; south
west), the noose (pasa) (76; west), the goad (ankusa) (77; north
west), the mace (gada) (78; north), the trident (trisfiJa) (79; north
east), the lotus (padma) (80; assigned to the zenith) and the wheel
(cakra) (81; assigned to the nadir). Outside the gates Gal).apati (82),
K~etrapala (83), Batuka (84) and the 'Yoginis' (85) are found.

Even though the number of deities invoked into this yantra is
rather large, its design is common: a downward-pointing female
triangle inside a hexagram which is in the pericarp of an eight
petalled lotus. The lotus is surrounded by another lotus and a square
with four gates. In addition to specific deities connected with Durga,
groups of deities appear which are often found in other yantras. They
are the group of eight mothers, the Bhairavas, the ten directional
guardians and behind the latter their attributes.

5.2 The RudrapitJwmahayantra

The rudrapj~hamahiiyaIJtra('great yantra of Rudra's seat'), or simply
rudrapitha/mdrayantra (see IBustration 5), is employed in connection
with the recitation of the Rudradhyaya of Taittiriya-Sarphita
4.5.1-11 of the Yajur-Veda. The B.gvediyabrahmakarmasamuccaya
ascribes t11i8 yantra to the Skanda-Pural).aI7 and prescribes it for all
rituals worshipping Rudra. After the deities are invoked into the
yantra, a vessel (kaJasa) is placed on it to serve as the seat for Siva,
the principal deity of the ritual (see Colour Plate 4).

11. The names of the directional guardians and their directions are listed in section
4 in connection with the navagralwma(JljaJa.

17 Scc ~gvcdlyabrahmakarmasamuccaya,fols. 315a.I-318a.8 for the description.
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The yantra consists of a lotus pattern with live rings of petals that
contain five major groups (divided into subgroups) of surrounding
deities. Outside the petals is a square (bhiipllm) with three nested
lines and four protruding gates. The lines of the square arc coloured,
from inside to out, white, red and black. They arc called sattva, rajas
and tamas and identi fied with the three constituents (gUl)a) of
primary matter (prakrtl) in the S5111khya system. IK Outside the gates
are depicted the eight great snakes. In this yantra, a total of 141
deities are invoked (the diagram numbers them only up to 121),
genera]Jy beginning in the west. The five-faced Rudra (I) is invoked
into the pericarp of the lotus und worshipped with the mantras
corresponding to his five aspects., Sadyojata, Vamadeva, Aghora,
Tatpuru~a and Isana. The first group of surrounding deities is
assigned to the innermost ring of eight petals: Nandin (2), Mahakala
(3), Gal)eSvara (4) Vr~abha (5), Bhn'lgirilt (6), Skanda (7), Uma (8)
and Cal)<;iisvara (9). In the adjacent ring of 16 lotus petals the
following aspects of Siva are invokc(\: Ananta (I 0), Silk~ma (11),
Siva (12), Ekapat (13), Ekaruclra (14)., TrimCtrti (15), SrikaJ~~ha (16),
Vamadeva (17), Jye~tha (18), Srqlha (19)., Rudra (20), Kala (21),
Kalavikaml)a (22), Balavikaral~a (23), Bala (24) and Balnpramalhana
(25). The third group of deities is positioned in the next ring of 24
]otus petals. This group consists of three subgroups: the supernatural
powers (siddhi) , the mother goddesses (miitrkfi) and the Bhairavas.
The eight supernatural powers20 arc: atomization (a~Jjmal1) (26),
magnification (mahimal1) (27), levitation (Jaghirwm) (28) heaviness
(gariman) (29), extension (priipti) (30), efficacy/non-obstruction of
desire (prfikfimya) (31), sovereignty (i.~ilfi) (32) and mastery (vasita)
(33). The eight mother goddesses are Brahmi (34), MahdvarI (35),
Kaumari (36), Vai~l)avi (37), Varahi (38), Aindri (39), CamUl)<;ia (40)
and Cal)<;iika (41 ),21 The eight Bhairavas (42-49) arc identical with
the ones listed above for the saptasatimaJulyan/ra, namely AsiUl11ga
bhairava and the others. To the fourth ring of 32 lotus petals are
assigned several subgroups of deities. The first subgroup consists of

IK See also my rcmarks in section 2.3.8 of the previolls essay for these three lines.
I') I.e., tllC two attendants of Siva.
;l:' These supernatural powers arc explained in Vyasa; s commentary on Yogaslitra

3.45.
21 The names differ somewhat from those in the earlier list for the

saptasatimahiiyantra. In that yantra, Narasil1lhi appears in place or Candikii and the
sequence ofthc lastthrce namcs in the list differs.
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the eight manifestations (mOrtJ) of Siva: Bhava (50), Sarva (51),
{Sana (52), Pasupati (53), Rudra (54), Ugra (55), Bhima (56) and
Mahat (57). The second subgroup consists of the eight great serpents:
Se~a (58), Ananta (59), Vasuki (60), Tak~aka (61), Kulira (62),
Karkotaka (63), SaJlkhapala (64) and KambaHisvatara (64). The third
subgroup consists of the kings: 22 Vainya (66), Prthu (67), Haihaya
(58), Arjuna (69), Sakuntaleya (70), Bharata (71), Nala (72) and
Rama (73). The fourth subgroup consists of the eight principal
mountain ranges (kulacala): l-limavat (74), Ni~adha (75), Vindhya
(76), Malyavat (77), Pariyatraka (78), Malaya (79), Hemakuta (80)
and Gandhamadana (81). The fifth ring has 40 lotus petals with the
following five subgroups of divine beings: the eight directional
guardians, their consorts, the guardians' attributes, the guardians'
vehicles and the directional elephants. The eight directional
guardians are-as in the l1avagrahama~l(jala and the saptasatImaha
yant1'a-Indra (82), Agni (83), Yama (84), Niqti (85), VaruQ-a, (86),
Vayu (87), Kubera (88) and ]sana (89). Their eight consorts are: Sac!
(90), Svaha (91), Varahi (92), Kha<;lgini (93), VarUI~i (94), Vayavi
(95), Kauberi (96) and Isani (97). The eight guardians' attributes are
as in the saptasatimahayantra: the thunderbolt (vajra) (98), the spear
(Sakti) (99), the staff (da~lQ'a) (100), the sword (khaQ'ga) (101), the
noose (Pasa) (102), the goad (mikusa) (03), the mace (gada) (104)
and the trident (t1'isUla) (lOS). The guardians' vehicles (vahana) are
Indra's elephant Airavata (106), the ram (l1Je~a) (l07), the buffalo
(111ahi$a) (l08), the corpse (preta) (l09), the sea-monster (makara)
(110)"the deer (l1ari~la) (Ill), the man (na1'a) (112) and the bull
(vr$abha) (113). The directional elephants (diggaja) are specified as

21 These names appear to have becn takcn from the following verse which is
traditionally recited by Mahara~\rian Brahmins upon rising in the morning. This
verse, which is believed to secure wealth and victory, is printed in texts sueh as the
Bhaktimargadip (edited by G.N. Da':l9ckar, Mumbai: Majestic Book Stall, 1978
[third edition]): 2:

vainy8111 Prt1HJI)1 lwihayam cujullal)J ca
Siikuntalcym)l bhamtal)lnalal)1 eel /

riinJal)l ca yo vai smarati prabhiitc
tasyiirtlJaliibllO vUayM en haste II

Actually, the verse lists only the names of five kings: Prthu, the son of King Vena
(also spelled VCIJn); Arjuna (Kartavirya) of the Haihaya family; Bharatn, the son of
SakuntaIa; Naja and Ruma. In the yantra, the names are clearly interpreted as eight
separate names. The individual who first assigned the names to the yantra did not
realize that three of the epithets (vainya, haihaya and sakuI1taleya) are adjectives that
modi fy three of the names (Prthu, Arjuna and Bharata).
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Airavata (114), PUI!\larika (115), Vamana (I 16), KUll1uda (117),
Afljana (I 18), Pu~padanta (119), Sii.rvabhauma (120) and Suprafika
(121). In the gates of'thc square olltside the lotuses, the eight
directional guardians (l22--129) appear for the second time in the
yantra. Four additional deities, who represent forms of Siva, are
invoked into the intermediate directions: Virtipi"ik~a (130) (south
east), Visvarlipa (131) (south-west), Pasupati ( 132) (north-west) and
Ordhvalillga (133) (north-cast). The eight great serpents outside the
square are: Se~a (134), Tak~aka (135), Ananta (136), Vasuki (137),
Sat'lkhapala (138), Mahapaclma (139), Kambala (140) and Karkotaka
(141). They appear here for the second time with variants for some
of their names.

This yantra features a 10tliS design with rive rings of petals,
surrounded by a square with three nested lines. Among the deities
invoked are special groups associated with Rudra/Siva. In addition,
common groups of deities who are also assigned to other yantras
appear. These are the mother goddesses, the Bhairavas, the eight
great serpents, the directional guardians., their consorts and their
attributes. The groups of directional guardians and great serpents
appear twice in the yantra, each time in a different part of the yantra,
which is not unusual.

The second part of this paper introduces a structure quite different
from the lotus designs described here. It deals with types of
bhadrama~](jaJas,all of which share the square grid.
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NE EAST BE SIVAPA~CXYATANA VI$J:lUI"A~CAYATANA

NORTH SOUTH
Vi~f)u (2) BOrya (3) Siva (2) Gaf)eSa (3)

Siva. (1) Vil;ll}U (1)
NW WEST SW DevT (5) Gll.l}eslL (4) Devi (5) SOrya (4)

SORYAPA~CXYATANA DXvTPARoXYATANA GA~I!:AAPAftCXYAI'ANA

Siva (2) GaJ}6Sa (3) Vi~Qu (2) Siva (3) ViI;lQU (2) Siva (3)
SOrya (1) DevT (1) GaQooa (1)

I DevI (5) Vi~Qu (4) Slirya (IS) GlLQelia (4) DevIlS) Silrya (4)
I

2. The arrangement of the five deities in (domestic) pmicliyarmw shrines
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3. A mat)~ala of the heavenly bodies
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PART II. BJ-IADRAMANOALAS I

I Introduction

Bhadramat)Qalas are square-shaped mal)Qalas that are divided into a
grid of squares. 2 Specific shapes are traced within the framework of
these squares. In the course of the ritual, deities are invoked into
different parts of these shapes. The mal)Qalas are used mainly as
supports (pi~ha) for vessels (kaJasa). The vessels function as seats for
icons of deities. The blU:ldrama~l~aJasare employed mainly in the
concluding ceremonies of religious observances (vratodyapana). It is
believed that a ritual performed without the support of a bhadra is
fruitless, whereas a ritual employing such a support is thought to
yield excellent results (BhadramartaI~Qa, fol. 2a.5-6). The con
struction of the bluldrama~]9alas is still alive in Mahara~tra and
described in ritual handbooks of priests. In the following I will
explore the different types and structures of these maDQalas. My
main textual source here is the 19th-century Bhadramart31~c;la written
by Harilq~l)a, a text which has not been analyzed previously. Mase
of the mal)c;lalas found in the printed edition of the Bhadramartal).<;ia
have been reproduced in this book.

I In my paper entitled 'Bhaclramal~~alas in the Ritual Practice,' published in the
Wiener Zcitschrift fill' die Kunde Slidasiens in 1987, I discuss sarvatobhadras and
several types of liJigntobhadras, the deities invoked into thel11 and the ritual
cmploymcnt of thc blli/clrm)Ja~J(J(Jlas. The paper includes diagrams of rnaDQ.alas and
photographs of stages in their construction, together with translations of text
passages and numerous rcferences in the notes. This information has not been
duplicated here. While the earlier paper refers only briefly to some modifications of
these mal~~alas, such as thc riimatobhadras, these modifications are described here in
greater detail. Thus this essay complements Iny earlier paper.

2The square grid is described in section 1.3.2 of the previous essay.
J The printed edition docs not illustrate all maD~alas c1escribedin the text.

Illustrations of mal~<;Ialas 36, 38, 53-65 arc missing. Moreover, some mandala
drawings are incomplete (24-25, 39-40 and 50-51) and have therefore not 'been
reproduced in this book.
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2 The l3/wdmmiirtnndn und its A lit/lOr

The Bhadramartal)~la (13M) is, to my knowledge, the most compre
hensive compendium on bh:rdrnmn~]~Jnlns. The text describes as
many as 76 blwdms, which arc to be employed by the 'followers of
the Veda' (vaidika).

The BM fonns chapter (tldhyiiya) 17 or the sixth sknndlw of the
Brhajjyoti~an~ava,written by the astrologer (iyotirvid) IJarikrgla in
1871 A.D. Harikr~I)H's f~lther was VCllka\arama, an nudicya Brahmin
of Gujarat of the alidicya-sClhnsrn branch who resided in Aurangabad.
Venka\arama belonged to the viljnsnJ]cy,,-.~i'ikhiiof the White Yajur
Veda and tllle g,mtama-golra.

To date, only parts of the comprehensive Brha.ijyoti~an~avahave
been printed by the VCI1katcSvar Press (also known as Khcmraj Sri
kr$l~adas). The printed parts of the text include the Batuka
bhairavopasana (Bombay 1909), the 124th ndhyiiyn in the dharma
skaJ1dlJa of the work; the CakravaHsaqlgraha (Bombay 1900), inclu
ded in the sixth skandlw; the Kri~akallsalya (Bombay 1901), the 20th
adhyaya in the sixth skandha;, the Hanumadupasanii (Bombay 1899),
the 114th adhyaya of the upiis,ll1i'ist,lbnka in the eighth skandlJa; and
the Durgopasanakalpadruma (Bombay 1907), the 128th adbyaya in
the eighth skandha. Harikr~l)a is also the author of the Karttika
masamahatmyaFkii and the VaiMikhamasamahatmyallka.

Although Haril<r~I)a's compilation is recent, descriptions of most
of the mal~9alas included in the 13M can be traced back to older
sources, such as thc vrat,lkh(l~lqa of Hemildri's Caturvargacintamm)i
(ca. 1260-1270 A.D.), the n7ClIwlJ(1rakii~]qaof the A.nandaramayaIJ,a
(AR) and to severa] other texts on vrMas and dlwJ'I1W.'1 Among these
texts, the AR 5 is the most important source for the 13M. Bulcke 1962:
73 assigns this text to ca. 1500 A.D. According to Raghavan (n
1998: 121, the AR was most Iikely produced during the Maratha rule

4 Haril<r~I)a names the following texts as his sources: the <Ananda->Ramaym)a;
the Vrataraja; the Siintisara; the Tatlvasfigara-Saqlhilii; 'the Paikariilra;' I-lemiiclri<'s
vratakha~](ja in his Caturvargacintiimar)i>; 'the Puriil)as,' especially 'thc Skiinda' and
'the Laiilga;' the Mn':lQalnsal11graha; 'thc Tantras,' especially thc Ruclrayamala; the
Rudrapaddhati, a text that may be idcntical with thc Mahiirudmpadclhati, or thc
Rudranu~~hanapaddhati (Aufrccht I: 530), whieh was authorcd by Nariiyar~abhatta,

son of Ramdvarabhaqa; ancl thc 'Kaumudi,' which may bc identical with the
Vratodyapanakaumucli.

5 For a summary of the narrative contents of the AR, sec Raghavan el') 1998:
72-124.
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in South India, between the end of the] 7th and beginning of the 18th
centuries. This later date is more likely. Several of the maIJ.9alas
Harikr~l)a describes are detailed in contemporary ritual handbooks of
priests in Mahara~tra, and are currently employed in rituals.

3 The Structure oflhe Bhadramarta~J9aand its Ma~H;Jalas

The BM has been out of print for a long time and it is difficult to
obtain copies. The work, comprising 36 printed folios, is written in
verse with occasional brief prose explanations. Most verses consist
of quotations from other texts. The work begins with a general
section that provides definitions and explanations (paribha$fi) , and
then proceeds with technical instructions for drawing the ma'l)<;ialas.
The 76 bhadras described in the text are divided into the following
main categories:

1) sarvatobhadras
2) lirigatobhcldras for Siva, including bhadras for Gaurl
3) bhadras for Rama
4) the paiicablladra
5) bhadras for Surya
6) the bhadra for Gal)apati/Ga'l)eSa
7) the cakraravjndama~lgala

8) the svastikamal;Jqala.

A complete I ist of mal)<;ialas described in the BM is found in the
appendix at the end of this paper.

Sarvatobhadra means'auspiciollS from all sides'6 and most likely
refers to the symmetry of the ma1)9a1a design.? The name has been

(, Dakshinaranjan Shastri 1940: 171 translates the name as 'beautiful in every
aspcct,' Brunner, p. 167 as 'thoroughly auspicious' and Rastelli, p. 124 as
'auspicious in every way.'

7 Sarvatobhadra is also the name of a bandha composition in literature, in which
verse quarters can be read in all four directions, forwards, backwards, horizontally
and vertically. As Licnhard demonstrates, names of bandhas can be traced back to
certain army formations (vyuha). A sarvatobhadravyiiha can attack an enemy from
all sidcs (Lienhard 1997: 346, 350, 351). For a drawing of a sarvatobhadra stanza,
sec Lienhard 1997: 353. The term sarvatobhadra is used in architecture to denote a
house with a veranda all around (Brhat·Samhita 53.31) and a type of temple (Brhat
Salllhita 56.18, 56. 27). In lown-planning the term refers to an oblong or square
shaped town. For a sarvatobJwdra town plan, see Lienhard 1997: 358.

,'I.,.';'
I I~

,
(,j ;'
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used by different tcxts to designate distinct types of l1lal)<;lalas. For
example, the variations of this m;lI)~lala in the 13M differ from
descriptions in somc other texts,X for example, the sarvt'ltobhadra

according to the third chapter of the SfJoracHili laka, which Brunner
reconstructs in her contribution. The sarvlJtohhadra, of which four
types are explained in the 13M (Illustrations 1~..4), is the most versa
tile of all the bJwdtfls in application. It can be employed in all the
religious observances (vrata), regardless of whether the principal
deity is Vi~l)u, Siva or another clcity. But it is believed to be
particularly well suited for Vai~nava rites. One type of sarvatobhadra

described in the 8M (Illustration 3) is an eight-petalled (a~tadala)

lotus, which functions as a substitute for a hhadramal;J~falil.

The terl1l.s JiJigatobJmdm, rifnwtoblmdm and so forth arc derived
analogically from the term s<I1"VCltoblwdrCl. The term liligato<bhadra>,
'<auspicious> becausc of a liJiga/ litig:1S,' is used synonymously with
liJigasamudbhavtl, '<auspicious(ncss» arisen from a liIiga/liIigas.'

The Jiligatohhadrns described in the main section of the BM fall
into many subcategories. The subcategories arc named according to
the number of phallic symbols of Siva (liJig:l) they depict, ranging
from one to 1,008. In addition to their number, the arrangement of
the liilgas within the maJ)~lalas is significant, as is the number of lines
drawn while constructing the mat!~lalas. As one would expect, the
liJigalobhadras are employed in vratEis connected with deities of the
Saiva tradition. Three liJig<ltobJwdras that arc named g:writilaka Q

(Illustrations 5-7) are prescribed for Vl"f1tns connected with Siva's

x iFor other types of sarvalolJluu!rll, see the references ill I3lihnemanl1 1987: 43,
note 2 and, in addItion, the colour dingram in Bancrji 197R: 176+ and the line
drawing in V.V. Dwived/J. Pandey/S.S. l3ahulkar (l3harntiya Tnntrasustra, Sarnath,
Varanasi: Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, 1995): 682. A snrvatobJwdm is
included in the sketchbook of the painter Vishnu Bahadur Chilrakar of I3haktapur,
Nepal, which is reproduced in Vergati 1982: 56. (iacf!l(e 19H7:154 states thnt the
sarvatobhadra is identical with the lJilVilpa(lIlJamll(l~lllJII; these 111<1I)(.laln8, however,
usually differ considerably in structure. For a sketch of a tlllVilpildmllllltl(lcjala recon
structed according to the descriptiol1 in the Jayakhyn-Sal11hita of thc Piificaratra, sec
Aple 1973: 514+, illustrated iFigure 1. His skctch is based on 11 colour print prefixed
to the foreword of only the first edition of the Jayukhya-Sal11hitu (1931); see also
Colour Plate 15. The /l(lvnpadmam<l(Il;JaJIl is also tlcseribcd in the Lak~mi-Tantra. A
colour diagram is appended to Gupta's translation of the Lak~mi-Tantra (= Diagram
II I), which is reproduced in black and white in Khanna (979: 92. The Tantrasad
bhava (sec Torzs6k, p. 205, note 95) apparently rerers to a type of l~rima~l{iaJa as
sarvatobhadrn(kil).

'I For drawings or two different ga[/ritilnkllma~J(laJils eaeh with four Jiligas and
five lotuses, sec SP3, Plate XV and also p. 696; sec also Sabarathinam (995: 62.
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consort Gaurl, also referred to as Sakti. Combinations of the sarvato
bhadra and the liIigatobhadra are frequently termed harihara(atma
ka)Jillgatobhadras, 'liligatobhadras (consisting) of Hari and Hara'
(for example, Illustrations 19-21). The sa1'vatobhad1'a, which usually
appears in the centre of these mal~9alas, represents Hari/Vi~lfu, while
the lil1gatobhadra on the outside represents Hara/Siva. The harihara
liJigatobhadras can be employed in both Vai~l).ava and in Saiva rites.
Liilgatobhadras are also combined with the auspicious svastika
symbol. Five additional JiIigatobhadras, which are used on special
occasions, such as festivals, and in rites performed for the attainment
of specific goals, are described separately in the final section of the
BM. The total number of liIigatobhadras described in the text is 41.

The 25 bhadras for Rama, called ramatobhadras , 'auspicious
because of <the 'seal' of> Rama,' are employed in rituals for Rama
and Vi~l)U. They are l11mY9alas inscribed with one or several 'seals'
(mudr5). 'The seal' is defined as the words raja 1'ama ('King Rama')
(see Table, Figure 9), or, in reverse order, 1'ama raja. The bhadras for
Rama may also be inscribed with the name (naman) ramadima. In
such cases, they are classified as 1'amanamatobhad1'as (cf. P.R, mano
harakfi{uja 4.49-45). Alternatively, they can be inscribed with the
names ra111& njma, in which rama refers to Rama's wife. Some
bhadras are inscribed with the seal raja 1'ama together with liilgas.
These bhadras are termed ramaliligatobhadras (see Colour Plates
6-7).10 Various bhadras for Rama, such as ramatobhad1'as and rama
JiJlgatobhadras, many of which contain a sarvatobhadra in their
centre, are elaborately described in sargas 4 and 5 of the manohara
kal}(ja of the AR. Combining a ramamudra and a sivaliilga in the
same maD<;lala poses no doctrinal problems. Rama is said to have
worshipped Siva and established liIigas (cf. AR, saraka{J(ja 10.124),
which are often called ramaliligas in Mahara~tra and Karl)ataka.
Siva, on the other hand, is said to utter a ramamantra called
tarakamantra for the benefit of those who pass away in Varanasi.
P.R, rajyaka{1(ja 18.19 refers to a stone inscribed with the 1'amamud1'a
in Ramanathapura, a site dose to Ramesvara. According to legends,
the stones used to build the bridge to Lanka were inscribed with the

10 Of these two paintings, which come from private collections, the pattern of the
first bhadra cannot be identified in the 8M. The second bhadra bears the inscription
catufl1wdriirc"imaliligalobhadra and corresponds to Illustration 42 from the BM. It
features four n"imamudn"is, eight litigas and a sarvatobhadra in the centre.
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riimamantm or with Rama' s name. 1n the AR the power of the
riinwmlldrii is eulogized repcatedly . When a maI)<:lala that combines
rii1nanmdriis and sivaJiJ1gas is employed for the worship of Rama, the
riimanmdrii becomes the object of worship and the li/lgalSiva acts as
the worshipper. II But when the same mal~~lala is used in a ritual
worshipping Siva, the li11ga becomes the object of worship, and the
riimamudra, the worshipper. A rfimatobhadra is employed in rites for
Vi$l)u, while a riimaJiJlgatobJuldra is suitable for either Vi~l~U or Siva.
A bhadra inscribed with the 'seal' ram,/ riimr.J is used for the
goddess. '2

Two types of sfityablwdras (Illustrations 67-68) arc described for
use in vratas connected with the sun. Each one contains 12 images of
the sun, 12 being the number that symbolizes the sun, since it
corresponds to the 12 months of the year and the 12 zodiac signs.
The two bhadras differ in the number of lines drawn and in the way
the icons are placed. The blwdm (Colour Plate 10) from Rajasthan
can be identified as the sfiryablllldra with 20 lines corresponding to
Illustration 67 from the HM.

The BM describes only one bJwdrn for GaJ:utpati/Gal?csa (see
Illustration 69). It is a blwdra with a total of five icons of GaJ)apati,
four in the cardinal directions and one in the centre (see Colour Plate
8).13 But we know from other texts that several other types of
gal}apatibhadras exist. 14 One of these features 21 icons of GaI~apati,

2 I being an important number in the worship of the deity (sec Colour
Plate 9).

1I - . .-cr. AR, manoharak(l~l(la, 4.6 and 5.90cd-91 abo
u - ... .. . .. -cr. AR, manoharaku~l(la, 5.375; SM, fol. 3a.8-9.
Il The mal)9ala is reproduced from Gal)cSkos (cditcd by A. GaQgi!, PU1JC: Sriram

Soak Agency, 1981): 477. The g:)~lcSablwdm rcproduced in the BM features four
icons of Gal)cS3 in the cardinal directions but no icon (only a lotus) in the c,cntre.
This gapcslIbhadra is reproduced in colour in S.D. Desikar (Gat)apati, Til'vavaguturai
Adi1)tam, 1984 [second edition] [in Tamil): 141 +,

14 For gapapatibhadras, sec also Blihncmanll 1987: 48-49, 59, 63.
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Other m31;<;Ialas in the BM include the cakraravi1Jda,15 a lotus
encircled by a wheel, and the svastikama~1(;Jala/6which features the
auspicious svastika symbol inside a square. The svastika also appears
in other mat;Qalas, such as some JiJjgatobhadras in combination with
JiIigas, lotuses or other symbols. It is an ancient auspicious symbol
which AueriGutschow 1974: 22, 38 consider an abstract form of a
mal).<;lala whose 'arms' establish the unity of the mal).<;lala's four
parts.

4 COllstituent Parts of the Bhadras

Bhadras are constructed by drawing a certain number of vertical and
horizontal base lines (rekh5) that form square grids. The squares are
called pada or ko~rha (see Table, Figure 1). The mal).<;lala is made up
of padas that are assembled to form different shapes. The sarvato
bhadra usually has the following part.s (see Table, Figures 2-9):

'enclosure' (paridJl1) (Figure 2)
'well' (vijpi) (Figure 3)

15 A more complex m31)Qala of this type is the cakr,lbjama~1(jaJa.The Pau~kara

Sam,hita, which contains a description of the mal)<;Iala in chapter 8, states in verse
2ab that multiple variants of this mal)Qala exist. For a description of the cakrabja
ma~1(;JaJa, sec Padma-Sm11hiUii, cary{ip,lda, chapter 2. The mal)Qala is discussed in
volume I, Appendix 10: 53-54 of the edited text (with references to parallel texts)
and in volume 2: 569-571; see also Colour Plate 14 in this book (reproduced from a
plate inserted in the back of volume I) and the sketch in volume 2: 568. Another
variant of the mal~9ala is reproduced in the appendix to Gupta's translation of the
Lak~mi-Tantra (= Diagram IV); in the mal)Qala reproduction the tips of the lotus
petals are not oriented to the points of the compass. Gupta's diagram is reprinted in
black and white in Khanna 1979: 93. For a sketch of a somewhat different
cakrabjamal,lQaJa, see Rao 1988-1992, volume 5: 27. The cakrabjamal,lQaJa is also
known as bhadrakaIlJaI,lQ.aJa (see Rastelli, p. 124, note 28) because it is similar to a
type of sarv.atobhadra, namely the sarvatobhadra reconstructed by Brunner. One
mark of distinction between the caknlbjama~]9ala and the sarvatobhadra is that at

conch shell is drawn in each of the four corners of the caknlbjanJa{lQaJa For a
bhadr;Jk£llna~]Qala, see the line drawing printed in Naradiya-SaI11hita, p. 576. The
same line drawing also appears in an article by R.P. Chaudhary (in V.V. Dwived/J.
Pandey/S.S. Bahulkar: Bharatiya Tantrasastra, Sarnath, Varanasi: Central Institute of
Higher Tibetan Studies, )995): 682. For a sketch of a simpler bhadrakama{lc;Jala, see
Rao 1988-1992. volume 5: 20.

16 For a different svastikama{lQaJa reconstructed from the Siddhantasaravali, see
SP3, Plate XVI and p. 696; sec further Pau~S2, appendix, p. Xl and Rao 1988-) 992
volume 5: 25 for different types of this mal)Qala. '
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'offset' (bhadrn)17 (Figure 4)
'creeper' (Vi/JlT) (Figure 5)
'chain' (SrllkhnJii) (Figure 6)
'crescent 11100n' (khap9cndll) (Figure 7),

In the centre is usually a lolus with a pcricarp (kaqriJdi).

In addition to these paris, the IiJiga/oblwdrns contain one or
several phallic symbols (JiJigl/) or Siva (see Figure g). IX The jiligas
are also referred to as Rudra or Siva in the 13M. The number of JiJigas
ranges from 1 to 1,008. Other constituent parts found in some
Jiligatobhndras are a passage (vi/hi) for circumambulation, which
surrounds a throne (pi/ha), miniature creepers (laglwvCllli) and minia
ture chains (lnghwipikhnlii).]<)

As noted before, a nll1wloblltldrn may contain hlig,lS and/or a
sarvatoblJadrn, but it mainly depicts the 'seal' of Rama (Table,
Figure 9), usually the words rfij,i r5ma. Thc gapda- and sUlyabhad
ras feature images of GaI)cSa and thc SUIl.

The parts of the l1laI)<,lala arc usually onc of fivc colours: 20 the
enclosure is yellow; the weil, white; the blllldnJ, red; the creeper,
dark green/blue; the chain, black; and the crescent moon, white. On
the outside, the mat)9ala is enclosed by a square with three nested
lines which are named after the three constituents (gll~W) of prirnary
matter (prakrlJ) in the SUl11khya system: saftva, n~jas and tamas.
These lines are coloured white, red and black in accordance with the
symbolism of the gW,1'IS. The lotus in the centre of the maJ~Qalas

often has a yellow pericarp and white petals, while the Jillgas are
black and the ramamlldr,l is white.

The 8M recommends that one construct these mandalas from
powders or grains. The grains include unbroken rice grains (ak?ata)
(white), red lentils (red), chick-peas (yellow), black beans (dark) and
moong gram (mudga) (Phaseolus tnungo) (green) (BM, 1'01. 3a.1-2).
The use of both coloured powders and grains in the construction of

17 In architectural terminology, bhndra designates an offset projection common to
North Indian tcmple plans.

I~ For additional constitucnt parts of the liligatobhadr;r:;, scc Blihncmann 1987:
55.

I~ These parts are described and illustrated in Biihnemann 1987: 54-55.
2/1 The significance of the five colours in ancient Indian culture is elaborately

discussed in Goudriaan 1978: 1901'1'.

------~
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the bhadra:; can be observed in contemporary ritual practice in India
(see Colour Plate II).

5 The Ritual Employment of the Mm:u;1alas

In MahaTa~~ra, the bhadras are mainly employed in concluding rites
(udyapana) of religious observances (vrata), which frequently consist
of a puja foIl owed by the giving of a gift. This tradition has con
tinued until the present. The size of the maI)<;Ialas can vary. In Maha
ra~tra, the bhadms me frequently prepared on a low square table used
in worship (cauraliga) and are comparatively small in size, After the
maQ<;Iala is constructed, the deities are invoked into areca nuts
(pfigiphaJa) that have been placed in parts ofthe mal)<;!ala (see Colour
Plate 12) and worshipped with such offerings as flowers. According
to BM foI. 3b.1, the deities invoked into the ramatobhadras and the
liJigatoblladras are said to be the same as those in the sarvatobhadra,
but other texts appear to differ. 21 The group of deities invoked into
the sarvatobhadra is a specific group led by Brahma (brahmadi
ma~u;ialadevatif).22 After the offerings, a vessel (kalasa) filled with
water and auspicious objects is placed in the centre of the maQ<;!ala;
additional vessels may be placed in the four corners. A flat dish filled
with unbroken rice grains is placed on top of the vessel, which
becomes the throne of the principal deity of the vrata (see Colour
Plate 13).

In addition to being used in concluding rites of vratas, a bhadra
can be employed as a seat for a deity in a p uj if. ritual. The
sarvatobhadra can be used in the rite of infusing life (praIJaprati$thfi)
into a statue, in rites for the heavenly bodies (such as the graha
maklJa) and in rites of pacification (santl)?3 Vergati 1982: 57 reports
that in Nepal the sarvatobhadra is covered with a piece of cloth on
which a vessel (kaJasa) is placed. The maI).<;!ala is used in the seven
day ritual recitation of the Bhagavata-Pural)a (bhif.gavata-saptal1a)
and in the nine-day ritual recitation (navaha) of the RamayaI).a and
other texts for Rama. As noted above, the sarvatobhadra is employed
for rites centring on Vi~l~U, but it can also be used for any other

21 For the deities invoked into scveral liligatobhadras, sec BUhncmann 1987:
58-59,65-70.

22 Their namcs are listed in BUhncmann 1987: 63-65.
2J For dctailed refercnces, see BUhnemann 1987: 49-50 and 61.
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deity. The liligalobhadrclS arc cmploycd in Saiva rituals, and a
subcatcgory of thcm, thc g,lIJritihikns, in rituals for Siva's consort,
Gauri.

The tradition of constructing bhndrnnl{)~J~fnlas is still alive in
Mahara~\Ta and other parts of South Asia, including Nepal, al.though
it is disappearing fast. The time-consuming conslruclion, from the
drawing of the lines with the help of threads to the filling of the
squares with powders or grains of differcnt colotlrs, is now often
obviated by the usc of commcrcially produced charts, which can
easily be called back into servicc. 2

'1 Such coloured charts of aile or
more types of sarvnloblwdrtl, liIiJ:!,atoblmdra, gnl1wmn~J9tila, k~etra

paJama(19111a and mi"itrklim.qJ(/nla arc reportedly sold in shops in
Varal~asi for use by priests. The printing and distribution of such
charts promotes the standardization of certain variations of these
mal~9.alas, just as the printing of a certain recension of a text does.

6 Concluding Rcnwrks

It appears that the Smartas included the blwdnlm[/~1(;i(/ IllS in their
ritual practices under the influence of ll1al~~lala rituals performed by
Tantric practitioners and maI~9ala patterns described in Tantric texts.
The Pancaratra and the Tantras are referred to among the sources for
the BM. One such source may have been the lsanasivagurudeva
paddhati by Isanasivaguruc1evamisra, an I Ith- or 12th-century Saiva
manual of temple worship in fouf sections (plidl1). This text describes
1TI8I)9alas named blUidrakn, snrvaloblwdra, piirvntikanta (a $ta
liJigalatapadmavilhipriikiinl), l[1taliligodb/wv;~ pni'icnbraJul1nmclpda1.a
gauritilaka, svastikiibjadvnya, svnstikwwrvatoblwdm, cakriibja/s

mayacakra and tripuriil1w~J(;Jahi.2(, Some of thesc names are also
included in the 8M. One can observe structural similarities between
some bh(ldrama~J9aJas and the mal~~alas reconstructed by Apte in his

b1 Brunner makes a similar observation regarding Ihe mat)~lala tradition in South
India (Brunner, pp. 165-166, note 28).

25 These maJ)~alas arc descrihed twice in the iMinasivagmudevapaddhati, in two
very similar passages. The tlrst description appears in s;/miinynpii(/ii 6.36-152 (=
volume I, pr. 51, 10 - 62, 2), and the second one in kriyffpHda 8.31-123 (= volume
~, pp. 77, 8 - 85,6), The Ajita(-Agama) and the Tattvasfigara(-Sat~lhita) arc among
Isanasivngurudevamisra's sources.

21, Thc last two mat~9alas arc only described in siimHnyap;/(/a 6.132-152 (=
volumc I, pp. 60, 8 - 62, 2).

-----_.......
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edition of the Pau~kara-Saq1hita (Part 1). A detailed comparative
study of mal)<;lalas described in the Agama texts has not been
undertaken, but would be a prerequisite for tracing the development
of the bhadramwujalas.

7 Appendix: List ofMa~](jalas Described in the BM

Because the 8M appears to be the most comprehensive text on
bhadras, a complete list of maJ;<;lalas described in it is provided here.

oGeneral explanations (paribhiif?5) (Fols. la.I-3b.3)
1 Sarvatobhadras (fols. 3b.3-1 Oa.9)
1.1 Type 1 (fols. 3b.3-4b.6) (Illustration I)
1.2 Type 2 and list of deities invoked into the maI;<;lala with their

respective mantras (fols. 4b.6-8b.12) (IIJustration 2)
1.3 Type 3: The a~(adaIama~lcjala as a substitute for the sarvato

bhadra and the deities invoked into it (fols. 8b.12-lOa.2) (Illustra
tion 3)

104 Type 4 (fol. 10a.2-9) (Illustration 4)
2 Lingatobhadras (fols. 1Oa.9-24b.ll)
2.0 Deities invoked into the liIigatobhadras and their mantras (fo1.

1Oa.1 0-1 Ob.II)
2.1 Gauritilakamm;<;ialas employed in vratas connected to goddesses

(fo1s.IOb.lI-llbA)
2.1.1 Ekalillgatobhadra laglmgauritilaka (fols. I Db. II-II a.3) (Illus

tration 5)
2.1.2 Caturlingatobhadra b!iwdgauritilaka (fo1. l1a.3-9) (Illustration

6)
2.1.3 GaurItilaka (fol. 1121.9-11 bo4) (Illustration 7)
2.2 Caturlingatobhadras (fo1s. 11 bo4-12a.7)
2.2.1 Type 1 (fol. 11bA-IO) (Illustration 8)
2.2.2 Type 2 (fol. Ilb.1O-14) (Illustration 9)
2.2.3 Type 3 (fols. I1b.14-12aA) (IHustration 10)
2.2.4 Type 4 (fol. 12a.5-7) (Illustration II)
2.3 A~1alingatobhadras (fo1s. 12a.8-13a.5)
2.3.1 Type 1 (fol. 12a.8-12bo4) (Illustration 12)
2.3.2 Type 2 (fols. 12bo4-13a.2) (I1lustration 13)
2.3.3 Two minor variations (foJ. 13a.2-5)
2A Dvadasalingatobhadras (fols. 13a.5-I8a.11)
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2.4.1 Type 1 with n list or the names of deities invoked into the l11aI)-

Qala (fols. 13a.5-15aJ) (Illustration 14)
2.4.2 Type 2 (Col. 15a.3--13) (Illustration IS)
2.4.3 Type 3 (1'01. 15a.13~15b.6) (Illustration 16)
2.4.4 Type 4 (lwrilwrii(nwk[idviid[i.~alitigalo"hadr,,) (fols. ISb.6

16a.3) (Illustration 17)
2.4.5 Type 5 (1'01. 16a.3-10) (Illustration l~)

2.4.6 Type 6 (h(/rjJwrfitJ]wkndvildn.~alil1g{/tohJwdra) (foI.16a.l0
16b.2) (Illustration 19)27

2.4.7 Type 7 (hnrihar;",ilnwk:){IVllda.~{/JiIlgnf()bJllldra) (1'01. 16b.2-10)
(H1ustration 20)

2.4.8 Type 8 (1wrihilriftmtlka/[h{Jl'iJllim]dv:Tda.~:rJiI]gi!fohJwdm) (fols.
16b.1O-17a.6) (Illustration 21)

2.4.9 Type 9 (la(i"i1iIlgafobhndl'<I)2K (1'01. 17a.6-12) (Illustration 22)
2.4.10 Type 10 (liIignsvnstikllblwdl'n) I (1'01. 17a.12-17b.5) (Illus-

tration 23)
2.4.11 Type II (lillg{lSvnstiknblwdm) 2 (rols. 17b.5~-18a.4)

2.4.12 Type 12 (nnvaIUTblwp{ldmn8Vlls(iknmn~J~/al,,) (1'01. 18aA-II)
2.5 $oQasalillgatobhadras (fols. 18a.II---19<1.3)2

11

2.5.1 Type 1(1'01. 18a.ll-18b.IO) (Illustration 26)
2.5.2 Type 2 CsoqC1,';aJiligodbJwv{l}wrilwrnnwv(/nla) (lois. 18b.10-

19a.3) (Illustration 27)
2.6 Saptadasalillgatobhadras (fol. 19aJ-19b.12)
2.6.1 Type 1 (fol. 19a.3-13) (Illustration 28)
2.6.2 Type 2 (1'01. 19a.13-19bJ) (Illustration 29)
2.6.3 Type 3 (1'01. 19b.3-12) (Illustration 30)
2.7 Caturvi111satilillgatobhadra (fols. 19b.12-20a.6) (Illustration 31)
2.8 A~taviq1satilillgatobhadra (fo\. 20a.7--8) ([\lustration 32)
2.9 Paiicavill1satilillgatobhadras (fo1. 20a.8-"20b.13)
2.9.1 Type I (fol. 20a.8-20b.3) (Illustration 33)
2.9.2 Type 2 (fol. 20b.3-13) (Illustration 34)
2.1 0 A~~ottarasataIi11gatobhadras (fols. 20b.13-22a.6)
2.10.1 Type I (fols. 20b.13-21 b.1 0) (Illustration 35)
2.10.2 Type 2 (fols. 21 b,1 0-22a.6)

1I A variation of this mal~9ala is reproduced in Mookcrjee 1971: 54 (plate 32)_
2X For a drawing of the Intiili/igodblwvn1l1C1u{/iJl:l, sec also Rao 1988-t992, volu

me 5: 23.
2'1 Vergati 1982: 58 reproduces a $o(In.~1l1iJig<lfoblwdrn from the sketchbook of the

painter Vishnu Bahadur Chitrakar of Bhnktapur, Nepal. The hlwc!ra differs from the
two types explained in the BM and is erroneously labelled snrvnloblwdm on p. 59.
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2.11 Ekavil11sottarasataliligatabhadras (fols. 22a.6-23a.14)
2.] 1.1 Type I (fo1s. 22a.6-23a.4) (Illustration 37)
2.11.2 Type 2 (foI. 23a.5-14)
2.12 A~tottarasahasraliIlgatobhadras(fo1s. 23a.14-24b.l1)
2.12.1 Type] (fok 23a.14~24a.8)

2.12.2 Type 2 (fo1. 24a.8-24b.ll)
3 Ramabhadras (fols. 24b.II-32a.9)
3.0 List of deities to be invoked (fols. 24b.ll-26a.8)
3.1 Ekamudraramatobhadra (fol. 26a.8-26b.7) (Illustration 41)
3.2 Caturmudraramaliligatobhadra (fa1. 26b.7-10) (Illustration 42)

(sec also Colour Plate 7)
3.3 A~tamudraramatabhadras (fals. 26b.] O~27a.7)
3.3.1 Type] (fols. 26b.10-27a.4) (Illustration 43)
3.3.2 Type 2 (a$tamudraramaJiJigatobhadra) (fa1. 27a.4-7) (Illustra

tion 44)
3.4 Navamudraramatobhadra (fol. 27a.7-]0) (Illustration 45)
3.5 Dvadasamudraramalingatabhadra (fol. 27a.] 0-27b.8) (Illus

tration 46)
3.6 Trayadasamudraramatobhadra (fol. 27b.8-10) (I1lustration 47)
3.7 Laghu~a9asaramamlldraramalil'lgatobhadra (fo1s. 27b.lO-28a.7)

(Illustration 48)
3.8 $09asamudraramatobhadra and $ogasamudraramaliJigatobhadra

001. 28a.7-10) (I1lustration 49)
3.9 CaturviJ11satimudraramatobhadra (fo1. 28a.11-13)
3.10 Paf'icaviq1satimudraramaliIigatobhadra (fo1. 28a.14-28b.1)
3.11 A~tattarasataramaliligatobhadra (fol. 28b.2-9) (Illustration 52)
3.12 Sataramaliligatobhadra (fol. 28b.9-1l) (Illustration 53)
3.13 Sata.mudraramatobhadra (fo1. 28b.II-13)
3.14 A~tottarasataramatobhadra(fols. 28b.13-29a.3)
3. 15 A~tottarasataramaliligatobhadras (differing from 3.11) (fo1.

29a.3-29b.10)
3.15.1 General description (fol. 29a.3-14)
3.15.2 Variation 1 (fol. 29a. ]4-29b.5)
3.15.3 Variation 2 (fo1. 29b.5-W)
3.16 A~tottarasahasraramanamatobhadra(fols. 29b.l 0-30a.12)
3.17 Harihararamaliligatobhadra (fo1. 30a.12-30b.6)
3.18 A$tottarasahasraramatobhadra (fo1. 30b.6~ 14)
3.19 A~tottarasahasraramalingatobhadra (fols. 30b.l4-31 a.11)
3.20 (A~tottara)sahasraral11atobhadra(fo1. 31 a.11-12)
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3.21 A~!ottarasatariimatobhadras (rols. 3\ a.12 32a.li)
3.21.1 Type I (rols. 31a.12-32a.2)
3.21.2 Type 2 (fo!. 32a.2--8)
4 Paikabhadra (ro!. 32<1.9--13) (Illustration (6)
5 Suryabhadras (fol. 32a.1 J-3211. 12)
5.1 Type I (fo\. 32a.13-·3211.6) (Illustration (7) (see also Colour

Plate I0)
5.2 Type 2 (To\. 32b.6-12) (Illustration 6X)
6 Gm:mpatibhadra vighn<lm,m!<l (rols. J2b.12--33aJ) (Illustration 69)
7 Cakraravindalllal~~lala (fols. 33a.3--34a.l) (Illustration 70)
8 SvastikamaJ.l~lala (1'01. 34a.I-34a.5) (Illustration 71)
9 Lillgatobhadras for special occasions and forlhe attainment of

specific objectives (rols. 34a.5-35b.9)
9.1 Trayodasaliligasamuclbhavamal.l<;lala (1'01. 34a.5-1 0) (Illustration

72)
9.2 CaturdasaliJlgatobhadra (fot. 34a.\ 0--34b.6) (Illustration 73)
9.3 Vil~lsati1ingatobhadra (lois. 34b.6-35a.l) (Illustration 74)
9.4 Catvaril11salliligatobhadra (1'01. 35a, 1-10) (Illustration 75)
9.5 $a$tililigatohhadra (tol. 35a.\ 0-35b.9) (Illustration 76)
oColophon ([ols. 35b.9-36aJ)
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Figure 1. Basic square unit (pada, kO~'!ha)

Figure 2. 'Enc1osure' (paridhi)

Figure 3. 'Well' (viipi)

Figure 4. 'Offset' (bhadra)

Figure 5. 'Creeper' (valli)

Figure 6. 'Chain' (srrikhalii)

Figure 7. 'Crescent moon' (khar,ujendu)

Figure 8. Phallic symbol (lhiga) of Siva

Figure 9. Riimamudra riijii riima

Table: Constituent Parts of the Bhadras
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3. Sarvalobhadra, lype 3
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5. Ekalir'lgatohhadra !aglwg(/lIrrti!(/k(/

6. Caturliflgatobhadra brl/(/(/~(/lIrftil(/k(/
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7. GaurHilaka

8, Caturlil1gatobhadra, type I
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9. C:lIurlil'lgalobhadra. type 2
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10. Catur1i6gatobhadr:l. type ;\
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II. Caturlillgatobhadra, type 4

12. A~1alil'lgatobhadra, type I
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14. Dvaclasalillgalobhadra, type 1
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15. Dvadasahl1gatobhacka, type 2

16. Dvadasaliilgatobhadra, type 3
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17. Dvadasllliligatobhadra, type 4
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18. Dvadasaliligalobhadra, Iype 5
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19. Dvadasaliligatobhadra, type 6

~~ (4RqC (itctRittfal~~O ~o

20. Dvadasaliligatobhadra, Iype 7
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21. Dvadasalil'lgatobhadra, type R

ah1 ~~ «ttklt~ ~crt ¥la:41&5'l~
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22. Dvadasalingalobhadra, type 9
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23. Dvac1asaliflgatobhadra, type 10

mt ~" '«t1N4 .1w(jfip,d'hl~¥ii(;5¥{ :it\

26. $o~asalillgatobbadra, type]
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27. ~o~lasalil'lgalohhadra. type 2

a:pq \/0 <il<U\'Jttf, €lf'i~:oM'hiht~4i.Ii?''If. -.<::

28. Saplac1asalillgatobhadra, type I
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29, Saptadasa]i11gatobhadra, type 2
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30. Saptadasalingatobhadra, type 3
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CAlt V~ <4( 1-:1'4. ;;fJ3mnmll1li1rm1r\U~'flI· ~1

31. Calurvilllsalilil'lgalohhadl'a
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33. Pancavif!1satilingatobhadra, type I

ottf 'I~ (li4I(ft'fi q.ufiroraf0.t~~l{ltAi{ ~.'4 .

34. PancaviI11satili,igatobhadra, type 2
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35. A~!ollarasalali"lgal()hhadra, type 2
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37. Ekavilpsottarasatalil1gatobhadra, type I
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41. Ekamudrill'1imalobhadm

.. _..• :- I,
.....

42. Caturnmdraralllali"lgatobhacira
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43. A~lamudraramatobhadra, type]

• t
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44. A~!amLldraralllal(lhhadra, Iypc 2

I ~ .' 5 .:
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45, Navamudraramatobhadra

"'I~~~.k"'" itIWtl4l<PtfiPRi'hupice:at ~\ __

46. DvadasamudraramaliJigalobhadra
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47. 'I'rayodasamlldrihiill1alohhadra
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48. Laghll~o~asara111amlldraramaliflgatobhadra
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49. ~o~asamuclrararnatobhadra
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52. A~!Oltamsalaral1lalil'lgatohhadra
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66. Paiicabhadra

67. Suryabhadra, type I

113
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68. SfJryahhadm, Iype 2

IN lIS (iilldl$ i,rOjql11 ~i(tiI01l( '"

69. Gal.lapal ibhadra 1'i.r.:Jllu/IIUll'da
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70. CakraravindamaT,l9a1a

-"
71. SV3stikamaT,l9a1a
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72. Tr,lyodtlstlli ligasallludbha VaIll:\I.1Slala

73, Calurdasalil\galohhadra
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.........: .:. ..-

75. Catvaril~1sallingatobhadra
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76. Sa~!i1iJigatobhadra



MANQALAS AND YANTRAS IN THE rA.NCARA.TRA

TRADITION'

Marion Rastelli

This paper deals with the preparation and use of ma])~alas and
yantras in the Pi1f'icaratra tradition. The sources for this investigation
are the Pi1ncari1tra Saqlhiti1s as far as they have been edited and were
available to me.

Both maJ}~alas and yantras are diagram-like, often symmetric
drawings that are invested with mantras. A mar)Qala, also called pura,
yliga, and cakra,1 is usually prepared by means of applying powder
upon an immobile place. It serves as a place of worship. The deity is
made present in the 111(11)9a1a by imposing mantras that represent him
and his aspects upon it, and he can then be ritually worshipped there.

A yantra is usually drawn upon a mobile material and can thus be
carried around. Mantras are written on it, and the drawing and the
mantras form an integrated whole that represents the deity or one of
his aspects. Yantras are often used as amulets, which protect their
wearers and help them to the flI1filment ortheir wishes.

The Constlllction ofMa~1(jalas

Before drawing a 11131)9ala, the practitioner must determine a suitable
place and prepare it. The Pau$kara-Saqlhita, which is to a great part

. I a111 grateful to Cynthia Peck-Kubaczck for reading the English manuscript and
suggesting various corrections.

I For the usage of the term pUn! for maJ~~a1as, cf. Rastelli 2000b: 375, note 57.
The term y;Tga is used mainly in the Pau~kara-Sa111hita, sec, e.g., Pau~S I 2.8c,4.13d,
14d, 96a, 5.5a. If not Indicated otherwise, I use the Pauskara-Samhita's edition from
1934, as the new edition from 1991 contains only the fir~t 26 adhY''iyas. The usage of
cakra in the sense of ll1al)~lala is rarc (examples arc Parama-Saqlhitii 7.68b, 8.7c, 8c,
Paramesvara-SaqlhiHi 17.499'1, 501 a). In the context of mal)c;lalas, eakra more often
designates a circle that forms a part of a ll1aJ~4ala (Jayiikhya-Saqlhita 30.51 c,
Parama-Saq,hitii 6.23b, Piidma-Saqlhitii, cmyiipi/da 25.134a).
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devoted to l11al}~ala construction,2 provides very elaborate instruc
tions on how this should he done. Places that are suitable for the
construction of a l1lal}~lala arc a mOllntaintop, a cave at the
mountaintop, a pleasant rorest abounding with trees and herbs, a
lovely grove, a lotus-lake, a riverbank, a conflucncc of two rivers, a
ford (tirtha), a temple (dcvntiiyalillw), a Inecting place (go~<:;{ha), and a
hermitage of Brahmins that is free from evil beings, thieves,
diseases, and dangers.] ]n general, these places are considered
sacred, and similar lists arc also given for places that are suitable for
worship of the deity's descents (nvntiim):l

It is important that the chosen place is withoul any faults as
otherwise worship performed there would not bring the desired
results. 5 Free from any faults means, according to the Pau~kara

SalFhita, that the place should be provided with auspicious trees,
fruits, flowers, soft young grass, tender herbs, and various species of
lotuses. It should be pleasClnt to the touch and be supplied with
coohng water, fragrances, and good flavotJrs. It should not be sahne,
burnt by fire, a meteor or sunrays, or vile-smelling. The place should
bestow ease, peace, and del ight like the sight of one's beloved, It
should be inhabited by beautiful birds, cows, deer, tigers, elephants,
and human beings, and should be free of evil crcaIurcs. East of the
place there should be a lake, west of it a forest of mango trees, north
of it a large thicket and south of it a mountain. Moreover, in the
north or north-east of it there should be a well or a water tank. The
soil should be even and inclined to the north-cast, of a single colour
and free of serpents and similar creatures. In the summer .it should be
as cool as the moon, in the winter, hot, and in the rainy season,
without moisture. (,

2 Mal.19ala construction has becn given the same allention in the Pall~kara

SarphiHi as tcmple construction has bccn givcn in thc later Padma·SaJ11hitii.
3 Pau~SI 2.4-7b. For nccessary cmendations in this passagc, see Rastelli 2000n:

120, note 75.
4 Cf. Pau~S 1 34.1-2 and 36.238-239c. For translations of the thrcc passages of

the Pauskara·Samhita mcntioned here and in note 3, sec Rastelli 2000a: 120f.
5 Cf.· Pau~S 1 2.10cd: "However, a faulty soil may producc many obstaclcs." (sa

tu dosavati bhiimir vigllniin utpiidnycd lJ<lhiin II) and 2.26: "Therefore, a different
[soil with the] opposile [qualities] always bestows undesired results. [It] should be
refused frol11 afar since it inhibits success." (alo 'nyii vipurit;"i ca siilli~!ap/l<il.1dii sad,1
! d[jrata~l pnriharlavyii siddhihililikari yata~lll)

(, Pau~S 1 2.7c-20b and 24ab. Pau~S I 2.20b rnsiill VIi: 'ms;i y;i. Apte's emendation
rasanvjl[j is not possible on account of thc metre.
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As described, this place is certainly an ideal and found only rarely
if at all. Other Salphitas, being more realistic, make less heavy
demands on the place for a ll1aJ~9ala and only prescribe that it should
be pleasant, even, oriented toward the north-east, and free from
thorns and other faults. 7 Even the Pau~kara-SaJTlhita concedes that if
one cannot find a place with all the described qualities, one can also
make do with an ordinary one. x

Before the construction of the maD9ala, the soil is tested and
prepared just as before the construction of a building.9 The Pau~kara

SatTIhita describes several methods for testing the suitability of the
soil (bhuparik$5). One of these methods is digging a hole and filling
it again with the earth taken out of it. The best result is if the earth
overfills the hole. It is acceptable if the ground is even after filling
the hole, but if the hole cannot be filled with the earth again, the
place should be avoided. III Another method is to sow a seed. The soil
is most suitable if it shoots forth within three days, a medium result
is if it shoots forth within five days, the worst if it shoots forth within

d IIseven ays.
The place is to be worshipped with mantras and oblations and, on

an auspicious day, ritually acquired. For this ritual acquisition, one
must first distribute bali offerings for the cruel beings who are
present there in all quarters, and ask them to go away.12 Then one
digs the ground to the water limit and fills it again. After that one
grows grass, rice, and shoots of trees. Then one puts a herd of cattle
out to pasture for three days. After the three days, the ground is
ploughed and filled with burnt bricks. Upon them one scatters gold
dust, silver dust, and jewel dust, fragrant flowers, grain, rice, fmits

7 E.g., Jayakhya-Saqlhita 23.69cel, Vi$l)u-Su'11hiHi 9.2.
xPau$S I 2.27.
'} Cf. Pau$S 1 2.7c-8: "At the beginning, he should test if the soil there, which [he

has] examinee! well, is endowed with favourable signs for the sake of a house of
goels, for the sake of u village for Brahmins, etc., for the sake of worshipping yiigas
(i.e., mal)9a1as), for the sake of a house of a householder." (tatra bhiimim
parik$yiidau Jak$3{ui(1hy;1/]1 suJak$itiim II 7 dcvaniim alayartha1?J tu gramiirtha/;l
briihma{lildi$u I yajamlrthal]l tll y;lgamTl]l grJl<lrtha/]l grhamedhinam 118) .

10 This procedure is meant to test whether the land is very loose or sandy; cf.
Acharya 1946: 384.

II Pau~S1 2.21 e-23. padma-SaqlhiHi,. kriy;Tp5da 1.32-36 gives the same methods
for testing the soil before constructing a temple; cf. also Acharya 1946: 383-385.

12 Pau$Sl 2.30-34c. Cf. Piidma-Saqlhita, kriyiip,ida 1.40-49a for this rite before
the construction of a temple.
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and other substances. IJ The ground is made even, sprinkled with
water, rammed by means of pestles, besmeared with clay, cow-dung,
and water and swept with the hand or a clolh. 14

The mm)Qala is to be constructed in a pavilion (11Ja~](;iapa) that is
adorned with canopies, banners, etc.!S In the centre of the J1Ul~)(;Japa, a
platform (vedi) is made of wood and clay and besmeared with the
five products of the cow (milk, sour milk, butler, and the liquid and
solid excreta) or with cow-dung and water. 11l On the platform, one
first draws the x-axis, then the y-axis, the diagonal lines, and the
boundary lines in order to obtain a square. This square is divided into
several other squares in which the various clements of the mar,lQala
are drawn.1? Thc preliminary grid is made by means of threads that
are besmeared with a substance and thus leave lines on the floor
when laid on it. I~ The mal)<;\ala is drawn by means of strewn powder
(rajas). First the lines are drawn, and then the pattern is filled with
powders in various colours. II)

While strewing the powder, one mllst be very careful to apply it
evcnly. The Vi$l)u-Saq1hiUi describes in detail how the l11aJ)9a1a
should be drawn and which mistakes are to be avoided: "Many faults
[ariseJ through protuberances, [Lines that arcJ crooked, [tooJ thin, and
[tooJ thick, cavities, elevations, irregularities, and holes. ]11 no case
[should] the hnes [beJ interrupted. If there are protuberances, etc., on

13 Pau~Sl 2.34d-39. The text is corrupl and thus not always intelligible.
14 Pau~S 1 2.42c~4. For similar rites before the construction of a tcmple, cf., e.g.,

Padma-SamhiUi, kriyliplidil 3.1-37.
15 Cf. Jayakhya-Sal11hiHi 13.14, P'IU~SI 4.21ff., Lnk$mi-Tantra 37.3d, 55.10a,

Visnu-Samhita 9.3-5b, Aniruddha-Samhita 7.3ab.
'11. Jayakhya-SaqlhiHi 13.15c-16, 'P5dma-SaJ11hitii, carylipiida 7.2-7b, Vi~lJu

Saqlhiti:i 9.5b, Visvalllitra-Saqlhitii 15.2-6a. For the veri; as support of the mal)9a1a,
see also Jayakhya-Sa'11hita 18.36a, isvara.Sat11hita 11.133c, 18.171 c, Aniruddha
Samhita 7.3c and 8a.

i7 Jayiikhya-Sal11hita 13.17-24, Lak~llli-Tantra 37.4c-13b, Isvara-Saqlhita
11.135c-140. For an example of a preliminary grid, cf. the diagrams in Gupta's
translation of the Lak~mi-Tantra, pr. 228 and 230.

IR Cf. Pi:idma-SaI11hita, caly[jplida 7.ge: c<lndaniirdriipi sfitr{j~Ji, "threads moistened
with sandalwood." Not all Sal11hitas mention the substance for besmearing the
threads explicitly. Jayakhya-Saqlhitii 13.16c gives only: "having first besmeared the
thread" (upaJipyligr8las siitmm) and Lak~111i-Talltra 37.5a mcntions a "very while
thread" (susitaf]l sUlram), which probably means a thread besmeared with a whitc
substance. For the manner of drawing lines and circlcs by means of threads, cf. also
Brunner 1986: 26 (ef. Brunner, p. 170) and Apte 1973: 503f. or Apte 1987: 130r.

I~ Jayakhya-Saqlhita 13.25-40, Lak~mi-Tantra 37.13c~19, Isvara-Saqlhita
11.141-161 b. According to the Parama-Saqlhitii, the mal)~lala used in the samaya
dik$li can also be drawn with paint (V<lqwka) (Parama-Saqlhitii 8.7c-8b).
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account of carelessness when the mal~9ala is drawn by disciples, then
the competent teacher20 [should be] alert. l-l1e should have [the
disciples] position the lovely pericarp, the filaments and the other
[parts of the maJ~9ala's lotus] by applying [the powder] only once
and not by moving [it] to and fro.',21 In addition, the various
constituent parts of the mat~9ala should be applied in varying
thicknesses: "He should make the pericarp and the hnes of the leaves
around [it] elevated. The elevated lines are threefold, namely, equal
to the little finger, to the middle finger, and to the thumb. The
diminution of the [lines] with regard to the highest, the middle, and
the lowest [elevation] should be modified in the order beginning with
the lotus."22

The powders used for drawing the l11al)c;lala are made of various
materials such as herbs, jewels, stones, leaves, fruits, seeds, fragrant
substances, wood, metals, and minerals.23 The Naradiya-Sarphita and
the Bhargava-Tantra state in detail which materials should be used
for which colours: ground rice or sandalwood powder for white,
safflower for red, pure turmeric or turmeric mixed with a bit of white
substance for yellow, burnt rice or sacrificial charcoal for black, and
green leaves for green (syama).24 Apart from powder, materials such
as whole seeds (mustard seeds, sesame seeds, grain) or flowers can
also be used. 25 Flowers are especially used for mal)c;lalas employed
during initiation (dik$5) or a festival (utsava).26

20 Drawing mar~9alas is primarily a task of thc tcacher (guru, acarya), who
belongs to thc highest level of initiation (cf. Rastelli 1999: 153-158); cf. Jayakhya
Sal~lhita 17.56ab, Salvata-Sal~lhita 21.49, und Ahirbudlmya-Sal11hita 20.6c.

21 Vi~I)U-Saqlhita 9,39-41 :
granlhivaktrakrsasthl1fanimno17natavimisral,wi/:J I
chidrais ca balwvo dO~eT rekhiicchedo na sarvathiill 39
pramiidiid yatm si$yiit)iiI1J mal,JQalasya tIl .Jckhanc I
granlhyiidi syiid al1illdrl til samayc kusalo glJru~J 1140
karl,Jikiikcsariidini la./iteTni prayojayct I
sakrdatpal,Jamfitrcl,Ja lIa ptJlla~1 parivartanai~lII 41

Z2 Vi~Du-Saqlhita 9.42-43b:
kan,likfim ucchritiil?l kuryeTt patrarckhiis ca sarvatah I
kal1i~rhijll1adlJymn;TligU$rhmllitii rckh{is tridlwcchritii(J 1142
mukhyc madhyc 'dhamc 'bjiidikramad iJ1Jyas ca tatk$ayab I

This means that thc mat)9a1a'S centre is the most elevated and its edge the lowest.
2.1 Parama-Samhila 7.61, Visnu-Samhita 9.37.
2·\ Naradiya-S~qlhita 8.59c-6·1 b, Bhargava-Tantra 13.17-18.
25 Satvata-Samhita 1?SOc-SI.
y, For flowcr~ used for mm)galas employed during the initiation, cf. Sanatkumara

Sal~lhita, indmriitra 9.87c-88c, r!!iriitra 5.1-17, Naradiya-SarphiHi. IO.6b; for flowers
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There are many di ffcrent forms of m<\I)<;lalas. The Pauskara
SalTJhita, for example, gives a great choice of varying mm~<;lalas.27

The mal)Qala that is most often mentioned in the Pancaratra texts is
the cakrabjamcqujaJa, also called bh[/dJ'[lk[/nW~I~lnJa.2K The centre of
this mal)~ala consists of a combination of a wheel (cakra) and a lotus
(abja) that is then surrounded by three square enclosures with doors
in the four quarters. The central combination of a wheel and a lotus
is made up of five concentric circles. The innermost circle is the
pericarp (karIJikii) of the lotus. In the second circle arc the lotus'
filaments (kesara), its petals (daJa), and the hub (niibl1J) of the wheel.
In the third and the fourth circle are the spokes (£Ira) of the wheel,
and the fifth circle is the felly of the wheel. In the two inner
enclosures around the five circles, there are twelve lotuses each, one
in each corner and on the left and right of the doors (dvara). Conch
shells (sanklw) arc drawn in each of the corners of the outermost
enclosure. 2

'1

The use of different rnal~Qalas in worship effects different results.
Thus, the kind of mal)c)ala may be chosen according to the result one
desires to achieve. The Pau~kara-Sanlhita,for example, distinguisllles
the mal)<;lalas described in it as follows: "The f1rst mal~Qala is known
as 'auspicious in every way' as it causes prosperity. The second
[mal)~ala] is called 'liberating from sins' as at the sight of it, the sin
acquired in many births comes to an end. The third [maIJc)ala] is the
'good path' and shows the way of the dhnrma The fourth [maI)Qala]
is called dharma. On account of [its] worship, it bestows the dharma.
The fifth [mat)Qala] is the 'womb of wealth' [and] effects the
increase of the bhaktas' wealth. (... )"30

used for maQc,lalas employed during a festival, cr. Isvara-Saqllrita 11.389-390,
Visnu-Samhita 20.66c-75b, Visvakscna-Samhita 26, I67c-20 1.

'21 See Pau~SI 5-19. ., ,
1lI See the usage of the designation blwdraka for this mar~(Jala in P5dma-SaI11hit5,

earyiipiida 7.38c, Naradlya-Saqlhita 8.53a and Visvamitra-Saqlhil5 15.34d.
2') Piidma-Saqlhita, carylip;7da 7,12b-38b, Naradiya-Sal11hiHi 8.2-53b, Visva

mitra-SaIl1hita I5.6c-34b, Bhargava-Tantra 13 ,5-2Gb. Pau~S I 8 describes various
kinds of cakrijbjmna~l(/a/as, For a drawing of the eakri'ibj;lIml~l(/ill;1 according to the
younger SalTlhiUis, see Colour Plate 14. Another example of a rnal~,lala oftcn uscd is
the l1aVapadl118l1W~lqa!a (sec Colour Plate (5).

:'/) Pau1?S 1 5.2-4:
111a~19almll sarvatobhadrillll bhadrakrt prathilllWlll smrtall1 I
ag!wl1irl11ocamU1l11i'ima dvitiy:lll1 yasyn dnrsilll:il 112
anckaja11l11oplitlmp lu kaJmn$.1Fp k$aynl11 eli Cil I
sadadhvaql syllt t!1iyalll en dh:ll'IllamiirgilpmdarSil1lil111 113
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Another reason to choose a particular mal)Qala may be the kind of
ritual that is to be performed, as some mal)Qalas are considered
particularly suitable to certain rituals: "When [the god] is sent to
s]eep (pnlsviipe) one should prepare the best yaga (i.e., maDQala)
caned svas/ika, a twice-born, when [he] is awakened, [the lTIaI)Qala]
called 'distinction' or one of the design-complexes, at the festival,
the cakrapmikaja (i.e., caknlb.in) with one or more lotuses.,,3l

Finally, the mal)Qala differs according to the deity that is
worshipped on it. This is relevant especially with regard to the ritual
of the sadhaka who worships a particular mantra or deity in order to
gain siddhis. The maJ)~lalas used here are specific to the mantras
worshipped, and sometimes their shape even corresponds to the
mantra that is worshipped in it. Thus, the maQQala of the smiklla
nJantra, for example, has the shape of the conch shell or the m3l)Qala
of the gadiimal1tra is surrounded by eight maces. 32

The Use ofMa~19aJas

A mal)Qala serves as a place where the deity can be invited and then
worshipped. 33 ]n addition to a mal)Qala, there are several other places
that can be employed for this purpose. Pots (kumbha, kaJasa), statues
(bimba, pratimii), and lire (vahni, agni) are most often used, but also
other places are possible such as the disk of the sun or a rosary
(ak$asiltra).34 Often the deity is worshipped in several places one
after the other. In the daily ritual described in the Jayakhya-Sa111hita,

dharmfikhymn sy'-ie calurtlwTn III dfmrmmp yaedwli piijaniit I
paiicama1!] vasugarbh<ll!J III blwktilllfirp v<1suvrddhikrt 114

For different results stemming from the worship of different maJ;9alas, sec also
Jayakhya-Samhitii 13.44-47b and Piidma-Sa'11hitii, caryfipfida 7.85c-89.

31 ParamcSvara-Saqlhilii 12.575-576b:
prasvilpc svaslikaTll Ililma kuryiid yfigil vanlll1 dvUa /
prabodflc tll vivckilkhyCIIl1 vyfihc~~v ckatamaqJ tu vii 11575
utsavc hy ckapadmwl1 Vii lJaikiibjal11 Cilkrapmik'1jal1J I

For the svastikalJ7.1~)(;Jafil, sec Pau~S I 5.151 b-l77c, for the vivekamal}qaJa 5.1 07b
117c, for the 'design-complexes' (vyiiha), Pau~S I 7 (the translation of vyiiha by
'design-complex' follows Aple; cf. his translation of Pau~S2 7).

32 Jayiikhya-Samhita 30.63 and 42ab. For the shapes of the various mantras'
mandalas, cf. Rastelli 200Gb: 325 and 360-371.

31 E.g., Jayakhya-Sa'11hitii 13.1 j Parama-Saq1hila 4.26.
;\.l For the disk of the sun and a rosary as places for worship, sec Parama-Samhita

4.26c and Jayakhya-Sat'phita 13.4a. .
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for example, the deity is worshipped in a m'lI~(.lala, in a pot, and in
the firc. 35

In youngcr Saq1hiUis, a hierarchy of suitable places for worship
has been established, especially of the' four places' (cnlubsthiina), as
mat~9ala, pot, fire, and statue arc callcd.Jr. Worship of the deity in a
mal)Qala is considered the best, then follow the pal, the fire, and
finally thc statuc. On the other hand, m,lI~~lala worship is necessary
only on special occasions; in other cases one could be content with
the deity's worship in fire and a statue or only in a statlle: "At an
initiation, a festival, an ablution, the fruit festival,'\? the 'raising of
the dlllnanfJ [llowcrs]:JS the great l10wcr festival, a special 'festival
of the purifying thread,' the jnyanti [festival]/'! at the time of the
k[ttikfi festival,4lJ at a lunar or solar eclipse, an equinox, a solstice,
particularly on the twel fth day of a hal f..month, in all expiations, and
at the spring fcstival one should pcrfonn the worship in a In(1)Qa1a.
Otherwise, [the ritual] may cause faults. Worship [of the deity] in a
mal)Qala is the best one, worship in a statue the lowest. Worship [of
the deity] in a pot, a mal)<)ala, a statue, and fire is the very best.
Through thc very best worship, all faults arc destroyed, all sins of
men are removed, [and] the king's country is promoted. A ritual
without worship in [all] four places may be fruitless. Therefore, with
all [one's] effort one should perform the worship in the four places.
Four places are the best, three places medium, two places the lowest,
the remaining single place mere appearance. A statue is taught as the
singlc [place], a statue and fire arc the two places, [these two]
together with a pot are the three places, [all these and] a m31)<;iala are
the four places.'~11

35 cr. Rastelli 1999: 271-322,
y, Cf. Pfidma-SaJphitfi, CiJryilpiidll 21.69.
37 Cf. Aniruddha-SmnhiHi 22.9cd and 23.1 Oc-26.
3H Cf. Aniruddha-Sal~lhitfi 22.7cd and 23.1-1 Ob.
)~ Cf. Anifllddha-Sal~lhiHi 22.14cd and 25.5c-27.
411 cr. Aniruddha-Sar~lhil1i 22.16cd and 25.28-49.
41 Aniruddha-SaqlhitIT 6.56c-64b:
dik$Iiyllm Iltsavc cil/va snapanc ea plw]o{savc 1156
damalJlTropa~JC calva ta/hii pl1~pan1.1ho/8avc I
pavitrotsavc vise$ejayan(yijl~l ca (;llIwlva Cil I
krttlkotsavakiHc /ll graha~Jc sonwsiirynyob II 57
vl$uve ciiyallc calva dviida.~y;Tll1/[j vi,sc;m/ll!11
praYl:lscjttc~u sarvc.:w Vi/santO/Silva eva ell II 58
ma1.Jc;JaliinTdhanam kllrY1Td allya/hii dO$akrd hlwvct /
ma'.lc;Ja/;iriidhnllaI~l src$!lJaIp jaglwllYil/J] iJimbapQjmwm /1 59
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As in the other places that arc suitable for the deity's worship, the
deity must be made present on the maJ)Qala. This is achieved by the
imposition (nyiisa) of the Inantras of the deity and of his various
aspects such as his retinue, his weapons, and his ornaments. The
deity's main mantra is usually placed in the mat:l~ala's centre and the
mantras of his retinue, etc., around him. An example is the
cakrabjamal,lt;laJa (cf. p. 124) described in Naradjya-Sarphita 8.61c
73. Vi~l)u is in the mal)~lala' s centre, that is, the pericarp (kan)ik5) of
a lotus. His consorts SrI and Pu~ti are on his right and left side, that
is, south and north of him. Vi~])u's twelve limbs (a1Jga), viz., heart
(hrdaya), head (siras), tuft of hair (sikha), armour (kavaca), weapon
(astra), eye (drs), belly (udara), back (Pr~tha), arms (bahu), thighs
(iiru), knees (janu) , and feet (p.ada), are on the petals of the lotus.42

Vi~l)u's quiver (i~iUdhj) and sword (as1) are south of the lotus, his
bow (dJ18nu) and shield (khetaka) north of it. The garland of forest
flowers (vanamiiJii) is cast of the lotus, and srivatsa (a curl of hair on
Vi~t:lu's breast) and kaus(ubha (a jewel on Vi~t:lu's breast) are north
and south of the garland of forest flowers. The conch shell (sankha)
is at the directional points. GaruQa is at the eastern and western door,
Vi~l)u's discus (cakra) at the southern door, his mace (gada) at the
northern door. The eight guardians of the quarters (dikpiila) are
outside the mal)~ala.43 The 25 tattvas arising from the primary matter

kU1l1bhama{1~illilbimb;TgnilupiijmWl!l COltil11Jal!1 blla vet I
uttamiiriidhancnaiva sarVadO$ilk$aymll ga/am II 60
snrvap;Tpliharil1!1 PWllS;llll r{ijar;T~'!rilvivardhanall1 I
catul)s/hiincTrcamThinntp kanna ni$phalatill11nayet II 61
faSl1liTI s£lrvapraya/ncwl catl1~lst1uT11iTrcanml1 yajc/ I
catu~ls/hi"inam uttall1Ei1p ell /ristJuTI1Ei1P madhyamll1!1 bhavct 1162
dvisthiinam adhammp eaiva ckam iiblliisakmp param I
ckal}l tu bill1bakar!1 prok/",p dvis/Mnal]l bimbapiivakam II 63
tristhiinalll kUll1bhasaJllyuktarp catu~lstlu11Ja1?l Iu mar:u;falam I

Cf. also Isvara-Saq1hiUi 13.88e-89: "With regard to the principal rule, one should
worship the all-pervading olle in a pot, a mal]dala, a statue, and fire. With regard to
the secondary alternative rule, one should worship [the deity] in a pot, etc., with the
exception of the mal)(;lala, or one should worship [him] in a statue and in firc."
(kumbhc ea ma{11alc bimbc vllhnau ca yajanmp vibfJol) 1188 mukhye kalpe prakur
vita /Jy anukalpc tu mwujalam I vimT kumbhiidi$u yajed bimba vahnyos tu vii yajet//
89) Cf. also, with the same content, ParamcSvara-Sarphilii 16.20c-22b.

42 Cf. Naradlya-Sal11hita 3.8e-11 b.
43 For their namcs, sce, e.g., Naradlya-Samhitii 13.318-319.
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(prakrtl) arc in the vTthi.'14 Siva, Brahm~, and Vi~l)U arc in the hub of
the mat)c)ala's wheel, the twelve lords of the mont hs (miisda), Viglll,
Madhusudana, Trivikrama, Vamana, Sridhara, Hr~lkesa, Pad
manabha, Damodara, Kcsava, Nii6iyal)a, Madhava, and Govinda45 on
the spokes, the 11100n with its sixtccn digits (k;llif) and its light and
dark half between the spokes ('1)., the sun (siirya) on cach spoke at the
edge as wel1 as the twelve Adityas, viz., Dhatr, Aryaman, Vidhatr,
Mitra, VarUI)a, Bhaga, Indra, Vivasvat, Savitr, Pu~an, Tva~~r, and
Vi~l)u.4('

Since the mal)c)ala is a placc for thc deity's worship, it is used in
many different rituals. According to the .Iay.5khya-Saqlhita,47 the
daily ritual (nityakamwn) consists of preliminary rites such as the
bath (sniina), the purification of the clemcnts (bhntn.~lJddhi), and the
imposition of mantras (m<JJ1tnwyiisn) upon one's body, of the mental
(miinasayiigE:l, antmyiiga) and thc external worship (biihyayaga) , and
ohhc fire ritual (agnikiirya).

Mental worship is composed of the same parts as the ensuing
physical worship. Mental worship, however, consists only of
visualization. During this process mantras arc imposed upon the
lotus visualized in the practitioner's heart in the same manner as they
are upon a mal)Qala, and subsequently visualizcd and worshipp,ed
there. 4H Thus the lotus of the heart serves as a l11aJ)c)ula in mental
worship.

In external worship, a ma1)9ala is drawn as described above (pp.
122f.). Like the other materials used for worship, the mal)<;lala is
ritually purified before worship. According to the Jayakhya-Sarphita
this ritual purification consists of sprinkling water upon the maI:t<;lala
and burning and inundating it mental1y by means of mantras. 49 After

44 The vithi(k,T) or vi/hi is the passage surrounding the pF{.lw. The pi!lm surrounds
the inner lotus wheel; cf. Naradiya-Samhitii S.IOed, Apte 1973: 504 and the drawing
ibid. Figurc 1.

4S Cf. Parama-Samhita 2.83-86.
4(, For other eXUl~lples of mantra impositions, sec the drawings in Apte 1973:

513ff. according to Jayiikhya-Sa'11hil<i 13.1 07-125b or in Hikita 1990: 172
according to Siitvata-Saqlhital7 .65c-72b.

47 The following description of the use of the mm~~lala in the daily ritual relatcs to
the Jayakhya-SaI11hitii. For a detailcd dcscription of the daily ritual as givcn inlhis
text, see Rastelli 1999: 193-322.

4ll Jayukhya-SaJTIhitaI2.81c-I02b; cf. also Rastelli 1999: 264f.
49 "Having anointed [his] hands with fragrance, having sprinkled [watcr] that is

drawn up from Ihe Ilrghya vessel over the cntire maJ~c;lala, pavilion [and] offcring
substances, he should cause [thcm] to burn by means of tbe asirarmlllim [and] then
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the purification, the mantras are imposed upon their places on the
mal)<;Iala while imagining that they are arising from Vi~1)U50 and thus
made present there. Then the mantras are mentally visualized in
anthropomorphic forms and worshipped by offering various things
such as arghya,51 water used for washing the feet (padya), flowers,
fragrances, various kinds of food, etc. 52 This kind of worship in
which the mantras are imposed upon different places on a mal).<;lala,
visualized in a concrete shape, and worshipped is called bhogayiiga,
the 'offering of objects of enjoyment. 05) Accordingly, the maJ!<;Iala is
called bllOgas thiil1a, the 'place of the objects of enjoyment. ,54

At the very end of the daily ritual, i.e., after the fire ritual, the
mantras made present upon the mm)<;Iala are sent forth again: The
practitioner offers arghya and fragrances again, takes the arghya and
flowers offered during the external worship from the mm).<;Iala as his
prasada, puts them on his head, and draws a mark (tilaka) on his
forehead with yellow and red powder from the mal).<;lala. Then the
practitioner visual izes that the mantras being present upon the
mal).<;Iala enter the gross (sthU1a) body of the main mantra, i.e., that of
Vi~l).u himself. The main mantra's gross body enters its subtle
(sUk$lna) body and the latter, its highest (para) body. This highest
body enters the heart-lotus of the practitioner who then visualizes his
body as shining and starts to tremble on account of the mantra's

inundate [them] by means of the miila[mantra]. Then thc substances arc pure and fit
for the offering," (Jayiikhya-Samhitii 13.73c-75b: gandhadigdhau karau krtvii
arghyapfitroddh!1Cna ea II 73 ma~]9aI1l1?7 map!nparp prok~ya yiigadravyat:Jy ase~ataQ I
diilmyed tJstramantrc(Ja muJclJa pHivayct tata~l II 74 ninnalo drav)'astllighas ea yiiga
yogyo bhavct tad,/ I) Cf. also Jayiikhya-Sa!11hita 13.89 for a rcpeated ritual purifi
cation of the mandala.

50 Cf. JayakhY~-SalphiUi. 13.1 05c-l 06b: "Then he should visualize that Lak~ml
and the other [mantras] are coming forth as splcndour from the venerable Visnu's
shining body like a mass of sparks." (tato bhagavato Vi~{lOr bhiisa bhiisvaravigrahat
II lak~myiidir niss.l1ii dhyiiyct sphuliJiganicayii yathii /)

51 Arghya is a mixture of varying ingredients. According to Jayakhya-Surphita
13.65c-66b, it consists of white mustard, sesame seeds, dfirva grass, white ricc,
barley, water, milk, and fruits.

52 Jayakhya-Sal11hita 13. lOGe-17gb.
53 Jayiikhya-SUl11hita 12.83c-84b, 20.341 ab (= Piiramesvara-Sa!11hita 15.839ab).

For the use of thc term bhogayiiga, sec also Pau~SI 19.59c and Lak~mi-Tal1tra

38.84a.
54 Sec, e.g., Jayakhya-Sarphitii 13.106c and Lak~mi-Tantra 38.28c. The bhoga

yiiga is differentiated from the layayiiga, 'the offering in dissolution,' in which the
mantras are worshipped without visualizing their concrete form and without
imposing them upon a particular place (sec Jayakhya-Sa1l1hitii 12.75c-81 band
Rastelli 1999: 261-263).
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power. Next the food that was alTered to the mantras (naivedya) is
distributed among the persons who have participated in the ritual.
Vi~vaksena is invited into the mal)~lala and the substances previously
offered to the main mantra (mil/amanlra), i.e., Vi~l)u, are offered to
him. 55 After sending forth the mantras also from the nre pit, where
they were worshipped during the fire ritual, and inviting and
worshipping Vi~vaksena also there, the devotee worships him again
in the mal)Qala, asks his forgiveness for any mistakes that have been
made duri.ng the ritual, and sends him forth. The mal)Qala is left after
having brought a vessel that is filled with milk, water, honey, and
clarified butter and in tlliat the a8Cral11<111lr<l has been imposed.56 This
vessel probably serves as the lTIaI)Qala' s safeguard., as protection is
one of the functions of the nslramanCr<l.57

In other rituals, the maIJQala is treated like any other place where
the deity is invited and worshipped. So, mH])Qalas arc used for the
deity's worshi p in di Frerent rituals such as festivals (utsava),
consecrations (prati~rh5) of statues, temples, etc., or magic rites. 5H In
the annual rite of pavitrfiropa{Ja, which is performed in order to make
good all faults accumulated in the rituals during the past year,S9 the
rnal)~ala is invested with threads as the other places where the deity
is present during worship are, such as the pot, the statue, and the fire

• 60
Pit.

The ma1J~ala is of particular importance in the initiation (dik~if).

Although it is possible to perform the dik$fi ceremony without a
rnaDQala if one does not have the means for it/JI using a mal)Qala

55 Vi~vaksena always receives the residue of Ihe offerings to Vi~l)u. For
Vi~Yaksena, cf. Gupta 1976.

56 Jayakhya-Sa'11hita 15.230-231 and 233c-249.
57 Cf. its employment in the digbllndha rite in Jayakhya-Saqll1iHi 9.21 c-24,

11.6-7b, 16.91 c-92b.
5ll Cf., e.g., ParamcSvara-Sal11hita 17.89cd, isvara-Sa'11hita 10.275ab, Paclma

Samhita, caryapiida 11.232-233c (utsavri); Jayakhya-Sa'11hila 20.137a, Naradiya
SarphitiI 15.23cd, Piidma-SaJ11hita, kriy;lpiida 31.4\ (fJmli~11J;r), Padma-SalYihita,
caryapiida 32.218ab (for the purpose of expulsion l ucc;lr(i/I~), and Rastell i 2000b:
325f.

w Cf. Jayiikhya-Saqlhila 21.1-4b, Kane 1977, volume 5: 3391'. and Guptall-:1oens/
Goudriaan 1979: 158.

(i) Jayakhya-Saqlhitii 21.63-64b, Pau~S I 30.32e-35b, iSvara-Sal11hita 14.138c
140b, 14.215c-216, Naradiya-Sa'11hi1a 23.23c-26, Piidma-SaJphitii, caryapiida
14.51 c-53 and 19.93-94b.

(,1 Cf. Jayakhya-SaqlhiUi 16.4c-6: "For rich [people] he should cause to perform
[the initiation] by means of an offering [to the god] in a grealmal)4ala. For a person
who is deprived of property and wealth [or] possesses very little property [but] is
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during the initiation is often considered better62 and sometimes even
so essential that the term 'one who has seen a malJQala' (ma~J(;fala

dr~ta) serves as a designation of one who has undergone the first
initiation and thus has become a samayiIJ. 63

An examination of the different Pancaratra-S3~1hiUis shows that
the role of the l11alJQala in the initation was not always the same. It
was used in diverse rites of the dik$a and so the meaning ascribed to
it also varied.

The Pau~kafa-SarJ1hiHi distinguishes fOUf kinds of mal)<;]alas
according to the rank of initiation. The padmodaramcu:ujaJa is used
for the samayin, the aJ]ekakajagarbhama~](;laJafor the putraka, the
cakrabjama~](;JaJa for the sadhaka, and the misracakramalJ9ala for the
iicarya.M At the beginning of the initiation, the teacher draws the
respective 11131)<;13Ia, worships it, and then shows it to his disciple. 65

His hand, upon which he has visualized and thus made the mal).<;]ala
present,-malJQalas comprising all aspects of the deity in the form of
the mantras imposed on them,-is subsequently laid on the disciple.
Through this act, the teacher, who is identified with the deity
himsel('(l liberates the disciple from transmigration: "Having recog
nized that the devotee is helpless and plunged illto the ocean of
sorrow, he should draw [him] out by means of the yiiga hand

afraid of transmigration [and] is truly a devotee of Vi$1)u, the teacher should be
gracious (i.e., perform the initiation for him/her) only with seeds, sesame, and
clarified butter [that are ablated to the gad who is present] in the fire, [and] for [a
person] who is deprived of any substances, [he should be gracious] only by means of
a word (i.e" a mantra)." (mahal11a~It;la/ayagel1a vittfit;lhyanal!1 tu kiirayet II 4
vittayogavimuktasya sva/paviltasya dehil1a~J I sal!Jsarabhayabhitasya vi!jfJubhaktasya
tattvataf) /I 5 agnau cajyanvitair bijai~) satilaih kevaJai~J tatM I dravyahlnasya vai
kuryfld v;lcaiv;lnugrahalll gunrlJll 6) Cf. also Lalqml-Tantra 41.9-1 Ob for a variant
of this passage. Possessing the necessary material means is an essential prerequisite
for obtaining the initiation by means of a ma1)9a1a. Also according to the Pau$S, the
first thing that the teacher asks from a disciple who has come for the initiation is to
acquire the necessary means (Pau$S 1 1.1-4).

62 Cf. Bhargava-Tantra 24,28: "The principal initation in the cakrabjamary<;IaJa is
praised for the [person who is devoted to the twelve syllable mantra]. The secondary
alternative initiation is [performed] only near the fire." (cakriibjam8fJt;laJe dfkl;i<¥ tasya
lJ1ukhya prakirtitii I allllkaJpii bhavcd dfk$ij kcvalal)l valmisannidhau II)

(L1 See Satvata-Sal11hita 20.2a (= !svara-SarphiUi 21.464c) and Alasinga BhaHa's
commentary on this passage (Satvata-SaI11hita-Bha$ya, p. 410, 9-11),

(,t Pau~S1 1.8b-l1. For different procedures with regard to the use of the mandala
in the diksil for the different ranks, cf. also Parama-SaJ11hita 8.7c-llb, Visnu-S~m-
hita 2.40-47 and 11.3-6. . . .

(,5 Pau~S I 1.6-8a.
(''For the identification oftl1e teacher with the deity, cf. Rastelli 1999: 168-170.
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.......

(yiigahaslena). ltis known that this teacher is similar to me (i.e.,
Vi~1)U)."67 This proccdure is callcd yiigadik~"ii, 'initi<1tion into the
yaga (i.e., mal)9<1la).' Aftcr it, the teacher destroys the disciple's past,
present, and future bonds6H by siKri ('icing them into the fire, and
causes the disciple to becomc identical to the deity.r,') The dik$ii is
completed.

After the dik$il, the devotees belonging to the various ranks of
initiation vary in their worship or the malf~lala. The snmayin only
looks at and worships thc mal)~iala on the twelflh lithi of every half
(pak$a) of a lunar month. After one year he may become a putr::lka. A
putraka should look at, worship and visualizc the l11al)<;lala within his
heart for another year. Then he may become a siidhak'l. He should
worship and visualize the tnal)<;lala for three months minus five days.
If he is successful in this, he may undergo thc initiation for an
acarya. After having worshipped and visualized the lTIaJ)9ala for four
years, he may reach final emancipation. 70 According to the Pau~kara

SaIl1hita, emancipation can be attained only by means of mal)<;lala
worship: "The ocean of wordly existence is not passable by any other
[means] than the yilga."71

In the dik~a according to the Sanatkumura-SaJ11hita, the mal)<;lala
plays an even more central role than in the Pau~kara-Saq1hiUi. In this
text, 'one should undergo the initiation' is expressed by the phrase
pravised dik~iiJ?l cakrama~J4aJe, 'one should attain the initiation in
the cakram81.1(jaJa,'72 which shows the centrality of the l11al)<;lala in
the diksa. The initiation ritual as described in the Sanatkumara
SaJTlhita is very simple. After constructing a m'I.1)9ala by means of
flowers 7

) and distributing various offering substances on it,74 the
teacher worships it, takes the disciple's right hand with his right
hand, and, carrying a handful of flowers (pLlfjpill1jah) , leads him

mPau~S I 1.28:
jliiitvii bhaktam i1niithill!1 ca ni1l1iignarp sokasilgarc I
uddharcd yiigahaslcll1J Sil gunl!" matsamilS Sm!1a!1 1128

For the visualization of the mar~l)ala on the hand, sec below, pp. 1371".
(,11 These are often symbolized by a thread; cr., e.g., Jayakhya-SaqlhiW. 16.131-

134b and 260c-274.
(/) Pau~SI 1.37d-4l. This passage is corrupt and not intelligible in all details.
70 Pau~S 1 1.13-23.
71 Pau~S 1 1.26ab: bhilviir~wvo hy iilarighyas tll vimi syfid y;ig<lto 'nyakili!l/
72 Sanatkumara-Sa'11hita, indr;mitm 4.1cd, 3ab, 4ab, Sab, 6ab, etc.
7J Cf. above, p. ]23.
74 Sanatkumara-Samhita, !~jriitra 5.1-30b.
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around the mal)~lala while turning their right sides towards it
(pradak$i~w). Then the tcacher has the disciple approach the malJ9ala
and worship it with offerings of fragrances, flowers, etc. Following
this he teaches him the rules that must be observed and makes him
enter the mm)Qala. How far he may enter into the malJ9ala depends
on his var~1<1 and his/her sex. A Brahmin may enter into the inner
most enclosure (prathnmilv<ml~la), a k$ntriya into the second enclo
sure, and a vaisya into the third enclosure. Sudras and women must
stay outside the mal)Qala and are not allowed to enter it. 75 In the
malJQala, the disciple is told three mantras, a Vedic one (vaidika), a
Tantric one (UTntrika), and one that is both Vedic and Tantric
(vaidikatiintrika). These mantras can be used in the various rituals
henceforward.7

(} With this the initiation is completed.
In other SarphiUls the initiation ceremonies are much more

elaborate. ]n the following description, only the rites concerning the
malJ9a1a will be discussed. A rite in the dik~athat is described very
often in the texts is the tossing of one or more flowers, and
sometimes also other substances such as fragrances and arghya, onto
the malJ9ala. Usually, the disciple is led blindfolded around the
mal)Qala and then given two handfuls (aFijalJ) of flowers and other
substances, or only one flower, which he must toss onto the mal)Qala.
Then the blindfold is removed and the disciple may see the malJ9ala.

The older SaJ:TIhiHis do not clarify explicitly the meaning of this
rite. The Jayakhya-Sarr.hita reads: "Having prepared an aiijali of
flowers (pu$piiJijalI) [for each of the disciples] in sequence, he should
have [the disciples], whose eyes are blindfolded as before, toss [the
flowers] that are endowed with gold, jewels, and pearls. Then he
should u.J1veil [their] eyes and show [them] everything."77 The
Satvata-SalTlhiUi states: "Taking the [disciple] by the hand, he should
go near the god's abode (i.e., the ma1J9ala). Having placed [him] on
his left side and again blindfolded [his] eyes, he should have [him],
who is deprived of [his] eyesight [now], toss arglJya [from] the
aiijaJi. [Then the disciple] may see the mantra's highest abode, which

75 Also the kind of llHlI)<;lala varies with regard to the disciple's van,la or sex; cf.
Sanatkumara-Samhilii, rsinltm 5.40c-43.

76 Sanntkumara-Smnilita, rsinltra 5.30c-40b.
T1 Jayakhya-SaJ11bitft 16.2·)·7c-218:
kramiit Pll$Pcll1iaJitn kr1vii baddhallctriill1s ea piirvavat //217
k$cpayce ea hira~JYclg1JYaJ11 ma~liJ1JuktcIphaJii1J vitam /
udghcl{ya nayanc paseiid akhilal11 saJllpradarsaycr 11218
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bestows the fruit of [thc fulliItncnt of every] wish."n The reason for
tossing flowers and other offerings onto the mal,lQala may be that the
disciple, prior to seeing the mm,l~Iala, IllUst worship the deity present
in it in order to dispose him 111vourably, ancl that only then does he
grant him his favour. This can be concluded from the S~itvata

Sarphita's statemcnt that the lllat,lQala that has been looked upon by
the disciple, fulfills every wish.

A passage in the Isvara-Sm11hita also shows that the tossing of
flowers, etc., brings the disciple into contact with the deity present in
the maJ.lQala. This contact causes or increases his devotion (bhaktl)
and purifies his internal organ (:wtnbkanJ(w) as a result of the deity's
grace: "He should have him, with a bowed head, toss the aiijaiJI's
contents] into the god's abode. If he sees that [the disciple], whose
eyes have [then] been unveiled, who has not been seen by any other
person [and] who has entered the auspiciolls path, [shows] the sign
of devotion (blU:lktilak$a~1[), whicl"! involves bristling of the hair,
eagerness, joy, tears of bliss, prostrations, exclamations of 'victory'
(jaya) , and circumambulations in [alIJ quarters (?dikpradak$i].la) ,
[and] if he has understood that [the disciple's] internal organ is
purified, he should recognize that he is suitable. When [all this has
happened], then [the disciple] has received grace (anugrhit;:l) through
this (i.e., the teacher's) thought, which is named Acyuta (i,e.,
Vi~l}U)."7<J A passage from the Tantraloka, although from the Kash
mirian Trika tradition, may help further to understand the idea that is
behind the described ritual. According to this text, when the blind
fold is removed the mantras present in the maJ,lQala enter the disciple

7N Siitvata-Sal11hitii 19.39c-41 b:
tam iidiiya kariid dcvndhiimasannika(:Iln vrnjcl II 39
k,-rviitmano viimablliigc bhfiynb SilIl1cchiidya localle I
prak~cpayct tatllii slirghyilll1 m1;aliTp mllktaloctln[lllJ 1140
sallJpasyct parall1il111 dMima miilltnltll iccJnTplJll/apmdam (v. I. ) /

7'llsvara-Sa111hitii. 21.131-134b:
prak~cpaycddcvadhiltllni lWlilmiirdlJlJilln;illiij ca tam I
tasyodglJii(itanctrasya tv adr~rasyctamir.iilllai~l/1 131
kusaJiidhvanivi$/ilsya d"$(vii vni blwktilak$il(1ntll I
rom5ficnutsukyahar~;iqhyal11 iinandllSrUS;lIllilllvitnll1 II 132
sapra~l<Ill1a.inYiIHipadikpr,1(Jnk$i~lasall1yutllll1l

piitiinta~lkara~JaJll bu<d>dhv;I yagyo 'yam iti blJ:lvayclll 133
yadiT tacliIcyutfikhy;T y,Tnligrhito dlJiy;T lily;1 I

Through the identification or the teacher's thought with Ihe deity, the identity of the
teacher with the deity is also emphasized here.
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in an instantaneous possession (aveSa).RO Perhaps the author of the
Isvara-Sal11hita did not consider the 'signs of devotion' (bhakti
Jak$a~1a) as possession, but it is obvious that also according to the
Isvara-Saqlhita, the disciple, when seeing the mal)<;iala for the first
time, comes into contact with the deity's power.

In many SaJ11hitas, the tossing of a flower onto the mal)<;iala is
considered a means to determine the initiand's mantra or name. As
described above (pp.127 f.), varying mantras are placed on the
different constituent parts of the maJ),9ala. The mantra that is present
on the place where the flower tossed by the disciple falls is then his
personal mantra or gives him his name. The Parama-Sml1hita
describes the first variant: "He should blindfold the disciple by
means of a cloth, take [his] hand and enter the mal)<;iala through its
door. He should lead [the disciple around the mal).<;iala,] turning their
right sides towards [it] and have [the disciple] bow down before the
guardians of the quarters. On which flowef l this flower falls by
chance, this [flower's] mantra is for his protection and prosperity.
Having effected [his] faculty of seeing [again], he should show him
the cakrama~J(;Jala."R2 Several younger Sal11hiHis indicate that the
purpose of tossing flowers onto the maI)~ala while blindfolded is to
give the disciple a name (namakara~Ja). Among these texts is the
Padma-Sall1hita, which states: "Directed by the teacher, [the disciple]
should toss the flowers onto the mal)9ala. [The teacher] should
assign to the disciple the names of the manifestations (murtI) such as
Kdava, etc., that are the sovereigns of that place upon which most of
the flowers fall of their own accord. The word bhagavata or
bhatraraka is to be joined to the end of the name if [the disciple] is a

If! TA 15.451 c--452b. Cf. also Sanderson 1986: 169 and Takashima 1992: 51 f.
KI Obviously, the mantras are invoked in nowers being placed on the various

parts of the nHll)9a1a. Biihnemann 1987: 47 describes a similar method using areca
nuts for invoking n1antras. This passage presumably does 110t mean that the maJy<;iala
is made of nowers (ef. p. 123), because the verses Parama-Sarphita 8.7c-9b
prescribe that the mm~9ala is to be drawn with paint in the case of a samayadik~a and
with powder during the tantradik$cl (Parama-Saq1hita 8.9b tntra dik$itaiJ em.
tantradik$itaM·

H2 Parama-Sm11bit5. 8.44-46:
vastram ck1l111 lJpildiiya sh,yaI!1 ba<d>dhvii nmkl1iintarc I
haste grhitvc1 prciviset svena dV<1rqJa mapqalam 1144
nUv;1 pradak$i~1iu!1 caiva dikpc1lcIn pra{iipiitayct I
tat pu~pal)l nipatct PU$PC yasmiml eva yadrcehayii 1145
sa mantras tasya mk$iiycll11 udaye ea vidhiyatc I
utpadya eak$u$1 eaiIJaI)l darsayce cakramnpqalam 1146

118,
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Brahmin. He should assign a name ending with cleva to a k$atriya,
one ending with the word piHn to a vni.~yn, [ancl a name] ending with
diisa to one who is born from [the Puru~a's] reet.~' Then he should
remove the blindfold and show [him] the C[/knlm[/~J~nla."H'1

Although most of the S(I'11hitas examined connect the ritual of
tossing flowers upon the mal)~lala with the name-giving, this was not
its original purpose. This can be seen in the Jayiikhya-SuqlhiUi that
prescribes the name-giving ceremony as being at another moment of
the initation than that of the first showing oflhe mal)<;Iala, and
prescribes the ceremony being done with the help of a platform made
of earth (stlwin) upon which a mal)<;lala is only imagined. H5 ]n the
Satvata-SaqlhiHI, although the name-giving immedintely follows the
tossing of the PU$pfiJ1jali upon the l11al)9a1a, the purpose of the
tossing act is not to give a name. It is just done on the same occasion.
The passage Satvata-Saqlhita 19.39d---41 b quoted above (pp. 133f.)
continues as follows: "On this occasion, he should give [him] a

Kl I.e" a ,~udr,,; cf. I~g-Veda 10.90.12<1: l'ildbhyfil!J siidrci '!iiiynta. For the choice of
thc namcs for the mcmbers of thc di ITcrenl VilqWS, cr. also Manu-Smrti 2.31-32. I
am thankful to Professor Biihnetll.ann for this reference.

~, P1idma-Si.lIl1hita, cwyiipfida 2.57-60:
p[J$pii~Ji vikircl lasmi/lIJUl(J(iillc gu!'ucodilafJ I
yasmilJ patali bhiibhiige pU$p;j~J[ilJJ ulknras svayilln II 57
ladblJiigiidhipamfirliniil!J lJiilwlny asya viJlirdi.~cll

si$yasya kdilviidini padanJ iJlJiigilvalcli Cil II 58
niimnlim ante pmyokt:lVyW!J yael WI hha!!iirnkcli Cil I
bn7hma~Ja.~ cct k,<;alriyasya dCllilntll/!1niillJlI nirdi,~clll 59
vaisyasya pcllasabdiillta/!J (/;is:illlal!J !JiidajilllJlJilllail I
tato vin1lIcya drgbillldhllJ!l darsnycc c:Jku/IIw(l(iulnllJ II 60

See also Vj~l~lJ-Sar~lhiUi IO.61-64b, Sriprasna-Sal~lhit~ 16.IO() and 136-137, and
Visvamitra-Samhitii 9.65-67.

HI cr. Jayakl~ya-Saqlhitii 16. 124c-127b: "He should blindfold the disciple's eyes
by means of a new, pure, white cloth lIpon which the nClnllmmtm has been used.
Theil he should have [him] cast for Vi~t.1t1 a pll$p.il1J'nli that is not invested with a
mantra upon the platform. He should brand him with the namc of thc mentally
imagincd lotus upon which the [pU$p.1/1;aliJ falls-before [this] he should divide [the
platform] into nine parts (here obvioLlsly the Jl"v;/Jl"dlJJ,1m;)~I(I;)lil consisting of nine
lotuses is meant [cf. note 29])-, together with the words vi$!llJ or p;l/~ 0 Brahmin."
(vlIsas.1 hyahatcmItlw suddhclJil susitena cn 11124 IIctnJlllillJlriiblll:iaptclIa nctre
si$ynsya bandhayetl ,1lJJ<Jntrmp k$cl'ayec c.ito vi:,,!IO~) PIl~"pfjl1iaijJ!) st/wle II 125 Yilfrtl
sii palati brahman bllddiJis:JJlkaJpitc 'mbt{;c I IlilviJdhfi vibh:~;CI priigvnt lilIJ1J:irm1JJaI!1
lam arikayci II 126 vi~<;!HJsahdcjnvilclwiv<J palisClln;r1,lyutclliJ [em. of the edition] Cil /

The text is corrupt.) It is unknown if the branding of the name is to be taken literally.
Usually in the elik;;,I, a cakm mark is branded on the right shouldcr and a smikhn
mark on the left one (cf. Satvata-SaqlhiUi 22.9d, Isvara-SaI11hit1i 21.284c-292b. and
Rangachari 1930: 35).

It., _
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suitable name of a [deityJ who has a secret primary name and a
secondary one accordant with clfcumstances."s6 According to the
Isvara-Sarphita, the disciple's name is determined with the help of
tossing a pu~piir1jalj upon the mal)Qala. This is described by means of
the passage from the Satvata-Sarphita quoted above, which the
Isvara-SalTlhita has adopted from this text like many other
passages.S

? However, the name-giving rite is performed one day after
the first viewing of the lTIaIJQala,g8 which occurs during the
preparations for the initiation (dik$adl1iviisana). Thus, the rite of
name-giving originally was not connected with the act of tossing
flowers onto the ma]JQala.

At the end of this section on the dik$8, I would again like to
consider the placing of the teacher's hand on the disciple that was
mentioned above (pp. 131 f.) as being part of the initiation. This
placing of the teacher's hand can be done either before revealing the
mal)9a1a to the disciple or after.89 The hand is mentally invested with
the deity's power that is then transferred to the disciple. Investing
with the deity's power is done either by imposing a mantra90 or
visualizing a malJQala on the hand: "On [hisJ right hand, he should
visualize all principal deities as illuminating [itJ by their rays of light
[and] being in their respective supreme abodes in the centre of the
cakrabja[ma~1(;JaJa]. He should [then] touch the [discipleJ with this

Bf, Satvata-Saq1hitii 19.41 e-42b:
tasminIJ avasare kllry;lll wlma yasya yatllOcitam II
rahasyasaJlljilCl1!1llJukhy8171 ca gau~Jaql vasya yathasthitam I

I() Isvara-Sal11hita 21.319-325 ~ Satvata-Samhita 19.3ge-46b. The Isvara-Saq1
hita introduces this passages with the following words: "He should give a name to
the disciple. The rule for this is given here." (Isvara-Sal11hita 21.318cd: nama kliryaC
ea si~yasya.t,1dvidhiinam ihocyate II)

~H cr. Isvara-Samhita 21.131-134b quoted on p. 134f.
11'1 Before revealing the maQQala: Siitvata-Sal11hita 19.38e-39b, Vi~l)u-SaI11hita

I0.46c-52b; after it: Pau~S I 1.28, Jayakhya-Saq1hita 16.335, Padma-Samhitii,
carylipiid~12.66-67b,Tsvara-Saqlhitii 21.134e-136b, Visvamitra-Sarphita 9.75c-':76a.

'XI Cf. .Iayakhya-Saq1hita 18.82c-83: "Having thus spoken, the teacher himself
should visualize the supreme Vi-?I)u who is the supreme one [and] who consists of
parts and is without parts (ef. Rastelli 1999: 101-105), in the form of the mantra on
[his] right hand, worship him with fragrances, nowers, etc., and lay it on the
[disci pies] head." (ity lIktv;T dllk$i~JC baste svayaI!J saiicintya vai gllru}.1 II 82
mantnltm;Tll1l1Jl para/?1 vi$(lut?l paraI!1 sakalani$kalam I safllpfijya gandhapll$p~Tdyajr

dadyiit fasy,1 ca mast:lke II 83) and Siitvata-SarphiUi 19.38e-39b: "He should touch
[him] from the feet with the mantra hand and then he, who conquers the seed of
suffering, should lay the mantra hand, which has a blazing form, on [his] head."
(ap;ldill1 mantrah;lstcna parcTmrsyi'itl1a miirdhani II mantrahast81lJ jvaladrfipam dadyiid
yo duhkhabijajit I)
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Acyuta hand that was [previollsly] wcttcd with water."lJl If a mantra
is imposed upon the hand, it is called mantra hand (matltmhasta). If a
mal)Qala is visualized on the hand, it is called yiiga hand (i.e.,
maIJ9ala hand; yliga!wsta).'J2 In both cases it can also be called Vi~l)U

hand (vj$~1Uha8ta) (or Acyuta hand as in the passage just quoted) as
in both cases Vi~lyU is present on thc hand: "The hand on which
Vi~l)ll is present is called Vi~l).u hancl."'JJ According to the Vi~l).u

Sarphita it destroys all sins that were ever accumulated: "All sins that
were formerly accurnulatedinthousands of other births arc dissolved
without doubt by thc mere tOllch."lJil According to the Pau$kara
SaJllhita it liberates one from the world of transmigration (cf. pp.
131 f.).

All the examples of various Saq1hitas given show that the maI)9a1a
plays a central role during the initiation, although its meaning and
function vary in the different texts. First of all, the first viewing and
first worship of the mal).~lala is the initiation into mm).gala worship,
which is in the centre of the devotee's religious practice in the
Pau~kara-SarrhiUi especially but also in other Saq1hiUis. But the
mal).Qala as a place of the deity's presence is also a means for
encountering the deity: by worshipping him there in order to dispose
him favourably, but also by experiencing his favour by the mere
sight of the maJ~9ala, by obtaining a name and a mantra that were not
chosen by a human being, but by the powers present in the maJ~c;iala,

and last but not least, by the physical contact with him through the
Vi~t:Iu hand.

'II Isvara-Sa'11hitfi 21.134c-136b:
smarcd dak$i~lilfJ;T~wlI 11/ cakriimbllmh;Jll1lldliyagal11 II 134
pradluTnadcv.1liibrnd.1I)J sve svc dfliTlIJlli flare stili/am I
sv.a111ariciga~JClwi~m dyo/ayaIlUII!J til CiTkhil/lll1 II 135
tcn;TcYlJtabrc~wiva sodakcmTlabhcta lam I

Cf. also Pau~S I 1.28 (quoted on pp. 131 r.), Padrna-Samhita, cilfy;Tp;Tda 2,66-67b,
Visnu-Samhitii I0.46c-52b, Visvamitra-Samhita 9,75c-76a.

''Ii Cf. Siitvata-Sarphita 19.38c-39b (qllot~d in note 90) and PnllsS I 1,28.
'13 Vi~l)u-SaIl1hjHi IO.SOcd: hasle vi$!Jl1~1 sthito yasmin Vi{,!Jl1}wslas III sa smrta~l 1/

For the usc of the term v;$!Jullas/a, cf. also .Jayakhya-Sa'11hita 16,335a, Piidma
SalTlhita, cary;Tp;Tda 2.67a, and Visvamitra-Sall1hita 9.75d,

'~Vi~J~u-Sall1hitfi 10,51:
ja111mTntarasalwsr,1is III yat p;Tpll1lJ swlci/.11p pI/nIl
sarvm~J tat sparsall1iitrc(w vilayal)J y;Tly aSI/l)1I~iiya1lJ II 5I
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The Symbolic Meaning of the Ma1)qaJa

As mentioned several times above, the mat;<;!ala is a place where the
deity and his various aspects are made present by imposing their
mantras upon it. hlVested with mantras, the mal)c;!ala is very powerful
and merely looking at it has an effect.95

However, the Piincaratra SarflhiHis not only assign a meaning to
the maJ)<;!ala but also to its constituent parts. As a place of the deity's
presence, the mEH;<;!ab is considered to be his body and thus, the
maJ~Qala's constituent parts arc considered to be the constituents of
the body. Since the body's constituents, I.e., the principles (tattva)
arising from the primary matter (prak[tl), also constitute the universe,
the mal)Qala is also a representation of the universe.

Such a conception is found in the Satvata-SarphiUi, which is also
adopted by the lsvara-Sarphita: "Having thus constructed [the mal).
981181], he should consider [it] as having the nature of the universe Eke
a body. Know that the white, yellow, etc., powders are the [five]
elements (bhiita). The upasobhas96 are the subtle elements (tan
mfitra) , the sobhas97 the organs of action (kara1)a) , and in the same
way, al] the corners and doors are the sense organs. The outer
enclosures are the three [constituents of the primary matter] sattva,
etc. The wide vithr is the mind (111a11as); the pitha99 is called conceit
(garva = ah81?Jkara). The intellect (dhi= buddhi) is the lotus. Its ruler
is the pUrLJ$a who consists of pure thought in the form of a seed
syllable (bij'atmal1), and the Lord (isvara) , who is characterized by
bliss [and] whose mere sight pleases the mind forever, is present
there without a concrete form."loo

')5 Cf. Pau~SI IO.34d-35b: "1 explain to you [now] the entire [great maI)Qala],
through which, if it is merely looked at, the fetters of worldly existence arc
destroyed." (tal!] ca krtsn8q] vadiimi te II yClJil s8ndr$ralJJiitre~labhavabandhak$ayo
bhavct I) Cf. further Vi~I)U-Sa111hiUi 1O.64cd: "If a mal)Qala is merely looked at, the
accumulated sins are destroyed." (dr~ramijtrc pral}8syanU ma~)(;iaJe papasaflcayiilJ II)

!Xl Aple 1973: 504 ancl1987: 131 explains upasobhffi as 're-entrants or the
inverted counterparts of the offsets occupying the space in between offsets and
corners of the enclosures.' for a better understanding of this explanation, cf. the
drawing in Hikita 1991: 319.

'n The sobha is the space between the upasoblJas; cf. the drawing in Hikita 1991:
319 (here the feminine forms sobh;"j and upasoblJii arc used),

9H Cf. note 44.
'II The pifha is the part of the ll1at)gala which surrounds the lotus(es); cf. Figure I

in Apte 1973 and also Naradiya-SaqlhiHi 8, IOC.
Ill! Satvata-Sal11hita 11.32c-3G:
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A similar conception can be found in the Vi~I~1I-Sa!11hita. In this
text, the 111aI;c;lala's constituent parts arc seen as parts of the body on
one hand, and as cosmic and divinc powers on the other. Possibly,
two texts that were originally different arc joined here as the two
conceptions arc combined without a real inner connection. In
addition, some principles (t,lltvn) and deities appear twice: "He
should consider the mm;9ala as a human being (puru:;iCI). The lotus is
its heart [The mal.lc;1ala's] centre is betwecn the arms. The stalk of
the lotus is at the base of the navel. The two back doors in the south
and the north are to he known as the two feet. The stalk of the lotus,
which has nine holes, is the scat of the bUis Vil11ala, otC. 101 Its root is
the subtle Janardana in the form of a seed syllable (bijnrOpa), since
one should know that the root of the lotus, which supports
everything, is based 011 his greatness. The phoncms ,I, etc., 1112 became
the winds [of the body]. On the stalk arc the finger-nails. Ii

}) The knot
(?gral1tlJI) is the 'great one' (i.e., the intellect [buddl1iJ) consisting of
the [three] constituents [of the primary matter]. The eight petals are
then the various [modifications 0 fJ; the intc IIcct, dlwrm8, adhal11Ja,
etc. Within the stalk is the endless ego principle that carries the
subtle elements, the sense organs, and the clements. The lotus [of the
god's throne (asana) visualiz·cd upon the I1HlI)Qala] is the unevolved
[primary matter]. Some [teach] that the circles of sun, moon, and
fire lO4 are the different phonems a, ctC.,I05 and others consider them

krtvaivam anlls:Jlldhiiya sarvlilnw/vcna dch:JVllt 1132
rajii/]lSi viddhi bhiitiilli silapiliidiklilli Cil I
tanmiitr;T~1Y upasobhiini sobh;illi karl)~liilli 1111133
cvarp snrviipi kO~J(llli s.1dv;lr;i~lilldrjYIT~liell I
bahinivam~lml1 yad vai snt./vi/dywp Irililyam hi yilill 34
m:Jnab slIvilaW vithi garva~l pi!hmn udiihrtaml
dhi~J padllUlI?l IlJdadhi;;!hiitii bUiilmii cillllwyalJ pum;/Il 1135
amiirta isvaras ciilm li.~!lwty iill;lIJd;ilnk;;a~w~11

yasya s8ndadam/d eva slIsvad bh;Tvab pmsidilli 1136
(- Isvara-SarJ1hita 11.16 Ic-165).

101 Thesc arc Vi~l~U'S ninc silktis, viz., Villlala, Utkar~il)i, Jilana, Kriya, Yoga,
Prahvl, Satya, [sa, and Anugraha (Vi~I)U-Sanlhita 6,44c-45).

IIl2 I-Icrc, phonems imposed upon the mm)~lala arc probably meant.
IOJ The fingcr-nails arc identified with the tl101'I1S on the stalk, both of which arc

called kantaka in Sanskrit.
IU4 Thc's'c also belong to the throne (;ISilllII) that is visualizcd upon the mUI)Qula.

For thc mental visunlization of an liS<l/w upon the 111al)(.lala, cr. also Ahirbudhnya
Sarphita 28.17c-18. For the constituent parts orthe IISI/IlII, ef. Rastclli 2002.

1lJ5 The phonems arc considered as parts of the worldly creation; cf. Vi~l)u

Sm~lhita 9.53: "[The universe] is to be known as being pervaded by the first sound in
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as born of the eight saktis Vimala, etc. The lotus that is the great
support of the universe is in the centre of the egg (7 al}c;fa) ,106 The
Maya is in the egg-shell below the egg, Vidya is above it. 107 He
should consider the border (prativara~18) as the pericardium of the
heart-lotus. Out of the [border], god Vairaja (i.e., Brahma) is taught
as [being present] in the shape of the rampart. In the yellow, white,
red, black, and dark powders are the [five elements of] the earth, etc.
The Vasus are on the tips of the lotus' petals; the Rudras and Adityas
are the filaments, the Maruts are on the junctures of the petals; the
planets and stars are the powders. On the lines of the petals' upper
[edges] and between [them] are the rivers and oceans. [Mount] Meru
is in the pericarp, the munis are on the seed syllables. Vi$l)u is in sun,
moon and fire. (... ) The thorns are Yak$a, etc., the hairs on the stalk
are known as the Apsaras, The thread is Prajapati; the roots of the
leaves are the winds [of the body] such as pdiJ.la., etc. The atlnan,
who is the lord of the universe, who is Hari, who is known as having
no parts (ni§kala) , [and] who abides in the supreme abode., is
[present] in the centre of the cakral1Ja~J(;Jala. He who has thus
recognized that the god is present in the mal).~ala leaves Vi~l)lu's

Maya behind and attains the supreme abode. He who worships or
visualizes (pasyet) the god as present in the mat:I~ala, even if it is not
prescribed directly, beholds the lord of the gods forever. In the
mat:I9ala, the one who has all forms is eternally near here [in this
world], Therefore, worship in the maJ)~ala is better than [worship in]

, 'I ·1 - I· " 10M I ·b 1aUSpICIOUS p aces sue 1 as tJrt las, etc. n ot 1 passages quoted

the shape of the niida. Vi~l.lU'S supreme abode is beyond the creation of the phol1ems,
etc." (nlidnrupc~Ja vijlJcynn1 vyiiptlllJ1 iidynk~nrc~18 tll I van}adikaJpaniititiln1 tad
vi~~JO!J paramnm padam II) and Rastelli 1999: 125f.

l(~, Here, the lotus arising from Visl)U's navel on which Brahma sits and creates
the world, is possibly meant.

107 Maya and Vidya are constitucnts of thc universe; cf. Vi~l)u-Sar11hitii 3.48cd
and 6,42ab.

lOX Vi~l~u-Saqlhita 9.58c-76b:
puru~al?1 ma~J(jaJaJ!l vidy;"it padmal!J hrdayam asya tu II 58
blihvantaragataqJ madhYaJ!l nabhimUle 'bjaniiJakam I
pade dve pascinwdvc""ircFifitavye dak~i~lOttare1159
p,1dmalJ<""iJaJ17 navaccJJidraJ!J vimaJ5dikahlSraymp I
tasya miiJiI1!l bhavct siik~1J1o bijariipojan;""irdana~1160
cIdharabhiital17 sarvasya mahimni svc vyavasthitam I
padmamii/aJ17 vije""iniyc""id yato ' kiiriidayo 'bhavan I 61
manJ/a~l ka{ltakfi mile gran/hir gUIJamayo mahan I
buddhibhcda da/any i1$!i1U dharmadhamJadayas tata~l II 62
niiliintc 'hmpk[1o 'IUlI1tas tanmatrclJdriyabhiitabhrt I
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here, the ll1al)Qala is seen as the body of the deity. Like any other
body, it consists of the (lI/tVlIS, of limbs, and of organs. However, the
maI).Qala also consists of principles, and or cosmic and divine powers
that constitute the universe. Thus it is also a representation of the
universe. Again, the universe is a manifestation of the deity.'119 Thus,
the mal).4ala, even if it is not yet invested with mantras, is considered
I b . . f'·' I' 1111jere as e1J1g a represcntatlon 0 t1C (City.

Yanlms

Like mar).Qalas, yantras consist usually of diagram-like drawings and
mantras madc present in them. There arc, however, essential
differences between 1TI3J)Qalas and yantras.

Yantras are generally drawn on mobile materials. For drawing and
writing, powders are not used, but rather liquid substances; metal

padmo 'vyaktnm akiinidibllcdo 'rkclJdvagllimll~J~lillill171163
buddhigarvallw IJo/JJiilni dil k(1 i~!iid icbl1ii(1! ilk 11 III I
ily anyc vimil/;jdya(1!;.I~akIUillnciiparc vi(hl~I II M
a~I(Jlll11iJdllyagar;IIJJ padmllJ!) vi.';VIISYiiYill:lIJaJ17 llIiI/Wt I
/JJiiyii~1(hidIUlII kapiiJaslMi vidyii cordhviII!) vynvi/slhilii 1165
pur;liilmp h!,dal~ji/sya knlpaycl pnilil'limpillil I
li1dMhyalii~l plInTk;iro vilini.jo dev;1 IIcyntc II ()()
jJil;Icchiirl/~Jak!,~\j()C~1l sy;imc Cil k~m;jdilya~1 srhil;i~11

VllSi1VO ' bjildahigriisilui rudniditYiH Cil kcs:II'iih 1107
manrto dillnslllldhislh;i rC(Ul vo gmhnliifilk;i~11

daliinlanIgrnrcklJiisll snrilnli siiganis laillii II 6R
menrs III kar~)ik;illlnslho bUC~'ill IIllll1llyah 81hilii~1 I
siiryendvagnigato vi~(ws(".)

yak~iidy;i~1 b~)![]k;iwile mnliiuy ilpsamsn~1 slIJrllib 117\
siilnil!1 prilj;ipali~I piJlmmiilc pni~liidiviiY;lVil/11

cakrama(1gahwwdhyaslll1l ;ilmii 8i1fVdv;lfO 11lll'i~1 II 72
ni~kalas ttl s:IJn:ikhYI"jln~Ipari/me vyomlli Sil/!)slhill/ll I
evaq1 yo velli dcvmp In'!1 mil(I{/ahinlal'gillill!I lat/ui 1173
sa hilvii vai~"~Javil!1 miiyiim iiplluy;TI pimmlllip padmn I
avidhiine 'pi yo devarp nW~1gilliillt"~)SI"il:IIJl y:{jcl 1174
pasycd v;i IClla dCVCS"~1 siikljiid dmo bhavcd dhruvmn I
mapgalc 'tra bhavclI nityill?1 s;illllidlrywp s;irv:rriipi(wb 1175
lasm/it lirthiidiplll.lycbhyo visi~'i{aq1 IlW(1g;J1c 'rc;llIi11lJ I

Vi~l)u-Sar!lhita 9.69d-71 b is an insertion that does not make sense with regard to the
contents of the passage.

tm All constituent parts of lhe universe arc manifestations of the deity (d. Rastelli
1999: 98f.); thus lhe universe is also his representation.

tiD The Sal11hiUis teach similar !lotions with regard to the tcmplc; cf. Rastelli
2003.
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yantras can also be engraved. Thus yantras can be carried
everywhere and also worn as amulets.

When mal)Qalas are prepared, a diagram is drawn and only then
are the mantras made present upon it by imposition (nyasa). When
preparing a yantra, drawing and writing of the mantras are done in a
single process, and, as just mentioned, the mantras are written. This
is not the case with maJ~Qalas.

This is probably connected with the fact that in most cases yantras
are not considered to be just places where the deity can be made
present and worshipped as lTIal)<;lalas are) but are considered to be
representations of the deity himself (see below pp. 144f).

Yantras are used mainly for worldly purposes (see below pp.
146ff).lll

The writing materials most commonly used for the preparation of
yantras are birch-bark (bhiJrja) and cloth (vastra, karpata).112 Other
materials mentioned in the texts are gold (sometimes embellished
with jewels, corals, and pearls), silver, copper and other metals,
wood, and stone. 113 The writing paint is prepared from rocana,114
saffron (kUlikuma) , sandalwood (candana), talc (ghana), camphor
(tu$ara), musk (kastilriki), milk, agard lS and dew. 116 The writing
utensil is a golden needle (hemasiicJ).117 The yantras described in
Aniruddha-Sarphita 5 seem to be special cases. According to the
prescription of this text, the yantras should be prepared and wor
shipped on a platform (vedJ) in a pavilion (ma{ujapa).118 These yan
tras are, of course, not mobile.

111 These differences between maJ:l9alas and yantras have emerged from my study
of the Plincaratra-SaI11hitiis. For a list of differences that varies slightly from mine,
cf. Brunner 1986: 19 (cf. Brunner, pp. 162-163), The differences noted by Brunner
may also apply to Pancaratra, but I have not yet found evidence for this in the texts.

112 Jayakhya-Sal11hita 26.97b, 29.96b, 164a) Padma-Saf!1hita, caryapiida 25.1 02c,
32.46b.

IlJ Padma-Sul1l hi ta, caryiipiida 32.92c, Ahirbudhnya-Saqihita 26,3ab, 74ed, 85cd.
114 According to Apte 1957 (s. v. gorocanii), rocana is "a bright yellow pigment

prepared from the urine or bile of a cow, or found in the head of a cow."
115 Aquilaria agalJocha. Perfumes, ointments, and oil are obtained from its

fragrant wood (Syed 1990: 31).
llfi Jayalkhya-SaJTlhita 26.89c, 97a) 106ab, 29.95e-96a, 163cd, Ahirbudhnya

SaJ11hita 26.4ab, 75d, Padma-Sal11hitii, caryapada 25.1 02d-1 03, 32.45-46a.
1I7 Ahirbuclhnya-SaJTlhita 26.4c, Padma-SaJTlhiUi, caryiipiida 25,1 03c, 32.45a.
11K See Aniruddha-SaJTlhita 5.1c-3 and 59.
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According to the Ahirbudhnya-SaI11hili"i, the yantra's material is
determined by the qual ifi.cation (:/(fhikiirn) 0 r its lIser. ll

,) In addition,
different materials lead to dillerent results following the yantra's
worship. For example, a yantra made of gold, jewels, corals, and
pearls bestows sovereignty, or a yanlra made of birch-bark and
drawn wilh saffron and sandalwood, whcn worn on thc head, effects
the fulfilment orall wishes. 1211

As already mentioned, when a yanlra is prepared, drawing the
diagram and writing the mantras arc donc in a single process. The
following is an exemplary prescription for the preparation of a yantra
that is used for paralyzing (stamblJ:lna) divine beings: "Furnished
with rocnnii and saffron, he should write [the divine being's] name
intertwined l21 with the [miil:r]nmntr:J in the centrc of a [drawn]
kaustublUi that contains sixtccn sixtecnth parts (kl1Hi). Previously
each sixtecnth part has been provided with nectar,In 0 sagc. Above
the sixteenth parts of nectar he should place [the miiJamantra], which
resembles the moon's rays, resting on the vi.<:v:"'ipyiiya (= fa). Outside
of the [mUlamantm], he should draw an eight-petalled lotus with a
pericarp. [Then] he should write the god's miga[lnantras] on the

1 '. . ··1' "Inpeta s Just as 111 wors up. .
The drawing and writing of the yantrn arc seen as a unit. The

drawing is not just a place for making the deity present by mcans of
mantras, but the yantra's drawing and writing as a unit is a
representation of the deity. The deity assumcs thc I'onn of the yantra.

II'! Ahirbuclhnya-Sal11hilii 26.3.
lit! Ahirbudhnya-Sal11hitii 26.74c~~77.

III There arc several interpretations of what I'idilrhlw or lIidarbhiril means.
Generally, it means that parIs of the name and or the mantra, i.e., one or two sylla
bles of each, arc alternated. Cr. Padoux 1977 and 198o-191J2: 691'.

112 That is, the leller Sii. Each letter of till.: Sanskrit alphabet has several names that
arc used as codes in the description of mantras; cf. Jayfikhya-SaqlhiHi 6.32e-57.

11.1 Jayakhya-Saqlhitii 26.89c-92:
rocalliikUllkwlwir yuklo lliillJilllli/llll'lll'idllrhllitilll1 1189
likhct kallstuhlmmndhyc tu kn/;1.~o~in.4il!.·ilI1iyt1tc I
ckaikii til kahI Yipm plIn; yuktlimriC1W ill II 9'0
s,;mr1al1l;1!1 kalfina/?1 eel y~iClYCC ea tulllOl'llri I
YisV<ipyliyasthifU/!l Yiipi emulrarll.4misilIl1ll{Jrnbh:ul1 II 91
ladb5IJyc '$!adal:l/11 padmaln vilikhce ca sllkilrl,likilm I
dcvyo ' ligiini (em. divy:J1Igiini) yllt!l;Jrc:iy:JIJl d<llt.\,:v t1i>hy:ml;uoc likhcl 1192

For other examples, sec Jayakllya-Saqlhitn 26.97-11 lb. 29.163c-I72, 32.66-79b,
Satvata-Saf11hilii 17.333c-359b (translation in Hikita 1992: 193-190; for a drawing
of the yanlra described in Ihis passage, see Hikita \990: 170), Pfidma-SarphiUi,
cary;lpiida 25.104-1 07b, Anirucldha-Samhita 5.

~~ m
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Thus, the installation (prati!?thii) of the saudarsanayantra (which is
established and worshipped like a statue; see below pp. 148ff.) is
prescribed with the following words: "I-laving established the god,
[who is] the Lord having the shape of a yantra, in the centre (... )."124
Further, the dcity is described as 'consisting of all yantras' (sarva
yantramaya).125 Thus, a yantra is a representation of the deity on one
hand, and the deity encompasses all yantras on the other.

Two other kinds of mantric safeguards (rak$8) that are described
in the Ahirbudhnya-Sarnhita are closely related to yantras. One is
called jyotirmayi, 'consisting of light,; and the other viilimayi, 'con
sisting of language.'

The first is a wheel (cakra) whose constituent parts are repre
sented by divine beings and their activities. The brahman is con
sidered as being the wheel's axle, the sakU as its hub, the saktF s five
activities, viz., disappearance (tirobhava) , creation, maintenance,
destruction, and favour, as its spokes, the Vyuhas and Vyuhantaras
as its felly, and the Vibhavas as flames outside the felly. It is obvious
that this kind of rak!?a can only be visualized mentally. 126

The safeguard that consists of language (viiJimayi rak!?8) is a
wheel (cakra) whose shape is formed by writing mantras instead of
drawing lines. The Ahirbudhnya-Sarphita describes several forms of
this kind of safeguard. 127

Nowhere in the Ahirbudhnya-SarphiUi's text are these two kinds
of safeguards called yantra. The term yantra is mentioned in the title
lines of chapters 23 and 24 of the Ahirbudhnya-Sarphita and in two
subtitles on p. 218 of the first volume of the Ahirbudhnya-Samhita' s
edition,12H but not in the body of the text itself. Thus the two kinds of
rak$ii probably cannot be interpreted as yantras in the actual sense.

However, tllese safeguards, which are very similar to yantras, can
help to clarify the meaning of yantra as representation of the deity.
Both the rak~a 'consisting of light' and the one 'consisting of
language' are direct representations of the divine power, the first
having divine beings as its constituent parts; the latter consisting

124 Ahirbudhnya-SaJl1hitii 47.21 cd:
madhyc dcvaJp prati$rhiipya yantranJpadharal}J prabhul11 II

125 Ahirbudhnya-SaJ11him 47.56d and 65a.
12Ii Ahirbudhnya-Saqlhita 21.4-29b.
127 Ahirbudhnya-Sa'11hitii 22-24.
12X Ahirbudhnya-Sa'11hita 23 is called vasudclIadiyantranirfipal}8, Ahirbudhnya

Sarphita 24, y,11Jtradcvatiidhyiin8nirfipa(Ja

"
,
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merely of mantras that arc manifestations or the dcily and his
aspects. These mk~iis are not places where the cleity can be made
present, but they are the deity's presence itself. The same is true of
yanlras, which, in this aspect, are much more similar to Ihe two kinds
of rak.5[ls just described than 10 mar~~lalas.

However, secing yantras as represcntations of the deity is not the
only notion found in Pi1ncaratra Sal11hitfls. Accorcling to the Padma
Sarphila, aftcr thc preparation of a yantra, the deity should he invited
into it in order to worship him Ihere.m lIcrc, similar \0 a 11131:\I;1ala,
the yanlra is treated as being a place for the clcity's worship.

What purpose do yantras have and how arc thcy used? It is often
emphasized that mere visualization of a yanlra or conccntration upon
it is enough to reach a ccrtain goal; for example: "He who recollects
it in dangcr, in a battle, or in a dispute has victory in his hands; here
there should not be any doubt." Or: "This yantra, 0 excellent sage,
destroys all calamities. There is nothing that cannot be obtained by
wearing, recollecting, [and] visualizing [it].,,'~(1 Also the yantra's
mere drawing can have effcct: "Everything accrues to the people
through its mere drawing."I]' In general, however, worshipping it
with offerings, oblations and ablutions is seen as the prerequisite for
the effect of a yantra. 1]2

Yantras are frequently worn on the body as amulets, often bound
with thread and/or covered with metaL Using them in this way,
yantras are considered to protect and to have positive effects: "He
should wrap this yantra with a live-coloured thread [and] put it into a
golden casket. [If] he puts [it] on [his] right arm or a woman between
[her] breasts he/she is liked forever, even among enemies. The
siidhaka can easily cross female and male rivers or the oceans for
many purposes by means of its power, and he docs not sink in the

12'J Piidl11a-SaI11hita, caryfipfidil 25.1 07cd.
l:Vf Ahirbudlmya-St1111hitfi 26.80:
bhayiigamc ell sarngriimc viidc V,I y,l!l smared idam I
vijaylls tllSyll IwstasllJo /lillm k,lly;; vicfim~lfi II

and Jayakhya-Sal11hitii 26.1 04c-1 05b:
yantro 'yll!?1 l11ullisiirdii"l sarv()padrav;lllii.~[)m)~l/l

dIHTra~J;;t smam~I1Tddhy;Tn:ll1llfisli tad Y;11I1W sfidlwjlcl I
See also Jayakhya-Saqlhilfi 26.93c, I\hirbudllllya-Saqlhitii 25.\7c.

131 All irbudhnya-SaJ11hita 25.2\ cd:
claJlckhlllJalJ1{i/re~w S.1rvmp sarnpadyiltc nruiim II
m Sec Jayakhya-Saqlhita 26.93c, 27.2\4c, 28.12a, 29.52d, Piidlll<l-Saqlhitfl,

caryiipiid.1 32.115c-116c, Aniruddha-Samhitii 5.59. cr. also Rastelli 2000b: 350f.
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water. Fear of beings of the jungle or the forest is unknown [to him].
Inauspicious planets bestow favourable [things]. Manifold terrific
and exceedingly frightening poisons do not trouble [him]. Weapons
of thieves, etc., do not enter the joints of [his] body. (... ) The demons
who injure children, etc. (baJagrah(Idaya~J), leave the child and go far
away if this yantrais present on its body. A pregnant woman bears
easily on account of wearing [this yantra]. A barren woman [and] a
[woman] whose new-born children die will have children.,,133

Likewise, itis considered auspicious to have a yantra in one's
house: "He who has placed a yantra in his house accomplishes

1· ,,134everytlmg..
The yantras' protecting and auspicious effects are also used on

other occasions. So, at a funeral, the dead body is put upon a yantra
that is covered by a cloth. 135 A pHi (guJika) that has been prepared for
the acquisition of supernatural powers must be purified with incense
in a casket upon which a yantra has been drawn (yantrasarpputa).136

Other than protection, a yantra may bestow anything one wishes
as already indicated in the passage quoted above: elimination of
sorrow, diseases and obstacles, attainment of children, friends,

I3J .Iayakhya-Saqlhitii 29.172d-180b:
tad Y<JnlraJ!1 parivC~!aycllll72

p8llc<Jr[lligc~Ja siilrq1.1 k~ipcl kanakasaJ}Jpu!c I
dorda(Jc;Jc dak~i(lC klJry,TI slrf veT SI,lJwyug,Inlarc II 173
priyalvaJ)1 salalm)) yiiti viliri"v api CH s,Td/wkal,J I
nadin1Jd,Tn sH/J]IICJrun v,T Ii/ny,T pnri1lllighayct II 174
bah varlhal!J t:Jtprab/J<Tviic CH no majjati jafiintarc I
niirm,lyavan;!jiiniilp ttl sak,Tsiid vidyatc bhayam II 175
bhajallti s,Tnukiilatll ca viparitasthilii grahii{l I
na b<Tdhatc Vi$a1l1 ghor1l1l1 ,1IIckH/11 ciitibhi~a~Jam 1/176
coriidisastras1lJllghiito giitrasandhi$u no viset 1( ...)
bii/agrahiidayo durCIJ1J tyaktvii biilwp pray,Tnti ea 1/178
yatrcdarp li$(hatc ynntral1J killJ tll laddc/wgal1J tu vai I
/agnagarbhii en yii mTri slIkhallJ sUle ca d/uTraniil II 179
blJavet pulravati vandhy;T mrtavals,Hha pulri(Ji I

(.Iayakhya-Sallll1ita 29.I77c-178b is corrupt.) Cf. also Jayukhya-SaqlhiUi 29.1 02c
103, 32.81-84, S5tvala-Sall1hila 17.352-357b. Not only yantras can be worn as
amulets. A mantra written on birch-bark or a piece of cloth can also be used as such;
cf. Rastelli 2000b: 350.

134 Ahirbudhnya-SaJ11hiHi 25.18cd:
yanfrilllJ yasya grhc nyastt11l1 lasya sarvmp prasidhyati II

IJS Jayakhya-Saqlhita 24.8cd.
1:11. Jayakhya-Saqlhil3 26.69ab.
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consorts, kingship and wealth. IJ
? Yantras arc considered to be so

powerful that even antidotes against them could be necessary in the
case of an enemy using thcm against one. Such antidotes arc presen
ted in the Jayakhya-Saqlhitfl: the vnrfilwJ1wdr{i ancl the jCiylimantra

.r, I' I . I I' 11Xare succeSSiU 111 (estroy1l1g tlC power 0 yantras ..
A particular yantra is the 8tll/(j<l,..~:llwynntra, which is described in

the Ahirbudhnya-SaJ11hita and, based on the Ahirbuclhnya-SaJ11hita,
also in the paramesvara-Sar11hitfl.IJ'l It not only contains linear dia
grams and writings of mantras, but also pictorial representations of
various deities. 1411 Furthermore, thc writing material, which should be
solid such as metal or stonc, is covered with a yantra diagram not
only on the obverse side but also, with a different drawing, on the

141reverse.
The saUdtJfSanaylll1lm is used especially by kings and those who

want to attain kingship. They should install it in a temple and
worship it daily in order to secure their kingship: "1·lear the
peculiarity of the protective prescription for kings, 0 Narada. He who
desires kingship, he who is deprived of kingship, or he who is
overpowered by [other] kings, having realized that the most
distinguished teacher who bestows the yantra of Sudarsana exceeds
all, should worship this [teacher] with great wealth and then should
worship the four-armed NarayaJ)a, the god, whose eyes are as large

IJ7 E.g., Jayakl1ya-Saq1hita 26.104c-I05b, IIOc-113b, Ahirbudhnya-Saqlhita
26.73,36.26c-30b.

m Jayiikhya-Saqlhitii 8.30a, 27.131 a.
11'1 The description of the salJd:lrs:lll:ly:mlm in Piiramdvarn-Saqlhitii 23 is based

on that in the Ahirbudhnya-Sa'11hila. The ParamcSvilra-Sa'11hita even refcrs cxpli
citly to the Ahirbudhnya-Saq1hitii as its source. Compare ParamcSvara-Saqlhita
23.2c-3: "In formcr timcs in order to appease the great sin of CUlling Brahmii's head
NaraYaT~a taught, allhe auspicious Badarikiisrama, [the yantra] that removcs all sins
to SaJ"lkara, who was asking for it." (plIr:lllfir:lyn(ICnoktillp /}[/(IYc lJ;l(/nrik;I.~rilmc II 2
braluna~lc'I~1 sjr~mvicched;I11J:1'Jiil';/lnkn.~:'"tnyc I prCcl1illil~1 .~llljk:!msyiit!UI sarvnpiip:ipa
Ilo(/illlam 113) with Ahirbudhnya-Samhilii 25.14c-15: "In order to appcase the great
sin of cutting Pitamaha's head NaraYaJ~a taught me [thc yanlrn] thai pacifies all
afflictions [and] keeps off all pain at the auspicious Badarildisrnma." (mama
niiriiy<l(JCIJOkfmp Pll~lYC blld;Jrik,Hramc II 14 pitijmaIJ:l.~ir;I;~c!Jcdillllll!Jiipiit'lkil.~iilJlnyc /
sarvab;,dh;,prasamnlllll17 sllrv,1dll~lklllllliv;irn~J(fm II 15) Cf. aIso Paramesvara-Saq1hita
26.43abc: "( ... ) according 10 the rule. as Ahirbudhnya has taught it al Icngth to
Narada, who has asked [for it] (... )" (Neelwfe n;ir;J(Hiyaitlld llhirblldllllycl1.1 vis/emitl
y,u!Jopadi$(aI17 vidhiVM).

140 TI . . d . . ·1 .. ....1C most Important CltlCS on t 1C s[llu!nr..,'amlyanfm nre Sudarsnna, VI~I~U'S

discus to whom thc Ahirbudhnya-Sall1hil1i is especially dcvoted, and Nrsiqlha.
loll Ahirbuclhnya-Sall1hitii 26.5-72. Piiramesvara-Sal)1hilii 23.16-117b.
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as a lotus, who is dark-coloured, who [wears] yellow garments, and
who is adorned with all [kinds of] ornaments according to the
prescriptions as taught by the teacher. He should have an excellent
yantra made, which is made of gold, is decorated with jewels and
corals, and furnished with all [kinds of] ornaments. Only with this
instrument docs he attain sound kingship. Having installed [this
yantra], which bestows the attainment of everything, he should
worship it respectfully. Then he will obtain the earth with [its] seven
divisions (saptadvipam) [and its] towns."1<12

In the Ahirbudhnya-SaI11hita, the temple (vimana) for the sau
dars8nayal1tra and the prescriptions for worship to be performed
there are not described in detail. '4J However, the author of the
younger ParamcSvara-Saqlhita, who strongly emphasizes temple
worship in general, has elaborated the descriptions of the temple
(prasada) or pavil ion (I1Ja~19apa) that should be built for the
saudarsanayanlra's worship, and also the prescriptions for its
worship.144 The yantra' s worship is very similar to the common daily
ritual in a temple. This means that this yantra takes the position of a
place for the deity's worship, similar to, e.g., a statue or a maI!9ala.145

142 Ahirbudhnya-Saqlhitii 26.82-87:
r[}jlli/Ill mk~:lvidh;llJc III visc~all1 Snlll mIrada I
r:{iyiirllli hrlanljyo vii paribhlilo ' tlwvii 1J!7)<li~1 II 82
sliudars:lIwsya y:lIltmsyl1 pfilchit:lrilll1 guru!!] pamm I
sarvcbhyo hy adhilwl)1 malv;i l:I1n abhyarcya mahiidhallaj~1 II 83
1,110 niiriiya~Jalp dCVCII11 pll~1~farikiiyatck~a~Jam I
sy"maln'11 pitavas,/llat)1 sarv;lblwra~Jabhu~itam II 84
iir:ldhaycc caturb,llllJl11 ,1c,lryoklnvidh:llwta~) I
taptaj,imbiinndmnaym11 mil~1ividnllnncitritnm II 85
safvclfmpkiirasmpyuktmp k,rmycd yantmm lIttarnam I
ctal kara~wmiitrq13 nljy,w1 ,Iplloty aniimayam II 86
prali$(1J5pyiircayed ctat s:idarCl111 sarvnsiddhidam I
tato bhumim avcipnori snptadvip,i1l1 sapattamim 1187

Cf. also Piiramcsvara-SaJ11hiHi 23.8c-9b: "Kings who arc disposed to protect [their]
people are to perform continuously this worship. Otherwise a lack of firmness
arises." (pn!jiip;/lamlsiliilliill1 bhfipiiniim clad arcal1am II nairamarycl)a karlavyam
811yalh:lj:lyalc •dhrli~I I)

14J The temple is mentioned only in Ahirbudhnya-Sarphita 36.35c, 36c, and 40c.
144 Sec ParamcSvara-Sat11hitfi 23. 12-18b for the temple and Paramesvara-Samhita

25-26 for the ritual prescriptions. .
145 There is much inscriptional and literary evidence that images of Sudarsana

were worshipped in Piificaratra temples, often in special shrines. Several sllch
images havc becn preserved (cf. Begley 1973: 68ff.). l!lustration 1 shows a bronze
image of Suclarsana within a yantra. This image is dated by Begley 1973: 90 to
about thel71h century. Although it does not look exactly like the saudarsanayantra
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The saud[lJ"S[/Jwyantm is not the only yantra that is worshipped in a
temple or pavilion. As already mentioned, yantras are worshipped in
a nJa~J9apa also according to the Aniruddha-Samhita. Ilere, however,
they are drawn directly on a platform (vcc/i) and not lipan a mobile
material. 14(, According to the Paralna-Salllhitil, a yantra is used in
place of a statue during the procession that is a part of the
consecration (pr(jti.~{hii). The yantra that represents Vi~l)u is carried
around the temple. After this, it is installed in the temple, and only
then is the statue of Vi~l)u established. lil7

Finally, a particular yantra that is related to the 8fHJd[lrsanayantra

should be mentioned. This is the dhiirakaynntm, the 'yantra of the
wearer,' Le., the wearer of the s,wdarsanay,mtrn. The power of the
saudar.~anayantra is considered to be so great that a human being
cannot wear it without additionally hav! ng a dhlirakayantra:
"[Narada:] 'Who wears this very wonderful divine ornament? ]f it is
worn, ] do not notice the power (.~nkti) of anything. Please remove
[my] doubt [that has arisen] on account of its excessive power.'
Ahirbudhnya:'Truly, no one can wear this [yantra] of great
splendour without [also wearing] the following, other yantra that is
full of power, 0 divine seer. Hear now its nature [and] energy, 0 best
sage.' (... ),,14H The dlulmkayantrn's most exterior part is the square
earth mal).<;lala with the seed syllabic (bUn) of the earth on each
corner and two Nagas on each side. Within the carth mal).<;lala is the
fire maJ)c;lala baving the shape of a hexagram with the fire seed

described in thc Ahirbudhnya-SaI11hitii. it gives an idea of what il may have lookcd
like.

w, Cf. p. 143.
147 Cf. Parama-Sarllhitii 19.62-63b: "He should thcn prcparc a yantra of thc great

god and, after having asked for permission, havc the iniliated guardians of the statue
lift the yantra that is Hari onto a comfortable palanquin that is endowed with all
arch," (Ialo dcvlIsyil l1WhIlIO Y:iIllram ck;u?J vidh;iyll Cil I dik.~·it;lir murlipairjLI~,iil!l
sibikfilP lora~l1Il1vitiimI ;ibhY{llll~itliiJn ell yiicitv;i YiltllmIH ;iropllyc(/ d/lilrim I) Cf.
Parama-Saqlhita 19.70cd for the yantra's and 19.72b for the statue's installation,

14K Ahirbudhnya-Sal11hitii 27.2c-5b:
[mIradafl-]
ctad atyadbhutmp divYIll!7 dhriyatc kcnil bhli\'ia~wJ7J II 2
17a c;lsya dl7iira(7C saktilll kasyacit kalay:lmy II/Will I
.'ltisaktitay:Isycmat?7 sal?J.~aym?l chcttulll arlwsi 113
al7irbudht1Y;]~7 -
salYaJ!l /1<1 kCIUlcid dllilrlll1!l piiryatc liI/lInaluldyuli I
rtc yanlrii17tarfid aSJ7uid dcvaq;c saktisii/itwfl 114
SflJU tasya lJ1lJlJisrc${ha sV;lrupm17 virym77 adya vail

Cf. also Ahirbudhnya-Sar]1hita 27.24c-26.
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syllable. The round wind malJ~lala with its seed syllable l49 is within
it, and within the latter, a wheel with ten spokes. Two syllables each
of the saudarsanamantra and the niirasiJphamantra are written on nine
spokes, and on the tenth spoke, the word hana, 'kill.' Obviously, this
combination keeps the scwdarsan8yantra's power in check. An eight
petalled lotus with the mantra Olp and the nanles of the desired obj ect
and the person the yantra is directed to (sadhya) is in the centre of
the whee1.150 The penultimate item seems strange in the case of the
dharakayantl'a whose only purpose is the fitness for wearing the
saudarsanayanlra. The person it is directed to can only be its wearer.
The example of the diJarakayanlra shows how powerful yantras were
considered to be, and that their power could get out of control if they
were not treated properly.

\4'} For the shapes of the elemcnts' mm~9alas, cf. also Jayakhya-Sarphita 10.26,
36c~38a, and 43c-44b and Gupta/Hocns/Goudriaan 1979: 172-174. The bijas of the
elcmcnts vary in the different traditions. According to the Jayakhya-Saf!1hita, the
carth's bfja is slii/lJ, thc fire's sninJ, and the wind's hyal!J (Jayakhya-Sarphita
I O.17c-20b), cf. also Gupta/Hocns/Goudriaan ibid.

1;11 Ahirbudlmya-Saqlhita 27.5c-16,
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MANQALA AND YANTRA IN THE SIDDHANTA SCHOOL OF

SAIVISM: DEFINITIONS, DESCRIPTION AND RITUAL USE'

Helene Brunner

(Translated from the French by Raynald Prevereau)

introduction

It is common to refer to the ritual use of more or less complex
drawings among the defining characteristics of every denomination
of Tantrism. Generally, such drawings are cal1ed ma]~<;ialas, but also
yantras and cakras, with little consideration as to whether these terms
are synonyms or not.

This paper essentially aims at clarifying this terminology, and this
will be done in the first part. In the second part, I wil1 discuss the
mal)Q.alas used in the cult of Siva: analyzing a simple example, I win
describe their general structure and indicate how exactly they are
used in the rituals.

It is first out of personal interest that I began investigating the
subject on which I here report my conclusions. Perplexed, undoub-

. This paper is, broadly, a remake of an article published in French some fifteen
years ago (Brunner 1986). That article reproduced almost verbatim a lecture given in
Paris in June 1984 on the occasion of a conference organized by A. Padoux in the
eontcxt of the research team no. 249 of the Centre national de la recherche
scientifique (CNRS) entitled 'L'I-lindouisme-textes, doctrines, pratiqucs.' The
present paper is a complete revision of the previous one. Not only did I eliminate the
oral character of the presentation, but I also modified several expressions that
seemed correct in 1984 but that progress in the study of Saivism now shows to be
inexact. I also reworked some long passages by introducing useful precisions, added
many references and inserted some comments in part inspired by the discussion (not
reproduced here) that followed the lecture in Paris. It was, however, not possible for
me to extend my research. Therefore, works on the subject which appeared after
1986 are not taken into consideration.

Note by G. Blihnemal1l1: In this article the author uses the term 'cult' in the sense
of 'seclnrian affiliation' and 'worship'/'ritual.' The word is not used in a derogatory
sense.
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tedly Iike many other scholars, by the coexislence of three terms that
modern authors rarely distinguish and allen translate, in English, as
well as in French, by the same word 'diagram,' I had developed the
habit over the years of taking note of Ihe ritual contexts in which
those terms appeared. Soon enough, I realized thaI mediaeval authors
did not use the terms so Creely as we do and thought that it would be
good if we imitated their precision instead of creating confusion
where it did not exist by using a single word in our translations (and
I also accept this criticism). I was therefore pleased to seize the
opportunity provided by a conference held on this theme in Paris in
1984 to expand my research and submit the result of my reflections
to the participants. Their reactions inspired some of the additions that
J have made to the original French paper.

I must insist at the outset on the fact that my research does not
cover all Hindu schools, not even all Tantric sects. Rather, I limited
myself to the following texts:

(I) the fundamental texts of the Sicldl,anta School, I those that have
come to be calleciSaivagamas or even simply Agamas
(Mulagamas and Upagamas), but could just as well be called
Tantras sincelhey oftcn prescnt Ihcmselvcs as such. 2

] looked at

I We must stop calling this school the 'Southern School,' for while it is true that
it is the South of India that has kept its heritage alive, we now know that its most
ancient texts come from the North (including thc /wddlwli of Somasambhu, sec my
introduction to SP4, pp. xliii-xlv). Wc could call it the Saiva-Siddhiinta School, but
since this term was borrowed from lhe Sanskrit School of Ihat denomination by the
Tamil School that followed it and profollndly modified it, and since the name has
remained attached to the latter, we should call it more precisely: 'Saiva-Siddhanta
School of Sanskrit expression' or simply 'Sanskrit Saivil-Siddhiinta School.' That is
what I keep repeating (sec, for example, Brunner 1977: 114-115 and 1992: 38, note
2). This appellation is here shortened into' Siddhanta' for the sake of simplicity.

2 Sec, for example, p. xix. of the introduction to my translation of Mrgendragama,
kriyiipiida and cary,ipiichl, and more recently Goodall's introduction to his edition of
the Kiral)avrlli, pp, xxxvi-xxxix. \I is useful to note here that, among lhe Tanlras of
the Siddhanta that have reached us, rare arc the texts lhat date from before the ninth
century. Except for the Kiral)a, the Mrgendra and the Matat'lgapfiramcSvara, those
that were published in India, including those excellently edited by N,R. Bhatt and
published by the Institut Fram;:ais d'!ndologie. belong to a laler period. even though
some of them borrow the name of a work previously known and cited, For the
Kamika, see the introduction to my translation of the Mrgendragama cited above,
pp. xii-xv. I will, however, have to refer to slich works, which in fact, wilh regard to
the subject here under investigation, most probably repeat the traditional
instructions.
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all the ones that werc at my disposal, namely about tcn of them,
plus somc preserved fragments of lost treatises;

(2) some Saiva Tantras of the Trika: Svacchanda (SvT), Nctra (NT)
and Malinlvijaya;

(3) a fair number of handbooks (paddhatJ) of the Siddhanta, the
most important of which being the Somasambhupaddhati (SP),
called Kriyakal)<;lakramavalI, written in Kashmir in the 11 th
century, and of which] have published a complete translation.
The following handbooks, written in the South, depend more or
less directly on this work: the Aghorasivadiryapaddhati, called
Kriyakramadyotildi, of the 12th century; the yet unpublished
JfU'inaratnavali, the Siddhantasekhara and the Siddhantasaravali,
all three probably dating from the 13th century; and finally the
Isanasivagurudevapaddhati, a later work which is nonetheless
better known since it was edited carly in the 20th century and
rcprintcd in 1988;

(4) some handbooks from the Trika School, such as the Tantraloka
(TA) of Abhinavagupta and the Saradatilaka CST) of
Lak$lTIaJ)adesika.

All these sources converge, so much so that the results of my
research do not only concern the Saivism of the Siddhanta School, as
the title of this paper carefully suggests, but could probably apply to
a wider range of traditions. It is not certain, however, that my
conclusions could, without further precautions, be extrapolated to all
Tantric schools, for example, to Saktism or to Pancaratra, nor to all
pcriods, for example, to the more recent Tantrism.

Nonethelcss, I should note that the non-synonymy of the terms
maI)9ala and yantra is accepted by the Sabdakalpadruma (s.v. yantra)
which quotes the following passage from the Yoginitantra,3 where
the possible supports for the cult of the goddess are discussed:

liligasthal}l piljayed dcviJp puslakastbaJ!1 tatbaiva ca I
ma~](;ialast1]alp mahiimayalp yantrasthalll pratimasu ca /1
jaJasthanl va si1asthaIl1 va piljayet paramesvarim I

3 Text dating from the 16th century (sec Goudriaan in Goudriaan/Gupta 1981:
85-86).
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I. Occurrence of tlw 11Jrce Terms ill the Ritl/i11 Texts

A. Ma~J(;Jala

Let us now look at the first point, which concerns the occurrence of
the terms l11at)c,lala, yantra and cakra in the ritual texts. I will begin
with the one that is by far the most frequent in the standard rituals:
'malJc,l£1la '-a term that we spontaneously associate with those
splendid drawings so characteristic of Tibetan Buddhism and of
which we have seen a large diffusion over the last decades.

When and how do the Saiva texts usc this word? We must
obviously set aside right from the start the rather banal meaning of
'circle ' (construction circle or any other disk) as well as that of
'territory' or 'province,' with which we are not concerned here, at
least not directly. ] shall therefore consider only the specific ritual
objects that the texts call' mal)c,la las.' All appear as limited surfaces,
of which I find three main types:

First type: a limited SUd~lCC deprived of structure.
For example: the 'cow-dung mal)c,lala' enjoined on numerous
occasions to serve either as the scat for a god (for example,
Na~eSvara, when he is called to preside over the dances performed by
the Devadasis in front of Siva), for a man (the disciple, before his
initiation), or for a revered object (the cooking pot for the deity's
rice, when it is removed from the lire and placed on the gwund).4

Such mal!~alas are made by smearing a gencrally circular portion
of the ground with a semi-liquid paste made of cow-dung or
sandalwood. I will call them 'seat-maJ}c)alas.'

Second type: a limited surface showing a drawing generally made
of the accumulation of coloured powders.

This is the most interesting type of mal)c,lala, onc that we I11l1st
most carefully distinguish from those other drawings caHed
'yantras,' because they bear some rcsemblance. I-Jere are its
characteristics:
• These l11aJ)c,lalas serve as supports for the worship of divinities.

They have no other lise.
• They are temporary, being destroyed once the ceremony for

which they were built is complet.ed.

•1 See SP3, Index, p. 737, s.v. "lllalJ~lala (quclconquc)."

-------- -- ---
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• They are constructed on a plane and purified area, and oriented.
The drawing (made with strings and compass) is geometrical; it
often shows a central symmetry (or, if one prefers, an axial
symmetry, with reference to an axis perpendicular to the plane
and going through the centre);5 and it is entirely covered with
coloured powders (three, four or five different colours)~hence
the exact name of these objects: rajomaJ,u;JaJas. (,

• Their dimensions are sometimes considerable since they vary,
depending on the type or the text, from one to eight (according
to the M rgendra) 7 or even eighteen cubits (according to the
Matangaparamesvara), that is to say from half a metre to about
four or even nine metres. The officiant is there described
entering and leaving through 'doors,' moving around along
'streets '-instructions that must be taken literaHy for the bigger
structures.

Let us go over the first of these characteristics; namely, that these
mal)Qalas serve as supports for worship. The way to perform this cult
will be described in the second part of this paper, but it will be good
at this point to speci fy the nature of the worship in question. Here the
texts from the Siddhanta diverge from those of the Trika. While the
latter recommend doing all the cults, including the daily CUhS,8 on a
mal)tQula, the vast majority of the texts of the Siddhanta insist on
using the lTIaJ)Qala only for the occasional (naimittika) rituals9-such

5 The square l11al)9<1la, of central symmetry, with, at its centre, an eight-petalled
lotus, is by far the most common m3l)9a1a, at least in the normal cult of Siva. For the
other gods, thc mal)9ala may take other shapes. For examplc, according to the
Mrgendragama (kriyiipiida 8.36c-37b), the mal)Qala of Cal)9a is semi-circular, and
that of the goddesses invoked to seduce women takes the form of a vulva, an eye or
an arc. The shape and colour also vary according to the purpose of the ritual
(Mrgcndragama, kriyfipfic/a 8.37c-38).

(, There are, as we will sec, drnwings that, by their aspect and their usc, partake of
the nature of the mat)\lala, but that arc nol constructed by the accumulation of
powders.

7 See Mrgenclragama, kriyiip;Tda 8.30 and Matallgaparamdvaragama, kriyfipiida
1.26a.

H Sec, for example, SvT I, chapter 2, introduction to verse 155. It is the same for
the Mrgendragama (sec notc 11).

9 According to the Vedic classification, which in fact does 110t apply well at all to
Tantric rituals. Thc prali~!hii is generally taken as an example of occasional
(naimittikn) rites; but since it is performed on the initiative of a person who wishes
to acquire merit, it is somelimes classified among the optional (kamya) rituals. The
utsavas may be spoken of as 'occasional' if one considers thcir periodicity, but they
should be called 'optional' on account of their bcing performed with a definite aim
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as the dik~;I, thc prnti~!h:l, the p:lvilrilrolw~w, Ihe ut8:Jva--and the
optional (kiimya) culls, that is 10 say all the rites performcd for a
desire-oriented purposc. IO For the daily (nj(yu) cult of Siva, even for
the private one, they prefer the Iilign. 11 It is therefore with regard to

in view. The pavilriimJw~];/ (sec SP2, section II) belongs to the 'priiyascitt,1'
category, Wllichis associated with Ihe occnsional rituals out of convention only.
Finally, the dik.~it> are said to be 'occasional' only from Ihe point of view of the guru
performing the rite; those that nre conferred upon the siidh"k:r. to let them acquire
siddhis should logically count among the k:;myn rituals. One should note that these
long rituals (which spread over several days, of which the lirst days are used for
preparatory rites designated by the general term :/(lhi"lisn) can he performed only by
the :/clirya, if they are public rituals, or by the 8:;(lIlnk:~ if they are private cults (on
the siidhaka, sec Brunner 1975), and that il is only these high ranked initiates who
can trace and use the I'iij(JIJ7:J(l~/:il:ls.

111 The only mal}~lala described in the Sardhatrisatikalottara (7.\ ab) is presented in
the context of the k;lmynkarm:lIl, and Ihis shows, according to its commcntator, that
it COllcerns only the siid/wka. The interpretation expressed in this work seems
unusual, however. Indeed, il musl be noted tllat some of the desire-oriented rituals
that concern II group of people and not just one pcrson, such as the purification or
pacifying (Sfilltl) riles. can be and usually arc performed by Ihe :Tc:;IY:1.

II With a few exceptiolls, for example, the Mrgendra. which describes the daily
cult of Siva on a sl!J;lp~liJiJ before considering the possibilily of using a liJlga
(Mrgcndrflgama, kriy;II';Tda 3.54c-56b). [I is the opposite elsewhere, sec, for ex
ample, SPI, pro 226-229, verses 102-103. where Somasambhu, after describing the
cult on a liJlga, gives a list of equally acceptable supports (for the private cult), but
concludes: liJigc 'py:1lYlil/tam III/iiI/Will. The later works take in general a more
radical position. Quoling the Pllrva-Kiiral.liigama, chapter 30, will suffice. Inlhe first
passage (30.2c~3b), that text lists the different supports for the private cult: the
personal lillg<l given by the guru; the sfh:I~I~liln; oneself; a temporary (k~<I(lib) Jirlg;i;
a l11al)~lala; the water. Immediately afterwards (30Jc-4b), and in a somewhat
different list, it assigns a vallie to the cults performcd on these supports: the cult
performed on a l1lal~<:lala is rated at 100; at tOOo if performed on a sthapt;lil:l; at
10,000 all a kall/lIk;1 (probably a narrow stripe of cloth with drawings, laler called
pala), and at 10 billion on a /iflga.

d<lttc Cel g[JrtJ~IiT Jiligc sthii~l~liJc SVi1Y<JI1J :;II1W/I; II
k~;I~likc ma~l(iaJc toye 'py ;Itm;;rtl];ly;~iwlIlt!1 ..,mr1nlll I
ma~l(ialc III ,~;l/lilP Pll(IYW1i sllJm.l~/i/c /II silJliIsmkwn II
ayu/:lJ?l kiltJllIkc /iflge koriko! i.gll~liI.l?l bJwvcl I (30.2c-4b)

The same work takes up again the problcm a lillie farther (30.7-8), and cstablishes
the following series, listing the cult.s in an increasing order in terms of their value:
the mental cult; the cult on a 1l1m~<:lala; on a temporary Iiligil; on a stripe of cloth
(with drawings? para); on a painted image (7 ;;bl";8iJ); on an image in the round
(bimba); on a liJiga (with faces, to distinguish it from the next ol1e); on a Wig:}
deprived of anthropomorphic traits (Jli~k;lliJ-liJ1B;I).

miillas:;JlllW~lgal;u!1 src$!halp Jlw~I~/nli'jl k.~a~likm!1 pamm I
k;m~lik:l/ phalnm lllk($!mp pa!W!l c:liv:1 /;iliJ~1 pamm II
pa(iid ;lblJiTSill11 ulkr;;rmn iJbh;lsii/ bimb:ul1 lIcyalc I
bimb:;d va; liJigmn lIlk!'$(.11?1 lirig:;d vai ni,~kll!;u!1pnmm II (30. 7-8)
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the occasional rituals, especially the dik?a, that the Siddhanta texts
give a description of the maJ~9ala: some will describe only one, like
the Mrgendra (kriyapada 8.25c-53) and the Sardhatrisatikalottara
(chapter 7), but in general several kinds of mar.u;lalas are suggested
for the officiant to choose from (see below). All these mal)9a1as have
a complex structure, are rather long to elaborate, and remain present
for the complete duration of the ritual for which they are used. When
one considers using a lllaIJ9ala for the daily cult of Siva,12 the
mal)9ala, which will have to be drawn each day, is of course much
simpler. It is limited to the eight-petalled lotus that occupies the
centre of the larger maI~9alas. According to the Suprabheda (kriyii
pada 8.8), it is drawn on a portion of the ground previously smeared
with cow-dung, while according to other texts it is drawn on a square
platform made of sand and grains named sth(1)c;/iJa (thus the frequent
confusion between stha~](;JiJa and maIJ9ala). But there is never any
mention of coloured powders. The same instructions apply to the
malJ9alas used in the daily cult of the secondary divinities, such as
Surya (see SP I, p. 7 l, under [I d]).

In all cases, this second type of mal).9ala corresponds to the
following definition: it is a temporary divine image traced, with
some exceptions, by the accumulation of coloured powders and
which must be beautiful to rejoice men and gods. I will caB it the
" . d 1 'Image-mal) . a a.

Third type: a limited surface that is squared but has no drawing.
We also find under the name I1131J9ala some square surfaces suitably
squared and in the boxes of which the officiant (rapidly) invokes

The idca, as we ean sec, is to cxalt the liliga as the ideal support for thc private cult.
As for the tcmple cull, the qucstion docs not crop up: it can only take a pennanent
image as its support, that is to say a fixed 1i/1ga for Siva, a sculpted image for the
goddess.

12 Thcre arc circumstances when one has to. That is what Isanasivagurudeva
explains (sce Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati, kriyclp;lda 20.23-27 [= volume 3, p. 200,
6-15]): if the adept is affected by a family impurity, he cannot touch the finga, nor
the fire; he must therefore have somcone elsc perform the public cult, while mentally
reciting the mantras; thcn hc must himself perform his daily cult (compulsory) on a
mal)c;lala, always mentally reciting the mantras. One could ask if that rule can be
explained by thc fact that, thc mal)Qala being temporary, no impurity coming from
thc officiant can impinge on it definitively, while it would have a lasting effect on
the pcrmanent liliga; or if it can be cxplaincd simply by some essential inferiority of
thc mat:J9ala compared to the liriga: the simple maD9ala used here would be less
precious than any li1iga, even the tcmporary liliga that would be allowed in the first
hypothesis. See also note 55.
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some divine or evil powers in order to make them favourable to his
cause with a food offering called bali.

These ba]jmtl~J~JnJ[/s are found in many rituals, including the daily
ritual. The best known of these is certainly the one ca]led
viislwml~J(;JElhl, where 45 gods and 8 demons arc worshipped (and
fed) before any construction, as well as at some critical moments
associated with a given site. The works of Stella Kramrisch\:1 made it
famous and loaded it with a symbolism that I for one have some
difficulty seeing but 0111 which I do not have to elaborate here. What I
would like to emphasize, however, is that the term viistlmU1~l{1aJa,

which we usc systematically, is rare in the tcxts with which I am
most familiar. Iii In the vast majority of cases, these texts prefer the
terms padn and padavinyilsl.I to refer to these squared surfaces and
their construction; the same terms arc used when they describe the
division of any square area (the ground of a sacrificial pavilion, the
site of an agglomeration, etc.) in four concentric zones destined to
serve as guides for the ulterior arrangement of the site. 15 In all these
cases, we must take the term padn in the sense of <domain' and
understand padClv;ny....isCl as the attribution of their respective domain
to different entities. However, it will happen that the term ma])9a1a
be used in this context, and lhatis why I refer to these squared
surfaces as a third type of mi.1l)~lala--theonly one, in l~lct, for which
the translation' diagram' is appropriate.

J will include in the same category some simple geometrical
figures allowing for the distribution of objects, for example, the
square divided in nine boxes which, according to some t'exts, serve to
fix (with the fall of a flower) the name of a Saiva initiate; 16 or the

I) Sec Kramrisch 1946, volume I: 29-97.
14 It is not found in this context in tile following Agalllils: the Pllrva-Kiilllika, the

Suprablleda, the Ajita and the Kiral)a nor is it fOllnd in the Mayamala or the Brhat
Saml)ita. We find the word ll1al)~lala twice in the description of the pnrva-KaraJ)a,
once blilima~I{J[lla in the SaradIililaka, once "lIIil(I(lllliTcI hahyc" in a handbook dealing
with prafi~{1J<i, and twice the term VilstIl1l1i1(I{11iIil (once abbreviated to ll1al.l~lala) in the
Somasambhupaddhati (sec SP4, pp. 46 and 386).

15 The name of these four zones are, starting from the central zone: briilJnwp,lda,
daivikapadl1, 1l1iint1.~Yilp;J(ia and p,1i,~,lcafJadn. A fi nh ZOlle called riik~as;ipadn is
sometimes added, see Mayamata, volumc I, p. 126, nole 56 and Figure 9; and SP2,
pp. 332-333 and Platcs I and II. The IeI'm pndl1, while referring here 10 the entire
zone, docs not lose the meaning of 'Ullit box.'

1(, See Suprabhcdagama, caryiipiida 4.12-15b. The central box and the four boxes
of the principal directions arc those of the five Bralllll<lIls: the corners belong to four
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squared surfaces on which the paJ1cagavya and other mixtures are
prepared. l

? We can call these mal)<;ialas 'distributive diagrams.'
Fourth use of the term: There is finally one last use of the term,

but it is totally heterogeneous with the preceding ones and does not
correspond to a category of objects that could be integrated into our
classification. The maJ)<;ialas of which I am thinking are not, by the
way, material objects used for concrete rituals. Even though we can
draw them, they are mental objects that the imagination must create
and which, under certain specific circumstances, serve as supports of
meditation. This is the case with the mal).<;ialas of the five elements
mentioned in the descriptions of bl1iitasuddhi as well as the descrip
tions of the subtle body; this is also the case with the three ma1)9a1as
of the moon, the sun, and fire (to which a saktima1Jc;lala is sometimes
added) that appear at the upper end of the throne of Siva. The idea of
cosmic domain is there inseparable from that of a geometric symbol,
so that the inclusion of these mar,tQalas with the preceding ones
becomes impossible and all attempts at a translation fail.

We therefore arrive at three well defined types of mar,t<;ialas: the
seats, the divine images and the distributive diagrams. ls

B. Yantra and Cakra

I now resume my terminological exploration by looking at the terms
yantra and cakra, on which I will not elaborate so much. But first,
here are two preliminary remarks.

The first one is negative: to my knowledge, the mar,t~alas that I
have just discussed, no matter the type, are never called yantras or
cakras in the Agamas. J, however, found one exception: the Upa-

of the six 'mcmbcrs' (aligns). The point of fall of thc flowcr determines the
beginning of the name of the initiatc, scc SP3, p. 102.

17 See SP2, p. 320.
1M The distinctions between the three types of mal)<;lalas are certainly not as clear

as this paper leads to believe. In particular, a quick outline of a lotus or any other
adequate drawing can transform a 'scat' into an 'image;' just as a drawing that is a
little complex, made, for example, with hulled grains on a raw grains background,
transforms a stlw(lqiJa (see above) into something that could be called a mandala. On
the other hand, it also happens (ST 3.l7c-18a) that the viistlllnalldaJas ar~ ~overed
with coloured powdcrs-a fact that brings them closer to the s~~ond category of
nlal)dalas and could create confusion if wc forget this essential difference: the
viistuma~1{laJasdo not serVe as supports for the cult of a main god-they are not even
connected to any particular form of Hinduism.
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gama named Vatulasuddha describes in its third chapter, under the
title cakrabhcdapatalCl, what is, in fact, an illlage-mal)~iala; it calls it
cakra. throughout the description, even once yantra. The explanation
for this infringement is doubtlessly contained in the final lines of that
section, where il is said that the cakra can be drawn on a bark and
kept <:IS an amulet. The .~ric[/kr[/ rcpresents a bcttcr known exception.

My second rcmark will again contrast tllc texis of the Siddhanta
with those of other schools: the terms yantra and cakra an:; rarely
encountered in the Siddhfinta (these terms do not appear in the lists
of appropriate supports for the cult of Siva), while they are frequent
elsewhere. It is therefore from thc Tantras of the Trika, in particular
the SvT and the NT, that I draw the characteristics of these objects. '9

1) Yantras are drawings that differ in several ways from mal)~alas:

• They serve only for the kiimya rituals, the desire-oriented rites,
and therefore concern esscntially the siidlwkn The cult based on
yantras in fact only marks the f'irst stage of their lise. Indeed, the
yantras are generally kept after the cult and worn as amulets; or
buried for subsequent magic rituals; or eatcn, aftcr crushing the
support and mixing the resulting powder with milk or honey.

• They are traced on durable materials: birch-bark (bhfirjatvac,
bhii.(japattra), copperplates, picces of cloth, and now paper; they
are therefore small and mobile.

• The representations they carry arc linear.

)'/ On thc basis of tllcSC same two Tanlras and their commcntaries by K~emaraja,

Professor Alex is Sanderson commcnted, at the can (crencc ment ioncd above (sec
Padoux 1986: 33), that they confirmcd the distinction that Imadc between nl[u)~ala

and yantra: "... Your prccisc distinction betwcen Y;lIllm and m;l~l(/a/;1 is confirmed by
K$emaraja who defines thc former (in ils more complcx form) as a collection of
mantras written in a particular pattern (on NT2 20.59c: y:lIltrac"kraJ1J visi;"ra
saqJTIivcSalikhilo mal1/rasamiiha~I), while in its most basic form it is simply a spell
writtcn on a picce of birch-bark (bhil/:i:lp:llr:lm)., .." And he continued with a very
pcrtinent remark concerning the morc subtle distinction between mal.l9ala and cakra:
"As for the subtler distinction bctwecn llliJU(!;l/il and cakl'll if the mil(l(lalii is the
iidhiira!l (lOCllS) and thc cakrn (of deities/mantras) the ildhcynm (located), then it
would follow that it is only the former that one can 'trace' and that when one speaks
of the ma~JQnla to include the circle of deities (dcvill;Tcnkmm) or mantras (llJilntra
cakram) worshipped in it, then th is is by extension of thc primary scnse."

We find a Ilumber of drawings of yantrns in the hnndbooks of popular Tantrism,
in Hindi, abundantly distributed by Indian bookstores. Of more refined art, the
drawings of the Balincse sorcerers (sec the posthumous book, Hooykaas 1980) also
have something of thc yantra.
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• The drawing is engraved (rare) or (more often) traced with a
liquid-some ink-Inade from a variety of often surprising
substances, such as blood and the bile of a corpse in some cases
of black magic.

• The drawing is always completed with the inscription of letters,
of bijas, each of which makes a divinity present, and of mantras
often containing imperative orders such as: "Kin such and
such!", "Heal SUclOl and such!"

• Their layout and use are secret.
The dominant idea of the yantra is contained in its name, derived
from the root yam: with a yantra, the sadhaka 'constrains' a divinity
to carry out a certain action for him.20 Just as those other machines
bearing the same name, the ritual yantra is first an ingenious
instrument.

The NT keeps mentioning these yantras among the sovereign
remedies (for example, NT] 19.198b) and among the weapons of
magicians or sorcerers (NT I IS.SSe).

2) The use of the term cakra is much less precise. Apparently, it does
not refer to a category of objects different from the mar.t9alas and the
yantras.

Sometimes, the idea of 'wheel) is obvious, as in the case of the
cakra of thirty-two Saktis included in the malf<;lala of the
Svacchandatantra (9.16ab and 9.24). But the term often simply
expresses the idea of a 'collection' or a 'l1:1ass:' the mass of the
divinities assembled on the same limited surface. FinaHy, cakra is
frequently used as a synonym for yantra, though we cannot always
tell if this practice is due to a lack of rigour in the vocabulary or to a
change of perspective. In those cases, the author may be talking of
cakra to refer to the mass of the divinities that are present, or to their
configuration, while using the word yantra to refer to the use of the
object. But more research than what I was able to do would be
necessary to arrive at a convincing conclusion on this point.

Let us note, however, that the term mal].<;lala is never used in the
designation of these magic figures (will we call them 'coercive

20 See another analysis of the term in KuHirt)ava-Tantra 6.86 cited in the Sabda
kalpadruma (s.v. yantra) as coming from another source:

kiimakrodlJi'jdido~ollllasarv'ldll~Jkhaniy.anlm~Jiit I
yantram ity iihuf cllismin dcva~J pril),lti piijitab II
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diagrams '?)----cxccpt, of course, for the construction circles or round
elements of the total yantra.

II. Description and IV/un I Usc of the Jrl1i.lgc-ma~lg[J las

A. Importance

I mentioned earlier that the malJ(,1alas were quasi indispensable
elements in the occasional rituals. The chosen mat~~tala is constructed
on the altar (vcdi) that stands in the centre of the pavilion (ma~lgapa,

more exactly yiig;m1fl~1(;il1pn) where the ritual is taking place and it
serves as the principal 21 supporl for Ihe worship of Siva during the
few days of the ceremony. It is therefore present as a divine image,
and only as a divine image; that explains why, though that would not
be considered a good solution, the mm~9ala can be substituted with a
mobile Jil1ga placed on a StJw~1giJn.

B. Varieties

There are tens of well differentiated forms of mm~~lalas, et.lch being
designated with a specific term that somctimes expresses a
charactcristic of the drawing, somctimes the virtue of the object. The
list found in Jsanasivagurudcvapaddhati, kriyiipiida 8.31-123 (=
vo]umc 3, pp. 77, 8 - 85, 6) comes down to seven terms: bhadra,
sarvatobhadra, pijrvatikiinta, latiililigodblw Vtl, svastihibjadvaya,
svastikasarvatoblwdm and cnkrill'.ia. 22 But some other texts are more
prolix, such as the Aqlsumat, which gives twenty names or SO.23

21 'Principal,' since there arc other supporls on which Siva must be worshipped
during the ceremony that uses the ll1al~~ala. In the IlWU~/"Pil itself, aside from the
guru and eventually the disciple, there are, firslly, a vase of water placed on the
north-eastern corner where Siva is installed as the guardian of the sacrifice and,
secondly, the fire (sec SP2, pp. 58-80.; pp. 86-88 and Plates I-IV). If thecercl1lony
is organized by a temple, the god of the sanctuary nonetheless cOlllintlcslo receive
his cult, so that the priests often feel the need to remind through a special ritual the
cssential identity of all these apparently dis! inct Siva(s).

21 The list of the Rauravagama (kriyfipiTd:l 25.59-62) also counts seven terms, but
is somewhat diffcrent. There. N.R. Bhatt gives in the notes the construction of each
of these mal~Qalas, as found in the hitherto unpublished Saiviiganlapaddhati.

2.1 Sce AT11sumat 43.40-47, quoted in Rauravagama, voluJIlc I, p. 158, note 11.
Thc Siddhiintasariivali, verses 78-91, describes len lllal~(.lalas: IlIlfilitlgodblwva (in
two sizes), navaniiblw, an:llJlaVU,1y.'l, blwdnl, plJr:ikiiru (two sizes), latiikiiralirlga,
subhadm, wlJ(ik,ill/a and svastik.1-plus another one used for the cult of Car)~a: and
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These numbers quickly multiply if we take into consideration all of
the possible variations on a sallle theme, so that we finally arrive at
hundreds of different mm)galas.

Some Agamas maintain that the choice of the mal)<;iala to be used
in a given ritual is not arbitrary but depends on the type of ritual to
be performed (for example, dik~{;l or prati~th8). The selection is even
more limited if we distinguish the private (atmartha) prati~tha from
the public (pariirtlw) prati~!hfi and, in the case of the public prati~tha,

if we take il1to account the nature of the liJiga, which can be self
manifest (svayamblll1va), established by the gods or other
supernatural beings (daivikadi) , or established by men (maWl$a).24
Elsewhere, we are asked to take into account the season or other
contingencies of that ordcr25 or, if it is a dik$ii, the sodal class of the
initiate.2

1> But even if we accept all these restrictions (which not all
texts do mention), the definitive choice theoretically remains quite
vast, and in the end it is probably some traditions of the schools that
were decisive, each master most probably mastering the construction
of only a small number of these structures.27

C. Description ofa ParticlIlar Ma~J(jala Destined for a Dik$ii

If I just spoke in the past tense, it is because the mat)<;iala tradition is
not so alive in South India anymore.2R We are left with the texts,

we find a list of cleven in Isiinasivagllruc!evapaddhati, siimifnyap,Tda 6.36-152 (=
volume I, Pl', 51, 10 - 62, 2).. At the opposite end, the MatangaparamcSvaragama
(kriy;lpiidn 1.26-57) describes only two maI~c:lalas for Siva and the Kirarya (p.atala 20)
only one, as is tile case for the Mrgendriigama as mentioned earlier.

11 See Amsumat, lac. cit.
25 Sec, fo~examrle, Plirva-Karal)agmna 11 O.15e-17:
ma~l(Jahll~l vcdikordh vo til vasalltlidi ea ~a(1 rtu II
vasantc svastikfibjwll eEl gri~mc tll sarvabhadrakam I
priivrt Cil blwdralll ;lkhy;ltaJ!l lilig;lbjEl1!l svastikal!l rach,l!!
sarady eVil ttl IlClllfintc p;lrvatik;intmnawJalam!
padm;lsvastiknm ,1khyiitilill c~ic~irc tIl vjsc~'mta{l!1

21, See the S1iracHitilaka, quoted in a South-Indian handbook called Dlk~adarsa (p.
96, transcript no. 76 of the Institllt FranGais d'indologie, Pondicherry); the stanza is
not found in the printed editions of the Saradiitilaka:

vipr<l(Jiil]J sarviitobhadrmp gauriliJii nfpasya tu I
v,1isy.im1IlJ tu hltiiJiJigmp sudr.lml1p sv.lstikal!l bhavet II

21 Financial considerations were also present, see note 47.
:lli Most of the officiants now use some drawings prepared in advanee on

cardboard or cloth, which will seem aberrant if we think of all those passages in the
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which are rich in long and apparently very detailed descriptions, and
should in principle suffice. But alas! Whoever takes with enthusiasm
his ruler and pencil to translate these instructions into drawings wiH
soon be disappointed: the descriptions, as long as they may be, are
everything but clear. Therefore, all of' the attcmptsthat I have seen of
constructing a maI~c)ala strictly 011 the basis of textual indications
have been disappointing: when they were not purely whimsical, the
drawings that were proposed were often hypothetical and always
incomplete, because a number of constituting clements could not be
ielenti fied. 2

'1 I know the problem quite well for having wrestled with
it when translatirlg the kriyiipiidll of thc Mrgcndra?1I I still have to
situate correctly the th irty-two doors of thc big mal)<;1ala that is
described there, and lIIllil recently, more exactly until the conference
in Paris that I mentioned earlier, a series of technical terms found in
that description remained mysterious to me. To most of the problems
left unanswered up to that point I fOllnd the key in a very clear text
that I had ignored until then. It is the Saradii.tilaka of Lak~mal).a

ddika (chapter 3) and its commentary by RaghavabhaHa.31 The mal).
<;1ala that I could draw (sec Illustration If2 and on which I wi\]

scriptures that explain the virtucs of Ihe rnar.H.lalas through those of thc powders of
which they arc composed.

2'1 For example, the .~iil:i/~j:lmnl.l~/nln of which Gnoli gives the 'esscntial structure'
in his translation of the Tantriiloka (1972, beginning of p. 520) [note by G.
Blihncmalln: In the version published in 1999 the diagram appears on p. 614. For a
diagram of thc mar~~lala, cf. aIso SalHlcn:;on 1986: 171 and Illustrat ion 2 in Padoux'5
first paper in this book]; anel the l1Jilll<1mtl~l(inla given by N.R. Bhatt in
Matallgaparall1cSvariigama, volullle II, Figure o.

J! Sec Mrgendragama, kriyfipiidn 8.47c-51.
31 This commentator, who wrote at the very end of the 15th century, quotes many

sources, in particular severaillandbooks from the Siddhanta School.
32 Note by G. Biihnemann: Brunner's reconstruction of the mnJ)~lala is almost

identical with the silrvntoblwdr:iIil;I(I{/ala rcrroc!uced in colour (but not analyzed) in
Dakshinaranjan Shaslri 1940: 170 alld 1963, opposite p. 1 and Banel:jil978: 176+.
Both of these books reproduce the same mal~~lala drawing. This musl he a popular
drawing since it also appears on the book cover of an Indian edition and translation
of the Devillliihiitlllya (Devi Mahatmyam [Glory of the Divine Mother]. 700 Mantras
on Sri Durga, <Sanskrit Text and> English Translation by SWilmi Jagadiswnrananda,
Madras: Sri Ramakrishna Math, fifth impression, no date). Brunner's drawing can
further be compared to the coloured print of the sarvulobJ);/dra in Ghoshal Sastri
1983: 56+ and to a drawing in manuscript A 246/25 (labelled lijnlrik;lktJmwki:i~l\iil)

preserved in the National Archives, Kii,hmiil)~llI. The samc manuscript also contains
a simpler variant called Jaghll.'wrvn/ohlwdm For a simpler SW"v;llohllildmlhhal!mka,
see the sketch in thc appendix, p. i in Arte's edilion of the Pau~l<nra-Salllhit1i (Part I)
and the description of the mal).dala in chapter 5.21-28 of the text. For a colour prinl

~---
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comment is one of the mal)<,ialas enjoined there for the dik~a, the
'thoroughly auspicious' one (sarvatobhadra). I chose it not only
because I had succeeded in tracing it using only the textual
instructions and the commentary (to tell the truth, this was not so
difficult at all), but because its simple structure allowed me to show
an immediate symbolism equally applicable to the other m(1).<,ialas.

The drawing starts with a squaring of the initial square in 256 (16
x 16) boxes, indifferently called pada or kO$tlJa. These boxes are
grouped in four zones, the exact dimensions of which are given in
padas in the text and reproduced in the legend that accompanies my
drawing.

I) The central zone (A) is called' lotus' (padma) because its space is
fully occupied by an eight-petalled lotus, the full geometrical
description of which is found in the text. Like all of the lotuses
appearing in the mal)<,ialas/3 this one counts four parts; namely,
starting from the centre: the pericarp (kaqlik§); the stamen (kesara),
covering the base of the petals; the petals (patra, dala), or rather the
region where they are visible and knitted together; and the tips of the
petals (daJagra), not knitted together and whose form varies in
accordance with the goal in view.

2) The next zone (B), the width of a pada, is called pitha, a term that
must be translated, as we will see, by 'throne.' This pitha is made of
four padas and four gatras, and it is the interpretation of these terms
that will give its meaning to the whole structure.

Indeed, while piida evidently means 'foot,' the meaning of gatra is
far from obvious. I understood it only when ] found a text
(Siddhantasaravali, verse 76) that gives the colours of these parts as
follows, starting from the east: black and white; white and red; red
and yellow; yellow and black. That reminded me of the description
of the second section of the throne of Siva, the sir!1hasana which rests
upon the anantasana. That iisana is similar to a low square table

of the same mut;l~ala, sec: Prakrti: The Integral Vision. Volume 3: The Agamic
Tradition and the Arts (edited by B. Baumer, New Delhi: D.K. Printworld (P) Ltd.,
1995): 193+, 'Illustration's P.P. Apte L1.'

33 The big mat;lQulas, such as the one found in the Mrgendra (see note 30) or the
mahiimalJqala of the Matanga, usually contain many lotuses: a central lotus for Siva,
eight peripheral lotuses for the divinities of the first 'circle' (most of the time the
VidycSvaras), ancl sometimes still others.
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whose four legs (piidns), situated at the corners, each take a different
colour. It has on its sides four edgewise boards, named gatras
(because they arc imagined as the bodies of men or animals), that are
often referred to as bicolour because each half borrows its colour
from the leg to which it is attached.J·IWc shoul.d therefore under
stand the jJi{IUi of the m,lI~~lala to correspond to the si!nh{isunil of the
throne constructed for the cult of Siva.)~ A full confirmation of this
parallelism is given in the Saradalilaka, since upon following its
instructions to draw the maJ~~lala, we find Ihe piidas and gatras
appearing where we would expecllhcll1 to appear if we accepted the
preceding hypothesis.

It is worth noting Ihal, if the pithn is equivalenl to the siJphiisana,
it is the entire square that should he called this way, and not only the
zone that projects beyond thc lotlls. And this is indeed what wel1nd
in many works.

Now to come back to the lotus itself, one will understand that it is
nothing other than the lotus in full bloom, with eight petals, that
forms the upper part of the throne of Siva, Ihe one generally called
padmiis.ana (see SP I j p. 154, note I) 011 which the god is seated in
order to be worshippcd. Welherefore arrive at a first conclusion: the
central part of the rnal~<;lala (the lotus and its pirha) represents the
thronc of Siva reduced to its two essential parts; not as it could
materially be constructed, but as the practitioner I11cntally creates it
during the cult to project it on the malerial pedestal of the image that
he use5,)I, Exccpt for that-a bettcr faithfulness to the ritual
model-this central part is equivalent to the pcdestal (pi{ha) of the
Jir1ga, in particular the IiJigu of a sanctuary. And since the plane
projection of the lil1ga itself wou Id superpose on the knr(lika, we can

],1 See SP I, p. 162, note I, quoting AghorasivacaTyapaddhati, Ility:lk"nlJiividhi 35
(p. 88 of the gmnl!J,l edition).

J~ In facl, to justify the colours of the giilm of the llHll~~lala, the comment<ltor of
thc Siddhanlasaravali (a certain Ananlasambhu) quotes two lines appearing in tllc
paddlw/i of Aghorasiva in the contcxt of the :Ts;lIwpr1j:, and which we will find
quoted, with the half-Moka thnt follows thcll1, in SPI, p. 103, under [SOb]. Also,
NaraYaJ~akaJ)\ha, whilc commcnting on Mrgcndragama, kriY"I';.TdCl 8.34-35, which
discusses the centrallotlls ofthc ll1al~~lala, rcfers, for anothcr technical term, to a line
of the SvT takcn from the description of thc throne of Siva. It is thcrcfore certain
that the Saiva masters of old were fully aware of the idcntification at which I
painfully arrived-that the pilha of the lotus in a nlal.H,lala reprcsents the simhfis:JlJ:l

J(, Scc the ;.isanapfijii in SP I, pp. 154-176 or SvT I 2.55c-82. The imaginary
throne, made of mantras, must overshadow the cOllcn.:lc pcdestal, just as thc form of
Sadasiva that will be visualized will overshadow lhe matcrial fiJig:!.
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even say that the lotus and the pltha of our mal)c;lala are equivalent,
from the point of view of the ritual, to the Jinga of a temple, provided
with its pltlJa.

3) Zone (C) is the 'street' or 'lane' (vithi) where the officiant moves
around during his cult. It is therefore equivalent to the inside space
within the glirbhagrha of a temple, where movement is possible.

4) Finally, zone (D) represents the enclosure, constituted here of fouf
kinds of elements:

a) the doors (dvaras), that is to say the passages for entrance
and exit;

b) the soblJiis, which are not just any 'embellishments' (like I
used to believe, and like some later commentators also
suggested), but the monumental doors themselves (dvara
sob1Jf.is in architecture);37

c) the upasobhas, of which I do not know if there exists an
architectural model;3N

d) the 'corners' (ko1)as), first called 'weapons,'39 and which in
fact vaguely have the form of a vajra.

All in aU, the maQc;lala of the Saradatilaka represents, very sche
matically of course, a minimal temple, with its unique enclosure.
And, just as the architecture of a temple can become complicated
with the addition of successive enclosures, so the maQQ.ala can
become complicated, the bigger ones presenting up to fOUf
enclosures (with two doors on each side, for a total of 32).40 In the
end we get a kind of citadel.

37 The dviirasobM is the entrance pavilion of the first enclosure of a palace or
temple, sec Acharya 1946: 158,243 and Mayamata 24.2-22 (the word is sometimes
abbreviated to soblul).

JX Since sobhii is sometimes used for dviirasobhii, the word upasobha probably
refers to the pavilions that top the secondary doors (for the upadvaras, see Mayamata
9.58-59b), whieh should be called upadviirasobhiis.

39 In ST 3.] 12a, whieh announces that the two most external zones of padas are
reserved for dvaras, sobhiis, upasobhiis and astras. Can we invoke here the tridents
often seen on the walls of temples, at the corners?

4(1 We must be careful not to push the parallelism too far. In particular, the
successive enclosures of a n;aDQala host the circles' divinities (avaral)adevadatiis)
that tIle ritual places around Siva, not those that, according to our Agamas, reside in
the enclosures of temples. Anyway, it is clear that the mandala is not made in the
image of the temple (the opposite would be more likely): th~rc are simply between
the two a certain number of essential correspondences that have to be kept in mind.
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l

Such an assimilation is warranted by the usual appellations of the
mat~Qalas that arc presented as 'hollses' (blwvtl1ws) of Siva; and, for
the bigger ones, as towns or citadels (jJlJms). It is con firmed also by
the fact that many namcs givcn to particular maJ)~lalas are also the
names of some types of towns. It is not likely, however, that we
would have arrived at any result in Irying to interpret our maI~9ala

and explain the technical terms that come up in its description if we
had started from thai observation, since we would not have thought
of trying to understand the central part oCthe m:lI.l<;lnla via the ritual.

As far as ] Hm concerned, the work or interpretation is not
complete. However, a clarification of the tcchnical terms which have
not yet been explained would essentially not modify the general
vision of the maJ)<;lala that [ was kecn to prcscn1.

D. Constmction or thcMn~19i11i1

1 now leave the narrow context of the SfiradiHilaka to present in a
more general manner the ritual activity associated with mm~Qalas.

First, their construction. This must be done onthc same day of the
ceremony that requires thcm 41 and includes the following steps:

I. The iiciilya must first purify the grouncl'12 (leveled and prepared
beforehand) and locate appropriately thc north-south and east
west directions.

2. He or his assistant carefully then traces thc axes of the future
square, then its sides, and finally the chosen drawing, all of this
with the help of simple instrumcnts: a cord, whitc powder and a
piece of chalk. For the straight lincs, one stretches between two
fixed points thc cord covered with powdcr and, pulling it up by
its middle, irntnediately lets it go so Ihat it hits the ground,
leaving a trace; for the circles, one improviscs a compass with a
cord of the desired length and a piece of chalk attached to one
extremity, the other being held fixed. The drawing must be
precise and respect scrupulollsly the given measurements.

41 So, for thc big rituals, aftcr thc ;)dhjv:is;)~ see SvTl 3.90c-9Ib with commcn
tary and 4.34-35; or 81'3, p. 228, note 155.

42 ThiS instruction is 110t incompatible with the fact that the rnal)~lala is generally
traced on a vcdi: the vcdi is made of beaten earth and must undergo thc same purifi
cation process as any portion of the ground destined to a ritual lISC.
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3. The iicarya then pours some coloured powders on the drawing,
in sufficient quantity to form a notably thick layer. Each part of
the lotus and each of the other elements of the whole receives a
particular colour, duly specified in the text that is followed.
Finally., everything must be covered, even the lanes, according
to some of our texts.

The fingers used to pour the powders and the way in which to
proceed depend on the goal in view.43 The same principle applies to
the materials used to get the three, four or five necessary colours.
While some Agamas, such as the Kiral)a, have modest demands in
this regard (cereal flour for white, minium or crushed cooked bricks
for red, coal or burnt chaff for black, curcuma or ochre for yellow,
crushed leaves for green),44 others, like the Mrgendra, accept these
substances only in the case of ordinary dik$as, adding that if one
wishes for special powers or good fortune (and this must be
applicable to other rituals than the dik$a for which this is said),
precious materials must be used; namely, pearls, coral, gold and eat's
eye for white, red, yellow and black respectively; whereas some
impure or harmful substances are well indicated for black magic,45
Finally, some works offer different solutions (a good one, a middle
one and an inferior one) according to the financial possibilities of
people;46 but we are then brought back to the opinion of the
Mrgendra since it is agreed that in all these cases the one who wishes
to get a precise favour from a divinity must not mind the expenses. 47

4) Sec, for example, Tsanasivagurudevapaddhati, kriyapada 8.45c--47b (= volume
3, p. 78, 16-21) (emend the first word bhukty- to mukty-).

44 See Kiral)agama 20.15-] 7b:
yavagodhumajais cunJais scllitaTy;JuJajais sitam I
dhfitusindfiraJall1 raktarll mrdbIJi~l pakve~rakair bha vet II
kr$l.I81Jl rajas tu~air dagdhair arigiirair vii sucun,litam I
haridriisamb1Ja VaIll pUmp gairikodbhavam eva vii II
IJaritm!l cU1J.JitailJ patrair haritais tat prakaJpayet I

45 See Mrgendragama, kriyapiida 8.39--40.
41. For example, Suprabhedagama, caryiipiida 3.61 c-65 successively proposes for

white, red, black and yellow:
a) pearls, rubies, sapphires, gold;
b) shells, jiitilinga (7), collyrium (kr$~laiijana), realgar (man8ssila);
c) rice flour, cooked bricks, burnt cereals, curcuma.

All onhis must of course be crushed.
47 That is why the passages that enjoin the use of precious stones and gold must

not be considered merely as theoretical. To be sure, most of the adepts, in order to
meet with these textual injunctions, must have been satisfi.ed with mixing, for each
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These precisions provide us wilh a double teaching. The fir~t is
that the use of mal~~lalas was a standard practice for the desire
oriented rituals. This is amply confirmed by a number of other
instructions concerning the form of the tips of the petals, the
thickness of the lines, the number 01" 'circles' of divinities to be
worshipped around Siva, etc. The insistence on these details could
lead one to believe that despite the Agamic passages systematically
associating the mal)c;lalas with occasional rituals, it is for the kamya
rites that these multicoloured drawings were first conceived. But that
does not assimilate the mal)<;lalas to the yantras. Contrary to the
yantra, the mm)~lala llsed in a kiimya ritual certainly is not the direct
instrument in Ihe action to be performed: it is not a magician's tool,
but simply a means, for the 8;Idlwka, 10 obtain the favour of a chosen
deity. By worshipping it on a splendi(l and costly support, he
improves his chances of pleasing the dcity and, as a consequence, of
obtaining the boons that he craves.

The second teaching to get from these same passagcs is essential:
our authors believed in the intrinsic virtue of the materials used in
the fabrication of the powdcrs. In general, they seem to consider as
obvious the fact that precious substances bring good fortune,4R and
harmful substances misfortune. fn addition to thai, some tcxts give a
more precise tcaching concerning the corrcspol1llcnce between the

colour, a pinch of a precious material with a cheaper aile; but there must have been
others rich enough to cover at least a small, or even a big, mal.H.lala with these costly
powders. We must recall, when reading our texts, that there was no lack or money in
Middle Age hulill, especinlly among the kings or princes who, more often than not,
were those who sponsored the important riltlals. That is wily I tend to beli.eve that
mal)~lalas made of precious stoncs wcre actually constructed; not frequently of
course, lind they were probably not very big, but I do not believe that their
descriptions arc purely theoretical. We sllould also note that these materials were not
lost for everybody; they became the property of Ihe mllin officiant, like nil the rest of
the material used in the y;Ig;rnW(l{!:l!XI (sec SP4, p. 251, verse nbc). To think that
some iic;/rya could llave pushed their rich disciples 10 engage in such sumptuous
expenses is a step thaI we mayor may not want to take.

Note also that finllncial consideralions already playa role in the choice of the
mal)9a1a. the bigger lind more complex olles requiring bigger quantities of coloured
powders. Sec Rauravagama, kriyiip;ida 25.60d which. afler describing seven mal)
Qalas, adds that aile will choose a mal)(,1ala according to his own means (yathii
vibhavam).

4X It must be noted here that each of the precious stones possesses a given virtue,
but that does not seem to be the first reason for their usc in the l11(lI)(.lala.
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colours, some deities and some fortunate effects;49 but these indica
tions vary too much between the sources to speak of a solid tradition
and a real conviction. The only point on which everybody agrees is
that these powders make the maI)Qala powerful-an idea repeated
over and over.

E. Worship ofSiva on the MaJ.1/jala

No mantra is enjoined during the construction of the mat:lQala. Once
completed, the mal).Qala therefore is not yet a divine image-no more
than a carved JiJiga, before the prati$tha ceremony. It will become
one when the cult will have brought Siva and the powers that
accompany him down on the maI)Qala.

That cult, again, is a cult of Siva on the mat:lQala, not a cult of the
11131)<;Iala as such, despite the term ma1!cjalapiija sometimes used. It is
performed like the lingapfija, a cult of Siva on a liriga: 50

• The stages of the puja are the same, with the difference that, the
support being temporary, the invitation (avahana) and the
dismissal (vis81jana) of the god must be understood in the
strictest sense. It goes without saying that the ablutions are made
mentally.

• The mantras recited are also the same, most especially the
phonic seeds (bijas) that are their essential part since, properly
pronounced, they make present the divinities of which they are

4~ Sec, for example, the passage of the Mahiikapilapai'icariitra quoted by
Raghavabhatta (p. 123, 17-22) in his commentary on ST 3.124. Each colour-five,
in that text-is connected with an element, placed under the influence of a divinity
and supposed to bring a specific effect. These effects, in reality, are all of the same
order, that is to say the destruction of demonic powers; the result is simply that "the
gods are happy."

The position of the Suprabhedagama (caryapada 3.56c-59) is different but not
much more convincing. That text, even though it suggests five colours for the
maD9ala, only speaks of the symbolism of the colours white, red and black, which it
naturally connects to the three gU(18S and the three goddesses (Vama, Jye~~ha and
Raudri). In a last passage it says that the yeHow is added "in order to obtain the fruit
from the yaga."

On the symbolism of colours and their magic usc, sec Goudriaan 1978, chapter 4.
:() That cult is described in all the Tantras and handbooks. See the numerous

references given by N.R. Bhatt in his edition of the Ajita, chapter 20, note 1. Among
tne texts, quoted there, only the KiraDa, the Matal'1gaparamesvara and the Mrgendra
are earlIer than the Somasambhupaddhati whose description (SP J, section HI),
though concise, is complete, logical and one of the most reliable ones we have.
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the sound body. The officiant imposes them (by means. of
flowers) unto the I1lm~Qala as he would do on a liIiga and its
pedestal. The result is that the group of divinities that inhabit the
maJ~~ala when all the invocations arc completed is identical to
the group of divinities who inhabit the sanctuary of a telnple (or
what stands for it in a private cult) during Ihe cult of Siva. That
these divinities be representee! or not on the mal~~tala by a parti
cular symbol (lotus, .'lvi/stika, etc.) is of no importance whatso
ever.

• The meditations and visualizations are those involved in any
cult; they have no special features that would link them to the
particular structure of the mal)~lala. Moreovcr, the texts do not
mention any mental 'course,' leading, for example, from the
periphery to the ccntrc, as is enjoined in other traditions. There is
indeed a motion, but it is on the whole a centrifugal one imposed
by the normal enacting of the pl1jii. Starting from the central
lotus, where the throne or the god, then the god, are successively
worshipped, the cult progrcssivclyincludes the peripheral deities
by enlarging each time the concerned circle (i'jvara~w). These
remarks remain true in the case of a dik0/I: though said to be
indispensable, the mal)~iala is treated like any other cull support,
without any particular role; and it is used as it would be in the
context of another ritual, a p,lvitriirolw~w, for example. In other
words, the Saiva dik.~:"i does nol take advantage of the particular
form of the mat~Qala of which il requires the construction. 51

F. Virtues and Symbolism of the Ml/~}(;/al[J

If the Saiva mat~9alas arc neither privileged means of reintegration,
nor direct instruments of initiation, then what proper quality do they
possess that makes them more appropriate for some rituals than other
cult suppolis?

I already mentioned the particular virtue attributed to the powders
of which they are made, and the incessantly repeated affirmation
that, because of them, the maJ~Qala is a powerful image. Another
characteristic often advanced is its beauty, due to the brightness and

51 Some texts, such as the Mrgendm and the SvT. suggest the use of the big
mar,J9a1a to fix the name of the initiated disciple. But this ritual can be done on a
very simple 'distributive' mal)<)ala, and it is certainly not for this purpose tl1at the
rajoma~l~a}a is constructed.
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the richness of the colours used. The initiate who constructs the
mal)<;Iala is asked to make it "as beautiful as possible." Through the
fineness and exactitude of the drawing, the precision of the colouring
and the good taste evinced in the confection of the ornaments that are
left to his initiative, the officiant must strive to create a perfect
image. Is it to rejoice men, as it is sometimes suggested-or to
charm the gods, as other texts would have it?52 Probably both. Faced
with a splendid ma])9ala, men are happy and feel their love of the
gods growing,53 and the gods are better disposed toward men. We
must admit that for cults that are performed in an open pavilion,
exposed to the view, beauty and brightness of the support are no
negl igible qualities. However, it seems that a statue or a richly
draped lingi4 would be just as impressive to the spectators (and
probably also to the gods ... ); and I tend to believe that, despite the
importance given to aesthetics in the Agamas, the choice of a
mal).<;Iala as the support of a cult is more dictated by faith in its
intrinsic power than by the desire to create beauty.55

Or could there be more pertinent reasons? One would hope to find
further justification for the eulogy of the mal).<;Iala through other
considerations than the nature of the pulverized materials and the
brightness of their colours, to dig out of the arid texts the profound
signification ofthese objects that other traditions have loaded with so
many virtues.

We naturally think of the cosmic symbolism56 on which all the
authors who discussed the question have insisted. And, certainly, we
cannot deny that even the very simple maf.1<;1ala that I tried to analyze
possesses one. But that same symbolism exists in the pair formed by

52 See TAo 31.41ed.
5) The Suprabhcdagama goes further: the mere vision of the mandala cleanses

from all sins (caryapclda 3.2); the soul is delivered from all the fetter~ that turned it
into a pasu(caryapiida 3.41ab). Such passages, which of course must not be taken
literally, at least show the importance of the vision oj the mat:l~ala-neverequated,
to my knowledge, to the darsalla of the god who ihhabits it: the idea is to see the
exterior form itself.

54 Just as the mal)9ala, but contrary to the fixed ji/iga of the sanctuary of a temple,
these mobile images can be seen by all.

55 Why then is the maJ)4ala disqualified for the daily ritual, at least in the
Siddhiinta? I can only see one logical reason for this: the fact that the mandalas used
for daily rituals are, as we have seen, necessarily simple, probably d~prived of
coloured powders, and therefore share none of the virtues attributed to the
rajoI1ul/:ujalas. The question, however, merits further investigations.

56 On the symbolism of colours, see note 49.
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a li/iga and its pi{JUI, in the temple, in the city; and it is not expressed
here with any more precision or enthusiasm than there. We must be
careful not to give in to our imagination or our desires and add to the
texts that we have at our disposal; and these texts cia not encourage
us to do so. To my knowledge, they do not even make explicit the
immediate symbolism that makes the IlHII~~lala a miniature temple or
even a city, though it is suggested by their vocabulary. They dwell
even less on that cosmic symbolism with which we Westerners are
so obsessed. It is not that they ignore it, but they leave it to the
description of the ritual as such to bring out the correspondences
bctwccn the different parts or the mal)~lala and the cosmic realities,
and i\ seerns vain or cven dangerous to want to add more. It is by
orienting thc research in that direction, that is, by analyzing closely
the rituals that have mal~~lalas as their support or pretext, that we
must attempt to bring some precision to those symbolisms, instead of
desperately trying to make them come out of the static structure of
these same objects.

Conclusion

] am afraid that many readers will be disappointed, or even shocked,
by my stripping the ancient Saiva l11,u)(.\ala8 of everything that the
imagination, drawing from other sources, had superimposed on them.
However, by bringing them back to what) consider their real status,
that of divine images , no more and no less charged with symbo]ism
than the others, but characterized by the special power provided by
the powders of which they are made and bylhe power of seduction
that results from their beauty,) have not deprived the maJ~<;lalas of all
signification. Rather to the contrary. However, ] did separate them,
much to my regret, from our mental model of the maJ~<;lala, the one
found in Tibetan Buddhism.

) will not try to explain this troubling disparity between the two
schools, but hope that future research will bring some light on this
point. My purpose here was simply to bring out the testimony of the
Saiva texts on the nature and ritual funet ion of the mal)<;lala.

l_~_
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H---t---t-- giitra (4 squares)

~'7t---t--t--t--piida (3 squares)

length unit

o square unit (pada)

L-----t--t-----t-- dvara (6 squares)

sobhii (4 squares)

upasobhii (4 squares)

kOl)a or astra (6 squares)

4 zones: A = main lotus (6 x 6 = 36 squares)
B = pItJla (1 unit wide: 28 squares)
C = vithi (2 units wide: 80 squares)
D = dviiras +sobhiis + upasobhiis + kOl)as (112 squares)
(The entire mal).<;lala consists of 256 squares.)

1. The sarvatobhadrama1J4ala reconstructed according to the Saradatilaka and Raghavabha~~a's
commentary





ICONS OF INCLUSIVISM: MANPALAS IN SOME EARLY

SAlVA TANTRAS·

Judit T6rzs6k

Introduction

This study is very much inspired by and indebted to A. Sanderson's
excellent article (Sanderson 1986) on the way in which various texts
of the Trika school of Saivism encoded their superiority to other
schools in their mal).Qalas. It aims at examining some Saiva mal).Qalas
not examined by Sanderson, most of which are not based on the
trident image used in the Trika. I shall try to explore how these
images represent the relationship of certain branches of Saivism with
other Saivas as well as with non-Saivas and how these relationships
are visuaHy translated in the image of the mal)Qala. The discussion
on mal)Qalas as icons of inclusivism is preceded by a short termi
nological investigation and a summary of some problems concerning
in itiation mal)Qalas.

Most of the texts considered here and consequently the mal)Qalas
they describe date from before the Kashmirian exegetes, i.e., before
the 10th-II th century A.D. Occasional reference is made to later
texts such as the Isanasivagurudevapaddhati. Although evidence has
been brought together from various branches of Saivism, there are a
number of demonstrably early Tantras that have been omitted from
the discussion. I Thus, this stndy does not present a synthesis of all

• 1 would like to thank Paul and Guillaume Coatalen for having prepared the
mal)c;lala illustrations, and I dedicate this essay to them. I thank Professor Alexis
Sanderson for a printout of a draft article on mar:\(;lalas he gave me some years ago,
which I have lost unfortunately and thus cannot cite. I have tried to avoid topics]
remember he discusses there in detail and hope not to have plagiarized anything
unconsciously. I thank Professor Gudrun BUhnemann for drawing my attention to
and correcting awkward points in my argument and style; I am fully responsible for
whatever remains uncorrected, of course.

I From the demonstrably early Siddhantas, two important texts have not been
included in the discussion, although they contain relevant information: the Sarva-
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the material one could have access to, bul is 10 be considered the
summary of a work in progress, This, 10 some extent arbitrary,
choice of sources means Ihal whatever conclusion is drawn here is
limited and needs to be lested on further evidence. Moreover, the
discussion on l11al~~ialas as icons of inclusivism focuses only on two
texts teaching the worship of Bhairava: the Svacchandatantra (SvT)
and the Netratantra (NT).

I Mn~1QaJns and Cakm....·

The Sanskrit term maJ~~lala and its several meanings have been ana
lyzed in detail in the Saiva context by Brunner 1986: 13-18 (cf.
Brunner, pp. 156-161), and the word has been subjected to some
analysis in almost everything that has been written on mal)<;ialas.
Without reiterating the .arguments and all the meanings here, there is
OliC point which is perhaps not unnecessary to reconsider: the
question of the difference between the terms mal~<;iala and cakra.
Both words have the general meaning of circle, and thus by ex
tension they can both denote a circle of deities or mantras (which are
the same, since Tantric deilies arc mantras and spoken of as such):
devatiicakra. Thai in this meaning the two words are interchangeable
can be shown by a number of passages, for instance, in the Siddha
yogesvarimata,2in which both terms arc lIsed whcn thc visualization
oLa-CITdc of YoginIs or IHothers (miitr) is prescribed.' But the inter
changeability of these terms is reflected in morelhan thcir usc in the
same context. Looking at thc description of the circles of YoginIs in
the same text, it is somewhat con fusing for the reader that in the
same passage, the central deity-··-usually a Bhairava-is described as
placed on Ihe pcricarp of a lotus or all the hub of a whcel, and the
surrounding deities arc said to be on the pctals of a lotus or on the

jfianottara, whose full text is available only in manuscripts to which I have no
access; and the Kirat)a. whose only edition (Devako!!ai 1(32) is also unavailable to
mc at present. For the dating of carly Siddhiinlas, sec Goodall's introduction to his
edition of the Kiral.Javrtti. pr. xxxvirr. I have also omitled 111al.H,Ialas of two texts
tcaching 111000C csoteric Yamala and goddess worship: the 13rnhmayamala and the
Jayadrathayamala. They teach sevcralmal,H,Ialas, some of which havc bccn discussed
in Sanderson 1986. Moreover, no Kaula sources arc included.

2 The SiddhayogcSvarimata is onc of the root-tcxts of the Kashmirian Trika,
which I have very tentatively dated to around the sevcnth ccntury I\.D. in Torzs(Jk
1999a: vii.

J Sec, for instancc, verses 22,23 and 28.40 for mal~~lala and 21.1 for cakra.

l _
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spokes of a wheel. The words describing the circle of deities as a
wheel or as a lotus are mixed up, showing that what matters here is
simply a circular arrangement: the lotus terminology recalling a typi
cal mal)~ala with the lotus in its centre and the wheel terminology
confirming that the same arrangement can be caHed a cakra. 4

However, in spite of this confusion of lotuses and wheels only the
word 11131)<;1ala is commonly used when an actual drawing is
described or referred to in a text, i.e., one fonowing a rather precise
outline and coloured with powders. This confirms what was stated by
Sanderson in a discussion recorded in Padoux 1986: 33: the fact that
mal)~ala normally denotes the locus of worship (iidhiira) and the
calera [of deities or mantras] is what is located on it (iidheya).
Therefore, instructions to trace or draw (liklJ-) a diagram and to fill it
with coloured powders are given for mal)~alas, but not for cakras.5

This is not contradicted by the fact that the circle of deities is
sometimes called malJ<;1ala as an alternative, for that can be
considered a metaphoric usage as noted above. But the consistent use
of mal)t<;1ala and the lack of the word cakra in contexts of elaborate
drawings show that the former does indeed denote the locus of
worship, at least in an early stratum oftexts.6

There are nevertheless a few examples in which it seems that
instruction is given to draw a cakra. However, in these cases the
cakra is not the full circle of deities, for what is enjoined is that one
is to draw an actual wheel with a hub, spokes and a circumference.
Such instruction is given, e.g., in SvT2 9.16ff., prescribing that a
wheel is to be drawn outside the central lotus of the mandala.? Thus. . ,
this cakra is an equivalent image of the lotus rather than that of the

4 See, for example, a description starting with verse 22.25 mentioning a lotus
(padma) and finishing with the wheel terminology in verses 28-31.

5 As noted in the sumc discussion by Sanderson, the terminology of thc Srlvidya
is a special case, and probably reflects a later and looser usc !Of the terms cakra and
yantra.

Ii This was questioned by Brunner in the same discussion, referring to the SvT
and the NT, which allegedly use the word cakra for the drawing itself. Since no
references are given there, and since I myself have not found any appropriate
examples-only actual wheels which are to be drawn inside a mar)Qala or yantra and
which are discussed below-it seems doubtful whether such confusion of eakra and
mal:u;lala is prescnt in these texts. Nevertheless, no firm conclusion can be drawn
until all these texts are availablc in electronic form to facilitate such terminological
searches.

7 This passage is mentioned as an example for the mcaning 'wheel' in Brunner
1986: 20 (cf. Brunner, p. 163),
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m31)981la, and when its drawing is enjoined, it fanns p81i of a
malf9ala, but does not replace it.

A similar idea may underlie the combined lotus-wheel image
described in the Isanasivagurudevapadclhati, kriyiipiida 8.106-123,
which calls it a mal)9ala of the wheel and the lotus (cakrambuja

ma~J(;iaJa). The text is rather corrupt and appears to give several
alternatives at the same tiITle. However, it is clear from verse 109 that
at least in one of the versions, there is a lotus in the centre, and the
lines drawn from the centre to the tips of the petals and to where the
petals are joined are to be lengthened further, outside the lotus, to
form the spokes of a whee1. H Here again, one has to draw a wheel
just as one is to draw a lotus, but the result, the whole of the image,
which includes the passageway outside it (vithi), the doors, etc., is

caned a malf9a1a.
That the malf9ala is the whole of the drawing itself is also

confirmed by the synonyms used for it: bhavana,9 vesman,lO and
pura'l-words denoting house or abode, i.e., the place where the
deities reside. '2 It appears that the mal)<;iala is also identified as the
seat (pltl1a) of the deity or deities, probably in the sense that it is the
locus of the deities,') although this very word also denotes a central
part of the mal)<;Iala.'4

~ Note that it is pointed out ill verse 106 that in this case there is no pjtha in the
sense given in Appendix I, i.e., the central circular image is not surrounded by a
square-shaped scat. This is probably because the lotus is surrounded by the wheel
itself, which may be considered to replace the scat.

'J Mentioned in Brunner 1986: 25 (cr. Brunner, p. 170) without examples; sec,
e.g., SvT2 5.34d. A similar word, bhuVWlll is used in the Nisvasa, fa!. 25v5ff., which
I understand to be a varia Icctio for bhavana.

10 E.g., SvT2 5.19.
II See, for example, SvT2 5.19.
1+ While the first two words mean abode or residence in their first sense, pum

denotes a town or eity as its first meaning. This may be the reason why Brunner
1986: 25 (cf. Brunner, p. 170) interprets the term to denote larger m3l)9:1las (without
giving examples). I-Iowever, as Brunner remarks. larger mar)9alas do not show any
special relation to city plans or anything related to towns. Therefore, it seems quite
possible that pura is used in the sense' abode' rather than 'town' in the context of
maQ9alas, especially if we consider that as Ihe above examples show, the SvT uses
pura as a synonym of other designations without any apparent distinction. Moreover,
SiddhayogeSvarimata 25.8 and Mrgendra, kriyiip,Tda 8.29c use the term pura to
denote square mal)9a1as of 2, 3 or 4 hastas on each side, which arc definitely not of
extraordinary size.

IJ This is how I understand the usc of the word in apposition to mal)Qala in a
citation of the Siddhayogesvarimata given by Jayaratha ad TA 31.8b. The Siddha
yogdvarimata seems to identify pitha with mal)9a1a in a metonymic way. Note that

l _
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In short, the term calera does not seem to be particularly vague and
its use does not appear pm1icularly inconsistent; it has primary and
secondary as well as metaphoric meanings just as the term maI)c;iala.
But as far as the terminology of mm~c;lalas as more complex images is
concerned, I think it can be safely affirmed that mat)c;lala usually
denotes the whole of a particular image onto which deities are
placed. Cakra either denotes an actual wheel as part of such drawings
or refers to the deities themselves. Moreover, cakras are not
necessarily associated with yantras-small drawings on durable
material including mantra syllables, used as charms-in particular. 15

They are only associated with yantras inasmuch as mantra-deities or
rather their seed syllables (bija) can be incised in a circular design
(cakTa) on these charms.

This short terminological investigation leads us to the question of
how these circles of mantra-deities are present on a malf4ala. This
subject, the visualization and placement of mantra deities on the
mal)c;lala, is usually treated as a topic distinct from the drawing of the
maI)Qala, for indeed the maDQala is only one of the supports onto
which deities can be projected and visualized. Moreover, the way in
which deities are to be seen or meditated upon does not depend on
the support, but on the purpose of the ritual. The same deity or
deities can be visualized as more frightful for rites to acquire lower
supernatural powers and as milder for appeasement and the like. 16

Even if the visualization of deities can vary considerably for siddl1is,.
there appears to be a standard visualization for initiation. And in the
context of initiation, it should be remembered that what the
practitioner of a ritual is supposed to see in a mat)Qala is not only the
geometric drawing, but the deities placed on it. Consequently, when
texts emphasize how the initiate is impressed by seeing the m3l:t4ala
for the first time, especially at the time of his preliminary initiation
(samayadik~5), it is not the precision of the drawing or the beauty of
the colours that produce this effect, but the fact that the initiate sees

this passage is not found in the short recension edited in T6rzsok 1999a and Torzs6k
forthcoming.

14 Sec Appendix 1, Illustration I and Colour Plates 16--17.
15 As suggested by a summary in Bmnner 1986: 18-20 (cf. Brunner, pp.

161-164).
16 Sec, c.g., Siddhayogesvarimata 28.29-30 and 22.27-29 and 38 for the saltvikal

rajasa/tamasa visualizations of Yogi illS. Sec also various forms of Bhairava, along
side Svacchandabhairava, such as Kotarak~a, ctc., in SvT2 9.3ff. and forms of Sada
siva in Mrgendra, kriyiipejda 3.41 ff. and cOllllllentary. See also Sanderson 1990: 68.
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the deity or deities. '7 This is clear from passages which do not
prescribe an elaborate and colourful maJ~~lala at the time of this
initiation, but one drawn up quickly with sandalwood paste
(lJ1a~](;JaJaka).lH Such a simple m(1I~9ala surely cannot impress the
initiate by its exceptional beauty. Furthermore, K~emaraja also
explains ad SvT2 3.128 that when the blindfold of a new initiate is
removed and he sees the mal;c;lala, he is enlightened, and is thus able
to see the deity.l!) The text of the Tantra itself suggests the
interpretation that the removal of the blindfold is symbolic, as if it
was the removal of the darkness of ignorance. The Tantra also states
that what the initiate sees are the deities. 20 K~emaraja goes on to say
that since this is the first time the initiate sees the Lord after
thousands of births, he is very much surprised, looks at him again
and again and falls on the ground. This shows that he can be
possessed by Siva, for he has discarded the [false] perception of
identifying his self with the body and so forlh [instead of Siva]. 21

What is in1portant in the above lines of the SvT and its
commentary is not simply the fact that the deities are present in the
ma~9ala (which is quite obvious), but that for initiates they are
visible there. Therefore the deities should be considered to form part
of the visual appearance of the mal)Qala once they are installed on
it. 22 Moreover, it must also be remembered that these deities are
normally not represented by icons because they are 100 powerful and
consequently too dangerous to be depicted.2J Thus, it is when they
are installed on a malJ9ala that their visual aspect seems to be the

17 This aspect is worth clllphasizing, for Bnlllncr 1986: 30 (cf. Brunner, p. 175)
tries to argue that it could be the external appearance of the mill~Qala that makes it
special.

IX See, e.g., SvT2 3.90.
IY priigavastho yafJ pasu'J sa idiinfm eva pl'ilbuddiJa~1 ... pllna~1 fJl11wr blwgavantam

iksate.
• 211 ... mukham udgiliitya darsayet I
vidy5mantraga~wi'1 siirdham hlra~JCIl!1 sasadiisivam /
ajii5napatanirmukta'J prabuddlJa~l pastlr ik~ate I
daoe.Javad dhilra~Jil?l gatvii pra~J1'patyapuna~1 plllla~11

21 ... ala eva janJlJasahasnlpurvabhagavatsvanlp;lvalolaltJ;id vism.1yiivi,c;t.1'1 punab
punar bhagavantam ik$ate I da~1(iavadga11l;lIIclw dcluidipmm;itrfcipallasfcm,lt srisiv;l
samiivdiinusaraI}c yogyatiisya darsitii.

22 Such an image, including the deities, is reconstructed in Sanderson 1986: 187
(the drawing is reproduced as Illustration 3 in Padoux's first contribution to this
book).

21 This point is discussed briefly below, in subsection ii of section 2.
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most prominent. It is there that each of them is represented in
drawing by his or her distinct place such as a petal of a lotus, which
serves not only as a locus or support of worship, but perhaps also as
a crutch for those who perform the elaborate visualization.

The moment of seeing the mal)<;Iala with the deities is considered
so important that its mention can metaphorically refer to the whole
ritual of initiation. 24 However, mal)Qalas are not used exclusively at
the time of initiation, although for some-or possibly even for
most-initiates the ritual of initiation may actually be the only time
they see a maQqala. 25 As pointed out in a number of studies/6

mar,H;lalas are mentioned as optional supports for daily worship and
they figure quite prominently in rites to acquire supernatural powers
(siddll1). No special maQ<;Ialas are prescribed for regular worship; the
maQ.<;Ialas used in regular worship are just small-size reproductions of
initiation mal)Qa]as. In what follows, focus will be laid on initiation
mar,H;ialas and mat).l;ialas used for the acquisition of supernatural
powers.

2 Initiation MaIJQalas and their Role

I. The Two Initiation MaIJQalas

It has been pointed out in various discussions 27 that just as there are
two major parts of Saiva initiation,28 there are two different mat).qalas

24 See, e.g., Paratril11sik1i 19 and -Iaghuvrtti ad Joe. The text says that even
without seeing the maJ~Qala, one who knows the doctrine of this text becomes
initiated. The seeing of the maIJ9ala is thus considered the principal element of
initiation, as the commentary confirms, saying that it includes rites from the night
spent at the place of worship (adhiviisana) tip to the fire ritual, i.e., initiation proper.
The SiddhayogcSvarfmata has the colophon samayama~u;taJa at the end of the chapter
describing the whole samaya rite, which also suggests that the principal element of
the rite is considered to be the mandala itself.

25 This may be the case of som~~ne who aspires only for liberation and who does
not take the trouble to draw up a l11al)<;Iala for daily worship, which was probably a
rather laborious procedure (on this, sec Sanderson 1986: 170, note 3). At some point
this was perhaps the most common category of initiates.

2/i E.g" Brunner 1986: 20-21 (cf. Brunner, pp. 164-165) and Sanderson 1986:
169-170.

27 Sec, for instance, Padoux 1986: 34, Sanderson 1986: 196, note 128 and
Brunner in SP3, pp. xxx-xliii.

2ll In some traditions, there is also a third part between what I call here the
preliminary initiation (samayadik-?,T) and initiation proper (dik-?5). It is termed
special preliminary initiation (visc~asa111ayadik~5), and is found in the Somasambhu-
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-

drawn for these occasions. It seems that according to most ritual
manua]s, the first mal)9ala, which is drawn for the preliminary
initiation or samayadik$a,. is not at all elaborate .. His made without
coloured powders, including only a basic outline, for which
sandalwood paste is used. The details of this basic drawing usually
dubbed as gal1dhanw~J(jaJa ('sccnt maI~9ala')2'1 or nJ[/~lc;1aJaka ('small
maJ~9ala')J() are not givcn. However, one ean often read detaHed
descriptions of what is called the powder n1L1I~9ala (ra.ioma~](jala).

This is a largcr drawing filled with coloured powders, to be used for
what is initiation proper, somctimes also called nirvii~wdjk$a, for it
bestows final liberation.

While manuals seem to sharc their opinion on these two l11al~~alas

as given above, canonical texts differ on several points. These
differences concern not only the mal~9alas, but to some extent also
the way in which the two initiation rituals arc performed.3

!

The first or preliminary initiation-which is n01 always named
initiation32-consists mainly of a symbolic rite of entry into the
Saiva community. It involves the seeing of the l11aI~9ala and ends
with the announcement of the rules (samaya) the neophyte is to
observe as a new member of this community. This initiation can be
termed preliminary initiation because it is a prerequisite to initiation
proper, which follows after a night spent 011 the grounds of worship
together with the guru (adhivasa).33

Initiation proper is performed next day for those who can and
want to receive it It involves the rites of purification, deification of
the body, etc., as well as a rite of prognostication, which is based on

paddhati as well as in South Indian manuals, As Brunner points out in SP3, p, xxxv,
it seems to be a 'rite biltard' containing clements of the dik;;{j itself.

'}}) -Sec, e,g., TA 15.387,
J() Sec, e,g., SvT2 3.90c.
31 It would require a separate study to discuss all the details and problems

concerning the samayadik~;J. Therefore I shall only point out problems pertaining to
the use of maD4alas. For a more detailed discussion, see Brunner in SPJ, pp. xxxff.
and T6rzs6k 1999b.

32 I have shown elsewhere that this rite is not called initiation (dik~.T) in a
considerable number of early texts including the Sv5yamblmvaslitrasaqlgraha, the
Brahmayamala, the SiddhayogcSvarimata and the Malinivijaya. For details of alter
native terminology, see Torzsok 1999b.

33 An important exception is the Vil)asikhatantra, which knows only of one
initiation, preceded by the adlJivifsa In this text, the rite of entry using the mal~4ala

is performed on the same day as initiation proper, and the rules (samaya) arc
announced only at the end ofthc latter (verse 49).
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the neophytes' dreams and on the way in which their tooth twigs 34

fall on the ground. Then another l11aI)gala is prepared and another
variant of the same kind of rite of entry is performed as the day
before, but this tin1c without being followed by the announcement of
the rules. It is then that the main part of initiation is done. This is
basically a rather complex ritual of purification of the 'bound soul'
and its detachment from lower levels of existence. The rite involves
fire offerings at the completion of which the soul of the initiand is
joined to Siva.

As even this brief summary shows, there is a repetition with
variants of what appears to be essentially the same rite, whose
culmination is the seeing of the maJ)Qala. Most texts agree that there
are two mal)galas and two rites, the first of which usually gives
people the right to perform Saiva worship using the mantras of the
cult they are initiated into. However, the texts diverge on very
"fi d'l 35slgmlcant etal s.·

Some texts 36 prescribe that the first malfQaJa should be the simple
one drawn with sandalwood paste as mentioned above. When the
initiand is led to it blindfolded, he is to throw a flower or flowers
there. He then sees the maJ)qala, which has a profound effect on him.
The mal)qala drawn up the following day is larger, more elaborate
and decorated with coloured powders, etc. The same person or
persons are led to it blindfolded, but this time they toss one flower on
the drawing each. The name of the deity on whose part of the
maJ)Qala the flower falls will form part of the person's initiatory
name, thus suggesting that the initiate was chosen as it were by the
deity who attracted his flower on the empowered diagram.

Some other texts, which may prescribe a sma]]er malfQala for the
first rite, clearly envisage a colour mal).qala even for the first rite of
entry. This maJ)<;lala is probably identical to the second mandala
except perhaps for its size. Moreover, the guru is instructed to
perform the name-giving as part of the first rite, while nothing
particular is said about the second mal)<;lala.37

34 These are twigs used for cleaning one's teeth.
)5 The Vil)asikha differs as pointed out above, knowing only one mal)<;lala rite.
)(i Such as SvT, chapter 3.
)7 The Siddhayogesvarimatn, for instance, prescribes a colour mandala for the

samaya rite as 6.13 shows. But the second maJ)<;lala-although seemingly elaborate,
for it can be double the size of the fonner-is not described in detail; the reader is
referred to a manual instead (8.11).
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There are yet other versions of these twin-rites. They involve a
sandalwood paste mal)<;lala in thelirst rite, which is nevertheless llsed
(:' f,' I . .. 1K I " 1'1 I hlor perorm1l1g t 1e name-giving.' t IS temptll1g to arguc' t lat te
second version given above, which prescribes the usc of the colour
mal)<;lala and the name-giving in the samaY<l rite, appears more
functional 40 and is perhaps the prilnary version. However,. it may be
more important to consider the fact that thc first version of the rites
appears in the SvT, a text which is relatively old among the
demonstrably early Tantras.

Without trying to establish which order and method of
performance of the twin-rites is primary, it can be stated that the two
rites resemble each other very much and thus may reflect the
doubling of a ritual which was originally one.41 Moreover, since
there is an early Tantra, the Vil)asikha, which knows only of one
combined initiation ending with the announcement of sClmayas, it
may represent a very early stage of development, when even the
samaya rite was not yet independent or scparable.'12 Judging from the
stage represented by this text, it seems a possible development that
first the mal)<;lala rite and initiation proper became separated, which
was followed by the doubling of the mal)c;lala rite. An additional
argument for the theory of doubling could be that as some later
developments show, a further extension of the preliminary initiation
occurs 43 under the name of vjse~nsamayadiJ(!:;ii.To this a new repe
tition of the mal)<;lala rite is added by Aghorasiva's commentator,
Nirmalama1)i, who prescribes it if too much time has ellapsed since

JX As in SP3, pp. 37 and 103.
J'J In Torzsok 1999b I tried to establish a possible chronology and development of

this rite in various texts, but I am no longer sure if there is enough jllstification for
all my hypotheses. An attempt at reconstruction has becn made by Brunner in SP3,
pp. xxxi-xxxiii in a more gencral way, omitting details of the mar)(~ala.

40 I.e., it seems to be more appropriate to draw up an elaborate mal)~lala for a rite
which focuses on this instrument. Furthermore, it could be argued that the seeing of
the uncoloured mal)c,lala in the SvT, without the name-giving ritual, appears to be
odd. Why should one be impressed by the sandalwood paste m::tI)9ala r::tther than by
the coloured mal)<;Iala? What is the point herein casting flowers 011 the diagram if
the name-giving is omitted? For a discussion of these problems, see Arraj 1988:
I 44ff. and Torzs6k 1999b.

41 For this hypothesis and arguments in the case of the Siddhiinta, sec Brunner in
SP3, pp. xxxi-xxxiii.

42 This confirms Brunner's hypothesis in SP3, pp. xxxi.
4) This is the case, for example, in the Somasumbhupaddhati and the Aghora

sivapaddhati.
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the performance of the slll1wya ritual. ~~ Thus, the samaya rite seems
to be particularly liable to doubling and expansion.

In spite of these possibilities, it must be reiterated that no early
Tantra apart from the velY brief Vll)asikha seems to refer only to one
mal)<;fala.~·\ If a redoubling took place at some point, we have no way
of knowing how exactly it happened and through what stages.

This means that the role of initiation mal)<;lalas cannot be
determined in general by covering the descriptions and versions of
all early texts. However, a number of significant points can be
summarized concerning their nature and importance in this rituaL46

I. It is the mal)<;fala-cither in its simpler or its more colourful and
elaborate version-and the ritual connected to it that usually
determine the initiation names of initiates and thus not only
qual ify them to use the mantras of the cult, but also give them a
new identity in their Saiva community. The initiate comes to be
chosen as it were by one particular deity of that tradition, who
attracts the flower he casts on the mal)<;Iala. 47

2. After the disciple's blindfold is removed, the seeing of the
mal)<;lala-no matter which kind is used-with the deities on it is
usually considered to have a profound effect on him, for this is

44 Sec Aghorasivapaddhali 254.
oil It must also be added that the Vil)asikha docs not mention the name-giving

itself, but the editor of the text. T. Goudriaun, supposes that it was understood (cf. p.
139 and p. 16).

011. In what follows, I assume that the more elaborate mal)Qala is a larger and
ex.panded version of the colourless or smaller one. This is suggested in all texts
which describe only ol1e of them. To my knowledge, the only text according to
which the two I1lill19alas arc explicitly very different is the T A. But that exceptional
choice is probably motivated by Abhinavagupta's intel1t to integrate various levels
of the Trika in a hierarchy of initiations. For more information on this topic, sec
Sanderson 1986: 196.

017 While texts contradict each other on whether the elaborate colour mandala or
the simpler gandh,lma~/{;Ji:lla is used for this rite, one could perhaps fi~ci more
evidence by ex.amining initiation names. From initiation names found in inscriptions
in Darasuram, it seems that names of the Vidyesvaras, aflgamantras and mantras of
the throne were llsed as well as the brahmama1Jtras (see Srinivasan 1987, and the
evidence summarized in Goodall 2000: 207). The name of Somasambhu may show
that even lokapIIlas were perhaps included in the initiation mary<;iala, which was then
probably a more elaborate one. But since the above inscriptional evidence comes
from the tradition of the Siddhanta in the Cola country of the 12th century, its
testimony cannot be taken for what happened in other regions and periods.
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his first contact with the deities of his chosen sChOOJ.·1R In the
dai Iy rites which he is obI igedlo perform ever aner the initiation,
the disciple is in f~lct supposed to recreate this first sight of the
deities in visual izations.'l<J

3. The seeing of the deities in the course of initiation is not the
privilege of some, but is experienced by all categories of
initiates. In a number of texts, the name-giving is also performed
for all candidates as pari of the initiation.

4. While there are Vedic parallels to initiation proper (dik~ii) as a

whole, the central part of the snmayn rite performed at the
mal)<;lala has no such obvious Vedic predeccssor. 5

()

ii. The Initiatio11 Ma~1(;Jala ns the Largest Detailed Representation of
Esoteric Deities

The paragraphs above do little more than summarize what has
already been analyzed in detail in Sanderson 1986 concerning the
Trika, namely the fact that the mm~~lala plays a paliicularly important
role in creating and maintaining a new, Saiva and sectarian, identity
of the initiate. This identity is then repeatedly confirmed in the
course of the performance of daily worship. This must be olle of the
reasons why the moment of seeing the mat~~lala is considered so
important But in addition to this, there may be yet another reason. It
is not mentioned or expressed explicitly, but is perhaps still an
important factor here, at least as far as early texts and practices of
Bhairavatantras51 are concerned. The initiation maI~9ala, in addition

4K Even if only the name-giving version is described for the Sil1J7iiYil rite, as in the
Tantrasadbhava, for cxamplc, it is madc clear that the initiate is duly impressed and
falls on his knees. Sce 9.124d, wherc the subject must be the initiate or the initiate
with the gum

4'1 For this proccss in the Trika, see Sanderson 1986: 169-170.
:<1 Brunner in SP3, pp. xxxvi draws a parallel between the s<llJ];JY;ldik~ii and the

upanayana rather than between dik~;1 proper and Vedic rites. However, what is
similar in the upanaYilJJa and in the s[JlIJayadik.~[i is not the nature but the function of
the two rites, for both bestow the qualification to study the scriptures. Moreover, it is
only the visc$asamayadik$;! that creates a twice-born in the same way as the
upanayan8 docs, and this is not common to all versions of the sml1ayndik$[!. My
point in drawing a parallel betwecn dfk~ii proper and Vedie rites is that fire ritual has
obvious Vedic predecessors, while the rite involving the m;lI~c:lala is rather unique to
the Tantric context.

51 The term is used here for Tantras teaching the worship of Bhairava as well as
for Yiimalatantras and Tantras teaching goddess worship. For details of these
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to being the paradigmatic image, is probably also the largest or one
of the largest images representing esoteric deities in detail which is
used in communal worship (in the sense that several people use it,
but not at the Banle time). This point requires a bri·ef investigation
into the question of what objects were used for the worship of
esoteric deities and how: the nature of worship and what substrates it
may require, the role and scope of liJjga worship, the question of
anthropomorphic images and what size various substrates were
prescribed to have.52

Most Bhairavatantric ritual prescriptions envisage that ritual is
performed in an abandoned place specially prepared for this purpose,
and not in a permanent building with permanently installed images in
it. This suggests that at least in the case of some esoteric cults (in the
Bhairavatantras and <above') and at a relatively early period, near the
composition of the earliest Tantras, no permanent building or image
was used to perform ritual. 53 It must also be noted that the list of
supports for daily worship given by Abhinavagupta54 mostly includes
various small objects as supports for visualization which do not
actually depict the deities of the cult. He mentions, for instance, a
rosary, a mirror or a sword-blade as well as a private liJiga. When
images are mentioned, they are smaH ones made of painted clay
(perhaps what is meant is terra-cotta), deodar wood or gold or
images painted on a piece of cloth or drawn on a skull. They are
images of small size for private worship, never larger ones made of
stone. Moreover, early Bhairavatantras do not normally include
references to rituals which empower icons made for common
worship (prati$thii).55

categories, see Sanderson 1988. For the fact thaI Tantras teaching goddess worship
also categorize themselves as Bhairavatantras in a broader sense, see, e.g., Siddha
yogcSvarimata I .19d and 8.4ed, the lattcr passage reading mahabhairavatantre 'smin
siddhayogcsvarimatc.

52 An appropriate treatment of the subject would require a monograph. Therefore,
what is presented below is only a brief summary of a few points relevant to the
present discussion on mm~9alas in some early Saiva Tantras, without a full presen
tatiol1 of all the evidence. It is hoped that the study 'Idols and Othcr Substrates of
Worship in the Trika' announced In Sanderson 1990 shall be soon available.

5J This hypothesis would of course need further investigation and a full presen
tation of the early sources on the subject.

54 See TA 26.32ff. and Tantrasara 179-189 and the summary of these passages in
Sanderson 1986: 170.

55 The only such text I know of is the unedited Piilgalamata referred to in
Sanderson 1990: 40 and cited 011 the Visualization of the deities of the Trika. Its
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It must be mentioned that in the demonstrably early sources of the
Siddha.nta, even if the insta lIation of deities in permanent, durable
images is comrnonly discussed, these images were not used for
public rites. They were used only by members of the particular
community (ma(ha) for individual worship. As Brunner observes in
her study and translation of the prati:'Jlhli section of the Somasambhu
paddhati (SP4, p. v), at the time of the writing of this manual, no
public temple rites were performed. 56 What is envisaged by Soma
sambhu is that when a Jillga is established in a malha, for example, it
is worshipped by several people one alter the other.57

Private, portable (cala) liJigro were also Llsed in more esoteric
cults, as mentioned above, even if the worship of larger, shared
JiJlgas does not seem to be mentioned in Bhairavatantras.

5K

Moreover, as Abhinavagupta writes in Tantraloka (TA) 27.2-3, these
shared Jiligas-even if envisaged for Bhairavatantric worship~·-are
not to be installed with secret, i.e., esoteric, mantras; for those
mantra-deities possess their power in their esoteric nature and once

Nepalese manuscript is reported to be dated A.D. 1169-1170. The same title occurs
in the list of the Bhairava canon as cited by Jayaratha from the Srikm~\hiya ad TA
1.17, but it is not cited by Abhinavagupta or .Iayaratha himself. Although the text
claims to be part of the Bhaimva canon as Goudriaan J981: 46 points out, it mainly
deals with tcmple construction and installation of liJigns. Goudriaan 1981: 46 also
observes that "Sakta tendencies are almost completely absent" in this work, which
would explain why a Saiddhantika author, VidyakaJ~~ha II (pupil of Ral11akal)~ha II),
refers to it many times in his Bhavadi<Jamal)i (for details, sec Goodall's introduction
to his edition of the Kiral~avrtti, pp. xxvi-xxvii). From the above cited nccounts of
the contents of this text, it seems that only its chnpter 5 on painting (and possibly
some passages in its chapter 4 on icons) could be relevant in a Bhairavatantric
context. These passages seem to give the iconography of paintings made on cloth, a
substrate for private worship mentioned by Abhinavagupta in the above citations.
The NT also gives some details in a few verses, which are discussed below.

5(, One of the few, relatively detailed, surviving passages about the installation of
Iingas and small size statues is found in the Mataliga, kriyiiplidil 13-14, the only
longer passage pointed out in the above edition as a paralleL For some additional
texts in manuscript form which also deal with the subject, sec, e.g., Nisvasatantra,
Guhyasutra, chapter 2 and Sarvajfianottara summarized in Goudriaan 1981: 36, 39.
See also two Prati~thatantras, the MohasOrottara and the Mayasal11graha described in
Goodall's introduction to his edition of the Kiral)avrtti, pp. x-xi and referred 10 as
sources of Somasambhu's account in Goodall 2000: 216.

57 This is also what Abhinavagupta refers to in TA 27.53-54.
5K This lack of interest in commonly worshipped large liIiglls may also be related

to the fact that Bhairavalantras seem to focus 011 the acquisition of supernatural
powers, which requires private rituals in secluded places in most cases, i.e., rites
performed 'without one's companions.' The solitary performance of these rituals is
enjoined, e.g., in Siddhayogc.svarimataI2.14, 13.11, 18.18 and 19.17.
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installed, they would lose their real nature as wen as their power.
Therefore, stable or larger Jiljgas are to be installed with the mantras
of the Siddhanta, even if other deities can be invoked in them
temporarily. Furthermore, following the Sarvaji1anottara, Abhinava
gupta adds that secret mantras should be avoided especially in case
one installs a so-called manifest (vyaktarupin) image-a warning
which shows that what is to be avoided here is first of all an
anthropomorphic or figurative image.59

Nevertheless, there was one, undoubtedly 'anthropomorphic
image' which was not excluded from communal esoteric worship
and even recommended for certain days: the body of the guru, that of
other Saivas and certain women. In the list of II possible substrates
of external worship given in TA 6.3,60 the last one, murti, a word that
could possibly refer to an icon in similar contexts, is glossed by the
commentator as "the body belonging to the guru or others" (mfirtir
gurvadisambandhini). The long description of what is caned 'The
Worship of Embodiments' (murliyaga) or 'The Worship of the
Circle' (cakrayaga) , which makes this somewhat enigmatic gloss
clearer, is then given in chapter 28.60ff. by Abhinavagupta: it is a
rite in which the preceptor, various other practitioners, their wives

5~ The exceptiOll<ll installation of a Bhairavagamic mantra in NT2 18.119-121 is
discussed by Sanderson 1990: 78, who understands the passage of the Tantra to
prescribe the installation of an ectype of the esoteric mantra of Svacchandabhairava
in the icon. He then argues that Abhinavagupta in TA 27.8 in fact contorts the
intended meaning of the Tantra by interpreting the passage to refer to the installation
of a non-Bhairaviigamic mantra such as that of Netranatha, so that the prescription
should conform to the fundamental rules of pmti~thii. Although Abhinavagupta's
interpretation docs seem forced, it must be noted that the passage of the Tantra itself
refers back (by saying priigvidhiinatafl) to some previous verses all general rules
about prati$thii. These verses, 18.1 04c-1 09, prescribe the installation of the non
esoteric Amrtda/Netranatha alone or with the also non-esoteric goddess Maha
lak~ml. Even if this is not enough to support Abhinavagupta's interpretation, it is
significant that installation is generally envisaged here using non-esoteric mantras,
in spite of the general tendency of the NT to mix up various Agamic prescriptions
(for which see NT2 13.45-46).

~J These substrates arc a l11aJ)9a1a, leveled ground, a vessel, a rosary, a manuscript
[of Saiva scripture], a liriga, a skull, a piece of cloth (no details given), a clay/terra
cotta image (not discussed in any detail, but mentioned in 27.19 as coloured [citra]),
a mirro~ (or any mirror-like surface, such as a sword mentioned in 27.44) and a
milrti:

ma~ll;IalaJp stha~l(;Jihil?lpiilram ak$8siitraI?J sapustakam I
Iingarp tiJraIp p8[a~1 pustmp pratimli mfirtir eva ca II
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and women of lower castes or prostitutes arc propitiated by alcohol
and offerings which include meal and fish. liI

Even when an apparently figurative image or anthropomorphic
icon seems to be mentioned in a Bhairavatantra, such as a 'Dak~it:la

murti' in the SvT, commentators understand such references as
denoting something which is different from an icon as an embodi
ment,62

As for the size of images used, icons of deities in the Siddhanta
arc described, e.g., in the Mataflga, kriyiipiida, chapter 14 as being
between ten aJigulas and onc hasta (0.2-0.45 melre),11J The size of a
Ji]Jga is said to be three hastns (1.35 metre) in thc same text (13.9),64
which would be the size of the smallest mm)~i.alas.

The initiation mal)~ala used by all the initiands is thus the largest
image (as envisaged in a number of Bhairavatantras) or one of the
largest images (if we consider shared liJigns) a Tuntrika may see and
use, for its side usually measures at Icast three or four has/as (eight
or nine is also recommcnded), that is at least 1.35-1.8 metres. But
unlike the other communal or shared support of a relatively large
size, the linga, it contains a clear visual mapping of the esoteric
deities of one's tradition.

Among objects used as supports for the worship of esoteric
deities, portable images used for private worship are small.
Therefore, even if kept over a longer period of time, they can be
hidden from the uninitiated. Other supports such as a mirror or a
sword are not easily recognizable as religious objects. But an image
as large as an initiation mal)<;Iala is not so casy to hide, and this is
perhaps one of the reasons why it has to be temporary: a mal)t;Iala
drawn up for the occasion and effaced ritually after it has served its
purpose.

(,1 Notc that according to Abhinavagupta his summary of this yilgil is based on the
SiddhayogcSvarimata. However, lhe short recension of that lext docs not contain
anything on this particular subject. For more inforllliltion, sec T6rzsok 1999a:
229-230.

IV. Sec K.<;icmaraja ild SvT2 3.129, who rcmarks on dak~~i~liil?l murtim: 11i1 tv
paSavi/11 dchamayim. Howcver, it is not clear to me what image K~cmaraja had in
mind.

foJ One hasta is thc distance betwccn the tip of onc's middle finger and the elbow.
I have takcn one hasta to be equal 10 at least 0.45 metre and rounded lip the figures.

f4 SomasambllU cnvisages litig<ls of up to nine llilstas, but it is questionable if
such large !iligas were common or if they were in use at an earlier date as well.
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3 The Inclusion ofLower Revelation ill the Ma~lt;laJa from the Vedas
to the Siddhfinla: The Case of the Svacchandatantra

The way in which the trident image of the maI)Qalas of the Trika
encodes the supremacy of that school has been analyzed in detail by
Sanderson 1986.(l5 I-Ie points out firstly, how scriptural sources repre
sent the superiority of their system by raising the throne of their
deities higher, and secondly, how Abhinavagupta's exegesis adds
further hierarchies by stretching what is implied in the scriptural
sources of the Trika and related schools. Thus, when the trident
image, which includes the full cosmic hierarchy from earth up to the
three goddesses on the tips of the trident, is installed in the line of
inner sensation in regular worship, it reveals "the Trika' s supremacy
by taking [the practitioner] through and beyond the maI)<;iala-thrones
of all other Saiva claimants to the worship and assimilation of
absolute power."

In the same article, reference is made to the ranking of the
doctrines of outsiders, i.e., non-Saivas, in scriptural sources as well
as in the Kashmirian exegetical literature. 6

(J In what follows, I shall
take up this line of inquiry with special reference to the SvT, which
gives a particularly detailed account of its relation to other doctrines,
in order to illustrate the following two features of its initiation
mal).Qala.

1. While the trident image of the Trika creates its hierarchy and
encodes its supremacy to others in a vertical ascent, the SvT as
well as a number of other texts and their mal).Qalas use a
concentric image and arrangement of deities to express their
domination:(l7 they place the supreme deity of their system in the
middle of the mal)Qala, surrounded by other deities often
representing other schools of thought. This method of concentric
encoding seems to be more common than that of the trident
image of the Trika, whose mm)<;iala is in fact quite exceptional in
that it is to be seen as three-dimensional, building its central
trident upon the usual concentric image of other Tantras. For in
the trident lTIaI)Qala, the central lotus is not the seat of the

(,\ For an illustration of one of the several versions of the trident mandala of the
Trika, sec Colour Plate 19. . .

({, See Sanderson 1986: 172, especially note 8.
(,7 This idea is also referred to briefiy ill Sanderson 1986: 172.
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principal deity but is the lotus of gnosis, from which the trident
of the three goddesses arises and is seen as coming out of the
surface of the mal)Qala.

2. The example of the SvT also shows that the nUll)Qala can
visually represent and include not just other branches of Saivism,
but also non-Saiva doctrines or traditions in the form of lower
revelation. In this respect, the SvT is a special case, because it
seems to be the only Bhairavatantra to include a relatively
detailed discussion of other, non-Saiva and early Saiva
(Pasupata, etc.), doctrines and to include them in its cosmic
hierarchy.

The SvT ranks the doctrines of outsiders in its 11 th chapter
(11.68ff.), which seems to have become something of a locus
classicus on the subject later on, judging frmn the series of citations
given by layaratha ad TA 1.33./lH ln this passage of the Tantra,
schools of thought are assigned various levels of the universe or
principles (tanva), from intellect (budd/H) to Sadasiva. The equi
valences with the tattvas are not explained in a fully systematic way,
for while some tattv8s are not assigned to any sc11001,(I'J others are
said to represent the level of liberation or consciousness of several
schools at the same time.70 In addition, there arc also principles
which are not tattvas but are nevertheless said to be the place of
certain schools. 71 It should be noted that these inconsistencies may
be due to the fact t]-wt it is not uncommon in early Tantras that the
number of LattvCE fluctuates. Such fluctuations can be explained on
the one hand as a result of redactional cutting-and-pasting, on the
other by the fact that it was perhaps not felt to be necessary to fix the
number of tattvas at an earlier stage of doctrinal development 72

(,<{ The citations arc not identified in thc edition. Jayaratha quotes SvT2
11.68c-71d.

II) None of the five coverings (kmicuka) is mcntioned explicitly in the list, nor is
the level of pure knowledge (sllddhavidyii) above mffyii.

711 Two sects, the Mausulas and the Kurul<as arc both given the 30th level. that of
miiyii; and the level oflsvara also represents several sects.

71 Thus, the Jainas are said to be established in the three strands of material
existence (gu~18), which do not form a tattva. However, gll(W is sometimes listed as a
taltva, such as in the Parukhya recorded in Goodall's introduction to his edition of
the Kirat:lavrtti, pp. Jiii.

71 For a detailed discussion on the number of 1:Jllv,/S in the Siddhunta and what
they may imply, see Goodall's introduction to his edition of the Kiral)avftti , pp.
li-lv.

~-----
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In spite of these inconsistencies, a number of elements of the
hierarchy are very clearly defined and some of them correspond to
other ranking systems. Thus, while K~emar3ja adopts a different
hierarchy in his Pratyabhijnahrdaya (ad sulra 8), he also assigns the
level of intellect (buddhi) to the Buddhists.

In the ranking of the SvT, non-Brahminical schools are placed the
lowest, below the 24th level, that of material cause (prak,-tJ): the
Buddhists are made to reside in buddhi and the Jainas arc at the level
of the three gU~1aS of sattva, rajas and tamas. Now it could be said
that the gw:ws and material cause are at the same level, for the gU~Jas

are the three strands of prakrlJ: However, in this passage, they seem
to be treated as separate from and inferior to prakrli.73 It should also
be noted that in verse 68ab, buddil1' itself is said to be produced from
the three gU~1aS, suggesting a direct relationship between these two
principles and possibly between the schools placed at these levels. 74

The 24th principle, prakrti, is assigned to 'Promulgators of the
Veda,' which is interpreted to allude to the Vedanta by K$emaraja ad
Joc./5 but could just refer to anyone for whom the Veda is the
highest revelation. The 25th principle, puru~a, is the highest reality
for the S3J1lkhya, which seems quite natura1. 7(, Above them, the 26th
principle is the highest level for the Yoga. This is normally the level
of niyati,77 causal determination, but in this passage, the SvT does
not speak explicitly about any of the five coverings, of which niyati
is normally the first.

This exposition is followed by the placement of various schools of
the Saiva Atimarga, schools of Pasupatas and Uikutas, in the cosmic
hierarchy. First, the pasupata-vrata is equated with the 33rd level of
Isvara. Following K~emaraja, this expression refers to the doctrine
expounded by Lakullsa. Then the text returns to a lower level, the
30th. It is the level of maya, which is the highest level for Mausulas

TJ In thc samc way, thc KiraJ)atantra also lists thc gU~JaS below prak[ti, as reported
in Goodall's introduction to his edition of the Kiraryavrtti, pp. Iv.

74 Note that Buddhist schools arc distinguishcd, but in fact all are placed at the
level of maya in TA 4.29-30. K~ernariija puts the Saugatas together with the
Mimarpsakas, Naiyayikas and Carvakas at the level of buddhi, while the Vedantins
and Madhyamakas arc above thcm.

75 This can be inferred from the fact that he cites the Svetasvatara-Upani~ad.
76 However, K~emaraja upgrades them to the level of mahamiiya in the

Pratyabhiji'iahrdaya.
_ 77 That Yoga must be then at the lcvel of niyati is also confirmed by Jayaratha ad

TA 1.33: te~iilp [i.e., piitm1jaliiniiqJ] purpstattvordhvavartiniyatitattvapraptir ukta.
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and Karukas, who arc followers of disciples of Lakul'isa, according
to K~emara.ia. They are said to identify this level with the deities
K~emeSa anel I3rahmasvall1in rcspcctively. It is then stated that
Vaimala and PramalJa (or Paiicartha) Pasupatas can reach up to the
level of Isvara, idcntified with their highest deities, Tejda and
DhruveSa. After this, Saivas-probably in the gcncral sense meaning
Saiddhantikas as well as those of other currents---arc mentioned and
declared to he above the rest.

Further in the saille chapter, another passage discusses doctrines
of other schools, this time without ranking them in an unambiguous
way. The categorization of other doctrines is based on their relation
to dharmahldhm'J1m, detachment!I aek 0 I' detachmcnt (vair/igyalava.i
ragya) , knowledge!ignorance (jI1ill1il/;~ii'jiina) and powerfulness/lack
of power (ajswlJya!al1aj.~vHlya).According to verse 186, these eight
concepts make the wheel of the S,JJ1Jsiim turn round incessantly as
eight spokes. In this passage, non-Saiva and other Saiva schools are
hierarchized in the following way. Verses 174-179b describe trea
tises of logic (hetll.~[jstra) and declare them to be characterized by
adharma, lack of detachment, ignorance and lack of power. It seems
they receive the lowest grade here; for, as the SvT says: they are
devoid of knowledge, Yoga and deities, and arc useless for the
attainment of any of the four goals of mcn in life.7K After this, all the
other schools are described mentioning al least one good point about
their teachings. Mundane or common knowledge-covering agri
culture, politics, etc., as K~emaraja points oul-is characterized by
dlwnna, while the doctrines of both the Pi.lncaratrikas and the Vaidi
kas involve dharma as well as knowledge. Buddhist as well as Jaina
doctrine is endowed with detachment, while the school of Saq1khya
possesses both detachment and knowledge. The best-placed of the
non-Saivas is again the doctrine of Yoga, which is associated with
knowledge, detachment and power at the same time. The only
doctrine exhibiting all the good characteristics, and which thus goes
beyond (ati-) the others, is the Saiva doctrine of the Atimarga. For

7l< This particularly low ranking of the science of logic is not followed by the
exegetes. K~emaraja places the Nyaya in the same group as the Mimal11sa and the
Buddhists both in the Pratyabhijfiflhrdaya and in Spandanin)aya lid 4 and 12-13. In
the latter work, he places even the Sflqlkhya and the Vedanta at the same level. It
could be argued that Hctusastra is not the same as the school of Nyaya.
Nevertheless, in general statements of the above kind, they may not be differentiated
in a very precise manner.

_..........._----------
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adherents of the Atimarga, i.e., those who practice the Skull obser
vance, and the Pasupatas (verse 184), there is no further creation,
they are established in Isvara/Dhruvesa. The ranking stops here, and
no other Saivas are mentioned.

This way of ranking of other doctrines reveals two important
distinguishing features of the SvT. One is that it includes all
Brahminical schools of thoughts from the level of prakrti upwards.
Now, it may be argued that the Paficaratrikas are omitted from the
hierarchy of levels. However, it is arguable that they are understood
next to the Vaidikas, which is demonstrated in two other passages.
One is the verse referred to above, which states that the doctrine of
both Vaidikas and Pancaratrikas is characterized by dlJarma and
knowledge. Another passage (5.44-46) prescribes that one should
not condemn Bhairava, his and other Sa.stras, the latter including the
Sarpkhya, Yoga, Pancaratra and the Vedas, for they have all come
forth from Siva himself and bestow liberation.79 These passages
show that the Vaidikas, Pancaratrikas and the adherents of the
Sarpkhya and Yoga are aU consciously felt to be very closely related
to Saiva doctrine, and consequently they are placed at the level of

k . d· b·· . KOpra rtl an a ove.
Secondly, the SvT also gives a particularly detailed account of

how it sees itself in relation to the Atimarga. Judging from the
number of Pasupata branches, they must have been flourishing or
recognized at the time of the redaction of this Tantra. It is also
noteworthy that the SvT particularly insists on the superiority of the
Atimarga, leaving the doctrine about the superiority of
Bhairavatantras vis-a-vis other Saivas implicit. It sees itself as the
continuation of the Atimarga rather than of the Siddhanta.R1

The whole issue of ranking other doctrines according to the tattvas
gains particular significance in connection with the worship of the
deities on the malJQala. The drawing of the maJ:).Qala of nine lotuses

7') K~emaraja reports a reading from 'old manuscripts,' which states in the last
line that everything comes forth from Siva and bestows the fruit of [reaching] Siva's
abocle.

~J Although doctrinal affinities remain important, other texts do not statc this
rclationship so explicitly.

~l K~cmaraja (commenting all I I. 184c) seems somewhat uncomfortable with the
fact that the ranking stops at the level of the Atimarga. He supplies an additional
statemcnt to the effect that if followers of the Atimarga are liberated, then how much
more the Saivas. He also unclerstands the word ca in the sense of api in order to read
this meaning into the text.
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(navcmiiblw) for initiation is tlcscrlbcd in chapter 5 (from verse 19),
followed by an explanation concerning the deities to be worshipped
on it (from 5.37c). The nine lotuses arc arranged in a concentric
design in such a way that thclotllS in Ihe centre is surrounded by
eight others, and each lotus has eight petals. H2 On the pcricarp of the
central lotus, one is to place and worship the supreme dcity of this
system, Svacchandabhairava, surrounded by eight I3hairavas on the
eight petals. The eight Bhairavas arc placed on the petals as eight
mantra-syllables extracted from the l1nv:llm:JhUa.H~ In what follows
(verse 40), the lext points oul that onc should recognize these deities
as standing for [the principles] from SadMiiva down to prakrt~ and
they are also worshipped on the pericarps of the surrounding
lotuses.R4 By including the principles from prakrti up to Sadasiva in
tbe manQala as secondary deities, the Brahminical schools from the
Vedavadins upwards are also implicitly included and their levels
represented by Vidy3raja and the other Bhairavas. x5

Thus, doctrinal inclusivism also appears implicitly in a cult image
in a fairly consistent way, since non-Brahminieal schools, the
Buddhists and the Jainas represented by (;/tlV<lS below prakrti, are left
out of the maJ)gala and its deities. The SvT's example also illustrates
the common way to express the superiority of a tradition in a concen
tric icon, in which the supreme deity of the school is worshipped in
the centre, surrounded by its retinue of deities (p<lrivarn) standing for
lower levels of the universe and lower revelation. xl

,

Xl For a reconstruction and illustration of this mal,l(lala, see Appendix 2 and
Colour Plate 18.

1<.1 Sec K~emaraja's commentary on Il:lk;lrc~l:l: HA for KapiiHsa, RA for Slkhi
vahana, K~A for Krodharaj:t, MA I'D!' Vikariila, LA for Manmatha, VA for Mcgha
niida, YA for Somaraja and 0 for Vidyariija.

!>1 They swap places with Svncchanda as the lext and the commentary clarify
further 011.

I<.S We do not ncccssarily need to follow K~clllarfija here, who assigns the tattvtlS

of Sadasiva, Isvara, vidyl', miiYI~ kuW, niyllli, PUl'II{i1l and I'mkr1i to Ihe eight deities,
for thc text itself simply specifics that they represent levels from Sadasiva down to
pmk{1i. Thc author(s) of the Tantra may not havc had an exact dislribution in mind,
just as the distribution of tal/vas to schools is Ullcven. II is also 10 be rcmarkcd that
K~emaraja (ad 5.19) understands that the siz.e of' the mnndala, which measures 224
inches on each side, symbolizes the 224 blJuvalllls or wo~I'ds of the universe. This is
an interesting idea, but again one that the Tantra itself docs not teach.

1'1, The disadvantage or imprecision of this arrangcmcnt compared to the hierarchy
exprcssed in the vertical arrangement of thc trident icon is that the surrounding
deities arc not arranged in a hierarchy in relation to each other: Viclyariija standing

~~---
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4 Mal,u;falCls bestowing Supernatural Powers

201

Although initiation maJ)<;ialas-whether they are used for the samaya
rite or for the dik~.j--appearto be the basis and model of maI:H;lalas
used for acquiring supernatural powers (siddlll) as well as for daily
worship, siddhimal,J(;JaJasH7 seem to differ sometimes from their
model in several ways. The ways in which maI).<;ialas are transformed
or visualized differently for siddhi can be divided into three groups:

i. Specialization
Some mar:H;lalas become reduced in that an element and a deity is
taken out of the more elaborate version and the deity is then
worshipped separately for specific supernatural powers.

ii. Expansion
By contrast, some other 11131)9alas are expanded with a set or sets
of other deities not necessarily present on the basic version, who
seem to increase the power of the deity-circle without disturbing
the hierarchy of the central deities of the cult.

iii. Substitution
Lastly, some mal)9alas are retained in their form as described for
initiation except that the deities installed and worshipped on them
are changed; thus the maQ<;iala as a drawing is considered some
kind of framework.

i. Specialization

A good example of how a maI)<;iala is reduced, or rather, how one of
its deities is focused on for specific purposes can be found in the
ninth chapter of the SvT. The chapter starts with the description of
the worship of Svacchandabhairava and how his maIJ<;iala of one
lotus and four doors is to be constructed (9.12ff.). The drawing of the

for prakrti and Vedic revelation has the same position as Sikhivahanaemhodying the
level oflsvara and the Pasupatas.

1!7 The term siddhimar.u;iaJa is used in the colophon of the Siddhayogesvarimata,
chapter 25, which thus distinguishes between this mal)~ala and the trident-based one
used for the name-giving samaya rite. However, the Siddhayogdvarimata seems to
envisage this very siddl1imaOQala for dik$ij, judging from an aside in 25.16cd:
dik$ayiiql siidl1anc l1y asmiml CVt'l1~l manavikaJpanii. This usage may reflect the view
of the SiddhayogcSvarimata on the subject, namely that liberation is just one of the
siddhis (see 29.8-11). It should also be noted that the Nisvasa, on the other hand,
uses the term 'mal)Qala bestowing liberation' (muktima~lQala)on fol. 20r4.
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mal)(:bla begins with a single IOIUS, on whose pericarp Svacchanda is
later to be installed with mantra-syllables and worshipped. This lotus
is then surrounded by a wheel or 32 spokes (9.16), on which the
practitioner worships a set or J2 goddesses, starting with Aru~a.88
The size of this square mal)~lala can vary. Verse 14 envisages
mat)c;lalas of one, two, four or eight hilS/liS on each side; while the
one with ninc lotuscs lor initiation is prescribed as measuring nine
hastas on each side.

This mal)<;lala of Svacchanda is saitl to bestow all kinds of super
natural powers, especially power over all the worlds. Some of these
worlds arc well-known from Puralyic cosmography; they include the
various hells, underworlds (p;ltiiJa) and the seven Jokns. Others are
identical with principles (tn/iva) or the universe in the Saiva sense
from prnk/1i and pUfll$a up to Sadasiva and Sakli. The diagram
translates into an image of what is elsewhere insisted upon in
doctrinal passages: the idea that the supremc deity ultimately
controls the whole universe, even if lower levels arc assigned to
other Bhairavas as their regents, and thus it is this slIll'rcmc deity that
is able to bestow full power upon the practit iOllcr.

However, the other eight Bhairavas of the initiation mat:t<;1ala are
not forgotten in the context of siddhi, either. But while the worship
of Svacchanda is prescribed on a nlal)~lala as a support, the other
Bhairavas are placed and worshipped on small charms written on
pieces of birch-bark (yantras Of r"k~~iisKI)). They arc worshipped for
the attainment of much more specific goals than the control of the
whole universe.

The first yantras described arc those of the first and last Bhairava,
Vidyaraja and Kapiilisa, who can protect the practitioner from death.
Their mantras are to be incised in the centre of a wheel, and the
spokes are occupied by the 32 goddesses starting with ArUl~a, just as
in the mat:tc;lala of Svacchanda above. The other yantras arc based on
the same model, with one Bhairava in the middle and the goddesses
around him, except that in each case, some additional details are

IQI Following verse 16, which states that the wheel is olltside the lotus, K~elllaraja

remarks at verse 24 that there nre four goddesses in each of the eight directions, and
that they arc outside the lotus. However, the text of verse 24-contrarily to
16-suggests that the lotus and the wheel somehow overlap, because it says that the
goddesses are on the petals and the spokes nt thc same timc.

IN As the examples below show. 1"iJk~ij is nol always a protective amulet, despite
its name.
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given. These include instructions to incise the name of the person
who is to be protected, controlled or killed in the middle; or the
addition of other mantras to the whole yantra which envelope or
inflame it, or the use of substances collected in the cremation ground
(9.64-65). Among the other Bhairavas, Sikhivahana is employed to
cause one's enemy to suffer; Krodharaja can kill someone or make
him mad; Vikara]a can frighten one's enemy; Manmatha is invoked
for subjugation; Meghanada to exile someone and Somaraja to
acquire wealth.

The resemblance between the maD~ala of Svacchanda and the
yantras of the other Bhairavas shows that in spite of the differences
between maD9a1as and yantras, they arc closely related, especially in
the context of siddhis. Just as Svacchanda represents the truest
doctrine of all Brahminical doctrines which are included in the
initiation mal)Qala, so here, too, he stands for aU-encompassing
power. Other Bhairavas are seen as specializing in more specific
tasks. The initiation maD9ala of the nine lotuses includes aU these
Bhairavas as different levels of reality, for its purpose is to bestow
qualification upon the initiate who can subsequently employ any of
these Bhairavas for whatever goal he may want to. But for specific
aims, he is to use only the Bhairava most appropriate for his purpose.
Judging from the construction of these maD~alas and yantras in the
SvT, siddhi is viewed here as the specific application of the power
acquired in an all-inclusive way at the time of initiation.

ii. Expansion

This view of the SvT is not shared unanimously by al1 Tantras. In a
number of texts, the lTIaJ)9a]as prescribed for siddhis contain several
circles of deities who are not necessarily present in the initiation
maD<;lala. The Mrgendratantra, for instance, allows an initiation
maDQala of just the central group of five deities or brahmamantras,90

'J) This is referred to in kriyiipiida 8.44 as an option, although it is emphasized in
the preceding verse that one should try and make a maT,l~ala with several circles of
deities. Verses 8.52-53 also suggest that all the deities may not be present inside the
mar)Qala, which should ideally include three circles of doities (avara1)a) around the
central group. In case of these smaller lllal)Qalas, one can worship thc outcr circles
on ornamental clements, sllch as svastikas, lotuses or dots, or one can just worship
Siva on ~he four-petalled I~tus. This last solution is interpreted by NarayaT,lakaD!ha to
be used 111 case of lack of tlllle, place or material means.
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but prescribes additional outer circles of deities to be worshipped for
certain supernatural powers. For the acquisition or knowledge, it is
sufficient to worship the ViclycSvarns around the central group of
five brahmamantras. For 'divine' supernatural powers one should
add the circle of the GancSHs. For 'middle' siddhis-probably
meaning attracting women and the like--the guardians of directions
should be further added outside the Gm:lCsa circle. For 'lower'
powers-such as killing-all the gods should be there, extending
outward to the guardians' weapons on the periphery of the
mal~~ala.'11 Moreover, according to kriyiipildll 8.46, ill case the practi
tioner has various aims of different kinds, he is to worship the central
deity surrounded by three or four outcr circles of deities on a
saktimandala, which is endowed with an additional circle of the
mothers.'!2 These mothers are not present on any version of the ini
tiation maI)~ala, yet they arc employed for siddhis of all kinds, in an
extension of what is or could be the same as the initiation mm)<;lala.

93

These prescriptions of the Mrgcndra show that the outer circles of
deities in its maJ)<;lala are responsible for siddhis of increasingly low
kinds. However, they are not worshipped on their own for these
specific functions, but always remain in the outer circles of the
m(1)<;lala whose centre is occupied by Siva in the form of the five
brahmamantras. This visual arrangement implies that various siddhis
are not specific functions of the central deities (as was the case in the
SvT), but rather that the bestowing of supernatural ]Jowers is seen as
an extended function of these deities, who do not bestow siddJlis
themselves, but delegate lower gods, lokapcI111s and the like, for these
tasks. 94

')1 Cf. kriytlpfida 8.45. Note that according to Niiriiym~akaJHha, in each case only
one circle is to be worshipped around Ihe centre and nol several circles extending
outward to the circle including Ihose deities. The centre with the five mantra-deities
and the guardians, for instance, should be worshipped for' middle' siddhis, omitting
the Vidydvaras and Gal~esvarasin between. However, the text of the Tantra does
not support this interpretation, for it uses compounds such as flll1ipriillla/.J and
ga~liiJ]ta~1 (qualifying y<lga~J).

~2 Sec aIso commentary ad foe: sakl/wil!] Imilf~l:it!) s:lt1Jb:iIIdhi yan tJJa~l(;ialaT!l
tatra....

9) The addition of female deities for siddhis is also a feature of the SvT as shown
above, which positions the goddesses around the central Bhairavas.

!;j It may be tempting to speculate 011 the basis of this that the Mrgcndra 's above
arrangement reflects its dualistic position, while the SvT's way ofallributing powers
corresponds to a non-dualistic view. However, it is unlikely that cults, especially
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The third way of changing the initiation ma1~9ala for siddhi can be
illustrated by two examples taken from the SiddhayogeSvarimata.
Chapter 25 first describes the initiation mal)9ala in a rather cursory
way. Its side measures three or four hastas and it has a 32-inch lotus
with eight petals in the middle-thus resembling the basic type
reconstructed in Illustration 1 and Colour Plates 16-17 (following
the more detailed prescriptions of the srima~J(;iala in the NT)?5 After
a brief statement of how the placement of mantras is to be performed
on the body, the text appears to shift subject to give details of rites to
acquire supernatural powers which are to be performed in the
cremation ground. The placement of the mantras is followed by the
filling of the rnaIJ-Qala outline with powders. Verse 34 specifies that
white powder is to be produced from powderized human bones and
red from blood. Then, the practitioner is to place a human skull on
the pericarp of the lotus and on the eight petals and should write the
mantra of Bhairava with his consort on the central skull with blood
taken from his left arm. This Bhairava holds a trident in his right
hand, on which the three principal goddesses of the Trika, Para,
Parapara and Apara, should be projected. On the remaining eight
skulls the eight mantra-goddesses who form the retinue of Parapara
should be written, starting with Aghora.

So far, this siddhima~19ala basically follows the arrangement of
deities prescribed in chapter 6 for the samaya rite: the three
goddesses occupy the prongs of the trident and the group of eight is

early ones, were based on such principles. For the problem of dualism and non
dualism in scriptural sources, see Sanderson 1992: 282ff.

'15 The same type of mal)9a1a is givcn in anothcr Trika text, the Tantrasadbhava
(9.104ff.), which calls it the sarvalobhadra(ka). Although the SiddhayogeSvarImata
secms to agree with the Tantrasadbhuva on this maHer rather than with a third
surviving Trika text, the MalinIvijaya (which gives a maD9a1a of a trident and the
lotuses), the subsequent verses on siddhi show that there is a trident present on the
maDgala of the SiddhayogcSvarImata, too: but instead of being drawn on the ground
inside the mal)gala, it is drawn in blood on a skull placed in the middle.
Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that the text docs 110t give an unambiguous
account of the mal)c,Ialas. This chapter as well as chapters 7 and 8 suggest that the
initiation mal)c;lala (dfk$ii/]Ja~lgaJ~ may well resemble the Tantrasadbhava' s sarvato
bhadra, without the trident, even though chapter 6 clearly prescribes the mandala
with the trident for the samaya rite. Moreover, Abhinavagupta's summary o{ the
principal lTIal)9ala of this text-on the basis ofwhieh ] have attempted to reconstruct
the maD9ala in Colour Plate 19, but which is not included in the surviving short
recension-unambiguously gives one with the trident.
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placed on the petals or the lotus. However, aner glvmg the
bijamantnls for the goddcsses and promising the successful invo
cation of Yoginls, verses 53-55 give a ncw set of eight goddesses
one can equally worship with the same or other bijas on the diagram.
Their names indicate that they arc probably recommended for lower
siddhis such as killing,l)(, The diagram itself becomes a framework
which can accommodate various groups of deities depending on the
siddhi envisaged.

A procedure similar to this seems to be at work in chapters 2 i and
22 of the same texl. Chapter 21 describes, again very briefly, a
wheel-diagram with 12 spokes, which appears to be recommended
for worship in various months of the year. Twelve Rudras of
different names are placed on the spokes, and a Bhairava, identified
with one's self, performs the churning of the nectar of immortality in
the middle. Subsequently, the text gives a summary in a few verses
of a samaya type ritual, in which this very wheel-diagram is em
ployed to determine the gotra name of the initiates (verses 20-21),
implying that the whce~ is used as the ccntral image of a ma])<;iala.
The whecl is to be drawn red, with a mixture including blood. Now a
passage in the next chapter prescribes the visualization of the same
kind of wheel as the one mentioned for the golra attribution.
However, this time the wheel, whose basic colour is red and which is
to be visualized in thc middle of an Ocean of Blood, is mcntally pro
jected in the air. Instead of i 2 Rudras, 12 frightening Yoginis-or
optionally six Yoginls accompanied by six Rudras as consorts97



are to be placed on the spokes. They churn <:Imrtu from the Ocean of
Blood and bestow success upon the practitioner.

The wheel-diagram used for a gotra name-giving initiatory rite
and recommended for monthly worship is thus cmployed as a
framework on which more fierceful deit ies are installed to gain
supernatural powers, just as the lotus I1l~H)~lala of the main goddesses
can also accommodate goddesses associated with black magic
(abhiciira) .

Although the above examples are fairly representative of the
major ways in which the initiation mal)~ala can be transformed to
bestow siddhis, they are not exhaustive. Two additional common

\\" The first of them is called Jmnbhani and the last, Pramathani.
'fI This is how the conjunction v,i l1:lay be interpreted in verse 34, followed by the

mention of the two sets of six in verse 35.
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types of procedure should be mentioned in this context: certain
graphical differences which are associated with particular siddhis
and the change of materials with which the mal}Q,ala is prepared.

As for graphical changes, after describing the principal maDQ,ala,
whose base is square-shaped, the Nisvasatantra mentions briefly how
to draw the outline of circular (vartula) maDQ,alas, m31}Q,alas of a
semi-circular (ardhacal1dra) type and triangular (trjko~18) ones. This
is followed by the statement that for rites of propitiation or
appeasement as well as for prosperity, one should use the square or
circular type; the semi-circle should be used for the maD9ala of
CaD<;Iesa and the triangular type, for black magic. lJ8

A different sort of graphical change is prescribed for the worship
of various deities and for the acquisition of siddhis in the Mrgendra,
which draws the shape of the petals of the lotus in the maDQ,ala
differently for different purposes.l)lJ For supernatural powers in
general (bhiltJ), the petals should have curled-up tips; they should be
even for liberation (mukti).!OO For the worship of Kamesvara and
other deities bestowing good fortune, the petals are to have pointed
tips, while if one worships the lokapalas, the grahas, the gaIJas,
Cat:lgesa or GaDesa, the petals must be broad and curved at the
edges. IO

! The ga~Jas are also given round-shaped petals in another
verse. The worship of the VidyeSvaras requires petals shaped ]ike
cow's ears, and Gauri, the goddess of speech (vak) and the Rudras
are to be worshipped on lotuses whose petals look like the leaves of
the Asvattha tree.

In the subsequent verses, the Mrgendra gives yet more
alternatives, which concern the shape of the maD9ala and its colour
according to the deities or the purpose of the worship. Thus, agreeing
with the Nisvasa, it prescribes a semi-circular maDqala for
worshipping CaD9eSa, but it adds the worship of the Amrtavidyas 102

to this category and specifies that the colour of the diagram should

\Ill vartu]all1 caturasral~l va siinlike pau~!ike tatlla /
ardhacandralp lu cap9eSc abhicclrc triko~1akam /1 foJ. 26r3.

(The reading of the manuscript ca~]{iise has been emended to caI)9cse.)
W See Mrgcndra, kriYcipiida 8.31-33.
UXI I follow Naraya1)aka1)~ha's interpretation of the verse, who understands the

somewhat enigmatic sphutam to mean animnOl1natiigral?J samam.
IlII Following Narayal)akal)tha's interpretation of the word mantharagrakam.
102 These are female mantra-deities bestowing immortality and the like.
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be white. The mar~9ala of the Saubhflgyavidyas lOJ is said to be red
and vulva-shaped or bow-shaped. The description continues with
further options for purposes of well-being, for rain and for the
worship of the Vidyesvaras.

The materials used for the prcparat ion of the maJ~Qala should also
be different when used for Iibcration and when employed for lower
supernatural powers (lIbhidim) according tothe same passage of the
Mrgendra (kriyfipfida 8.40):")4 the coloured powders are to be made
from pearls, corals, gold and the like lor liberation, but they are to be
produced using substances from the cremation ground for the lower
powers.

However, if the same mal)~lala is L1sed for liberation as well as for
the acquisition of supernatural powcrs"o~lhe Mrgendra instructs
practitioners to make white powder from rice flour, red from red
mineral from mountains-vermillion or reel chalk according to the

1·[ f' II' . 10(, dcommentator-, ye ow Tom ye ow Orplll1Cnt or turmenc an
black from burnt barley and the like. Since initiation maDQalas used
for several people should not be tllade for a specific siddhi, this
general type is probably what the text envisages for dik:roii.

It must also be noted that a nlOrc esoteric text teaching goddess
worship, the Siddhayogesvar]mata, docs nol prescribe impure
substances for specific siddhis as obligatory. At the same time it
allows these substances as alternatives for initiation as welL Thus, in
6. J2, the text gives the choice lathe gu1'lJ if he wants to use ashes
(probably meant to be collectcd in a cremation ground) or flour for
the samayama~1(;iall:/, and in 8.8 it also gives alternatives without
restriction for the making of the thread to be used to prepare the
outline of the mat)Qala:it can be made of human hair (narakesa

samutthena, again probably obtained from corpses) or of cotton and
the like. On the other hand, even for rites to acquire supernatural
powers, the instructions state that 110ur or ricc-powder may be used,

IOJ According to NaraYIII)akal)!ha these are mantra-goddesses bestowing the
powers of subjugation and allraction.

Ir~1 It may be noted that as the above passages show, the Mrgcndra appears to
mention a number of details about Imll)c)alas which do not concern only initiation
mal)9alas, although the main subject of the passage is indeed initiation malJ9ulas.
Thereforc the distinction betwcen nlllkti and ublJiciil',l may not rcfcr to initiation
maIJ9alas of initiates with diffcrent purposes, but rather to siddhilJ1n~l«alus.

HIS This is what the commcntary suggests at the beginning of the passage, saying
bhuktimuktivi:;ay:im'il?1 yiigiin;'iflJ.

ill'> I again follow the commentator on hnridrak,ldin,l: /wridrfilwrir;ll:klinii.

~-----
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although preference is given to impure substances, such as
powderized human bones for white and blood for red. IO

?

5 Substitution and Change:1ll8 The Worship of Vi$~JU and the
Inclusion of the Buddha i11 the Netratantra

The siddhima(1t;JaJas examined so far show that the pantheon
worshipped on them can vary significantly and in several ways from
the pantheon of the initiation mal)~alas. However, in 8111 these cases
the deities worshipped remain those taught in the Saiva systems:
forms of Siva or Bhairava, various Yoginis or groups of deities
forming their retinue such as the lokapalas, It could be argued that
for siddhis, the SvT employs Bhairavas who embody lower levels of
the universe in the initiation mal)Qala, and who consequently
represent lower, non-Saiva revelation: Vidyaraja who is employed to
conquer death, for instance, stands for the level of prakrti and by
implication embodies the level attributed to Vedavadins. However,
the deity remains a Saiva mantra-deity with a visual appearance and
name of a Bhairava. In this respect, the NT stands apart from other
early texts in that for siddhis it prescribes the alternative worship of
deities who clearly belong to other systems, by substituting the
central god of the cult, Mrtyurpjaya/Netranatha (as well as his
consort), with non-Saiva deities.

After describing the drawing and decoration of the mal).gala, the
NT lists the deities to be worshipped in its centre, on the pericarp of
the lotus. First, the principal deity of the cult, Mrtyul11jaya is
mentioned (18.62), who is to be worshipped with the goddess of
prosperity, Sri, as his consort. Secondly, an alternative is given

HI7 SiddhayogcSvarimata 25.34cd: shar!J nrsarikhajarl1 Ciirr)al)l raktar)1 k~ataja

bhiivitam.1 have conjectured nrstlIJkhajm)1 for the reading of the manuscripts tri
sarikhajaJ71.

ION By this subtitle I intend to evoke the principal argument in Eivind G. Kahrs's
unpublished dissertation entitled "Substitution and change: foundations of traditional
Indian hermeneutics" (Oslo, 1996). I have not got direct access to this work, whose
main thesis was summarized by the author in personal communications and in
lectures at the University of Cambridge. The idea is also referred to briefly in Kahrs
1998: 278, who states that "change is achieved through substitution in that new
meaning may be encoded into old terms by means of a substitutional moclel."ln
what follows, I hope to show that substitution is applied in the NT in a ritual context,
not as a hermeneutic device, but as a method to include deities of other cults in its
pantheon,
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whereby Srldhara, that is Vi~J!lI, can bc substitutc(\ for the principal
dcity. Visualizations of Vi~l!u arc describcd at the beginning of
chapter 13, in which a numbcr of Vai~l!uva forms are listed which
include various incarnations such as thc Mun-lion (Narasirpha), the
Boar (Varaha) and the Dwarf (Vamana). But Ihe list of alternatives
does not stop here, for the text continucs by giving the visualization
of Slirya, forms of Rudra, Ilarihara, Ardhanarlsvara, Brahma, and
finally the Buddha, who is said to specialize in granting liberation to

T t J< -" I I ' IO\) bwomen.nc commentator, .~ell1araJa, mtroe uccs t liS passage y
saying that the text enUlllcrates various alternative forms of
Mrtyuq1jaya. They can all be worshipped on a mm!Qala, too, which is
first shown in Illie prescription according to which SlJrya is to be
placed in the middle of a lotus (verse 23), and latcr by the mention of
various loci of worship in 28. These deities or-following K~ema

raja-forms of MrtyUl1l,jaya can be visualized on the ground, in fire
or water, on the top of a mountain, or in any other place which is
pleasing to the mind and shall all bestow the desired success. This is
further confirmed in another passage of verses 37-43, which states
that all kinds of deities lead to success if they arc worshipped as
prescribed. The text explicitly says that deities of other Tantrie
traditions can be invoked as well as those of the Nyaya, the
Buddhists, 110 the Yoga., Vedic deities, etc. III The list shows that the
Buddha is not visual ized and regarded as a mani festation of
Vi~l)u-which could also be the case~~but is considered to be the
Buddha of the Buddhists and is invoked as such.

What is most striking in the inclusivism of the NT is that it does
not stop at the level of Vcdie revelation and Brahminical dars8nas,
but includes the Buddhists, and that it allows the worship of forms of
Vi~l)u ancl the Buddha as principal deities.

Now the SvT also includes the visualization of Brahminical
deities who are not Saiva strictly speaking, and who represent lower
levels of the Sa iva universe situated below forms of Siva. An
example for such inclusion can be seen in the description of internal
worship, in the course of building up the Saiva universe internally.
When visualizing the lotus of gnosis (vidyiiplldma) on top of the

HI) Cf. thc commcntary before SvT2 13.17.
110 The NTZ uses the irregular oraj.~[/ form [im/wln as docs the SvT.
III The 'etc.' in the text is interpreted by K~crnaraja [0 mean Purat)ic deities. This

may includc the worship of deities such as Durgii-Vindhyaviisini mentioned sub
sequently.
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throne, which is nailed together by the four Vedas and the four aeons
(2.64c-65b), first a circle of Saktis is described, which is to be
placed on the petals with the goddess Manonmani on the pericarp.
This is followed by the placement of three circles (m81:ujalasl

ma~](;ialakas) on th is lotus of gnosis: the circle of the sun on the
petals, that of the moon on the filaments and the circle of fire on the
pericarp.112 Then the visualizations of three deities (of PuraI)ic
appearance) as regents of these three circles or spheres are
prescribed: Brahma, Vi~l~u and Rudra placed on the outer, middle
and inner circles of the petals, filaments and the pericarp
respectively. It is on top of Rudra, still on the pericarp, that the
laughing Sadasiva/Mahapreta is then to be projected before the
visualization and worship of Svacchanda's throne and of Svacchanda
himself.

The difference between the place and role of V i~I)u in the NT
compared to the SvT is that on the one hand, the NT prescribes the
worship of forms of Vi~I)u as the central deity, and on the other that
it gives several alternative forms of Vi~I)u, which indicates its
somewhat unusual interest for this deity in a Saiva context. 113

Moreover, the appearance of the Buddha as central deity is
undoubtedly unique here. By prescribing the worship of these deities,
the NT goes much further than the SvT in including other cults. This
may be considered not only another element showing the NT's
relative lateness,114 but also a feature that may reflect a different
religious scene of its time. lIS

112 According to K~emaraja (avatara!likii of 2.72cd-73ab), these three circles
represent the instrument, the object and the subject of gnosis (mana, meya, matT)
respectively as well as the three powers of knowledge, action and will (iccha, jilfina,
kriycT).

II) Although Vai~l)ava inflections of Saiva deities may be often encountered, the
NT's interest in several such forms may be considered unusual. For a Vai~l)ava

version of KiilI worship, sec the example from the Jayadrathayamala teaching the
worship ofKali MadhavcSvari with NarasilTlha, given in Sanderson 1988: 154.

114 That the NT belongs to a relatively later layer of the early, pre-10th century,
scriptmal sources has been argucd on the basis of ample evidence in Brunner 1974:
126ff., who also cites Madhusudan Kaul's introduction to the first edition.

115 Ritual eclecticism and changing attitudes towards such phenomena were
analyzed in a series of papers by Professor Phyllis Granoff at the Ecole des Hautes
Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris) in April-May 2000, especially in her first paper
entitled "Other people's rituals: ritu<llcclccticism in early medieval religions." I am
grateful to Professor Granoff for giving me a version of the final draft of her study
and for drawing my attention to the ritual eclecticism of the NT. In the meantime
part of this material has been published (Granoff 2000 and 200 I).
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What is perhaps less striking, hut almost equally surprising, is the
inclusion of the 'deity of the Nyaya'·--whoevcr it is supposed to
be.lJ(l The inclusion of the Nyayais surprising bccausc the SvT,
which can probably be regarded as something of a refcrcnce work for
the NT,117 categorically rejects treatises of logie (hct[Jsi'istra) and

d I . I' I I .. liNcan emns t lem In a re at IVC yong passage.
At the same ti'Tle, the NT can be said to follow a kind of logic

already established in other Tantras. For the substitution of principal
deities of the cult with less cenlTal ones in ll1ill~l,ialas employed for
siddhi is a practice also seen in the example of the non-syncretic
Siddhayogdvarimata. The NT appl ics the same procedure of
substitution, except that it goes a step furlher and includes Vai~r,Iava

and non-Brahminical deities or cult ligures, who do not form part of
its basic pantheon. The substitution can be justified in the same way
as the SvT justifies ils recognition of olher scriptures: all scriptures
as well as all deities and doctrines arc created by and identical with
the supreme deity of this Tantra.II'J

Conclusion

Instead of summarizing the major points of the above analysis of
inclusivism or eclecticism-points which may well change in the
light of further evidence-I would like 10 mention two particular
features of the mal)<;iala as IOCliS of worship that may have con
tributed to inclusivisl1l or ritual eclecticism in Bhairavatantras: the

!It, K~emara.ia ad loco interprets this reference to mean that the surrell1e deity of
the Nyuya is one endowed wilh qualities of omniscience :1I1d the likc. but who is
olltologically different from men.

117 For the NT's relying on Ihe SvT. see Brunner 1974: 126fT
11K As mentioned above. even if Nyaya and HetuMistra (the lattcr possibly

meaning any work questioning the authority of revelation) may not exactly cover the
same branch of Sastra, it is unlikely that they nre striclly differenliated in these
scriptural passages. The above mentioned passage about treatises of logic is long in
that no olher school of thought is treated or criticized in such delail in the text. See
SvT I] .167-179b on what it calls I-!etusaslra, while all other traditions are clealt with
in verses 179c~185.

II~ Something to this effect is staled ill 13.44-46. This passage confmlls Ihat the
principal deily of this cull is the soul of all mantras, and therefore there is no
infringement of the rules prescribing thai riles of eli ffercnl schools should not be
mixed up. K~cmara.ia's commentary ad loco adds a more strongly Iloll-dualislic inter
pretation of 111 is statement.
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cosmic symbolism of the maJ)<;iala, and the fact that the drawing
itself is an empty framework.

Although the initiation malJ<;iala may not depict the Saiva cosmos
in a more explicit way than other supports of worship,120 its con
centric or vertical image of a hierarchy of deities and other elements
is often seen as representing a cosmic hierarchy, too. Thus, the image
of the mal).<;iala is identified with the cosmic hierarchy in scriptural
sources: the trident of the Trika is understood to represent the
universe from earth to Siva, the deities of the SvT represent levels
from prakrti up to Siva-Bhairava and the five outer lines drawn
around the malJ9ala of the NT stand for the five kaJas which
constitute the Saiva universe (see Appendix 1). This identification is
continued by K~emaraja in his commentary on the SvT, in which he
states that the 224 inches of the side of the mal)c;lala represent the
worlds of the Saiva universe. Since the mal).l;iala is seen as
representing the cosmic hierarchy, it includes lower revelation. Thus,
at least for purposes of siddhi, deities of these lower revelations may
be used effectively. They of course do not fully deprive the central
deities of their importance and place in the hierarchy: for example,
employing the Buddha's power is recommended mainly for women.

A second feature of maJJl;ialas which may have contributed to the
substitution and inclusion of non-Saiva deities is that they do not
actually depict the deities themselves. 121 Although Tantric deities can
be visualized for worship, their identity lies first and foremost in
their mantric form, as pointed out in Sanderson 1990: 78. In a
number of texts, this means that they can be visualized in somewhat

120 As Brunner 1986: 30 (cf. Brunner, p, 175) points out. However, as I have tried
to argue above, the mal)~ala is a special case compared to the JiIiga or a temple in
that it gives a mapping of the deities of one's tradition.

12\ I think there is a practical reason for this, apart from the doctrinal reasons
already mentioned. Since these mal)qalas are mostly made of coloured powders, it
would require an extremely large-size m3l)<;Iala to be able to depict deities in detail
on it. Such figurative images in coloured powders arc made even today in Kerala.
An example is the Ka!am Eluttu, which depicts Bhadrakall before the performance
of a Mu~iye~tu. This shows that even a single deity requires a rather large diagram.
The construction of such a diagram would be quite unpractical for rites such as the
name-giving samaya ritual. However, what is missing on the Saiva Tantric image
can be amply provided by detailed visualization, the result of which may not be as
different from some Tibetan Buddhist l11aJ)c;lalas as Brunner 1986: 31 (cf. Brunner, p.
176) claims. Without trying to draw too many parallels bctwecn these two traditions
I would just like to empha.size again that the Saiva mal)c;lala is not simply th~
drawing ilself, but the drawing and the visualization.
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differing forms according to onc's purposc, and thus the goddess
Para, for instance, is gi vcn a rosary and a manuscript as attri
butes-similarly to the goddess of speedl, Sarasvati l22-when
visualized to obtain eloquence, but she is pictured as pouring out the
nectar of ilnmortality to conqucr dcath,12.1 Takcn to the extreme, this
principle implies that any visualization can suit a mantra-deity, who
may well take up thc appearance of the Buddha if needed. The
mal)c;lala is quite well-adapted for slIch radical changes in
visualization, for it docs not depict the deit ics in their concrete fonns.
If one uses the geom.etrical framework or the mal)~lala, changing the
deity's appearance in visualizations docs nol necessitate any change
in the traditional mmy~iala, drawn according to Saiva scriptural
prescriptions.

In a final remark. it could be concluded thaI what renders the
identity of Bhairavic mantra-deities weak is in fact their power
fulness. It is because they arc too powerful and dangerous to be
depicted with their iconographic features (TA 27.23) on objects such
as the mal)<;Iala that their visualized images can be changed or
replaced by the images of other deities; and it is th is iconographic
interchangeability that allows ritual inclusivism or eclecticism. 124

122 For this idcntifi.cation, sec Sanderson 1990: 43.
III Sec Siddhayogdvarimata, chapters I I and 12,
124 It would require an altogether separate paper or monograph to explore why

such eclecticism takes place in the NT in parlicular, which exhibits a sOl1lewhal lax
attitude lowards mixing prescriptions of different traditions (l'llltmsillpkam in 13.46).
In addition 10 an investigation into the changing religious scene of different periods.
a rather precise chronology of the scriptural sources would also be needed.

............._-------
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Appendix I: The Construction Ortlle Srjma~u;1ala
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Below is a brief description of how a simple mal)<;lala is constructed,
following the prescription of the NT with K~emaraja's commentary.
Note that without the commentary it would be impossible to
reconstruct the l11al)Qala. Technical terms are given with illustrations
so that this summary can serve as a basis for the reconstruction of
other mal)Qalas. Their descriptions seem to follow mostly the same
general terminology with a few minor differences. Some of these
differences wiH be pointed out below. Ways in which the cardinal
directions are determined on the ground, details concerning
measurements, some problems pertaining to the actual drawing with
the help of threads and the colouring with powders are not discussed
here. However, it must be born in mind that these factors, too, form
part of the process of mar)<;lala construction, and are sometimes
detailed in the middle of the description of the drawing. A good
example is the discussion of how to establish the directions in SvT2
5.29ff. What follows concerns only the actual drawing and the
colours applied according to NT2 18.31 ff. A similar mal):~ala was
reconstructed in Brunner 1986 (cf. Brunner, p. 177) on the basis of a
later text, the Saradatilaka and Raghavabha1ta's commentary, but
without explanations of all the technical terms. For the construction
of the srimaJ.lQala, see Illustration I, while the final result of the con
struction can be seen in Colour Plates 16 and 17 according to two
verSIOns.

The drawing of the mal)<;lala stmis with the construction of a grid,
in which the size and number of the cells vary. The shape of the grid
is square (caturasra) and its lines are always drawn along the north
south and east-west axes. A cell is called a kO$tha or kO$thaka, and
the length of one of its sides is a b11iiga. In the NT, the grid of 324
cells has 18 bhagas on each side. There is an eight-petalled lotus in
the middle occupying eight times eight cells.

In most maD<;lalas, the construction of a lotus follows the way in
which this central lotus is produced in the NT. First, four concentric
circles are drawn in the middle of the central square of the lotus. The
first one has a radius of one b11iiga and is the circle of the pericarp of
the lotus (kan.1ik5). The second circle has a radius of two bhagas and
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marks out where the fibres will end (kvsilriigra). Thelhird circle has
a radius or three hhfigas to shmv where the petals will be joined to
one another (d:il:IS:n!Jdhi). The last circle has a raclius or fOUf bhagas,
to mark where the tips or the petals should end (dnlilgnJ).

This is followed by the drawing or the lines where the petals of
the lotus will meet. This means that lirst, one should draw eight lines
from the centre in the cardinal and intermediate directions. These
lines will intersectlhc outermost circle at the points where the tips of
the petals arc to be. Theil nile draws eight additional lines which
must be in the middle or thosc cight radii. This halving is done in the
same way as at the establishing or the square or the mal~~lala. In this
case it is done by halving the line which one could draw between two
petal tips, starting with the tips or the north-eastern and the northern
petals. It is obvious rrom the description that since these latter lines
represent the sides or the petals, they will be visible from outside the
circle of the pericarp lip to the third (dahls{JllldIJl) circle. It is abo
mentioned that the petals have threclibres each (drawn from the
pericarp up to the second circle).

The next step is the drawing or the outlines of the petals outside
the dalascupdhi (i.c., the third) circle. K~cmara.ia says that one should
draw two ares with the help of a thread, fixing the thread with the left
hand in bctwecn the line in thc middle or the petal (nmdhy<lsutra) and
the line on thc side of the petal (piir,~vasiitra). Then one should draw
two arcs on both sides [of the petal] with the right hand, starting
from the point where the petals should intersect (already established
by the intersection of the third circle and the p;}rAvll..,[Uras).

Arter the description of the lotlls, the lext gives the colours for its
various parts. It continues by stating that u white circle is to be
drawn, its thickness measuring one inch, around the lotus. This is the
so-caned 'air-linc' (vyo1J1al"ckhii). Outside this circle, a square should
be made, with a yellow line which is one inch (;Higuhl) thic\c This is
the inner part of what is called the 'scat' (plOw), which is a square
band occupying onc bhiiga outside the inncr square. (The width is
mentioned by K~emaraja in his commentary on 43cd.) Then this
surrounding band is to be divided into the corners (ko~};l) and the 80

called 'limbs' (gc}traka). Thes·~ limbs are formed here by leaving two
bhiigas on each side for the corners. Thus the 'limbs' occupy four
cells each, as K~cmaraja makes it clear. He also gives a brief
definition of the 'limbs:' they arc particular segments which should
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fall in between corners, outside the 'air-line' (gatraka/Ji kOIJal1tara
laga avayavavisc$a vyomarekJuTyii bahye kalya~li).

Next, one should leave a band which is two bhagas wide around
the 'seaL' This is the terrace or passage (vithi). In K~emaraja's

explanation the passage is the place to conduct the puja. Outside of
this is the area where the doors are to be drawn, on a surrounding
two bhaga wide band.

The door has two parts, here called ka~ltha and upakaIJtha. The
former is the upper part, i.e., the part closer to the centre of the
mal)<;iala. In this mal)Qala it occupies four cells, as K~emaraja

explains. He understands the prescription of two cells in the text to
apply on both sides. Colour Plate 16 reproduces the mm)<;iala accor
ding to K~emaraja's interpretation, while Colour Plate 17 gives the
basic structure without the ornaments and without considering
K~ernadlja's remark about the size of the doors.

The base or lower part of the door ]s one cell wider on each side
here. K~emaraja gives a definition of both kaIJtha and upakaIJtha:
kal.1thaJ?1 dviirordhvagam avayavavise$am... ; upakaIJtha1p ka~lthadho

gam avayavavise$am. Note that in a number of texts, this base is not
called upaka~lfha, but kapoh 125

Next to the door, there is an ornamental part which has the shape
of the door turned upside down. 126 The smaller and outer part of this
element is called the sobhii and the wider upper part is the upasobhii.
Again, their measurements are based on K~emaraja's commentary,
who himself mentions that some details are left out and understood
to be supplied by the reader. Note that the sobha and upasobha are
caned kapola and upakapola in the Isanasivagurudevapaddhati
(kriyapiida 8.58), in which they are also defined as having the shape
of doors turned upside down and being placed next to them
(tatparsvatas tadviparitavaktras tadvat kapolopakapolakiib SYU~l).

When the doors are ready, the text mentions that one is to draw
three circles (inside the doors?), leaving out the western door, which
faces the deity. This is not commented upon by K~emaraja, but there
is a brief mention of a circle in the context of the door in TA 31.83,
in which the door is said to be circular optionally. In the context of
the NT, however, it seems that the function of these circles is to

125 Sec, c.g., SvT2 5.34ff., Miilinivijaya 9.31 ab and TA 31.39, 31.84cd.
126 Sec K~cmar1ija on 44d: dviirapiirsvayoh pariiv(ttadvarasamniv.esakiirena "talhii

sob17opasobhakc" hirayct. '.
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close, cover or seal the doors, and this is probably the reason why the
western door facing the deity has no circle. For this idea, see, e.g.,
the Lak~mikauUirlJava quoted by K~ell1araja lid SvT2 5.35ab: dvara
trayarp pidhiitavYaI71 pascinwm nll pidhiiptlyct. Nothing i.s said about
the exact position or size of these circles in the NT.

This malJQala, being that of Srl, is decorated with conch shells and
lotuses in the vUhi, in the outer corners and outside. All colours are
given in detail except those for the outer corners; and it is also not
clear if the decorations in the vUh; should be black or the vUhi itself.
Since all parts of a malJQala have to be covered with coloured
powder so that the ground should not be scel1,127 it can be assumed
that the corners also had some colouring. I have applied white for the
vUhi as well as for the comers. The former is said to be always white
in Isanasivagurudevapaddhati, kriyiipiida 8.73"n and as both the
vithi and the corners have the decorations of conch shells and
lotuses, I assume they are also of the same colour. Consequently, the
outlines of the conch sheHs and lotuses arc mainly black, under
standing that the NT refers to the outlines of ornaments when pres
cribing the black colour and not to the vitl1i. 129 Verse 47cd-48ab
prescribes the drawing of five lines around the mal)Q.ala, which
represent the five kalas, the l.owest (l1irrlJ) being the outermost one.
According to K~emaraja cld Joe., they are white, red, black, yellow
and transparent, starting from the outermost line.

127 See,. e.g., a bri·cf aside in lsanasivagurudcvapaddhati. krjYlipiida 8.61 b: yathi
bhiimjr na drsyate.

1211 This passage states that the doors and the petals should also be white, which
agrees with the NT.

129 It is also unlikely tllat it should refer to the ornamcnts thcmselves, for it would
be very odd to require conch shells and lotuses to be black.
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Appendix 2: 7]lC Nuv.allijhh[/IllWI~/[i![J

The mmJ4ala of the nine IOluses (Colour Plale 18) has becn recon
structed according to SvT2 5.19 34 and K~emaraja's commentary
thereon. Thc grid measures 224 x 224 :JIigu!ns and is divided into 7 x
7 large bhcigas. K~emaraja remarks that the number 224 reflects the
number of bhuvanas. Here again, the drawing starls at the centre,
where one is to draw a lotlls in the same way as described in the NT
above in the central ko~·!h[J. The difrerence is that the scat of the lotus
here is the outline orthe cenlral ko.~!h[J itsclfwilhout the construction
of the gatrnkas. The eight other IOluses are constructed in the same
way around the central lotus, leaving one ko:,.;{1w in between them.
The various parts or the surrounding area, the .~obhii, upasobhii, and
ka~l!lw are all said to be half the size of the vithi. K~ell1araja

understands this to refer to the vithi around the lotuses, which has
been obtained by halving thc space bctwecn the lotuscs and the edges
(see 33cd-34 and comm.entary). The text itself must refer to the
height of these clements, while their varying widths are given by
K~emaraja. The two parts of the doors are termed here ka~l!ha (the
thinner, i.e., inner part) and kapoln (the wider parI). The clements
next to the door arelenned IIp[l.~obhci (the wider or inner part next to
the ka~l!ha) and sobhfi (the thinner or outer part being next to the
kapo!a). According to K~emaraja, Ihe height and the width of the
ka1,ltha is the same, measuring half of the vithi. This means it is a
small square whose side is equal to the quarter of the side of a lotus
seat. Althoughlhe size or the kalmia is not defined by the text,
K~emaraja-referringto other scriptural prescriptions---~understands
it to be of the size of half a vlIhiby one \lithi. This means it occupies
twice the spaee of the ka~lrha as reconstructed in Colour Plate 18.
Verse 34ab informs LIS that there are eight doors, and K~emaraja

explains that they are in between the lotuses. Since the size and
places of the doors arc determined, what is left between two doors on
each side is the sobhfi with the upnsobJlfi. Aner constructing the
sobl1iis and the Llpc1!~obhas of the same size on each side of each door,
the remaining parts form the four corners.

However, it is possible that in the text, kapoln means what is
added to the size of the ka~lt1w olltside the k:I~IOW. This is suggested
by the name kapohl, 'cheek.' In that case, what is outside the kal;]~ha

measures three times the square of the kC1~l[lW. This would result in
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sl ightly different door-shapes, and the forms of the sobhas,
upasobhas and corrltCrs would also change.

As for the colours, K~emaraja points out that since they are not
specified, one has to resort to other Agamas. On the colours, he cites
the Saiddhantika Parakhya, which has the same prescription for the
lotuses as the NT, but adds that the space between lotus petals is
green and the corners are red. The fibres are slightly different, having
the colours white, yellow and red starting from inside. ] have made
the doors and the vlthlwhite, as in the case of the NT's mal).9ala, and
the sobhas and upasobhas red and yellow. K~emaraja mentions that
the western door, facing the deity, should be left open or uncovered,
but since the covering is not explicitly prescribed in any graphic
form, I have not tried to supply it.
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Appendix 3: The Trie/ent M,,~]~/ilJa

For the construction of the trident m:lmlala in the SiddhayogeSvari:
mala, I have followed TA 31.155 wilh commentary as far as ~ have
been able to. The outline is to he made on a square or Ihree lwstas on
each side, to which a surrounding hand of 12 :l11glJlns is added for the
doors. The square of three hnstns on each side is divided into nine
large cells, one square hasta each, and these arc further divided into 6
x 6, i.e., 36 small cells each, so thn! each small cell measures four
aJigulas on each side. The lotus in the middle, similar to the one
described in Appendix I, measures one lwsta on each side.

The trident is drawn in the large cell in the middle, i.e., leaving
three small bhiigas untouched below. l1O On both sides, two half
circles are to he drawn downwards, in the neighbouring two bhiigas.
This implies that the radius of the smaller half-circles is half a bhaga,
and the radius of the larger half-circles is one MUlga. The smaller
half-circles continue in small arcs of quarter-circles above. The tip of
the middle prong should end hal r a Iw.... tIl inside the large kO$t11a
above the ko~t!lCI of the central lotus, i.e., hal f a Iwsl:1 below the door.
The tips of the two other prongs should fallon thc side-lines of the
large ko.~thns, i.e., on the lengthened side-lines of the square of the
central lotus. I have made these tips by lengthening the lines that
could be drawn between the centre point of the mal)~lala and the
points where the two small arcs end. The two points where these
lines intersect the side-lines of the large k()~[1w are the tips of the
side-prongs. However, the exact drawing of the tips of the prongs are
left to the reader's decision to some cxtent.

~n addition to problems concerning the formation of the prongs of
the trident, I have also had problems in interpreting the way in which
the staff is to be drawn. As lor its lcngth, it reaches down as far as
the edge of the outer square.I]1 It is said to be three ll<lstl1s long
counting from the tip of the middle prong, if I understand the text
correctly. This means that the distance betwccn the top of the trident
and the bottom end of the staff is three IwstClS, which is indeed the
case if the staff reaches down to the edge of the outer square. Its
thickness is two aIlgulCls, which is probably 10 be applied on each

1:V) Jayaratha Slates: latril madhyiid ;uf!wslilllmp hlliigiltmynt!J IYilktv;;.
131 See Jayaratha's statement: pilrjvmjililhri"Yil(lviid;I,~;l/igllliillliillJ.
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side, i.e., its full thickness is four 811gUJas,132 The staff should not
cover the lotus, of course. It is not mentioned that the bottom end of
the staff has got the thick ring called amalasiiraka as in the MilIini
vijaya's version of the 111 aI:l<;1 811 a, nor that the staff is pointed below.
However, it is unlikely that the staff ended abruptly at the bottom,
and one is probably to draw the pointed tip as well as the
amaJasaraka. J have done so, assigning one bhaga to the pointed tip
as well as to the amalasiiraka.

The lotuses on the tips of the trident measure half a hasta, i.e.,
their radius is half of the radius of the central lotus. layaratha
mentions that the doors and the rest are to be fashioned as before.
The last uncertainty concerns the central seat or pitha, which is not
mentioned, but which] have supplied, for to my knowledge there are
no occurrences of a central lotus without a pitha around it. I have
chosen the seat to be one bhaga thick, which would be a standard
measurement, similar to the rneasurement of the pitha in the NT,
which is described in Appendix]. I have not drawn the small stick
like element under the central prong called ga~](;Jjkfi, which is
prescribed for the Malinivijaya's trident in 3] .67cd-68ab.

The colours are set out in verses 147ff. The colours for the central
lotus are the same as in the NT. I have also followed the NT when
colouring the doors and their surroundings. The pitha is coloured
again as in the NT, for its prescription is the same as that of the
Malinivijayottara in TA 31.80-81. I have followed verse 31.82 for
the colouring of the trident, which is to be red, while its staff is black
and the amaJasaraka is yellow. However, the vithi is prescribed red
in verse 149 foHowing the lost Trisirobhairava. For the lotuses on the
tips of the prongs, there may be two possibilities. One is that they are
the same colours as the central lotus. The other is that their colours
agree with the colours prescribed in the Trisirobhairava: red, red
black/brown and white for Parapara, Apara and Para respectively,
I.e., on the right, left and in the centre. 133 I have followed the
Trisirobhairava concerning the colours of the small lotuses, but I

1J2 I interpret the tcxt to prescribe that the two vertical lines which form the staff
arc to be marked out on three points: in the lower, middle and uppcr part. Then these
points are probably to be connected in one single line on each side, but I am not sure
if this interpretation is correct.

I3J See TA 31.118. The three colours basically agree with the colours of the three
goddesses in the Siddhayogesvarimata; see also Sanderson 1990: 51-53. Left and
right arc to be swapped in the drawing, see SiddhayogcSvarIrnata 6.24.
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have not followed its prescript ions concerning the forms of these
lotuses. For the Trisirobhairava ellvisages the three small lotuses
with different numbers of petals.
There is an alternati.ve interpretation orthe description o1'1ho trident,
which is equally possible. This interpretation would change the
shape of the upper part ol'the trident, which would somewhat
resemble the reconstruct ion in Sanderson 19X6: 171, except that it
would be much broader th~lIl the central [otus and that the side
prongs would be curved. II' this interpretation is followed, the
thickness of the upper part 0[' the trident is not determined at aU in
the text, therefore I have f(lllowed the first alternative.



MANQALAS IN ABI-IINAVAGUPTA'S TANTRALOKA'

Andre Padoux

In the Tantraloka (TA), 'Light on the Tantras, l the vast treatise
Abhinavagupta composed during the first years of the 11th century,
where he expounds his own interpretation of the notions and
practices of the non-dualist Saiva system of the Trika, mal)~alas are
mentioned a number of times. However, while the whole of chapter
31 in this work is devoted to these ritual diagrams, no general view is
given there of the theory and practice of the mal)Qalas. It is only
through his descriptions of how mal)Qalas are made use of in
different rituals, and especially in the initiation (dik$a) ritual, that
Abhinavagupta's conception of the nature of these devices appears.

Chapter 31 (163 sJokas) , on the nature of mal)<;ialas (mal)c;JaJa
svariipam), does not describe their nature, merely how to draw them.
It consists almost entirely of quotations from earlier Tantras. It
describes five different types of mat)Qalas, four of which are made of
tridents and lotuses (saJabjama~1(jala), while one includes a sV8stika.
The descriptions are those of four different Tantras, three of which
have not come down to us: the Trikasadbhava (also called Tantra
sadbhava), the Devyayamalatantra, and the Trisirobhairavatantra.
The fourth description is taken from chapter 9 (6-30) of the
Malinivijaya, the Tantra all which according to Abhinavagupta the
teaching of the TA is based; this text is still extant. I While the
descriptions of the Trikasadbhava and the MaJinivijaya are clear
enough, those drawn from the two other Tantras are difficult to
understand (even with the help of Jayaratha's commentary). Only
two forms of the sD1abjal1Ja~J(;1aJa can therefore be drawn with any

• The English of this paper has been checked by Mrs Barbara Bray whose kind
help 1 wish (once more) to acknowledge very gratefully.

I See Bibliography. "There is nothing here," says Abhinavagupta in the first
chapter of the TA (1. 17) "that is not clearly said, or impl ied by the gods in the
venerable MalinI[vijayottaratantra]."
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ce!iainty.2 The method for drawing the l1lal)~lalas given in these
Tantras is the usual one, that is, to draw their lines with a powdered
string on a pure, consecrated and oriented square surface, divided
usually into small square sections. Coloured powders may be added
once the pattern is dmwn, so as to make it 1110re beautiful, which is
something the deities like (9.41-42): "one who knows how to do this
is a real master of the Trika," says sJoka 5 I. There arc also maIJiQ.alas
made of perfumed substances, called gand1J<I!11,qu;]ala, and less
frequently used.

What strikes one when looking at these diagrams is that they do
not conform to the pattern generally considered as normal for
mal).Qalas, which are usually centred geometrical structures which the
user is to contemplate-and/or to usc for his worship-by going
mentally from their outward portion to their middle point; that is,
ontologically, from an outer lower pl<lnc to the higher central plane
of the deity: it is a centripetal move. Here the nHlI)~lalas are of a
different type. On a square ground the main clement is Siva's trident
(sOJa or trisiila) , whose staff goes vertically from the lower part of
the mal).d,ala to its centre, where it expands in the form of a lotus,
above which its three prongs rise. On the tips of each of these is a
full blown lotus-this is the trisOJii~iama~u;JaJa, the 111a1)<;Iala of the
trident and lotuses described in the Malinivijaya. Or else it may
consist of a vertical trident blossoming, in the centre of the diagram,
into a lotus from which emerge on top and on the sides three lotus
topped tridents, thus forming the trjtrjsnlal?iam(l~lt;i(JJa, the 111a1)d,ala of
the three tridents and [seven] lotuses (see ]Jlustration I)? The mental
movement of the user thus appears as an ascending one, or as
centrifugal: the mal).d,ala does not draw the lIser who meditates it to
its centre, but appears to invite (and induce) a fusion through ascent
to a higher level, or absorption into the shimmering luminousness of
a radiating divine surface (a mal)<;Iala being always the recep
tacle-the adhara-of mantras/deities who are by nature lum.inous).
While these mal)Qalas are different in their pattern, their ritual (and

2 This was done by Stephanie Sanderson for Professor Alexis Sanderson's 1986
article'Mal)QaJa and Agamic Identity in the Trika of Kashmir.' This very erudite
paper is to date the only thorough study of the subject: the present brief survey is
very largely indebted to it. Mrs Sanderson's drawings are reproduced here with her
permission (sec Illustrations J-3).

l There seems also 10 be 11 four tridents and [eighl] loluscs lllaJ)~lala (calustri
s[jJabjama~lijala).
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meditational) role is not different from that of other diagrams: they
are structures on which to focus one's attention, in which to perceive
the presence of the deity or deities, in which to worship them and
finally unitc with them: the aim is the samc even if the mental and
ritual course is different. This role of mat)~lala as a means of fusion
with the godhead is underscored by Abhinavagupta who-for the
ffi3QQalas described in the TA--goes as far as to identify the mal)Qala
and the supreme deity in T/\ 37.21 where he says: "because the term
111a1)<;1a [forms the word] mal)~lala this word expresses the essence, it
means Siva" (ml/~J(;JalaJp 5',lrnm ukt,1/!J hi JJJa~J(;JasnJtyasivahvayam).
As Jayaratha explains, the mal)l~lala gives (lati-because of 1a) the
essence which designates Siva: nJn~lQ,J1am iIi J11a~lQal!J sivahvayal!J
Jiitjtyarlha~l.

The TA prescribes the use of mat)~alas in various rituals. The
mal)Qala is mentioned in Ti\. 6.2-4 as one of the sthal1as, the 'places'
on or with which rites are performed or mental concentration is
practiced (the case in this chapter being the transcending of time).
For the TA as for all other Tantras, the mal)4ala is the ritually
delimited and consecrated surface where deities and supernatural
entities are installed by their mantras and on which rites are to be
performed. If: however, a ll1aJ)<;Iala is to be used in various rituals and
in ritual worship (piijii) , its more important use, in this treatise, is in
initiation (dik$5) rites. Its role is so essential to initiation that seeing
the maJ)Qala may mean being initiated. Tft. 4.49 and 13.152 quote
thus from sloka 18 of the Paratriqlsika: adr~tama~J(;faJo 'pi, "even if
he has not seen the mal)~ala," which can be understood as meaning
'even if he is not initiated,' In this case, however, as Abhinavagupta
explains in his commentary of the Paratriqlsika, the word may be
given several interpretations: it can be taken as referring to the
system of bodily cakras or wheels of power where deities reside; or
to the secret ritual meeting of Tantric initiates and Yoginis (meJaka) ,
where the participants usually form a circle; or to the trisiiJabja
ma~19ala seen during worship or initiation, or perceived in one's
body (as we shall see below). These interpretations all refer to cases
where the adept experiences mental cum bodily identification with
the deity or its radiating power.

Since only an initiated (male) person can perform rites, we shall
look at the role of the mao<;lala first in initiation (dik$5), then the
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occasional obligatory (naimittika) and the regular obligatory (nitya)
ritual worship.

Chapter 15 of the TA describes in its latter part (436ff.) the
samayadik$a, the first degree of initiation, by which one becomes a
samayin, an initiate who abides by the rules (samaya) of the sect but
cannot perform rites. The procedure is a comparatively simple one.
For this, the sacrificial surface, the sthapcjiJa, is prepared by placing
mantras on it and worshipping them, installing powers and offerings
in vases, and then tracing a trj,~iJJabjamal.u;faJa, a mal)9ala of one
trident and lotuses (described in TA 31.62-85, see 11Iustration 2),
which in this case is a gal1dl1ama~JgaJa (15.387),4 not traced with
coloured powders but with perfumed substances. The initiating guru
is to worship on it the three goddesses of the Trika "alone or with
their consorts, or a mantradeva tii" (388), which he has installed there
by their mantras. He must then blindfold the initiand with a cloth on
which mantras have been placed and lead him to the mm)'9ala, make
him fall on his knees and cast flowers on the mar)'9ala, after which
the cloth is swiftly removed: "The initiand, suddenly seeing the
sacrificial area illuminated by the supernatural power of the mantras
(mantraprabhavolJasite sthaJe), is possessed by them and identifies
with them" (tadavesavasac ccl1i$yas tanmayatvaJ!1 prapyate)
(15.451 b-452a). "As a lover perceives directly the virtues of his
beloved, in the same way [the initiand], made perfect by the descent
of divine grace (saktipatasaJpskrta1}),experiences the presence of the
mantras (mantrasannidJll)" (452). This direct luminous and purifying
vision of a mantra pantheonS enclosed in the maD9ala is only the first
step in the initiation ritual, but it can be seen as the basic one since
this initial empowerment of the initiate will not only make him a
member of the sect, but will also induce a permanent state of
identification with the deities of the maD9ala, a state that will
henceforth form the basis of his initiatic spiritual life. Though one of
the terms used here to denote the condition of the initiand is avda,
possession, he does not appear to be expected to fall in trance-as is
the case in the Kaula initiation described in chapter 29, where the

4 A gandhal11a~H;Jala is also used in the worship of the guru which takes place
before the samayadik$a (TA 15.387).

5 Tantric pantheons are as much (or perhaps more) structured groups of mantras
as groups of deities.
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mantras are so powerful that the initiate, merely by seeing them, is
possessed and falls unconscious on the ground.

The next step in the Saiva initiation is that of the putrakadik$a,
(also named viscfjadik$ii, special initiation, or l1irva~J8djk$a, libera
ting initiation) which transforms the samayin into a '[spiritual] son'
of his guru. It is examined in chapter 16 of the TA, whose des
cription (based on the teaching of the Malinivijaya and other
Tantras) is more detailed than the preceding one. The ritual begins
with the drawing of a (ritris[jlilbjal1w~J(;Jala: "When the master wishes
to promote a samayin to the state of putraka, of siidhaka, or of master
(desika), he must first perform the preliminary purificatjon, then, the
next day, draw the mal~<;lala in the same way as for the composed
sacrifice (samudayikayagc)(} and elsewhere" (l-2a). The use here of
this more complex maI)galic structure, where more deities are
installed, may be taken as showing that this initiation is of a higher
order than the first one. Once the malfgala is drawn, the triad of the
Trika supreme goddesses, Para, Parapara and Apara, are to be placed
(by their mantras) on the prongs of the three tridents and be fully
worshipped (piir~Jalp s81ppujitam). Then, the mal)<;lala (which is
apparently not made with powders) must be cleaned with a perfumed
cloth (7b). After which the master, having bathed, worships, in front
of the ffiat)qala, the deities of the external retinue, then, on its
'doors,' the deities of the doors (dvaradevatif), then, going from the
north-east to the south-east, he worships Gal)esa and other gods
"down to the k$etrapiiJas" (8-9). We may note here that such
prescriptions as these show that the maI~qala is a rather large
structure. The gum is now to worship with flowers, incense and other
offerings the deities installed in the mal)qala, starting with the
adharas.akti, at the base of the trident, and up to Siva at the tip of the
tridents, the ritual being performed on each of the three tridents.
Para, Parapara and Apara with their accompanying Bhairavas are
thus worshipped on the lotuses which are on the tips of the three
tridents, then the transcendent goddess Matrsadbhava~·who is also
Para-in the central lotus where she abides accompanied by
Bhairavasadbhava. Para, the supreme divine power, being thus
centrally placed on all the tridents, is conceived as pervading the

6 This refers to the mal)~lala lIsed in the so-called inner sacrifice described in
chapter 15 (295b-365) of the TA. This ritual is called composed, or complex, since
it brings together several different clements.
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mal)Qala, which "is entirely full of her presence" (susaIppfirlJ8S
tad8dhi$thalJamatrata~J-16). Several deities present in the mal).~ala

are now to be worshipped. Several other rites follow, meant to infuse
in the initiand the power of the goddesses of the mal)~ala7 and bring
him to enter the path of non-duality. A practice is also described
(23-26) by which the initiating master, penetrating then leaving
mentally (through a pra~]iiyama practice) the deity present in the
mal)<;lala, experiences an identification of his self with it (maIJ.Qa
Jatmaikyanusandhana), to use Jayaratha's expression (volume 10, p.
10). Thus pervaded with the power of the nUll)Qala,R that is, the
power of the mantras placed in this diagram, he will be all the more
able to transmit this transforming power to the initiand, leading him
from the lower condition of a samayin (or samayadik$ita) to the
higher one of putraka (or to the state of sadhaka, if he is a bublmk$u,
one who seeks power or supernatural rewards through the mastery of
a mantra).

Mal)qalas are also used in other forms of initiation described in
the TA. A mal)9a1a is used, for instance, in the funeral rite (aI1tye$t1),
a kind of initiation rite, where it is to be drawn in the house of the
dead person (24.10-12) before the funeral rites are performed. It is
used, too, in the initiation of somebody who is absent (whether away
or dead), briefly described in chapter 21. In this case, after
preliminary purifications of the ritual place, of the rice used in the
ritual, of the disciple and of the maJ)Qala, the latter is used to bring
about the presence of the mantras and to satisfy them
(mantrasarpnidhisaJ!ltrptl) , since these are the powers that are to be
propitiated to initiate the disciple who is absent: as Jayaratha
comments, the mal)9ala protects the disciple even if it is 110t seen by
him. It is useful in spite of the fact that it is only one among eleven
elements used to perform that initiation (21.13-15), the ritual having
to be performed as richly as possible so as to satisfy fully the powers
invoked in the maQ9aJa. This maD9a1a is the Iritrjsfi1abjama~](jala,

which, Abhinavagupta says (21.19-20), is so powerful that simply
by seeing it, without even propitiating the mantras placed on it, [the
disciple] becomes a samayin (mantramal!9ale analwte 'pi dr~taI!1 sat

7 Sanderson 1986: 197 shows how Abhinavagupta superimposes on the Trika
deities of the maI)Qala the fourfold sequence of the Kram3 tradition and even the
system of the twelve Kalis.

~ TA 17.1-3 underl ines the identification of the initiati ng guru and the mar~9ala.
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S81JJayitvasadhanam)-this sentence, however, is probably not to be
taken literally. The likeness of the missing person used in the rite, as
weB as the mantras, mllst be luminous (akrtir diptariJpa ya mantras
tadvat). After the mal~~ala has been drawn and the deity worshipped,
adds the TA (22b-24), the guru must make with kusa grass and cow
dung an image of the disciple he is to initiate, in which he will instil
that disciple's mind (cilia) so as to liberate him from his fetters
before the rest of the ritual is performed.

The same mal)<;lala is used for the initiation described in chapter
29, which is that of the Kaula Trika. This initiation is different from
the one given to ordinary disciples. ]t is given by the Kaula guru to a
few chosen disciples only-one in a hundred thousand, according to
T A 29.187-that is, those who are able to perform rites (the Kaula
sacrifice, kulayaga)9 where a feminine partner (dfiti) plays a role and
where the offerings include meat and liquor, and also sexual
secretions. 1O Such rites are in contradiction to the generally admitted
rules of purity the Trika adept is supposed to respect in his outer
social behavior. It is therefore to be kept secret. This is repeated
several times in this chapter by Abhinavagupta, who states before
describing the part of the ritual where the maJ:1<;lala is used (29.169):
"this cannot be described clearly by me because it is secret" (na
pathyate rahasyatvat sp.a$taiIJ sabdair maya). The passage which
follows (170-174) is indeed quite obscure. I have not been able to
render it very clearly in spite of the help extended to me by Professor
Alexis Sanderson whom 1 consulted on the subject. As Jayaratha
explains in his commentary on a preceding sloka (p. 114), Abhina
vagupta refers here implicitly to the doctrine that the teachings of
Bha]rava have four foundations, namely mantra, vidyii, mudra and
mal)<;lala,11 the case here being that of the mal).<;lala, which is
identified with the body of the performer of the rite. In the section of
chapter 29 (sJokas 166-] 77), concerning the secret praCtice with a
duti, the divinized body of the Yogin is the substrate on and with

'I Kulayaga, according to a common use of the term yagain such texts, means
also the pantheon of the Kula.

10 It is the offering (arghya,argha) called kUlJQagoJa or kUlJ9agolaka which in
Cludes the sexual secretions produced during the ritual by the adept and his feminine
partner.
. II Ma~tras (0: vidyfB, which arc feminJnc mantras) arc phonic fonns of the deity.
Mudras, Il1 Abhlllavagupta's view (see TA, chapter 32) bring about the identification
of the performer with the deity which is made present by arising from the image
(pratibimba) thus produced. On this see Padoux 1990: 66-75.
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which the ritual is performed. The passage we are concerned with
runs as follows: "As all have [a body], so have the god and the
goddess [that is, the Yogin and his diiti]. This [body of theirs] is the
supreme wheel (lac cakral?J paramam) by which the goddess and the
pantheon (yaga) are made present (170). The body is indeed the
supreme icon (deha eva para1?J liJigam), made of all the tattvas.
Auspicious, it is the highest place of worship for it is occupied by the
wheel of all the deities (171). It is this [body] which is the supreme
malJ4ala, made of the three tridents, the [seven] lotuses, wheels or
voids (kha).12 There and nowhere else must the wheel of deities be
constantly worshipped, externally and internally (172).13 [The
performer] should first concentrate mentally on the mantra of each
[deity] (svasvamantrapariimarsapiJrvam), then touch [himself] with
the richly blissful fluids that are produced from [the body,'4 this
being done] following the order of emission and that of resorption
(sr~tisarpharavjdhjnff)(173).15 By these contacts, the field of one's
consciousness is awakened and, becoming the master of that [field],
one reaches the highest domain (paramalp dhaman), having satisfied
all the deities [which animate his senses and body] (174). [Then the
Yogin] should gratify these [deities] in [his body] with all the heart
ravishing substances and by concentrating on each of their [mantras],
fonowing for this the procedure laid down for the auxiliary worship
(anuyagoktavidhinii)" (175). Abhinavagupta then sings the praises of
the mal).Qala-body: "In the divine abode of the body (del1adeva
sadane) , I worship you together, 0 my god and goddess, night and
day, with the blissful nectar that fills the vase of offering of the heart,
with the unmediated flowers of the spirit which spread their native
natural fragrance, and by sprinkling over the world, bearer of all,.
with the pure essence of my wondering ecstasy (camatkrtirasa)."

The use of malfc;lalas is prescribed not only for initiations but also
for the performance of other rituals. For instance, for the worship of
the newly consecrated master, the gurupiijii, which is to be per-

12 Jayaratha glosses khaby VY0111an which means space, void. Which void is this?
I do not know.

n That is, by making offerings (meat, liquor, sexual fluids) to the deities on the
mal)gala, and by consuming them.

14 This refers to the kU1JgagoJaka, see note 10.
IS That is to say, beginning with the highest deity at the crown of the head and

progressing downward, or beginning with the outermost deities of the mal)9ala, at
the fcct, and progressing upwards.
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formed at the end of the initiation or consecration (abhi$eka) ritual,
the guru is to be scaled on a scat 'of gold, etc.' (haimadikasanaJl1),
placed on a maJ)<;iala on which a svastika is drawn (TA. 28.425-426).
What is the pattern of this sv(/stikama~JQaJa is not specified there, but
it is probably the pattern described in chapter 31, 132-154. Slokas
147-154 of that chapter give precise details of the aspects and
colours of the lotus petals and svastikas of the mal)<;iala, which must
not only be brightly coloured but also adorned with precious stones.
The passage ends: "the sanctuary of the god of gods who satisfies all
desires must be outwardly all red and shining (jvalaru~Ja)." That the
maI:u;lala should be bright, shining, is often said, but it is difficult to
gauge how 'bright' these diagrams really were. To be sure, they were
brightly coloured, adorned with flowers, perhaps also gold and
precious s.tones, but often the 'brightness' or even the fulguration
mentioned in the texts is that of the mantras placed in the mal)<;lala,
not that of the diagram itself: a brightness, therefore, which was
probably mentally perceived (shall we say imagined?) rather than
actually seen.

Another, more interesting use of the maf,l<;lala, perceived as present
in the body of the adept, is described in the 15th chapter of the TA.
There, the mal)<;iala is not identified with the body. It is felt to rise
within it and then to overgrow it, thus bringing about a total
surpassing of bodily existence and consciousness. This takes place
during the first part of the daily ritual worship of the Saiva adept,
who, before performing the external phase (bahya) of the worship,
the puja, is to place mentally in his body the pantheon of the maf,l<;lala
and to identify himself mentally with it: as the saying goes, nadevo
devam arcayet: the officiant cannot worship a deity if he is not first
formally deified. Here, however, the deification is of a very parti
cular and especially intense sort since the adept is expected to trans
cend mentally his identity and limited consciousness by realizing it
to be identical with tllle non-individual divine consciousness, a
process that will fuse him with the unlimited power of the supreme
godhead. Through this practice, to quote Alexis Sanderson, the
performer "ritually internaliz.es a metaphysical ontology." 16 The
diagram which is used to this end is the trisiilabjama~]Qala

(Illustration 2), to be visualized by the adept as present in his body,

16 Sanderson 1986: 172; pp. 172-182 of this study describe and explain
thoroughly the process and meaning of this ritual mental worship.
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with all the cosmic entities and deities present in it. The procedure is
as foHows: first, controlling his vital breaths, the adept fuses his
pra~la and apana breaths in the Sama118 breath, which is then burnt by
the ascending udana breath blazing up from below his navel along
the SU$Umna up to the dviidasanta (or urdl1vakw.H;faJini), the subtle
centre deemed to be placed twelve finger-spaces above the
brahmarandhra, therefore above his body. This awakening and rising
of the ku~c;JaJjnl is the preliminary condition for the internal
installation of the ma]~9ala and for the worship of its deities. In this
Yogic state of trance, which cuts him off entirely from the
surrounding world, the adept is to visualize the trjsilHjbjama~lc;JaJaas
present in his body (see IBustration 3). Four fingers below his navel,
he places mentally the swelling at the base of the trident and
worships it as being the adharasakti, the power which supports the
cosmos which he feels as present within him. Then he imagines (and
worships as an ascending movement toward the deity) the staff of the
trident which he sees mentally as rising in his body above the navel
along the vertical axis of the su~wl1na up to the subtle centre of the
palate (talii) through the 25 tattvas constituting the world, from the
earth-tattva to those of puru~a and the kaJ3cukas, which are tiered
along it. Thus all the constituents of the manifest, impure (asuddha)
world are present in the adept, constituting the throne of the Trika
deities. Above the palate, he visualiz·es the 'knot' (grantlll) of the
trident, identified with the maya-tattva, then he visualizes its 'plinth'
(catu~kjka) together with the suddha- vidya-ta tt va, the first level of
the pure universe (suddhadhv8n) which begins there and extends
above maya up to Siva. On this plinth he imagines an eight-petalled
'lotus of gnosis' (vidyapadma) as the j§vara-taUva. In the centre of
that lotus the adept now mentally installs Sadasiva (the 34th tattva),
visualizing him as a blazing corpse (the so-called Mahapreta),
emaciated because he is void of the cosmos, gazing upward toward
the light of the absolute and laughing boisterously (arrahasa).17
Sadasiva must be worshipped as made up of two and a half
syllables 18 and as dominating everything, The adept is now to
visualize the three prongs of the trident rising up through his cranial
aperture (on the phonic level of nadal1ta) from Sadasiva's navel and

17 This mad laughter is a characteristic trait of fearsome Tantric deities. It is also
to be used by adepts during certain rituals. The practice goes back to the pasupatas.

l~ As noted before, deities are mantras-or mantras deities.
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going up to the dviIdclsanta. These prongs are deemed to go through
the subtle levels of resonance and consciousness named sakti,
vyiipini and 5a117an5. 19 On the tips of the three prongs of the trident
(on the level of the dviIdasiInta and all that of unmana, the trans
mental plane), he visualizes three white lotuses. On these he first
enthrones the mantras of three Bhairavas, conceived of as lying on
the lotuses, and then, seated on the Bhairavas, the three supreme
goddesses of the Trika: first, on the central prong, Para, the supreme,
white, luminous, benevolent, pouring amrta; then, on her left, Para
para, the intermediate, red and wrathful; and on her other side,
Apara, the lower, dark-red, furious, terrifying. The three goddesses
are garlanded with skulls, hold the skull-staff, etc. Now, the adept,
seeing these goddesses mentally, must worship them together with
their retinues, offering them (since this is a purely mental process)
the transcendental consciousness he has of the fact that the universe
is an expansion of the divine power and that his own consciousness
is totally fused into this divine, omnipresent reality. To perform this
Yogic practice of the matJ9ala is thus to experience the identity of
the self and of the absolute. All the fantasmagory visualized in this
way leads the Yogin to feel dissolved into the transcendental void of
the absolute whilst being also inhabited in his body by the cosmos
and its presiding deities. It is an interesting, but strange, process. If
we consider that this Yogic, visionary trance-like state of bodily
consciousness is to be experienced every day by the Saiva adept, we
may well wonder what psychological condition is thus induced in
him, what kind of perception of the world he lives with. Can one feel
fused with the absolute after having filled one's mind with such a
fantastic scenery and still behave 'normally'? Of course, these ritual
practices may have been performed merely in imagination without
any real inner participation of the Yogin. They may even have been
limited to the mere recitation of the mantras evoking the tattvas and
the deities (mantraprayoga). But what if they were really expe
rienced? What if the Kaula adept, practising the ritual at least once
every day, carried always in him this scenery? This is an interesting
question-but not one to be answered here.

1'1 On the subtlc levels of cnunciation (uccfira) of a bijamantra, from bindu to
unman§, scc Padoux 1990a: 404-4 1l. Here as in other cases the planes (kala) of
phonic utterance (uccara) are taken as a subtle prolongation of the levels of the
cosmos (tattvas).
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1. Outline of the ffim.I<;J.ala of the three tridents and (seven) lotuses (tritriSiiliibjama~u!ala) prescribed by
the Trikasadbhavatantra
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2. Outline of the ma~9ala of the trident and lotuses (trisiiliibjamal)(1ala) prescribed by the
MalinlvijayottaratantTa
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THE SRlcAKRA ACCORDING TO THE FIRST CHAPTER OF

THE YOG INIHRDAYA·

Andre Padoux

The sricakra-the mal~Qalic form of the goddess Tripurasundari,
symbolic of her cosmic activity~is too well known to need des
cribing here. It is indeed so well known that ritual diagrams are often
believed to be all of the same type-i.e., centred maJ;lQalic cosmic
symbols~though,as I-Ielene Brunner explained in her article, this is
not at all the case, The mal).qalas of the Tantraloka, also described in
this book, are likewise of a different type. Cosmic diagrams of the
same sort as the sricakra are to be found in the Kubj ikamatatantra,
chapters 14-16, where they are to be visualized in the body, but not,
apparently, to be materially drawn and used for worship,' This
resemblance may be due to the links existing between the ancient
Kubjika tradition and the somewhat more recent Srividya,2 to which
the Yoginihrdaya (YH) belongs-it being, together with the
Vamakesvarimata/Nitya~o<;lasikanJava,one of its two basic texts.
The description of thesricakra in the first pataJa of the YH is worth
mentioning because, rather surprisingly, it does not say how the
diagram looks and how to draw it,3 but describes its apparition, its
'descent' (cakriivatara), as a divine cosmic process, an outward
cosmic manifestation of the power of the godhead which is to be
meditated, visualized, and even bodily experienced by the adept. The
sricakra is shown here as a diagrammatic cosmic vision rather than

. The English of this paper has been-as usual-kindly checked by Mrs Barbara
Bray to whom I am as always very grateful.

I See Heilijgers-Seelen 1994.
2 This tradition is also caned Tripuradarsana or Saubhagyasampradaya. The name

Srividya (which is also the name of its miilamantra) is especially used for the
modem, vedantized, form of the tradition. On the links betwecn thc Kubjika and the
Tripura traditions, see Dyczkowski 1988.

J This is only briefly mentioned in the third chaptcr (3.95-97), where the cult of
the goddess and of her rctinue of deities-the sricakrapiijii, which is also to be
performed-is described in some dctaiL
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as a ritual diagram. The theological, metaphysical bias of the YH's
description is emphasized by the earliest of the three known
commentaries of the YH: the Dlpika of AmrUinanda (13th or 14th
century), whose thought was very much innuenced by the
Kashmirian non-dualist PratyabhijfHi system, though he was
probably from South India. The YB itself is in all likelihood a work
from Kashmir, and may date from the I Ith century.4

The sricakra, as is well known, is made up of a central triangle
with a dot (bindu) in the middle, surrounded by four concentric
series of triangles, themselves encircled by two concentric rows of
lotus petals which in turn are encompassed by a threefold circle
enclosed in a square ground forming the outer portion (see
Illustration I): nine parts altogether, each of which is called a cakra.
These nine constitutive parts of the sricakra are regarded as an
expansion of the divine power of the goddess, wherein abide all her
different energies and all the deities emanating from her and forming
her retinue. (These supernatural entities embody and relay her power,
infusing the sricakra with it and therefore somehow constituting it. 5)
The sricakra as shown here is thus not a mere outline, nor a mere
consecrated area, but a cosmic event and reality, to be meditated,
realized, interiorized by the adept through the practice of bhavana;
that is, by creative identifying meditation, a practice the fundamental
importance of which in this context must be emphasized: the cosmic
event, the expansion and unfolding of power of the cakriivatara is to
be so intensely visualized, imagined, and felt to unfold in the cosmos
as well as in the adept's mind and body, that he identifies with it.

An interesting aspect of the YH's approach to the sricakra is that
its three chapters are called smpketa, the first one being the
cakras81pketa. The use of this term, which means agreement,
appointment, meeting, underlines the fact that what is being
described there is not a mere diagram, but the diagrammatic aspect
and result of the meeting, the union of the goddess Tripurasundari

4 Sce Padouxl994: 42ff. The YH may have been influenccd by the Pratyabhijna.
5 Kashmirian Saiva authors, such, for instance, as K~emaraja, tend to distinguish

between yantra, conceived of as a pattern of mantras/deities, and 11131)<;Iala as the
actual, visible structure. This, as suggested by Sanderson in his comments on
Brunner's contribution to Padoux 1986: 33, would have as a consequence that it is
only the structure that one can 'trace,' that is the 11181)<;Iala, and that (I quote) "when
one speaks of the 111a~l(;iaJa to include Ihe circle of deities (dCv8ti"icakram) or mantras
(mamracakram) worshipped in it, then this is by eXlension of the primary sense."
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and of her consort, Siva/13hairava, the common united presence of
these two aspects of the sU)Jrcmc godhead in the sricakra bringing
about its apparition and endowing it with their unlimited glory and
power.

After eight introductory stanzas, the first chapter begins: "When
she, the supreme power, [becoming] by her own free will embodied
as all that exists (vi.~vnrupi~li), perceives her own throbbing radiance
(sphuratt5), the cakra is then being produced."6 It is a cosmic event:
the goddess is taking on her cosmic form. 7 The YH then describes
the development and play of the divine energies of the goddess, from
the bindu in the centre to the outer square delimiting the sricakra.
The bindu is said to issue from the initial, void (sunya) phoneme a,
which is the absolute. It is described (S1okm 11-]2), not as a mere
dot, nor as the place in which to visualize the goddess, but as
"throbbing consciousness whose supreme nature is light and which is
united with the flashing flow [of divine power]," being "the seat
(baindavasana) which is the [birth]place of the flow made up of the
three matrkas." It thus assumes the form of the 'threefold matrka,'
which is to say the three planes of the word, pasyanti, madhyama and
vaikhari which appear together with the inner triangle of the sricakra.
Then appears the cakra of eight triangles known as navayoni because
it is considered as being made up of the central triangle plus the eight
that surround it, nine in all, and because it is the origin, the yoni from
which the following cakras are born. It is described as a huge
compact mass of consciousness and bliss (cidanandaglJanarp mahat),
absolutely pure, transcending time and space: a cosmic vision, not a
mere outline. Then, by an inner process of transformation and
interaction, the other constituting cakras of the sricakra appear, each
described as luminous, in each of which goddesses or mantras and
phonemes are deemed to abide (and are to be imagined as present),
each also associated with tattvas down to the level of the earth tattva,
on the outer square. The cakras correspond, too, to the divisions of
the cosmos called kala, from the santyatitakaJa, the highest, in the
centre., to the nivrttikaJa, that of the earth, in the square part. This is
to be expected since the sricakra as it appears or unfolds is an image

yadii sii param{j .~aktj~ svccchaya vjsvariipi~]iI
sphurattfim ;Jtmalla~1 pasyct tadel cakrasya sambhavaf:J /1

7 In the non-dualistic vision of Saivism, the cosmic manifestation (S[$(1), though
'emitted,' results from an act of consciousness of the godhead and remains
ontologically within it.
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of the cosmos in statu 11ascendi, extending from the godhead to this
world. The 'descending' cosmic structure of the sricakra appears also
in the fact that its nine cakras are regarded as forms or creations of
the powers (sakli) of Siva and from this point of view are considered
as divided into three groups, deemed respectively to correspond to
the powers of will (icchii), knowledge (jJ1iina) and activity (kriya) of
the deity.s "The cakra," concludes sloka 24, "is thus threefold. It is
an aspect of kamakala <J and is in reality and essence expansion (pra
saraparamarthata!l)."

After this first cosmogonic phase, this cosmic vision, the adept
must now (slokas 25-36) turn to a ditTerent sort of mental exercise.
He is to 'meditate' (bhavayet), that is, visualize the nine portions of
the sricakra, from the outer square to the central bindu, as present in
nine centres (here called padma) of his Yogic' subtle' body.IO These
nine centres are to be visualized with their shapes, colours and
residing deities as tiered along the su~uml1ii, from the akulapadma, I

1

situated at its base, where he mentally places the outer square (called
the trailokyamohanacakra), to the iijfia, between the eyebrows, where
he imagines the central bindu. The movement is therefore now
centripetal: the adept not only feels identified with the sricakra and
imagines or perceives it in himself; he also foHows mentaHy, linked
with his Yogic imaginary inner structure or 'body,' an ascending
movement towards the centre of the sricakra and thus to the supreme
goddess. The movement does not, however, stop in this centre but
takes on a different and more subtle (ni~kalii) form, for the adept is
now to meditate the kaNis, the subtle phonic 'parts'-the subtle

xThese arc-in this order of decreasing status-the three powers or energies of
Siva through which he manifests the universe.

~ To say that the sricakra is kiimakalii is to say that it is made up of the combined
presence of Siva (kama) and Sakti (kala).

10 The pattern of centres (cakra or granthl) and canals (n5{/i) which the Yogin is
to visualize as present in his body and where the pr<l~la or the mantras flow, is often
called the 'subtle body,' because it is a visionary, not an anatomically existing
structure. But this is wrong because 'subtle body' is a translation of suk$madeha (or
suk$masarira), the transmigrating portion, made of tattvas, of the human being:
something quite different.

II This centre is specific to the YH (or to the Tripura tradition). Since there are
nine constituting eakras in the sricakra, to be visualized in the bodily centres, these
must of necessity be nine in number. Above the akulapadmJ there is thus a
kulapadma, a lambikapadma (on the uvula) being added between the visuddha and
the iijfiii (see Illustration 2).
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forms of phonic energy, that is,-of the bijamantra hriJp,12 starting
with the bindu (the anusviira following the 111 of the mantra). He must
visualize and meditate all the other kaJiis: ardhacandra, nirodhin1,
niida, nadiinta, sakti, vyiipil1i, samanii and U11111aI11 3 of the uccara of
hriJp, to which is added in fine the so-called mahabindu, which
"transcends space, time and form:" an utterly transcendent aspect of
the phonic vibration. In this mental practice the adept, having
meditated and visualized each of the nine parts of the sricakra as
present in each of his bodily centres, is now to perceive the central
hindu not as the centre of the sricakra but as the first phonic kala of
hriIl1, thus shifting from a spatial type of meditation to a more subtle,
phonic one. This meditation is in fact not purely phonic since all the
kaHis have a visual aspect or symbol which is also to be evoked:
these aspects are described in slakES 27-34, which also mention the
length of time during which they are to be mentally 'uttered'
(ucciiraI)akala). These fractions of time are so minute (ranging from
1/4th to 1I256th of a matra l4

) that they cannot possibly correspond to
any actual utterance. They rather suggest the uccara' s growing
degree of subtleness. They express or correspond to a progression of
the Yogin towards a total transcending of all empirical reality either
of form or of sound/word. The adept is indeed finally to reach the
transcendent plane of what is called mahabindu, where he is to
meditate and fuse with (to quote Amrtananda) "the supreme Siva,
supreme Iight, the power of supreme awareness that is the supreme
goddess Mahatripurasundari." It is therefore a totally non-material
(ni$kalif), mystical experience of the supreme godhead. This
transition from a diagrammatic, spatial or visual dimension of
meditative practice to a phonic, mantric one, with the attainment of
the supreme plane of the deity, is expressed in sloka 36, which is as
follows: "When this supreme energy (parama kala) sees the
effulgence of the self (atmana/1 spl1Ura~Jam), she assumes the aspect
of Ambika: the supreme word (para yak) is being uttered."'5

The notion that the meditation of a ma!J.~ala should lead the adept
to see or participate in the power of a deity is not uncommon. The

12 The Tripura/Srividya tradition has both a particular cakra and a particular
mantra, the 15 phonemes srividyii, the three parts of which all cnd with the bha hrim.

13 On the kalas of hri1?l, oqJ, etc., sec Padoux 1990a: 402-411. ..
14 A malra or 'mora' is, in Sanskrit, the duration of a short vowel.
15 almana~ sphura~JaJ!1 pasycd yadii sii parama kala I

ambikiiriipam iipanna para viik samudiril;i II

~\ I
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notion that it should bring about an identification (samarasya, says
the commentary) with the supreme plane of vac is less frequent; this
is perhaps a further proof of the Saiva Kaslunirian origin of the YB.

Ambika, being the supreme mother and supreme level of the
word, is the source of the cosmos. The sadhaka having mentally
attained this level is now (SJOkEE 37-49) to imagine again the
supreme goddess's intent on man1 festing the universe with all it
contains, a cosmic process conceived, however, as developing along
the pattern of the sricakra. To quote sJokas 37-40, "When she is
about to manifest the universe which [she holds within herself] as a
germ, assuming an oblique aspect, [she becomes] Varna because she
vomits the universe (visvasya vamanat). Then, as the energy of will
(icchasaktJ), she has the visionary [word] (pasY8nti) as her body.
When she is the power of cognition (jJ1anasakti), she is Jye~tha, and
the intermediate word (madhyama yak) is then uttered. When the
maintaining of the universe prevails, her figure spreads out into a
straight line. Then, in the state of resorption she takes on the shape of
the bindu. When the reverse process takes place, her body becomes
[shaped like] a sfllgataka.'6 She is then the power of activity
(kriyasaktl): she is Raudri, the corporeal [word] (vaikhanj, appearing
as the universe."

What the adept is to realize here is the first creative movement of
the supreme goddess manifesting the inner triangle, together with
four forms of energy and four divine forms of herself, while
retaining all this within herself-hence the fourth goddess, Raudri,
and the return to the inner bindu.

In or around this central triangle other entities are now to appear,
who like the preceding ones are to be conceived of both as existing
in the cosmos and as abiding in the sricakra. First (slokas 41-43) are
produced the four pithas, the sacred seats of the goddess, Kamarupa,
PUfl)agiri, Jalandhara and O<;lyana, described here not as abiding in
the central triangle (caned the sarvasiddhimayacakra) but as being in
the Yogic imaginary body (in the milJadhara, the heart, the bhril
madhya and the brahmarandbra) of the adept: the process, as we
have already noted, is inseparably cosmic, diagrammatic and Yogic,
these three aspects being both imagined, visualized (the colours and
shapes of the pithas are described) and bodily experienced.

If, The s(ligii1akil is the trapa bispinosa, the water-chestnut, whose fruit IS

triangular in shape. The word s(llgiitaka is therefore used to mean a triangle.
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Then four different liIigas (svayambhii, ba~J(J, itara and para) are
imagined as being each in one of the four pithas, each being of a
different colour and aspect,l? and each associated with different sets
of Sanskrit phonemes, so that thc whole power of vac in the form of
the Sanskrit alphabet abides inlhem (41-44). All these elements, the
Iniitrka, the pithas and the liJigas, are described as being 'expressed'
(vacya) by (that is, as produced by) the mantra of the goddess, the
srividyii, which is takcn as being fourfold (that is, the mantra as a
whole plus its three parts), and are considered as corresponding to
the five conditions or statcs of consciousness (avasthii), jiigrat,
svapna, sU$upti, turya and twyiitita. The adept thus has a vision of
the sricakra in its cosmic diversity and power. This is expressed by
sJoka 50: "[This] universe which has come forth as the cosmic
outhne born from her own will is consciousness, the [visible] form of
the self, uncreated bliss and beauty.',IH Then the goddess herself,
supreme consciousness, is to be visualized in the centre of the
sricakra embracing her consort Kamesvara,19 both holding the goad
and the noose "made up of the energy of will" (icchasaktimaya), the
bow and the arrow "which are energy of action" (kriyiisaktimaya), so
that the two, male and female, aspects of the supreme deity are seen
as present in the diagram which they pervade and animate, as they do
the cosmos, by their united power and will. To quote sloka 55: "Such
is the supreme splendour, the sricakra as her cosmic body (vapulJ),
surrounded by the dazzling waves of her multitudinous power,,,20 a
vision which fills the adept with wonder and awe.

Having thus visualized the sricakra in its cosmic aspect over
flowing with the glory of the goddess, the adept is now to visualize
and understand the role of another group of powers or deities resi
ding in this diagram, the Mudras, which are ten in number (siokas

17 A Saiva Iiliga is not necessarily of a more or less phallic shape. Here, for
instance, the itaraliJiga is said to be round like a kadamba flower. The best liriga is
often said to be a tura, an incised skull. As for the four liIigas listed here, they are the
usual four types of siva Iiligas.

IX svccchfivisvamayollckhakhacitEl/?7 visvarupakam I
caitanyam atmano riipar?l11isarganandasundaram II

19 Tripurasundarl with Bhairava as her consort is also conceived as KameSvarl
with KameSvara, these latter being in fact the basic deities of the Dak~iDamnaya

(Padoux 1994: 38). On KallleSvarl, see, for instance, Biihnemann 2000-2001,
volume I: 131.

2!J CV81wiipam parat!J tcjafl sricakravapu~iI sthitam I
tadiyasaktinikarasphuradfirmisamiivrtam II

...... ~ ~;

. . ~
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56-71). Though this is another phase in the vision and practice of the
sric.akra by the adept, it is not described by the YH as something he
is to do, but as a development taking place in the supreme conscious
ness, in the goddess, who now takes on the aspects of these ten
goddesses, the Mudras, who incarnate and express ten different
phases of her cosmic activity and power. To quote slokas 56-57:
"When [the goddess] becomes luminously aware of the universe
[appearing] on the screen of her own consciousness (cidatmabhittau
prakasamarsane), being fully possessed by the will to act, she acts by
her own free will. [Such is] the power of activity which, because it
gladdens the universe and causes it to flow, is called mudrii" The
last sentence of this stanza explains the name mudra: these deities are
so caned because they gladden (modan8t [-1 mudD and cause to flow
(rodanat [-J ru]), hence mud-ra.

The first Mudra is said to pervade (vyapaka) the whole sricclkra.
The nine others abide each in one of the constituting cakras of the
diagram, going from the outer square to the centre: the movement is
centripetal because these deities, born from the play of the powers of
the goddess, incarnate or symbolize nine stages of the return of the
cosmos to its unmanifest source. The adept, therefore, visualizing
them and identifying somehow with each of them, realizes that "this
is how the play of the godhead's energy of activity (kriyif), whose
nature is pure consciousness, is identical with the sricakra" (kriya
caitanyarup.atvad evalp cakramayarp sthitam--sloka 7 I). But what
the adept must first and foremost always intensely meditate (sarvada
bhavayet) is the supreme luminous power (parallJ tejas) which is the
willpower (iccl1a) of the godhead-his attention is to be focused on
the supreme, on the source of all that exists. The YB merely des
cribes these Mudras as luminous deities to be visualized as they are
described, and quotes their cosmic functions. What is prescribed here
is therefore only one more perception and realization of the presence
and play (here tending toward the resorption of the cosmos [sa111
hara]) of the goddess in and as her cakra: the practice by the adept
remains a purely mental, meditative one. It is, however, worth noting
that in his commentary on these stanzas AmrUinanda describes the
mudras as hand gestures the adept is to display so as to identify with
the role of each of the Mudras, so that these mudras, in practice, are
at the same time deities to be visualized and worshipped and hand
gestures-an act of mental and bodily participation and identification
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of the adept with the deities: this aspect of the practice of the 5ricakra
should not be overlooked.

The chapter ends by prescribing two other ways of perceiving the
sricakra in meditation, first by considering it as divided into three
portions each comprised of three cakras, going from the centre to the
outer part, and then as consisting of its nine cakras, going from the
outer part to the centre. The adept thus follows the process first of
emanation then of resorption.

The chapter concludes (510k::1S 85-86): "This is where the great
goddess Mahiitripurasundari is to be worshipped. [Such is] in its
absolute fullness the great cakra, giver of eternal youth and
immortal ity. Thus has been said, 0 supreme goddess, the practice
(s81pketa) of the great cakra of the goddess Tripura, bestower of
liberation while still in life."

To conclude, we may note that this chapter, which at first sight
looks rather disorderly, is in fact rationally constructed, emanation
and resorption succeeding each other and every successive moment
increasing the awareness of and identification with the cosmic
dynamism of the sricakra. First is expounded the succession of the
different parts of the sricakra (8-21), then the play of energies that
manifest the cosmos (22-24): this is an outward tending movement
manifesting the world. After which, the bhavana of the kalas of hrirp
(25-36) and eventually the Mudras (56ff.) turn the attention of the
adept towards resorption, towards the centre of the diagram that is,
towards liberation. The description of all the deities and entities
present in the sricakra also manifests its power of creation and of
resorption. The adept, by visualizing and meditatively identifying
with this cosmic play, progresses towards liberation. As an active
cosmic symbol (or as a display of the goddess's creative and salvific
action and power), the sricakra appears very efficacious.

We may finally note that the origin of the sricakra remains
shrouded in mystery. This ritual diagram is to be found in the older
texts of the Traipuradarsana (which is the less ancient of the Kaula
traditions), but where does it come from and when did it appear? We
do not know, The source is probably to be looked for in the older
Kubjika tradition, though Ihisis not certain. 21 A South Indian origin,

21 Mark Dyczkowski (personal communication) bclieves that some aspects at
least of this cakra come from the Srilantrasadbhava, a long (about 5000 stanzas) and
yet unedited text which he is currcntly studying.
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too, has been suggested by some, but this theory has so far not been
conclusively proved. Whatever its origin, the sricakra, which we
have just seen as it is shown in a chapter of an ancient text, is still
very much in use (in ritual and meditation) in India today: not only in
the South Indian 'de-tantricized' Srividya but also in the centre and
the north of the sub-continent.22 It therefore deserves some attention.

21 The most complete study of the sricakrapujiiis that of Madhu Khanna (1986) in
an unfortunately as yet unpublished Oxford thesis. Available, precise and complete
is Sanjukta Gupta's description of the cult in Gupta/Hocns/Goudriaan 1979:
139-157.
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1. The lrfcakra
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sahasriira

iiji1ii (bindu) bhrilmadhya

lambika (uvula)

l,j.ruddha ka~I/11(l (throat)

anahala hrdaya (heart)

ma~ljpiJraka niibhi (navel)

sl'iidhi~.thiina

.siikta

miiladhiira

ku/apadma

kalida

aklllapadll/o

2. The bodily cakras according to Amrtananda' s commentary on the Yoginillrdaya



V ASTUPURUSAMANOALAS: PLANNING IN THE IMAGE OF

MAN

Michael W. Meister

Diagrams for planning and meditation permeate South Asia, as tools
for praxis, practical and religious. Psychedelic or pragmatic, they
remain utilitarian at their core. They do not constitute a single reality,
but have a history that makes of each a palimpsest. By the sixth
century A.D., these layers had been combined to provide a tool, both
religious and practical, for the constitution of a shelter for deities and
worshippers-the temple-as a new form of Hindu worship began.
This paper explores evidence found by recent scholarship in built
monuments for the appl ication of such diagrams to the construction,
validation, proportioning, and designing of such shelters for the first
early centuries of their use.

Indus Valley cities, with their gridded street plans dating from the
third to second millennium B.C., have been cited as early examples
of the city as 'pivot of the four quarters' (Wheatley 1971) even
though their rhomboidal layouts and orientation only approximate a
cardinal grid. They should perhaps remain in the pre-history of South
Asian urban planning (Kenoyer 1998).

The mystic cosmogony of the Atharva-Veda, on the other hand,
from early in the first millennium B.C., does provide us with a
paradigm for cosmic planning in South Asia. In book 15 of the
Atharva-Veda, cosmic speculation and the body of man were made
into a formal homology, as well as being described as if a three
dimensional ma1)qala. 1 There a vratya ascetic 'belonging to an
unorthodox order,2 is described as confronting his own divinity as

I Whitney 1905: 769 comments that the CGlika-Upani~ad"reckons the vr5tya as
one among the many forms in which Bnihman is celebrated in AV., mentioning in
the same versc with vratya (celebrated in AV. xv.) also the brahmacarjlJ and the
skambha and the p,llita,"

2 Hcestcrman 1962: 36, on the other hand, concluded that the vratya> were
"authcntic Vedic Aryan ... predecessor[s] oflhe dtk$ita."
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'Ekavratya, the sole Vratya' (Kramrisch 1981: 472, 486). In Stella
Kramrisch's retelling, "[t]he transfiguration of the Vratya has three
phases: the birth of the god, the vision of that god, and the building
of his monument" (Kramrisch 1981: 89). She describes the 'Sole
Vratya' as "a choreographed monument of deity built up by the
words of hymns," having "a ma~](;JaJa for a pattern" (Kramrisch 1981:
95, 93): "He moves out on his vehicle, the mind, first toward the
east, then toward the south, toward the west, and finally toward the
north .... [He] incorporates into his presence the four directions of the
extended universe" (Kramrisch 1981: 93).

Kramrisch saw this vision of the vl'atya ascetic-already in the
second millennium B.C.-as a forecast of her dictum that the Hindu
temple of a much later period could be described as a 'monument of
manifestation' (Kramrisch 1946: passim), characterizing what the
vratya saw as the "lord of the space-time universe, himself the
central pillar of a four-sided pyramid" (Kramrisch 1981: 96). Yet
such a 'vision' did not then constitute architecture nor represent a
developed practice.

Of several versions of the origin of the universe in the Vedas, "the
simplest is that the creator built the universe with timber, as a
carpenter builds a house" (Encyclopredia Britannica on-line; Brown
1942, 1965). Indeed the rituals surrounding the making of Vedic
shelters provide a vocabulary for wood and reed construction (Renou
1998) and suggest the presence of a cosmography (Bodewitz 1979)
by having central and cardinal orientations, but do not define a
'generative tool; (Bafna 2000: 45) for architecture, as may maI)C;ia1as
of a later period.

In the building of altars (Staal 1984), bricks were laid to form an
orthogonal frame, and altered to make a variety of shapes to suit
different ritual purposes. Perhaps the grid of later 111aI)9alas has one
source in the piled bricks of such sacrificial surfaces. We have few
texts to suggest this. We do, however, have quite early texts, Sulba
Sutras (Datta 1932), of ca. the third-fourth centuries B.C., that
provide the geometric construction, using cords to draw circles,
needed to locate the square and cardinal orientation essential for the
plot of a sacrificial altar (Apte 1926; Bag 1971) (Illustration 1).
These geometric manuals scrupulously avoid interpretation, yet we
know that their function was in part to assure that an altar would
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conform as a homologue to an oriented and therefore square universe
(Menon 1932: 94-95).

It is in fact only in the time of Varahamihira's Brhat-Sarphita,
written in the sixth century A.D., that the use of something like a
vastupuru~a11Ja~J(jaJa to plan cities and buildings was first designated,
in his chapter 53 'On Architecture.,J A distinction must be made
between a diagram as a ritual tool or a 'constructional device'
(Mosteller 1988) for architecture; Varahamihira, however, had
compiled in this text many earlier layers of knowledge as well as
contemporaneous practice, as he had also assembled rival systems of
astronomy in his Suryasiddhanta.4 As he introduced his project
(53.1), "[t]o gratify clever astrologers, I now proceed to compose a
work on the art of building, such as it has been transmitted from the
Creator to our days, through an unbroken series of sages." He first
invokes a Vedic description of the original act of sacrifice (53.2-3):
"There was ... some Being obstructing .. , both worlds ... [who] was
subdued by the host of gods and hurled down. Of the several parts of
his body, each is subjected to the particular deity by which it was
attacked. It is that Being of immortal substance, who ... was destined
to be the dwelling-house personified [the vastupuru~a]."5 He then
goes on for a number of verses (53.4-41) to describe a variety of
house structures, their class linkage, orientation, storeys, balconies,
etc., as if this architecture were an elaboration of the vernacular
shelters of Vedic India (Renou 1998).

Only at 53.42 does he introduce the division of the plan into
squares to fit the rite of sacrifice and the placement of deities from
the older myth (Illustration 2): "In order to divide (the ground-plan
of at house) into eighty-one squares, draw ten lines from east to west,
and ten others from north to south."(, He discusses the placement of
45 deities over the body of the vastupuru~a for 13 verses (53.42-

3] refer to Kern's translation throughout.
4 Kral11riseh 1946: 79 comments that the "symbol ism of the Vastupuru~a

mal)c;lala" was "a residue of traditions still known and practiced though no longer
realized in all their import."

5 Kramrisch 1946: 73, 78 makes the important distinction that "Vastupuru~a as
support of the building ... is described as lying with his face down '" whereas Agni
Prajapati of the Vedic altar lies facing upwards," His head should lie to the north
east.
, (, He does not describe the location of the square required by the geometry of the
Sulba-Sutras.
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54),7 then introduces an alternative practical n1("II)9ala for con
struction: "One may also, should one prefer it, divide the area into
sixty-four compartments" (53.55).

For the remainder of this chapter (53.57-125) Varahamihira
discusses vulnerable crossings (marman), displacement of pillars,
and a range of magical associations and consequences still part of
traditional wood architectural practice today (Libersat 1988), with
the significant dictum that "[t]ho householder ... should carefully
preserve Brahman, who is stationed in the centre of the dweUing,
from injury ..." (53.66).~

I take this time to layout Varahamihira's order of presentation
because it is he who first puts together viistu (building), pUrU$8
('man,' but as a trace of sacrifice), and l1w~14ala (diagram), summing
up many centuries of speculation on the rituals of building (53.98):
"At a period indicated by the astrologer, let the householder go to a
piece of ground which has been ploughed, abounds with seed grown
up, has served as a resting-place of cows, or has got the approval of
the Brahmans." He gives us a sense of the range of caste patrons
(53.100): "Then-touching his head, if he be a Brahman; the breast,
if a Kshatriya; the thigh, if a VaiGya; the foot, if a Slldra-let him
draw a line, the first act when a house is to be built ..." and of the
important role of a proficient "holder of the measuring line," the
architect or Sutradhara (53.110): "By the measuring line snapping
asunder may be predicted death; by the plug drooping its top, great
sickness; by the house-owner and architect falling short in their
memory, death." Kern, Varahamihira's translator, accused him of
having "the habit of un-critically copying his authorities" (1872: 292,
note 1), and yet he is not merely summing up a millennium of
building, but marking a major transition. A new practice of stone
construction to make temples to shelter images of deities was just
beginning (Meister 1986) and the utility of the viistupLlrWjaI1Ja~J(;JaJa

was about to be given a new life (Meister 1979).

7 Alternative arrangements of deities do exist in other and later texts
(Apte/Supekar 1983). Kramriseh 1946: 19-98 best synthesizes the multiple layers of
significance laid over the mal~9ala by a variety of sources: sacrificial, zodiacal,
chronometric, astronomic, mythological, etc., a palimpsest or mosaic, at best, not
ever a whole fabric.

~ PaneariHra diagrams used for worship significantly exchange Visvarupa for
Brahman (Apte 1987: 143).

d'f!o.. ..
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Before wntll1g of temples explicitly, however, Varahamihira
provided two chapters (54-55) 'on the exploration of water-springs'
and 'culture of trees,' things essential to the establishment of a
sacred landscape. Then, in a chapter (56: 1-31) with only 31 verses,
he provided a brief' description of various temples,' which he begins
(56.1): "Having made great water reservoirs and laid out gardens, let
one build a temple, to heighten one's reputation and merit." "The
gods used to haunt those spots which by nature or artifice are
furnished with water and pleasure-gardens" (56.3), he writes, then
describes these in loving detail (56.4-8). He comments that the soils
he had indicated "when treating of house-building .,. are likewise
recommended to persons of the different classes, when they wish to
erect temples" (56.9), and then, in a significant verse, he specifies
(56.10): "Let the area of a temple always be divided into sixty-four
squares, while it is highly commendable to place the middle door in
one of the four cardinal points.,,9 It is this dictum that seems to
define a new millennium of vastupuru$ama~J(jaJas, to be used in
practice (Illustration 3) as well as ritual.

Most remarkable to me, at the time of Varahamihira's writing in
the sixth century, is how few stone temples-and how experimental
their architecture-had by then been built (Meister 1981 a).
Varahamihira was on the forward cusp of a new, even 'modern,'
architecture meant to shelter newly manifest images (Meister 1990).

The remainder of Variihamihira 's chapter is a listing of 'twenty
kinds of shrines' (56.17), with varied plans, storeys, turrets, and
dormer windows that probably existed not in stone but in wood. 10 As
he casually concluded (56.31): "Herewith are the characteristics of
temples described in compendious form.... Of the voluminous works
by Manu, etc., have I, in writing this chapter, only taken notice in as
much as I remembered."

The distinction between a proportional system, which the ritual
vastupUTU$ama1)qaJa is for the universe, and a constructional device,
such as Varahamihira stipulates for the temple, was drawn some time
ago (Panofsky 1955).11 "The notion that magical diagrams called

9 Bafna 2000: 38 is not correct in stating that Varahamihira's chapter on temples
"does not even mention the diagrams."

10 At least one engineer (Pramar 1985) has attempted to analyze and apply a
mal)c,lala designed for wooden structures to the building of stone temples.

II Panofsky distinguishes between a theory of proportions and a practical system
of construction.
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mandalas," according to one recent analysis (Bafna 2000: 26),
"underlie most traditional Hindu [1 would prefer Indic] architectural
production has become well entrenched within current thought. ..
[F]ew scholars have attempted to describe the precise manner in
which the mandala could have acted as a generative diagram." Stella
Kramrisch, whose 'The Hindu Temple' (1946) had collected a wide
body of references to the Sastric texts on the building of temples that
followed Varahamih ira' s, had in fact concl uded that "the
Vastuma1)<;lala is the metaphysical plan of the temple primarily; its
cosmological and magical implications are derived from it"
(Kramrisch 1946: 37, note 40).

The attempt at the literal mapping of the vastupuru~ama~](;Jala onto
buildings by modern architects, both Western (Volwahsen 1969: 44)
and Indian (Kagal 1986; Correa 1996), or the recent resurgence of
'Shilpa Shastrins' orienting houses as an Indian astrological equi
valent of Chinese [eng shui (for example, Rao 1995), however, are
no test to the use of vastuma~]9aJasas a constructional tool in the past
(Meister 1997). Bafna 2000: 31 has put it another way: "[W]hat
connection could be posited within diagrams associated with a
marginal religious cult [he is referring to Tantrism] and those
associated with a practical profession [architecture]?" Yet it is preci
sely about the division of the plan that Varahamihira is most explicit
and practical (53.42): "[D]raw ten lines from east to west, and ten
others from north to south." He is writing about a constructional
device related to a proportioning system.

Kramrisch herself was unsure how such a device might have
worked (Kramrisch 1946: 58): "The Vastuma[,l<;lala is a prog
nostication, a forecast and 'tonic' of the contents that will be built up
in the temple; it is in a literal sense, its programme. This does not
imply an identity of the actual plan of the temple, with the maIJ<;lala."
While she found some relationship between the simplified l6-square
grid in the Matsya-Pural)a (Kramrisch 1946: 228), "here, it seems to
have been suggested by the simplicity of the shrine; its plain, thick
walls, without buttresses, belong to small structural temples in
central India of the Gupta Age H"" of later temples she had little
doubt: "When the great temples were built, after the ninth century
and which still stand, the drawing of the Vastupluu$ammJ<;lala had
become an architectural rite without necessarily coinciding with the
laying out of the ground plan of the Prasada." Her conclusion was
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not so different from one scholar's recent attempt to compare square
Tantric painted maI~9alas to the elaborated ground plan of a temple
in Orissa, "[i]fwe were to accept that the mandala was typically used
as a design tool, then actual built examples must show evidence of
planning based on the mandala" (Bafna 2000: 38).

It is, of course, this sort of evidence, collected in the field, that has
gradually been accumulating over the past half century (Meister
1979, 1985; Pichard 1995; Thakur 1996),12 Buildings have perhaps
proved more reliable than texts as historical documents recording the
methodologies that built them (Meister] 989). This is in part because
of the multiple uses over time to which the vastupuru~amal.1Qala was
put-ritual, astrological, meditational, devotional, but also con-

. 113structlOna .
Referring to the Pau$kara-Sarphita, Apte ]987: 129 comments that

"Mandala worship, in those days was not a part of the temple ritual
only, but often maintained its independent existence like the sacri
ficial institution (Ynjna). And for that ritual ... a special panda] used
to be erected on a chosen site-may be on a mountain or in a forest
or by the side of a hermitage or on the bank of a river or inside
temple premises" (Pau~kara-Saqlhita2.4-5). This is not so much
different from the shelter set up for the ritual painting of dhuJicitra in
Kerala-a form of ' bhaumika citra' or 'earth painting' (Jones 1981:
71): "[T]he ceremonial drawing in powders may also be performed
at night in an appropriate space within the precincts of a Nambiitiri
Brahmal)a household or in a palace of a Samanta or Kshatriya ruling
family. The designated area ... is traditionally covered by a canopy
constructed of four slim areca logs, wrapped in new unbleached
cloth, supported by pillars of the same wood, similarly wrapped,
which form the boundaries of the sacred drawing." The image of the
goddess or another deity is built up in coloured powders, then
destroyed through ecstatic dance.

A sm all but significant side current of stone temple architecture
that may reflect such temporary pandals are the thin-walled
ma1JQapikfi shrines set up as funereal memorials in Central India

12 See also, however, my cautionary review (Meister 1999).
Il A recent review (Bafna 2000: 47) is correct to conclude that we must "look

uponlhe Viistupuru$3Illa!.JQala as an idea that has been constantly redefined and
exploited through history" but his caveat that "what we have made of it now is
merely a recently constructed understanding" may best be applied to himself.
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from the sixth to tenth centuries A.D. (Meister 1978).14 These stand
in sharp contrast to the thick-walled "temples ... of the Gupta age"
(Kramrisch 1946: 228), their inner sancta only twice in width the
thickness of their walls. Those, at the very beginning of the stone
tradition, measured their inner sacred space by the demands of the
mal)<;lala, not their walls by the efficiencies of stone (Illustration 3
A).

Actual physical yantras or metal maJ)<;lala plaques are buried in the
foundation of structures as tools to sanctify the building. As the label
to two such metal plaques recently on display in the American
Museum of Natural History, New York, put it (Huyler 1999),
"Yantra are specific mandala created to attract Divine Energy of a
deity into a sacred space. Made of metal or stone, yantra are buried
beneath a temple's inner sanctum during construction." Such yantras
are also drawn at significant points of the plan in late Orissan
practice (Boner 1975), but should not be confused with the
viistupuru~ama~lc;1alaas a whole. 15

To look for the application of the vastupun.n;ama~lc;1aJa introduced
by Varahamihira as a constructional tool or planning device in the
sixth century, it is necessary to measure standing temples. Bafna
2000: 41-42 is mistaken in claiming "a troubling lack of
corroborating evidence from surviving built structures." There have
been both 'detailed studies of individual plans' as weB as what he
calls 'comparative morphological studies' that go well beyond
imposing a 'constraining orthogonality' (Meister 1982, 1983a;
Thakur 1990).

From my own experience, however, certain procedures are
important (Meister 1979, ] 999). The square Gupta temples of
Kramrisch's reference-Sanchi 17, Tigawa, Nachna, even Deo
garh-use thick masonry walls to surround an inner sanctum ca. half
the width of the whole (Meister/Dhaky/Deva 1988). Early seventh
century shrines in Orissa (IHustration 3 A) with developed latina
DagaTa superstructures and a cross-plan with closed doorways on

14 An inscription on the seventh-century 1lJa~)9apika shrine at Mahua refers to a
'stone ma1)9apik;j' set up in honour of a local ruler's deceased parents.

15 "The square grid would then simply be an instrument-a yantra-uscd for the
depiction of the vastu deities" (Bafna 2000: 45). Bafna's reference to "yantras
embedded within the traditional drawings of temple plans," however, begs the issue
that no such drawings survive before the modern period.

-----------
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three walls, \6 precisely fit a constructing grid of 64 squares when
measured at the root of their wall mouldings (the khura hoof of the
vedibandlJa)-that is, where the mal)<;lala could be drawn on the
stone foundation that formed the floor level of the sanctum. These
shrines well fit Varahamihira's dictum to let "the area of a temple
always be divided into sixty-four squares" and "to place the middle
door in one of the four cardinal points" (56.10).

In my own fieldwork (Meister 1979) I first began to measure
temple plans thinking they would only confirm Kramrisch's intuition
that the vastuma].u;faJas specified by Varahamihira and by later texts
"had become an architectural rite," as temples became more
elaborate after the ninth century, "without necessarily coinciding
with the laying out of the ground plan" (Kramrisch ] 946: 228).
However, directly measuring the mouldings of a group of seventh
and eighth-century temples in Madhya Pradesh-in particular the
seventh-century nagara temple at Mahua-first gave me evidence
that architects of this region and in this period were using a new
procedure (Illustration 3 B). Standing above two levels of a stone
foundation, the sanctum walls of this Siva temple measured ca. 556
em from corner to corner (ca. ] 14 em for kar~Ja and bhadra piers; 57
em for intermediate pratiratlJas) at the khura hoof of the vedibandha
mouldings, which was the floor level of the sanctum. The inner space
of the sanctum measured ca. 228 cm in width.

These measurements embody a new paradigm for both the
concept and construction of the multiplying wall offsets that
distinguish lJagara temples in this period (Illustration 3 C). Central
bhadras on the outer walls project the measure of the brahmastJlana,
flanking pratiratha offsets mark the dimensions of the inner sanctum.
Such a system I found also rigorously applied to other temples in the
Gwalior region (Meister 1979). Such a use of the mal)<;lala was new,
practical, and expanded the malfQala's meaning to the temple, as a
physical expression of its plan. l

?

As a test of the 'constraining orthogonality,' as Bafna 2000: 41
put it, I also measured and analyzed rectangular temples in this
region and century, as well as those beginning to experiment with

16 Kramrisch 1946: 271 interprets $8Q8sr,1 to be this type: "[T]he ground plan ...
has six faces, for each of its three sides has a central buttress which is set off from
the walL."

17 Sinha 2000 has extended this analysis of the' bhadra cluster' to vesara temples
in the Deccan.
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octagonal and turned-square plans (Meister 1982, 1983a, 1983b,
1984). In both cases, the lTIat;<;IaIa continued to control the width of
walls, location of corners, and to project sanctum and brahmasthana
dimensions through the walls as measured offsets (Illustration 6).

Not all temples across an of India yield similar results, but
increasingly regional understandings and misunderstandings of this
system of planning become clearer, as more temples have been
adequately measured and analyzed (Meister 1985; PichaI'd 1995;
Thakur 1996). In South India, for example, use of an odd-numbered
grid, centring the sanctum on a square, made rings of expansion
possible (IHustration 4). In the north, separate sacred spaces might
overlap (IUustration 5).

Bafna 2000: 41 confuses the role of measure and proportion in his
conclusion that such variation makes of the vlistuma~J(;lala "not so
much a constructional aid as a tool for the designer, one that was
used to control the proportions of the design rather than its measure."
Measure in the Indian context was relative, determined by the height
or hand of the donor, architect, or Image; proportion was the
'constructional aid' (Meister 1985).

He also, it seems to me, is wrong to conclude that "the
Vastupuru~ama~J(;lala cannot be rotated without losing all its
significance" (Bafna 2000: 41). Rotating plans superimpose one
turned square on the other, moving toward the circle (lilustration 7)
that constitutes a maQ9ala's pre-existent form (and which surrounds
the square gated palaces in the painted maI).<;Ialas of Bafna's
article).IK

Kramrisch 1946: 62, while pointing out that "earlier texts ... do
not record circular Vastus" reported that "Utpala, the tenth century
commentator of the 'Brhat Sarnhiti:'i' describes in detail the con
struction of circular sites .... This appears a development around the
principal Vastu, which is and must remain square .... " She also cited
Agni-PuraI).a 93.40: "In the middle of the six sided, three sided, and
circular plan, should be the square." Referring to Vastuvidya 7.6 and
10.15, she also observed (Kramrisch 1946: 62, note 105): "as the
months advance the Vastupuru~a moves ... The spatial order of the 8
directions simultaneously denotes a temporal order; the Vastu is the
time piece .... This rotating Vastu is called Caravastu and is

IH Kramrisch 1946: 41 remarked that the "square symbol of the extended world in
its order has precedence over thc circle of time, the second ornament."
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distinguished from the Sthira-vastu, whose position is fixed ....
Temples are meant to last and are always built [i.e., founded] on the
Sthiravastu."

Experiments with embedded octagons-from the octagonal stone
temple at MUl)qesvari: and brick temples in Dak~it:la Kosala of the
seventh century (Meister 1981 b, 1984) to the great misraka
superstructure of the Choia temple at Gali.gaikolJ.qaco!apuram
(Pichard 1995)-might suggest that architects at an early period also
thought in such terms of their temples (and their construction).

My own work for a period of time focused on measuring and
analyzing monuments that could provide test cases for the limits of
mat:l9ala planning. I had thought that the application of the grid of
the mat:l9ala and its significance to the proportioning of temples in
the seventh and eighth centuries could not explain the variations
found in the ninth and tenth. What I discovered, however, in Central
India was a shift in construction of the temple that preserved the
relation of bhadra and pratirathas to sanctum and brahmasthana
while pulling the bulk of the temple within the grid (Illustration 3
D).19 This bhadravyiisa measure allowed the fabric of the temple to
be reduced, proportions in the wall to be more balanced, and new
plans to emerge (Meister 1979, 1985). That the grid of the mal)qala
could continue to have a practical utility, even in complex and huge
temples of the lith century, as at Khajuraho, was startling
(Illustration 5).20 No longer fixed at the foundation as in earlier
shrines (Illustration 3), yet still governing the walls enclosing the
inner sanctum, the continuing presence of these proportions in the
fabric of these stone monuments is perhaps our strongest surviving
evidence for the "notion of a geometrical device with symbolic
dimensions underlying all architectural production" (Bafna 2000:
42).21

I think Bafna 2000: 43 is right that "[p]ractically speaking, a grid
is a cumbersome and complicated tool for the laying out of plans; it

19 Bafna 2000: 41 mistakenly attributes this change to the seventh century instead
of the ninth.

20 "Meister's argument is sophisticated and pursuasive: the grid is only a
re~u~ative tool and the very act of embedding it is auspicious.... But in formulating
thIS Idea, he seems to have moved a good deal away from the strict orientation and
hierarchy of the ViistupunI~amaIJI;lala" (Bafna 2000: 41).

21 Bafna, however. resolves that the "idea of the governing mandala" ... "is
merely a recently constructed understanding" (Bafna 2000: 42,47).
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is extremely susceptible of errors unless checked by diagonals," yet
find his alternative-"the centerline system ... still used ... to
compute the proportion of statues"-an odd choice (see Mosteller
1991). From the time of the Sulba-SLltras, the geometry and tools for
laying out a plan were known. If the Slitradhara was controller of the
cord-"let him draw a line, the first act ..." as Var3ihamihira 53.100
had put it-he also controlled the geometry that the use of the
compass made possible (Illustrations 1, 7). Such geometric con
struction gives precision; a grid establishes proportion; reference to
the vfistupuru~ama~)(;JaJamaintains ritual authority.

Bafna 2000: 39, 41, however, calls such construction "an
alternative 'peg-and-string' geometry" and comments that "[t]here
are no indications within the literature on the history of Indian
mathematics, or within viistuslistra texts, that there were two separate
techniques of geometrical constructions prevalent at any time." Yet
the constructive geometry prevalent from the time of the Sulba
Sutras must itself be seen as the source both of the matJ9ala's
'constraining orthogonality,' in Bafna's terms, and of a certain
freedom from it. Bafna 2000: 41 admits, "some siJpa manuals
specifically record peg-and-string operations to ensure a precisely
oriented construction of the square perin1eter of the Vastupuru~a

mal}qaJa itself."
My analysis of temples with turned-square plans (Meister 1982,

1983b, 1984, 1989) beginning with the remarkable mid-eighth
century Gargaj Mahadeva temple at Indor in Madhya Pradesh
(Illustration 6 B), can demonstrate both the continuing 'ortho
gonality' of temple planning and its freedom from constraint. Bafna
2000: 41 refers to 'stellate' plans with a 'nonorthogonal profile,' yet
the angled buttresses of these temples must be observed as right
angled corners of turned squares22 (that is, as orthogonality
unconstrained).

The ground plan of the Gargaj Mahadeva temple at Indor
combines what Kramrisch 1946: 62, using Vastuvidya, has identified
as sthiravastu and caravastu, marking the temple's functions as both
cosmogram and chronogram. On the walls of the temple at Indor,
Siva and his family mark fixed cardinal directions; eight dikpfilas,

22 Previous scholars have often not observed this. Willis 1997: 60, for example,
describes Indor as having a "stellate shape" with "square and acute projections"
while his plans show obtuse corners rather than right-angled ones.
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guardians of the quarters, stand on the intermediate rotating bhadras,
facing sub-cardinal points (Illustration 6 B).23

That architects-from the seventh century in Dak~it)a Kosala to
11 th- to 13th-century Karnataka, Maharashtra, and 16th-century
Rajasthan-took the great trouble to build such complexly
constructed turned-square monuments in brick and stone (Illustration
7) must be the best evidence for "some special symbolism associated
with the compositioll.,,24 It cannot be in doubt that the constructional
mechanism making possible such compositions was the simple
geometry of the Sulba-SiJtras-not the grid itself, which is
consequent-that had located sacred ground for so many centuries.
Perhaps that is what the vastupuTu$ama~J(;iaJa hid. Bafna's comments
that "buildings can both provide a structure for an embedded
mandala, and also serve to hide it" (Bafna 200 1: 46) is valid, but I
would reverse his conclusion.25 It is the building that acts in place of
the grid, becoming the mal)<;lala. As Kramrisch, citing the Maha
bharata, had pointed out for the palaces of the three worlds the
temple mimics, "[t]hey revolved, each on its own level; they were
part of a revolving universe" (Kramrisch 1981: 414).

23 This geometry, as with all priis,Tdas, is interrupted by the praggriva entrance to
the interior sanctum.

24 Bafna 2000: 44, however, calls this "problematic."
25 "The grid acts in place ofthe building, rather than serving as the basis of if'

(Bafna 2000: 44).
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I. The geometric construction of a cardinally oriented square locating an altar
as defined in Sulba-Sntra texts
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2. Vastupmu~amaJ~9ala of 8] squares, as described in the Brhat-Sarphita
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A.

B.

c.

D.

3. Ground plans and constructing maJ;9alas: A. Bl1aratdvara temple, Bhubaneshwar, Orissa; B. Siva
temple no. 2, Mahua, Madhya Pradesh; C. Mahadeva temple, Amrol, Madhya Pradesh; D. Naktimata

temple, Bhavanipur, Rajasthan

,.....~-----------
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4. BrhadIsvam temple, Gailgaik6f,l~ac6!apllfam, Tamilnadu
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5. Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh: A. Visvanatha temple; B. Lak~mal.).a temple, socle and vedfbandha mouldings;
C. Kandariya Mahadeva temple
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6. A. SabarT temple, Kharod, Madhya Pradesh; B. Gargaj Mahadeva temple, Indor,
Madhya Pradesh
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7. Comparison of the use of constructing geometry and odd-numbered grids in plans based on
three and six turned squares
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2. The balihara'.la of the vai'<:vadeva rite

3. A domestic .<:ivapanciiyafalla





5. A sarvatobhadra 6. A rc7malingatobhadra with 26 riimamudriis
llind 28 lhigas

7. A caturmudriiriimalingatobhadra with 4 riimamudriis llind 8 lif/gas find fI

sarvatobhadra in the centre
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8. A gOIJe.fabhadra with five icons of Gal)eS3 9. A ga~1eSabhadra with 21 icons of Gal)esa

10. A suryabhadra with 12 icons of the sun



I I. The construction of a dW7dwialiliga/ohlwdm with a .\'{/Iwllohhadm in thc centre

12. The invocation of deities into areca nuts placed on a s(lJwl{ohhadm



[3. A vessel of plcnty placcd on a san'alobhadra
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16. The .l-rTllla~7q/alaof the Nctratantra following K~cmaraja'scommentary
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17, An allernalive struclure of Ihe §rTlIla~l~lala of the Nelralantra



18. The mal)<;Iala of the nine lotllses (navanabhama~lf/(/'(/) according to the Svacchandatantra and
K~emaraja's commentary



19. A tentative reconstruction of the trident maJ~9ala of the SiddhayogcSvarlmata (long recension)
according to the Tantraloka
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lVli,T, 51, 52, 242
akacjamacakra, 51
iikar$a~Jayanlra, ix, 33, 35
ak;lthnhacakra, 51
alchemist, 48
alchemy, I, 44
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279,288
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Amba Mala Yantra, 2
Ambi1ji,2
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AnandaramayaJ)a (AR), 74,77, 78,
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85
a~tottarasata/ifJgatobhadra, xii, 84
a~tottarasataramaJifJgatobhadra, xii,

85
a$tottarasatariimatobhadra, 85, 86
astra, 127
iivaral}a, 40, 61,169,174,203
iiv[1i, 40
Ayur-Veda, I

Bafna, 6, 8, 15, 252, 255, 256, 257,
258,259,260,261,262,263,277

balibaral}acakra, x, 8, 50, 57, 58, 59
balihara1)ama1)gala, x, 50, 58
balimalJcjala, 160
beesiyantra, 2
belt,40
Bengal, 3, 277, 288
bhadra, xv, xvi, 25, 73, 74, 75, 76,

77,78,80,81,83,84,164,259,
261,263

bhadrakamal}ljala, 24, 79, 124
bhadramal}ljala, x, xvi, 4, 8, 24, 25,

48,57,68,73,74,76,82,278
Bhadramartal)<;Ia (BM), x, xvi, 73, 74,

75, 7~77, 78,79,80,81,82,83,
84,273

bhadravyiisa system, xiv
bhiiga, 215, 216, 2n, 222, 223
Bhairava, 64,65, 66, 68, 180, 183,

190,192,199,200,202,203,204,
205,206,209,229,231,235,241,
245,281

Bhairava-Tantras,30
Bhaktamarastotra, 37,271,273
Bhaskararaya, 17, 40, 42
bhavana, 16, 182
bhiigrha, 47, 62, 64
bhiikrama(sricakra), 31
bhiiprastiira(Sricakra), 30, 31
bhiipr~!ha(sricakra), 30, 31
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bhOpura, 47, 62, 64,66
bhOtasuddhi, 20, 128, 161
bhuvana, 16, 182
Bihar, 1,284
bija, ix, 29, 36, 37, 63,131,140,141,

150, 151, 163, 173, 183,206,235,
243

bindu, 39,41,44,45,235,240,241,
242,244

birch-bark, ix, 29, 34,143, 144, 147,
162,202

bisonyantra, 2
b1ack,x,25,26~ 66,76~ 79, 80,123,

141,163,167, ]71, 173,206,207,
208,218,223

blindfold, 9, 133, 134, 135, 136, 184,
187,189,228

blood, ix, 29, 34,49,163,205,206,
209

body, 1,3,9, 10, 11,20,24,26,33,
34,35,37,50,51,61,62,128,
129,139,140,145,146,147,161,
174, 184, 186, 193,205,227,231,
233,239,240,242,244,245,251,
253,256,285,288

bow-shaped, 208
Brahma, 51, 59, 60, 62, 64,81, 128,

141, 148, 210, 211
brahmasthana, xiv, 259, 260,261
BrahminicaJ, 199,200,203,2]0
brhadgauritilaka, xi, 83
Brhat-Sarphitii, xiv, 11,27,75,253,

273
Brunner, xiii, 6,8,9, 10, 12, 13,15,

19,20,21,25,29,3~32,33,39,
48,49, 50,51, 75,7~ 79, 82,122,
143,153,154,158,166,180,181,
182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 188, 190,
192,211,212,213,215,239,240,
271,274,278

Buddh~209,210,211,213,214

Buddhist, 1,5, 7, 9, 13, 14, 16, 18,
22,23,32,36,41,44,45,49,197,
198,200,210,213,277,280,281,
283,287,288,289

building, 2,6, 8, 15,32,47, 121, 191,
195,21~252,253,254,255,256,

257,258,263,281,286
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cakra, ix, xiv, 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,10,
11,15,16,17,18,19,24,27,30,
31,34,35,39,40,42,43,45,49,
50,51-52,58,65,119,124,127,
136,145,153,156,161,162,163,
180, 181, 182, 183, 227,231, 239,
240,241,242,243,244,245,246,
247,280,281,284,288
cakras in the body, 51-52;
meanings of cakra, 49-52,
163-164,180-185
See also balillara~Jacakm; sricakra

cakriibja, 82, 125, 137, 164
cakrii~iamal}9ala, xvi, 9, 24, 79, 124,

127, 131
cakrama~Hjala, 132, 135,136,141,

142
cakr;lmbujama~19aJa, 181
cakriiravindamal.1t;faJa, xii, 75, 86
cakravaulra,239,240
caravastu, 261
cardinal directions, 21,37,47,59,60,

62,78,215,261
catllrasra, 215
caturdasaJiligatobhadra, xii, 86
cawrliflgatobhadra, xi, 83
catunnudriiramalilig,ltobhadra, xii,

xvi, 77,85
caturvilpsatiJi/igatobhadra, xii, 84
catvarilpsalliljgatobhadra, xii, 86
cayana altar, 26
central point, 2, 41,44
centre, ix, xi, xvi, 2,5,14, 17,22,24,

25,35,36,37,39,40,42,43,45,
48,51,59,60,61,62,64,77,78,
80,81,122,123,124,127,137,
138,140,144,145,151,.153,157,
159,164,167,174,181,182,199,
200,202,204,209,216,217,220,
222,223,226,233,241,242,244,
245,246,247,253,270,273,274,
275,276,277,278,283,284,285,
286,288

Chandralckha, 2
chatra(yantra), 35
chhatar(yantra), 35
chronogram, 261
chviisa, 23
circle, 2,10,13,16,24,33,37,39,

44,47,48,49, 50,52,5~61,62,
119,122,124,140,156,162,163,



167,169,170,172,174,180,181,
183, 193, 203, 204, 210, 211, 215,
21~ 217,222,227,240,251,259,
288

circle of flames, 49
circumambulation, 24, 25, 80
citrabandha, 2
coercive diagram, 29, 163
coins, 21, 22, 44, 45, 46, 47,48, 287
colour, xi, xii, xv, xvi, xvii, 6, 10, 19,

23,24,26,29,39,46,48,58,60,
61,62,65,76,77,78,79,80,81,
82, 85, 86, 120, 122, 123, 124,
157,166,167,168,170,171,172,
173, 174, 175, 182, 183, 187, 189,
195,200,205,206,207,215,216,
217,218,220,221,223,232,242,
244,275

colour mal)Qala, 187, 188, 189
coloured powder, I, 14, 19,22, 24,

61,80,156,157,159,161,170,
172,175,181,185,187,208,.213,
218,226,228,256

concentric, 14,21,24,37,39,47,59,
61,63,124,160,195,199,200,
213,215,240

conch shell, 79,124,125,127.218
consciousness, 41, 196,232,233,

234,241,244,245,279
consecration, 26, 29, 130, 150, 232
copperplate, 3, 162
corner, 17,25,26,29,39,48,60,62,

64,79,81,124,139,150,160,
164, 167, 169,216,218,220,221,
258,261

Correa, 2, 255, 278,281
corridor, 24, 25
cosmic symbolism, 1,175,212
cosmogram, 261
cosmological, 26, 255
cow-dung mal)Qala, 156
creation, 21, 23, 34,41, 52, ]40, 145,

198,246,277
creeper, 25, 80
cremation grounds, 34,49, 202, 205,

208
crescent moon, 25, 80

dala, 25, 39, 124, 167
dalagra, 25, 40, 167, 216
daJas8rpdhi, 216
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Danielou, 6,40,41,42,46,47,278
darsana(yantra), 35
design. 1,2,3,4,7,8,10,14,15,16,

17,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,
30,31,35,36,39,40,45,47,48,
49,57,61,65,68,75,183,199,
255,259

design-complex, 125
desire-oriented rite, 32, 36, 39, 63,

162
devatayantr8, 32
Devi, 52, 60, 63, 64, 155, 166, 271,

278
Devimahatmya, 63, 64, 166, 271
dharakayantra, 9, 150
dhfira~layantra, 33,35
dhiira1)i, 36, 27
dhamlOdaya, 41
dharrilOdaya, 41,276
dhyanayantra, 32
diagram, x, xi, xiv, 3,4, 11, 15, 16,

23,27,28, 33,43,50,51, 59,66~
73,76,79,122,143,144,148,
154,160,166,181,187,188,202,
205,206,207,213,225,226,230,
232,233,239,240,245,246,247,
250,252,253,254,255,275,278,
279
See also distributive diagram

dikpala, xv, 62,64,127,261
dik$ii, 1,9,10,14,29,123,126,130,

131,132,133,136,137,158,165,
166,171,174,185,186,190,201,
205,208,225,227,287

direction, xiii, xv, xvii, 21, 32, 33, 35,
41,42,43,44,47,48,59,60,61,.
62,63,64,67,75,160,170,176,
202,204,215,216,251,259,279

directional guardian, 38,62, 63, 64,
65,67,68

distributive diagram, 19, 51, 161
door, 19,25,26,29,36,124,127,

135,139,140,157,166,169,182,
201,217,218,220,221,222,223,
229,254,258

dot, xi, 44, 203, 240, 241
downward-oriented triangle, 41
downward-pointing triangle, x, 41,

42,43,45,64
Durga,60,63,64,65
Durgasaptasatl, 63
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durgasaptasatimahiiyantra, 63
dviidasa/ingatobhadra, xi, xvi, 83, 84
dviidasamudriiriimaliIigatobhadra, xii,

85
dviira, 25, 47, 124
dvarasobM, 169

earth, 30, 31,44,47,59,62,121,
136,141,149,150,151, 170, 195,
213,241,257

earth citadel, 47
earth city, 47,62
earth house, 47, 62
east, x, 1, 38, 44, 59, 62, 64, 120,

127,167,252,253,256,277,283,
286

East Asia, 1, 286
eight cremation grounds, 49
eight-petalled lotus, x, 21, 22, 44, 46,

47,63,64,65,144,151,157,159,
167,215

eight-pointed star, 22
ekaJiligatobhadr8, xi, 83
ekamudriiriimatobhadra, xii, 85
ekaviIpsottarasatalingatobhadra, xii,

85
element, ix, 4, 14, 19,20,21,23,25,

26~30,40,41,42,43,44,47,48,

52,57,63,122,128,139,140,
151, 161,164,166,169,171,173,
185,186,197,201,203,211,213,
217,220,223,226,22~230,245

enclosme, 24, 25, 26,40,48,49, 79,
80, 124, 133,139,169

energy centre (cakra), 51
enmity, 35
equilateral triangle, 43
eradication, 35
esoteric, 1,180,190,191,192,193,

194,208
etymology, 13,28,29
eVaJp,44, 140, 142,201,245,246,

282
expansion, 10, 189,20 1,203,235,

240,242,260

female organ, 43
filaments, 25, 61,123,124,141,211
fire, 14,20,26,42,43,44,48,58,

120,125,126,127, 128,129,130,
131,132,140,150,151,156,159,
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161,164,185,187,190,2]0,211,
288,289

fire triangle, 44
five, x, xvi, 19,22,23,26,42,46, 5l,

52,57,60,65,66,67,76,77,78,
80,121,122,124,132,139,141,
145,157,160,161,171,173,196,
197,203,204,213,218,225,245,
281

five deities, x, 57,60,203
five-pointed slar, 46
floor design, I
flower, 9, 34, 81, 120, 121, 123, 126,

127,129,132,133,134,135,136,
137,160,161,174,187,188,189,
228,229,232,233,245,288

folk art, I
four, ix, x, 6,10,14, 19,22,25,37,

39,47,48,51,60,61,62,64,65,
67,75,76,77,78,79,81,82,124,
126,131, ]32, 157,160,167,168,
169,171,194,198,201,202,204,
205,2]1,215,2]6,2]7,220~222,

223,225,226,231,234,240~244,

245,251,252,255,257,259,280,
289

four places (catuflsthiina), 14, 126
funeral rite, 230

Garyapati, xii, 32, 60, 65, 75, 78, 86,
271,274,284

gal:l8patibhadfc1, xii, 78, 86
gandhamapqala, 14, 186, 189,226,

228
gaf.1qikii, 223
GaI)cSa, xvi, 23, 25, 41,42,44, 60,

75,78, 8~204,207,229,272
ga~1Csabhadra,xvi, 78
GaI~esapiirvatapaniya-Upanj~ad, 23,

41,42,44
gate, x, 26,37,42,47,48,62,64,65,

67
Sec also T-shaped gate;.
protruding gate

gatra, 25,167,168
gatraka, 216
gauriti/aka, xi, 76, 82, 83
geometry, xv, 253, 262, 263
girdle, 39
goddess, xiii, 7, 18,37,45,46,51,

52,60, 63, 64, 66, 67, 78, 83, 155,



157,159,173,180,190,193,195,
196,202,204,205,206,207,208,
209,211,214,223,228,229,232,
235,239,24~241,242,244,245,
246,247,257, 279,280,284,28~
290

graha, 61, 74, 126, 186, 192,207, 276
grahadevatama~19aJa,x
granthl; 40, 140, 234, 242
grid, xiv, xv, 20,24,25,68, 73, 79,

122,215,220,251,252,256,258,
259,260,261,263

ground plan, xiv, 256, 259, 262
guardian stone, 23
guardians of the directions, xv
Guhyakali, xv, 46, 48, 49
Gujarat, 2, 74

Hanumat,35
harihararamaliIigatobhadra, 85
harihanItmaka/haril1aradvadasalinga-

tobhadra, xi, 84
hariharatmakadvadasaliIigatobhadra,

xi, 84
heart, 22,24,38,52,127,128,132,

140,232,244
heavcnly body, x, 61, 62, 81
hcxagram, x, 17,21, 24,37,39,40,

42,43,44,45,46,51,64,65,150
hierarchy, 14, 126, 189, 195, 196,

197,199,200,201, 213, 261
Hindu, 1,3,4,5,7,8, II, 15,16,18,

23,27,40.45,49,154,251,252,
256,275,27~278,279,280,281,

282,283,284,285.286,289
Hinduism, II, 16, 161,278,279,283,

286,288
hub, 24, 50,124,128, 145,180, 181
hymn, 36,37,252

icon, xiii, xv, xvi, 5, 7, 10, 19,20,40,
46,60,61,73, 78, 179, 180, 184,
191, 192, 193, 194,200, 232,287

image, xiv, xv, 5,. 6, 7, 18,20,25,29,
45,49,78,80,149,158,159,161,
164,168,169,173,174,175,176,
179, 181, 182, 183, 184, 191, \92,
193, 194, 195, 200,202, 206,213,
2\4,23\,241,254,255,257,260,
27~279,281,287,290

imagc-maI)9a1a, 19,20, 159, 162, 164
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immobile, 119
immobilization, 35
inc1usivism, xiii, 179, 180,200, 210,

212,214
initiation, I, 9, 10, 14, 29, 123, 126,

130,131,132,133,137,138,156,
174, 179,· 183, 185, 186, 188, 189,
190, 194, 195,200,201,202,203,
205,206,208,209,213,225,227,
228,229,230,231,232,288

initiation mal)<;1a1a, 179, 185, 189,
190, 194, 195,201,202,203,205,
206,208,209,213

installation, 1, \45, 150, 192, 193,
234

intermediate directions, 21, 44, 59,
60,6\,68,216

intersecting squares, 47
intersection, 40, 44, 216
inverted triangle, 41, 42
isanasivagurudevapaddhati, 82, 155,

159,164,165,171,179,182,217,
218,271

Islamic, 3, 45, 46, 279
isosceles triangle, 42
i$ta(yantra), 35

jagadyoni,41
Jain, 1,37, 198,281
Jayakhya-Sarphita, xvi, 6, 27,41,76,

119,121,122,123,125, ]28, 129,
130,132,133,136,137,138,143,
144,146,147,148,151,272

Jayaratha, 13, 41, 42, 182, 192, 196,
197,222,223,225,227,230,231,
232,272

Jung,C.G., 5,48,282
Jupiter, 62

kacchapapr$tha(sricakra), 31
Ka1acakratantra, 16
Ka1pacintamal)i, 35
Ka1yaJ;lamandirastotra, 38, 27\
kamakalii, 42, 242
kamya, 30, 33,157,158,162,172
kaJ!tba, 26, 66, 217, 220
kapola, 26, 217, 220
kal1}avyiisa system, xiv
kal1}ika, 21,25, 80, 123, 124, 127,

142,167,168,215
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Kashmir, 6,29, 155, 226, 240, 276,
287

Kaula, 180,228,23 [,235,247,280,
289

Kautilya, 13
kesara, 25,124,167
Ketu,62
khat)i;lendu, 25, 80
kohbar mal).qala, 1
kolam, I
kOJ}a, 17,25,29,40,43,44,64,169,

216
ko~tha, 24, 79, 167, 215, 220, 222
Kramrisch, xv, 6, 16,28, 160,252,

253,254,25~258,259,26~26~

263,282
K~emaraja,xvii, 30, 162, 184, 194,

197,198,199,200,202,210,211,
212,213,215,216,217,218,220,
221,240,272,273,276

k~etrapii/amat:J(;iala,82
Kubjika, 239, 247, 272, 280
Kubjikamatatantra, 239, 281
KuHirl).ava-Tantra, 13,28,33,34,

163,272
kiinnapr~tha(yantra/sricakra),30, 31

/aghugauritilaka, Xi, 83
laghusarvatobhadra, 166
Iaghu$oqasaramamudriiriimaliliga to-

bhadra, xii, 85
Jaghus[i1khaJa, 25, 80
JaglwvaJJi, 25, 80
IatiikiiralifJga(maJ}cjala),164
latiilifJgatobhadra, Xi, 84
latiilifJgodbhava, 82, 84, 164
left, xv, 3,41,43,124,127,129,133,

136, 165, 174,200,205,216,217,
220,221,222,223,234,274

line, 13,14,18,24,25.,26,28,29,
31,39,42,47,65,67, 76, 78, 79,
80,82,122,123,141, 145, 161,
168,170,172,182, ]84, 195, 199,
212,215,216,218,222,226,244,
253,254,256,261
See also nested lines

linear, 16, 17,29,31,148,162
JjfJga, xi, xvi, 4,24, 73, 75, 76, 77,

79,80,81,82,83,84, 86, 155,
158,159,164,165,168,173,175,
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191,192,193,194,212,231,244,
245

liJigasvastikabhadra, xi, 84
JiIlgatobhadra, 4, 24, 73, 75, 76, 79,

80,81,82,83,86
liquidation, 34
lotus, ix, x, xiii, xvi, xvii, 2, 8, 14,20,

21,22,23,24,25,37,39,43,44,
45,46,47,48,50,51,52,61,62,
63,64,65,66,67,68,76,78,79,
80,120, 123,124,125,127, 128,
136,139,140,141,144,148,150,
157,159,161,167,168,170,173,
180,181,182,184,195,199,200,
201,203,204,205,206,207,209,
210,215,21~21~220,221,222,
223,225,226,228,229,232,234,
240,280
See also eight-petalled lotus; nine
lotuses; pericarp; six-petalled
lotus; vajra-Iotus

lotus petal, ix, 2, 21, 22, 23, 39, 45,
48,50,66,79,221,232,240

lotus stone, 22
lotus-wheel, 181

Madhya Pradesh, xiv, xv, 259, 262
madl1yaslitra, 216
Magen DaVid, 44
magic, 1,3,28,30,31,32,33,34,35,

36, 39, 44, 130, 162, 163, 17\,
172,206,254,255,256,279,281,
288
Sec also six rites of magic

mahamaI,lc;JaJa, 130, 166, 167
Mahara~tra, xv, xvi, 7, 8,20,22,23,

57,58,63,73,75,77,81,82
Malinlvijayottaratantra, xiii
manda'J/maJJldal), 23
mal).<;]ala, ix, x, xii, xiii, xiv, xvi, xvii,

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,
14,15,16,18,.19,20,21,22,23,
24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,
33,35,36,39,44,45,47,48,49,
50,51,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,
73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,
82,83,84,119,120,121,122,
123,124,125,126,127,128,129,
130, 13\, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136,
137,138,139,140,141,142,143,
146,149,150,151,153,155,156,



157,158,159,160,161,162,163,
164,165,166,167,168,169,170,
172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 179, 180,
181,182,183,184,185,186,187,
188, 189, 190, 191, 193, 194, 195,
196, 199, 200, 20 I, 202,203,204,
205,206,207,208,209,211,212,
213,214,215,216,217,218,220,
221,222,223,225,226,227,228,
229,230,231,232,233,239,240,
243,251,252,254,255,256,258,
259,260,261,262,263,276,277,
278,280,281,283,286,287,288,
289
construction of mal)9alas,
119-125, 170-173,215-224;
etymology of maD~ala, 1;
initiation maT,l9alas, 130-138,
165-170,185-194,228-232;
maDc;lala in the body, 233-235;
maD9alas bestowing supernatural
powers, 201-209; origin and datc
of maD9alas, 26-27; structural
clements ofmal)c;lalas, 20-26;
symbolic meaning of mal)9a1as,
139-142,174-176; tern1 mal)9a1a,
1-19,180-185; types of
maD<;Ialas, 19-20, 156-161; use of
mal)9alas, 125-138; worship of
Siva on the mandala, 173-174

mm)Qala hand, 138
maD9ala of the eight great Bodhi-

sattvas, 21, 23
maJ)c;lala pattern, 1, 15, 21, 82
ma~N;1alaka, 184, 186, 210
mapgalapiijii, 173
MaI)9alasaJ11graha, 74
maJ)9ala(yantra), 35
malJgapa, xv, 122,143,149,164
malJipiira, 51, 52
mantra, 1,4,5,6,9, 13, 18,26,29,

33,35,36,37,38,39,40,50,51,
63,65,83,119,121,125,127,
128,129,130,131,133,134,135,
136, 137, 138, 139, 142, 144, 145,
147,148,150,159,162,166,168,.
173,180,181,183,187,189,192,
193,20~ 205,212,226,227,228,
229,230,231,232,233,234,235,
240,241,242,243,245,272,277,

INDEX 297

278,279,280,284,285,286,287,
289

manuscript, 3,4, 14,119,166,180,
191,192,193,199,206,208,213,
272,273,275

mannan, 39, 254
Mars, 62
miit!kiima~lgala, 82
miiyiicakra, 82
meditation, 8, 18,32, 161, 173,240,

243,247,248,251
Mercury, 62
merukrama(sricakra),31
meruprastiira(sricakra), 30, 31
meruPT$tha(sricakra), 30, 31
microcosm, 17,279
miniature chain, 25, 80
miniature creeper, 25, 80
miSracakramalJcjala, 131
Mithila, \,48
mobile, 29, 119, 142, 143, 149, 162,

164, 175
moon, 19,21,24,44,62,80, 120,

127,140,141,144,161,210
muggulu,l
muktimaQga la, 201
mUliidhfira, 51,52,244

nak.~atracakra,51
name-giving, 136, 187, 188,189,

190,201,206,213
NarasilTlha, 46, 210, 211
navagrahamaQgala, x, 2, 8, 57, 61,

63,65,67
navakOlJa, 49
navamudriiriimatobhadra, xii, 85
navaniibhama1Jgala, xvii, 23, 26, 164,

200
navaniibhapadmasvastikamaQgala, 84
navapadmamalJ9a1a, xvi, 9, 23, 76,

124,136
navayoni.,241
Nepal, 1,2,4, 7, 15, 18, 22,42,44,

45,46,47,48,49,76,81,82,84,
273,277,279,280,281,282,283,
284,285,287,288,290

Nepalese, 3, 4, 22, 44,45,46,48,
192,277,280,281,282,283,289,
290

nested lines, 24,25,26,39,.47,66,
68, 80
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Netratantra (NT), xiii, xvii, 155, 162,
163,180,181,192,193,205,209,
210,211,212,213,214,215,217,
218,220,221,223,272

Nevar, 11, 15, 23,42, 49
nine, xvi, xvii, 23,30, 31,35,43,49,

50,51,61,136,140,151,157,
160, 194, 19~202,203, 22R 222,
240,241,242,246,247

nine corners, 49
nine lotuses, xvi, xvii, 23, 136, 199,

202,203,220
north,x, 1,25,45,4~59,60, 62,65,

80,120,127,140,154,216,248,
252,253,256,260,283,284

north-east, 59, 60, 62, 65,68, 120,
121, 229, 253

north-wes~60,62,65,68

number, x, 11, 17, 19, 22, 24, 33, 36,
38,40,42,46,48,51,52,58,59,
65, 76, 78, 79, 80, 155, 162, 165,
166,169,172,179,180,185,186,
189, 190, 194, 195, 196, 197, 199,
203,208,210,213,215,217,220,
225,242,245,253

occasional rite, 1
octagon, xv, 47, 261
offset, 25,26, 80
Orissa, xiv, 257,258,284
outer square, 25, 42, 47, 222, 241,

242,246

pada, 24, 52, 79,136, 160, 167
piida, 25, 82, 127,167
Padma-Sarnhita, xvi, 79, 119, 120,

121,122,124, 125,126,130, 135,
136, 137, 138, 143, 144, 146,273

padmodarama~]{;iaJa,131
pancabhadra, xii, 75, 86
pancabrahmamaJ}(jaJa, 82
Panearatra, xii, 6, 7, 9, 14, 18, 23, 24,

25,26,27, 29, 48, 74, 76, 82, 119,
124,139,143,146,149.,155,199,
254,274,283,286

pancaviq1satiJingatobhadra, xii, 84
paliGa vif?1sa timudriiriimalhigatobha-

dra,85
pancayatana, x, 8, 60
piirsvasutra, 216
parvatikanta, 82, 164, 165

INDEX

pascimakann<ly8ntra,49
piWila(yanlra), 30, 202
patra, 17,25, 167
Pau~kara-SaJ11hita (Pau~S), 6, 16, 25,

27,79,83,119,120,121,122,
124,125,129.,130,131,132,137,
138,139,166,257,273

pavilion, 25,122,128,143,149,150,
160,164,169,175

pentacle, 46
pentagram, 46, 49, 62
pericarp, ix, 21,25,65,66,80, 123,

124,127,141,144,167,180,200,
202,205,209,211,215,216

pikhiiJakhu, 23
pitha, 16,24,25,73,80,128,139,

140,167,168,176,182,216,223,
244,245

place for Brahman, xiv
point (bindu), xvi, 2,21, 39, 40, 41,

44,45,64,79,127,156,157,158,
161,163,166,169,170,173,176,
179,180,184,185,186,188,189,
190,191,192,195,198,200,212,
213,216~221,222,223,226,242,

255,258,259,263
points of intersection, 40, 44
Pott, 4, 6, 18, 49, 285
powder mal,l~ala, 19,20, 186
power, 9, 10,11, 14, 19,21,26,30,

33,41,42,45,46,51,66,78,130,
135,137,138,140,145,146,147,
148,150,160,171,173,175,176,
183,185,192,195,198,201,202,
203,204,205,206,207,208,21 I,
213,227,228,229,230,233,239,
240,241,242,243,244,245,246,
247,276

prii~Japrati~thii,18, 38, 81
priiJ)aprati~thama1Jtra, 38
Prapai'icasara, vii, 35, 278
prati$thii, 130, 145, 149, 150, 157,

158,160,165,173,191,192,193
protection, 31, 33, 36, 130, 135, 147
protruding gate, 62, 64, 66
puja, ix, 33, 35,43, 58, 60, 81, 173,

174,217,227,233,278
pfijadhiirayantra, 32
piijanayantra, 31
puj,/yan/ra, x, 32
pura,15, 119, 182
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puriikfira(ma~J(;iaJa),164

quadratura circuli, 48

Rflghavabhat~a, xiii, 28, 38, 166, 173,
215

Rflhu,62
riijii riima, 25, 77, 80
rajas, 25, 48, 66, 80, 122, 171, 197
Rajasthan, xiv, xvi, 4,7,45,78,263
rajomap(jala, 19,20,157,158,174,

175,186
rak~lT, 31, 32, 33, 36,135,145,149,

202
rak~iiyalltra, 31, 32, 33
Rima,25,37,67,75,77,80,81
riima filja, 77
riimaJiJiga, xvi, 77
riimaJiligatobhadra, xvi, 77
riimamudrli, xvi, 77, 80
Ramarak~astotra, ix, 37,278
riimarak~ayantra,37, 38
riimatobhadra, 25, 73, 76, 77,80,81
rango/i, I, 280
Rao, 5, 6, 16, 30, 31,32, 79, 84, 256,

286
rasicakra, 51
red, ix, xi, 25, 26., 48, 60, 62, 66, 80,

123,129,141,167,171,173,205,
206,208,209,218,221,223,233,
235

B-g-Vedin, xv
B-gvedlyabrahmakarmasamuccaya, x,

xv,58,62,63,64,65,271
rice flour, 1, 171, 208
right, xv, 32, 41,43,59,124,127,

]32,135,136,137,146,156,187,
205,216,223,261

ritual, x, xiii, XVi., 3, 6, 8,9, 10, 11,
13, 14, 18, 19,20,22,23,24,26,
30,32,33,34,36,39,43,44,50,
51,57, 58,5~60,61,63,65,73,
75,77,81, 82,121, 125, 126, 128,
129,130,132,134,136,149,153,
154,156,157,158,160,161,162,
163,164,165,168,169,170,171,
172,174,175,176,183,185,186,
187,188,189,190,191,192,206,
209,211,212,213,214,225,226,
227,228,229,230,231,232,233,
234,239,247,252,253,254,255,

257,262,276,278,279,280,281,
282,285,286,288,289,290

Rudra,xv, 25, 51, 62, 64, 65,66,68,
80,210,211

Rudra/Siva, xv, 68
rudrapithamahayantra, x, xv, 57,63,

64,65
rudrayaga, xv

sacred space, 26, 257, 258, 260
sahasradalapadm a, 52
saJlasriiracakra, 52
Saiva, xiii, 7,9, 10, 14, 19,20,23,

26,27,39,45, 50~57,76, 82, 155,
156,160,168,174,176,179,180,
185,186,187,189,190,191,193,
195,196,197,198,199,202,209,
210,211,213,214,225,229,233,
240,244,245,274,277,281

Saiva Siddhanta, 9, 154,278,280,
281

Saivagama, 9, 154, 178, 280
Saivism, xiii, 10, 19, 153, 155, 179,

196,241,277,287
S::ikta, 7, 23,39,48,57,63, 192,278,

281,285
Sakti, 40, 42, 43, 45,64,65,67, 77,

145,150,163,202,210,234,241,
242,279,280

saktimaJ}(iaJa, 161, 204
samayama1)(1aJa, 185,208
sarndhi, 39
SaJTIkara, 2, 3, 37
Sarnkhya, 47, 66, 80, 197, 198, 199
sarnskara, 38, 61
sanctum, xiv, xv, 258, 259, 260, 261,

263
Sanderson, xiii, 6, 24, 27, 30,50,

134,162,166,179,180,181,183,
184,185, 189, 190, 191, 193,195,
204,211,213,223,224,225,230,
231,233,240, 287

saptadasalingatobhadra xi xii 84
Saradatilaka (ST) xiii '10 '21 '28 34

38,42,44,47:48, ;1, ;2,~6, ;55:
160,161,165,166,168,169,170,
172,215,275,278

sarira(yantra), 33, 35
sarvatobhadra, x.i, xiii, xv, xvi, 10,

25,75,76,77,79,80,81,82,83,
84, 124, 164, 165, 166, 167,205
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satamudraramatobhadra, 85
sattva, 25,47,48,65,80, 139, 197
Saturn, 62
Satvata-Sarphita, 23, 26, 27, 123,

128,131,133,136,137,138,139,
144,147,275,281

Saubhagyabhiiskara, 17
saudarsanayantra, 9, 29, 145, 148,

149,150
Saundaryalaharl, ix, 3,37,38,275
scent mal)<;lala, 186
Seal of Solomon, 44
seat-maQ<;lala, 19,20,33,39, 156
seed syllable, 36, 37, 38, 44, 63, 139,

140,. 141, 150, 183
semi-circular, 13, 157,207
serpent, 66,67, 68, 120
Shankaranarayanan, 17,30,41,42,

287
Shield of David, 44
Shingon Buddhism, 8, 287, 288
Siddhanta, xiii, 10, 19, 154, 155, 157,

162,166,175,188,189,192,193,
194,195,196,199

Siddhayogesvarimata, xvii, 180, 182,
183,185,186,187,191,192,194,
201,205,208,209,212,214,222,
223,275,288,289

siddhi, 10,14,30,66,185,201,202,
203,205,206,208,212,213

siddhimal}9a1a, 20 I, 205, 208, 209
Sil?7hasana, 167, 168
Siva, xiv, xv, 10,24,25,29,42,43,

45,46,51,60,64,65,66,75,76,
77,80,82,128,153,156,157,
158,159,161,162,164,165,167,
168, 169, 170, 172, 173, 174, 184,
187,199,203,204,209,210,213,
226,229,234,241,242,243,259,
262,282,283,290

sivaliiJga, 60, 77, 244
six cakras, 52
six rites of magic, 34
six-petalled lotus, 22, 44
six-pointed star, 44
sketchbook, 76, 84
skull, 48, 49,191,193,199,205,

235,244
Smarta, x, xvi, 7, 20, 24,48,57,58,

60,61,63, 82,278
snake, 34,62, 66

INDEX

sobha, 25, 139
sobha, 25, 26,139,169,217,220,

221
south, x, 1,2,3,7,8,21,32,35,36,

48,62,65,75,82, 120, 127, 140,
154, 155, 165, 186,240,247,251,
253,256,260,271,277,278,279,
280,281, 284, 290

South Asia, x, 1,2,3, 7, 8, 21,32,36,
48,82,251,277,279,280,284,
290

south-cast, 16, 60, 62, 65, 67, 229
south-west, 60, 62, 65, 67
specialization, J0,201
spokes, 24, 50, 124, 128, 145, 150,

165, 181, 182, 198, 202, 206
square, x, xi, xiv, xv, 2,13,19,20,

24,25.2~ 33, 37, 39,42,44,46,
47,48,51,58,60,62,64,65,67,
68,73,79,80,81,82,122,124,
150,157,159,160,166,167,168,
170,182,202,207,215,216,220,
222, 226, 240, 241, 242, 246, 252,
253,255,256,258,259,260,262,
289
See also outer square

square grid, 20, 24, 25., 68, 73, 79,
258

squaring of the circle, 48
srlcakra, xiv, 2, 4,5,6,7,8, 10.,27,

30,31,34,40,42,43,45,50,162,
239,240,241,242,244,245,246,
247,248,282,289
srlcakra according to the
Yoginihrdaya, 239-248
See also bhiikrama(srlcakra),
bhiipr~rI1<l(srlcakra);

kacchapapr~rha(srlcakra);

kaililsaprastilra(sricakra);
kunnaprastclra(sricakra);
kurmapr~tha(srlcakra);

mcrukrama(sricakra);
meruprastara(sricakra);
mcrupmlw(sricakra);
sriyantra

srlcakrapiijii, 239, 247, 289
srlmap9ala, xiii, xvii, 26,45, 76, 205,

215
Srividya, 50,181,239,242,245,247,

278



sriyanlra, 2, 27, 30, 34,40, 50,279,
282,286
See also ,~ricakra

snikhahl, 24, 80
stamen, 167
star, 22, 43, 46, 141, 160, 167, 174,

181,202,205,216,218,221,229,
242
See also five-pointed star; six
pointed star

Star of Solomon, 46
stha~J(;filn, 158, 159, 161, 164, 193,

228
stluipallayantra, 20, 32
sthirav,istu, 262
stone, 9, 14,22,23,31, 34, 42, 60,

77,123,143,148,171,172,191,
233,254,255,257,258,259,261,
263

stotra, 36, 37
stuti, 36
subhadra(mafll;iaJa), 164
subjugation, 35, 203, 207
substitution, 10,201,204,209,212,

213
sudarsaIJa wheel, 45
sudarsilnacakl"a, 45
Sudarsanacakrapuru~a, xii, 46
sUla,226
sii1<ibjamandala, 166, 225
Sulba-Sut;a~ xiv, 27, 252, 253, 262,

263
sun, xvi, 19,25, 60, 62, 78, 80, 125,

128,140,161,211
sunya, 241
supernatural powers, 10, 14,30,66,

147,183,185,192,201,202,204,
205,206,207,208

Surya, 59. 60, 75,128,159,210
siiryabJwdra, xii, xvi, 25, 78, 80
Svacchanda, 155,200,201,202,203,

211
Svacchandabhairava, 24, 183, 193,

200,201
Svacchandatantra (SvT), xvii, 6, 10,

155,157,162,163,168,170,174,
180,181,182,183,184,186,187,
188,194,195,196,197,198,199,
200,201,203,204,209,210,211.
212,213,215,217,220,276,279

sviidlJi$rhiilla, 51, 52

INDEX 301

svastika,41,44, 77,79,125,164,
165, 173,203,225, 232

svastikiibjadvaya, 82, 164
svastikama1:11jaJa, xii, 75, 79, 86, 125,

233
svastikasarvatobhadra, 82, 164
symbolism, 1, 5, 21,26, 42, 43, 46,

47,.48,61,80, 160, 166, 172, 174,
175,176,212,253,262,280,282,
286

T-shaped gate, 42, 47
tabular device, 50, 51
tamas, 25, 47, 66, 80, 197
Tamilnadu, xiv
Tantra, 40,52,184,188, 189, 193,

196, 199, 200,204,212.,225, 271,
273,274,277,279,280,281,284,
286,287,288,290

Tantraloka (TA), xiii, xvii, 10, 13, 14,
41, 42, 134, 135, 155, 166, 175,
182,186,189,191,192,193,196,
197,214,217,222,223,225,227,
228,229,230,231,233,239,272,
288

Tantric, ix, 1,3,5,9,11,13,14,20,
26,27,32,33,37,39,41,43,45,
48,51,57,58,63,82,133,154,
155,157,180,190,210,213,227,
228,234,257,276,277,278,279,
280,281,282,283,285,286,287,
288,289

Tantrism, 11, 43, 153, t55, t62, 256,
278,281,285,289

temple, xii, xiv, xv, 1, 5, 11, 15, 16,
18,25,29~ 31,35,40,42,45,46,
47,60,75,80,82, 120, 121, 122,
130,142,148,149,150,159,164,
169,174,175,176,192,213,251,
252,254,255,256,257,258,259,
260,261,262,263,278,279,282,
283,284,286,288

three, xi, xiii, xv, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17,
19,22,23,24,25,30,31,33,38,
39,40,41,42,43,47,48,58,64,
65,66,67,68,80,120, 121, 124,
126,132,133,139,140,154,155,
156,157,161,171,173,194,195,
196,197,201,203,204,205,211,
216,217,220,222,223,224,225,
226,228.229,232,234,240,241,
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242,244,245,247,252,259,260,
263,280

three constituents (gwJa), 47, 66, 80
three gWl8S, 42, 173, 197
three-dimensional, 14, 16,24,30, 31,

195,.251
throne, xiii, 24, 25, 80, 81,140,161,

167,168,174,189,195,211,234
Tibetan, 1,3,7,16,44,49,76,79,

156, 176, 213, 277, 284, 287, 289
town-planning, I, 15, 75
trayodasalingasamudbha vamapc;lala,

xii,86
tmyodasamudraramatobhadra, xii, 85
triangle, x, 2, 13, 17,20, 24, 31, 33,

37,39, 40, 41,42, 43, 44, 50, 51,
62,64,65,240,241,244
See also downward-oriented
triangle; downward-pointing
triangle; equilateral triangle; fire
triangle; inverted triangle;
isosceles triangle; upward
oriented triangle; upward-pointing
triangle; water triangle

triangular, 13,41,42,43,207,244
trident, xiii, xvii, 14,24,39,48,65,

67,169,179,195,200,205,213,
222,223,224,225,226,228,22~

232,234
Trika,6, 14,24,29,134,155,157,

162,179,180,189; 190, 191, 195,
205, 213,225,226,228,22~230~
231,234,287

Trikasadbhavatantra, xiii
trikol}a, 17, 41, 64, 207
tripuramalJc;la/a, 82
Tripurasundari, 6, 37, 45, 239,240,

245
trisiiliibjamal}c;lala, xiii, 10,24,226,

227,228,233
tritrisii/abjamalJc;lala, xiii, 10, 24, 226,

229,230
tryasra, 41
Tucci, 5, 16,285,289
turmeric, 29, 123,208
two-dimensional, 16, 24, 30, 31

umakfjnta(ma~lr;1ala), 164
universe, 9,24,26,28, 139,140,141,

142,196,200,202,209,210,213,

INDEX

234,242,244,245,246,252,253,
255,263

upaka(J!/w, 26, 21 7
upasobllii,25, 139
upasobhii, 25, 26, 139, 169,217, 220,

221
upward-oricntcd triangle, 41
upward-pointing triangle, 42, 43, 46
ulsava, 123,130,158

vahaIliISUrak$liyantfil, 35
Vai~ryava, 9, 57, 76, 77, 210,211,

212,276,283
va isvadeva, xv, 57, 58
vajra, 22,44,48,65,67, 169
vajra-lotus, 22,44
vajradhiit!111Ja~JQala,23
Vajravarahi, 45, 49
Vajrayogini, 44, 45, 280, 290
valaya,40
Yam, 25, 80
vapi, 25, 79
Varal1amihira, 11, 27, 253, 254, 255,

256,258,259,262,273,275
vastLl, 59, 254, 258

See also caravaslu, sthiravastu
viistumatJc;lala, xiv, 11, 19, 160, 161,

256,259,260
vastupuru$an1a~)c;la/a,xiv, 6, 7, I I, 16,

27,253,254,255,256,257,258,
260,261,262,263,285

vcdi, xiv., xv, 164, 170,259
vcdibandha, xiv, xv, 259
Vedic, 26, 27, 48, 57, 60,62, 133,

157,190,201,210,251,252,253,
276,277,280,287,288,290

Venus, 62
vcsman, 16, I 82
vighnamarda, xii
Vimalaprabha, 16
virpsatilirigatobhadra, xii, 86
Vi~Qu, 14,24,26,29,42,46,51,57,

60,62,64,76,77,81, 121, 122,
123,124,127,129,130,131,132,
134,136,137,138,139,140,141,
142,148,150,209,210,211,274,
277,281
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